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THESIS ABSTRACT

Sr,vami Vivekananda's talks and writings brought many Indian concepts to

rvidespread public attention in the United States and Britain during the Iate nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries, and led to his recognition among Hindus as an articr¡late

spokesperson for the sanafan¿t dlzanna in the modem age.

Vivekananda's perspective, however, was profoundly shaped by the ideas, attitudes,

and values transmitted through the apparatus of the colonial establishment. This influence

penetrated beyond the swami's freely acknowledged admiration of Westem science and

material progress, and affected his thought and expression at more-fundamental levels as

ivell.

Nevertheless, Vivekananda rvas not simply a passive recipient of imperial

ideologies. This thesis considers some of the ways in which Vivekananda actively

engaged religion, nation, race, caste, and gender-often in thoughtful and creative

\4/ays-as sites for the negotiation of colonial/Orientalist assumptions and themes, while

seeking to position Hindus more advantageously within modernity's powerJaden cultural

hiera¡chies.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

In 1893 at the World Pa¡liament of Religions in Chicago, a charismatic and

eloquent young Indian sãdhu caught the attention of the assembled audience and,

subsequently, of the popuJar press as well, both in America and in his homeland. Swami

Vivekananda's charming personality and engaging presentation of his own faith

tradition-and its relation, as he perceived it, to those of others-brought the seemingly

exotic 'Hindoo religion' to rvidespread public attention in the West. Subsequently, as

rvord of his success spread across the se4 much of the Indian popuJace also came to

embrace him as an articulate spokesperson for the sanatana dhantza in the modem age.

In the more than one hundred years since his poiverful speech at the Pa¡liament,

Vivekananda's influence has spread ubiquitously throughout Indian life, in contexts both

religious and secular, popular and academic, as well as finding favour with Hindu

diasporites and Indophiles around the world. Vivekanandahas left an'official' legacy, in

the form of the Ramakrishna Math and Mission, an India-based intemational religious

association whose organisation he shaped and oversarv during his lifetime, and which

accordingly grants him and his teachings a central place in its spiritual lineage. Other

present-day Hindu teachers, leaders and movements frequently appeal to his speeches and

writings, be it to support their own religio-philosophical teachings, to justify as 'spiritual
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practice' their social service activities, or to advance their nationalist political agendas.

Hindu-influenced new religious movements outside of India also commonly cite

Vivekananda and his teachings as paradigmatic for an enlightened-yet-socially-engaged

religious life.

While Vivekananda's life and work has long been the subject of much laudatory

writing by his admirers, particularly those within the Ramakrishna Order of sannyasins,

he has only comparatively recently begrur to attract serious critical study from members

of the Western academic community This growing attention on the part of scholars

appears to be due both to the contemporary shift in focus towards modern figures and

movements, as well as to the increased interest within many disciplines in those

individuals who engaged the dynamic currents of thought that competed for allegiance

within colonial-era societies. The characteristic approaches of postcoloniaJr theory and

colonial discourse analysis have provided scholars nith an evolving set of investigative

tools and methods suited to such subject matter. In the case of Vivekananda, the study of

the underlying imperialist themes, structures, and mindsets attended to by these

approaches offers one way of finding a logic or coherence within a very diverse and

wide-ranging body of writings and speeches.

Though thrust into a novel American religious and intellectual milieu rather

abruptly at the Parliament of Religions, this Bengali sadhu was far from unacquainted

with the prevailing currents of thought in Westem societies. Indeed, hailing from the

' There is disagreement among scholars over whether to render the term in hyphenated form as 'post-
colonial' (suggesting to some a distinct period which follows the 'colonial') or as 'postcolonial'
(suggesting a unique entity altogether). I opt for the latter (except when a sense of chronological order is
specihcally meant) as I feel it more nearly approaches the nuanced, not-specifrcally chronological meaning
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urban centre of colonial power in what lvas then one of Britain's most-prized colonial

possessions, this product of a cosmopolitan middle-class Calcutta family and a Westem-

modelled educational system had been shaped by the mindsets, ideas, and values

transmitted through the apparatus of the colonial establishment-and their impact

remains detectable in his large body of preserved writings and speeches. This influence

penetrated beyond Viveka¡randa's freely acknowledged admiration of Westem science

and material progress, and affected the srvami's thought at more ft¡ndamental levels as

well. In seeking to understand Vivekananda's ideas and perspectives in an insightful way,

these factors rightly deserve critical consideration.

To admit the fact of this influence, however, is not to say that Vivekananda was a

passive recipient of imperial ideology, duped by the colonial rulers' political agendas and

the Orientalist constructions of foreign intellectuals. Rather, to a significant extent,

Vivekananda carefully considered these ideas, and responded to them in ways which

were often particularly thoughtful and nuanced-albeit inevitably shaped and constrained

by considerations of time, place, and audience. In fact, with his relatively wide sphere of

influence, he actually played a role in shaping the ways that some of these concepts-

especially those conceming India and the Hindu 'religion'-came to be understood

within the broader twentieth-century public consciousness, popular and academic, both in

India and in the West.

Specifically, this thesis argues that many of the assumptions, ideas, and structures

that cha¡acterised colonial/Orientalist discourse influenced Vivekananda's conceptions of

such basic categories ofpersonal and social identity as religion, nation, race, caste, and

of the term. For a brief explanation of the issue, see Leela Gandhi" Postcolonial Theory: A Critical
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gender. Further, it examines the ways in which he actively engaged many of these

'Westem'notions in his own work, variously adopting, adapting, and rejecting aspects

thereof in response to his own unique set of personal experiences, intellectual inquiries,

cultural assumptions, religious ideals, and practical goals.

To these ends, I draw upon the insights and analytical techniques developed by an

array of established 'postcolonial' critics, such as Edward Said, Homi Bhabh4 Gayatri

Spivak, and others, as well as utilise relevant work by scholars of South Asia, to study

these concepts as they are expressed in Vivekananda's extensive works. As well, the

work of those who have critically reflected specifically on Vivekananda's life, ideas, and

influence are among the secondary sources that I employ in this research. By rmdertaking

a careful and critical reading of Vivekananda's work, my aim in this study is to elucidate

the ways in which his understanding of these concepts reflect a profound degree of

colonial/Orientalist influence, as well as indicate how these categories became sites for

his own contestation of certain elements of these same discourses.

C o loni ali s m and O r i e nt al i s m : P air e d Di s c our s e s

In orderto understand the characteristics of colonialism and its various allied

discou¡ses (particularly, in this context, Orientalism), it is necessary to consider

something of the historical, cultural and philosophical forces that led to its emergence and

shaped its manifestations. In the global context, of course, contact between distant lands,

military and political conquest of civilisations, and settlement of persons in far-off

territories has a lenglhy history. The situation that developed between the communities of

post-Renaissance Europe and other regions of the world, however, was exceptional; not

Introduction (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press- 1998), 3.
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only in terms of the shear scope of the geographical coverage of this 'colonial project'

and the diversity of the cultures and communities directly involved or indirectly

implicated, but in the depth and degree of its influence, effecting not merely material

changes, but deep-rooted ideological ones as well. It is not hyperbole to assert that

modem European colonialism impacted, in profound ways, virtually 'every comer of the

globe'. (In fact, the incongruity of this rectilinear metaphor and the spherical reality it

represents itself intimates the latent absurdities often involved in the pan-global

imposition of Westem conceptual terrain.) The extensive political and institutional

transformations effected within Europe's colonial possessions are only the most obvious

of its consequences; more veiled are the far-reaching effects of its integral concepts,

ideologies, power structures, and rhetoric, and the systems of knowledge and practice that

they, in dialectic fashion, both result from and foster.

It is this 'genealogical' approach to understanding the phenomena of Europe's-

and, in paficular. Britain's-interaction with other communities, cultures and people

groups over the span of approximately four centuries that has led to the norv-prevalent

practice of reading colonialism as adiscourse. This analysis of the colonial project,

u'hich has its roots in Foucauldian thought but has emerged over a period of time through

the agency of numerous scholars, has, in recent decades, become a critical concept across

multiple disciplines within the academy. By examining colonialism's 'discursive'

dimension-that is, its cha¡acter and function as a collection of thought, writing, and

practice that is tmited by a common object, approach, or set of ideas and terms-schola¡s

have fashioned a new interpretive framework for understanding seemingly disparate

elements that persistently resurface in the study of widely varied colonial contexts. As
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rvell, this approach has highlighted the impact (one might say complicity) of many fields

of knorvledge on the formulation and maintenance of colonial norms and assumptions.

These commingling discursive entities include, as we shall see in the course of this thesis,

Christian theology, European historiography, the social sciences (particularly ethnology

and sociology), and comparative philology, among many others.

The study of 'India' (a concept with shifting boundaries of its own) during the

nineteenth century was undertaken both by scholars within the ivy-covered (and ivory-

coloured) setting of European uriversities, and by those with a more direct link to the

machinery of empire. With respect to the former, much of the effort undertaken was

subsumed utder the broad umbrella of 'Oriental studies', in the scholastic language of the

day. In actuality, as an academic discipline, Orientalism encompassed the study of a huge

expanse of diverse geographic and cultural territory, and was comprised of researchers

from many fields, with linguistics and philology assuming particularly prominent

positions. Even a quick perusal, for example, of the Journal of the Royal AsÌatic Society,

a vital forum for Orientalist resea¡chers of the period, reveals the great range of materials

which were brought together as components of the larger task of deciphering the

'Eastem' world-botanical studies of chinese flora nestle in its pages next to

explanations of Ceylonese Buddhist funeral rites; explanations of 'Hindoostani'

phonetics might share a volume with the meticulous details of new archaeological finds

in North Africa. This approach typifies what historical anthropologist Bemard S. Cohn
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has aptly labelled "the Victorian encyclopaedic quest for total knowledge,"2

characteristic of the post-Enlightenment ethos of power and control through

comprehension.

A substantial portion of the'fieldwork' upon which the academic Orientalists

depended was carried out in lndia by British colonial administrators and those in their

employ. For the British came to understand early on-well before the 1858 institution of

the British Raj as such-that knowledge of India's land, people,languages, and social,

religious, economic, legal and political institutions and practices was necessary in order

to successfully negotiate a foothold in this vast and diverse territory, defined and bounded

though it was through their own effofs. As the British Crou.n assumed formal control

from the East India Company, increased labours, driven by pragmatic considerations,

were devoted to training an assemblage of 'experts', particularly in the areas of ancient

and modem Indian languages, traditional law, ethnographical approaches, and suveying

skills.3

These two approaches to the study and understanding of India unsurprisingly tended

to coalesce at times, even the research of so prominent an academician as German scholar

Friedrich (Mar) Müller could not escape the ties of empire, his long and productive

tenure at Oxford University heavily supported as it was by British colonial interests.a

While the specifics of the research that was produced by these scholars/administrators are

important to our study, even more critical are the ideas that undergirded and permeated

2 Bemard S. Coþ Coloníalism and lts Fotms of Knowledge: The British in India (P¡inceton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, I 996), 8.
3 See Coh¡l 3-15 passim.
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the production of knowledge about India. In this regard, we must move beyond narrow

institutional boundaries to consider a broader network of discourses-those which, acting

together, form what Edward W. Said has famously christened'Orientalism'. Said's book

of the same title,5 when it first appeared in 1978, caused a stir (and, in certain quarters,

practically an uproar) for its then-bold assertion that the European study of 'Oriental'

societies and cultures rvas intrinsically-perhaps inextricably-linked with Europe's

political agenda.

Orientalism, in Said's presentation, centres around the conviction that European

study of, and writing about, 'the Orient'-an imprecise entity implicitly defined as that

rvhich is other than 'the West'-actudly constructed its putative object by casting upon it

those aspects which Europeans have collectively sought to disavow from their own socio-

cultural self-concept.ó Thus, in Said's view, not only did Orientalism 'create' the Orient

(and in a larger sense. the 'non-West' as a r.vhole), the Orient which was thus formed,

"helped to define Europe (or the West) as its contrasting image, idea, personality,

experience."t Embedded r+'ithin this project, he asserts, is the pervasive European

aspiration-ultimately fuelled by political and economic interests, and explained with an

admixture of psychoanal,vtic theory as rvell-for "dominating, restructuring, and having

authority over the Orient",8 in short, for controlling the 'other' through the power of

knowledge and representation. This is not to say that Said approaches Orientalism as a

sinister conspiracy driven by malicious intentions; but that he calls attention to the

o For more details on the relationship between academic research on the Orient and the British govemment,
see the discussion in Tony Ballantyne's Orientalism and Race: Aryanism in the British Etnpire (Hapshire,
IIK: Palgrave, 2002), 1 8-55.
5 Edward W. Said, Orientalism (New York: Pantheon, I 978; reprint, New York: Random House, I 994).
6 

Said, Orientalism,l-9 passim.
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network of power and the Westem cultu¡al presuppositions that permeate discourses on

the Orient, factors that have profoundly shaped the way a substantial portion of the world

has been-and continues to be-represented in Westem thought, and, in tum, influenced

the self-conceptions of those very societies which Oriental constructions purport to

describe. Further, Said's presentation links the Western portrayals of the Oriental to those

same societies' anxieties surrounding the marginal-and thus threatening-elements

within their own national borders, including women, ethnic and religious minorities, and

the impoverished and disenfranchised classes; in other words, Orientalism becomes a

way for a culture to displace its own fears and angst onto a more distant 'other,.e

Although, he argues, the specifics of British, American, French, and German

Orienta-lisms (to name the four most prominent varieties) do indeed differ, they have

historically shared a common set of assumptions and priorities, constructed over the

course of generations, regarding the nature of "the East,, and its denìzens. l0

While Said devotes a large share of attention in Orientalism. as well as his later

monographs, to the impact of this slyle of thinking, writing and speaking upon the .Near

East' and, particularly, its Muslim inhabitants, subsequent postcolonial scholarship has

investigated his framervork's applicability to various other regions/societies throughout

the world. The relationship betrveen Indi4 its study and representation, and these power-

laden discourses has been the focus of much attention in recent years, as Indologists and

others have become increasingly conscious of the extent to which colonialism,s often

unarticulated assumptions have moulded thinking, writing, and discussion about India.

'rbia., t-2.
t lbi¿., :.
n rbia-zol.
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As 'the Jewel in the crown' of the British Empire, lndia long figured among the

principal 'others' of the imperial metropole, occupying ambiguous and ambivalent

ground as, simultaneously, a coveted source of revenue, an important trading location, a

strategic military stronghold, a venue of mystery and adventure, a site for testing British

masculinity, a desired exotic object, a living historical research laboratory, a vast mission

field, a degraded and subject land, a place of lawlessness and disorder, and a threatening

embodiment of much-feared irrationality, sensuality, torpor, and emasculation-to name

only some of the relevant conceptualisations. India clearly has long occupied a central

position in the Europe's representation of, and interaction with, the rest of the world, the

elucidation of this association, consequently, is a key component of the effort to

deconstruct and analyse the workings of the colonial project. It should perhaps therefore

not come as a surprise that a substa¡rtial number of persons of Indian background figure

among the leading postcolonial scholars of the present day, and that India's complex

association with the discursive manifestations of colonialism serves as a focal point for

much of the current discussion regarding the nature and expression of colonial pattems of

thought.

I nt err o ga t i ng C ol oni al D i s c our s e s : Foundat i ona I The or e t i ca I S our c e s

Before investigating the relationship befiveen Vivekananda and colonial discou¡se,

it is necessary to comprehend the character of the latter, and the rvays in which it has

fturctioned to establish and perpetuate aparticular constellation ofideas about the rvorld.

Indeed, we may take the foundation of 'postcolonial' inquiry to be this act of seeking out

and interrogating the previously unsought and unquestioned relations between the

toIbid., l6-19.
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culturally and historically specific themes of the West, the practices of empire-building

(including political, economic, and military forms thereof, as well as widely varied

modes of knowledge production), and the discourses that permifted, supported,

legitimated, and transmitted the same. 
t t

Crucial to this understanding is the recognition of colonialism as a'discourse', an

idea that, as noted above, owes the conditions for its genesis to the work of Michel

Foucault.12 Though Foucault's writings do not focus upon the colonial context per se, his

poststructuralist work on the discursive formation and transmission of knowledge

underlies all of the varied approaches of postcolonial scholars, and terminology that owes

its origin and/or particular shade of meaning to him peppers the writings of the same. The

full implications of 'discourse' as a concept are a subject of much discussion in

postcolonial circles; however, rather than seek to interrogate the term, it will suff,rce to

note here that, for scholars of colonialism, 'discourse' primarily refers to "a strongly

bounded area of social knowledge, a system of stalements rvithin which the rvorld can be

known ... [in Foucault's words, it is] the'complex of signs and practices which organizes

social existence and social reproduction'."r3

The concept of discourse has become crucial to analysing the operations of

colonialism and charting its genealogy, as it elucidates the coalescence of knowledge and

rr For this understanding of postcolonialism, I owe a debt to Jean-Francois Lyotard's explanations of
postmodemism, which emphasise the centrality of interrogating modemity and its assurnptions. For
explanations of his position, see Lyotard, The Postmodern Explained, trans. Don Barry and others
Qvlinneapolis: Uníversity of Minnesota Press), 1992.
12 Lyotard has also contributed to the understanding of 'discourse' in contemporary academic usage, but his
strong linguistic focus makes his work less directly relevant to postcolonial theory. For a comparison and
contrast of the two perspectives, see Andrew Edgar and Peter Sedgwick, eds- CulÍural Theoty: The Key
Concepfs (London; Routledge, 2002), s.v. "Discourse."
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power at a very deep level, manifest in the often unarticulated pattem of 'permissible'

and'excluded'statements which can be enurciated within the colonial situs.14In

particular, Foucault's approach draws attention to the intersections between discursive

formations (experience systematised into 'modes of knowledge', a process both carried

out and expressed through discourse)15 and their expression and transmission via

educational institutions, political structures,legal systems, medical establishments,

religious authorities, and the like. By so doing, Foucault helps to explicate the process by

which porver-redefined by him to suggest an all-pervasive force dispersed throughout

the social body-becomes constitutive of personal and collective identities, as well as of

relations befween individuals, groups, and societies.16

Although Foucault's work-and to a lesser extent, that of fellow critical/cultural

theorists like Jacques Derrida and Jacques Lacanr7-.has been crucia.l to the emergence of

a new understanding of colonialism and its impact, it is a network of scholars who have

'' Bitl Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiîl:r;. Key Concepts in PosÍ-Colonial Sludies (London:
Routledge, 1998), "Discourse," citing Michel Foucault, "Orders of Discourse: Inaugural lecture delivered
at the College de France," Social Science Inþrmation,l0, no. 2 (1971): 7-30.
ra In addition to this technical usage, the term discourse shall also be seen to crop up rvithin this thesis in a
somewhat-more atavistic sense, to denote the articulation of ideas in general through rnultiple or
unspecified modes or forms, particularly with respect to Vivekananda's lectures/essays/books/letters/etc.
Even in such cases, however, I have tried to ensure that the sense in which the ternl in used does not
abrogate its primary 'postcolonial' usage, for Vivekananda's expressed ideas may also be understood
collectively as constitutive of a discourse in their own right, as they form a system of interconnected
statements which express a particular site of intersecting streams of thought and practice.
15 A¡drew Edgar and Peter Sedgwick, eds., Cultural Theoty: The Key Concepts, ecl. (London: Routledge,
2002), s.v. "Discor¡rse".
16 Foucault's understanding of power is famously set forth in his 1963 book, The Birth of the C/i¡ric, and his
subsequent work,Discipline and Punish (1975), in which he examines the institutions of the clinic/hospital
and prison, respectively, as demonstrative of the interconsûtutive nature of knowledge and power.
r7 Beyond Foucault, the narnes of a number of other central figures from the realms of
poststructuralist/postmodern thought-including Derrida,Lacan, and Kristeva-will be found conspicuous
only by their virtual absence in this thesis. This is a reflection of nry own particular nrethodological
orientation towards colonial discourse analysis and applied postcolonial theory (which does, however,
incorporate insights from these thinkers). This is certair¡Iy not to deny, however, the rich potential that may
very well yet lie within their perspectives for illuminating the relationship between Vivekananda and
colonial discourse. This remains an aÍea for futr¡re research.
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taken intellectual inspiration from the former that has been instrumental in guiding the

formulation of 'postcolonial studies' as a recognised area of inquiry within the academy.

However, like its allied 'posts', poststructuralism and postmodemism, the wide array of

terrains and approaches encompassed by the postcolonial moniker has made the

systematic description of the field in terms of methodology or subject matter a

challenging venture. There are, nevertheless, an array ofbasic concepts and approaches-

many of them closely linked to the work of particular scholars-that have become basic

elements within the sphere of colonial discourse analysis, a number of these are of

relevance to our consideration of Vivekananda.

Said, whose groundbreaking work can claim chronological primacy over that of

most of postcolonial studies' theoretical literature, is nevertheless predated by others who

have lent inspiration to the field. One such hgure, a writer whose work has,

posthumously, become particularly important to the postcolonial study of racism and

nationalism, is Martiniquan psychiatrist Fra¡rtz Fanon (1925-1961). Fanon's works-the

best-known of which are his 1952 monograph, Peøu noire, masques blancs (published in

English in 7967 as Black Skin, þl'hite Masks)t8 and his last book, Les damnés de la terre

(1961; English edition, The Wretched of the Earth, issued in 1965)1e-are of enduring

value for his integration of Marxist-influenced social theory with the conceptual ground

of psychological analysis to investigate the phenomenon of colonial domination,

emphasising the impact of colonial hegemony upon the formation of the colonised

subject's self-identity. His work was to become an important resource for anti-colonial

liberation movements and 'black consciousness' efforts in the middle decades of the

t8 FrantzFanon, Black Skin, IØhite Masks,lrans. Charles Lam Markmarur (New York: Grove Press, 1967).
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twentieth century.20 Of more relevance in this context, though, a number of subsequent

postcolonial writers have also taken Fanon as one of their theoretical starting points,

transforming this psychological theme in unique ways; Ashis Nandy, for example, builds

much of his analysis of Indian society in The Inlimate Enemy (19S3) around a reading of

later European colonial history as an attempt to colonise not only land but minds and

selves, aproject which profoundly altered both the colonised and the coloniser.2l

Yet, as already mentioned, it was not until Said's innovative engagement with a

wide array of European source material in Orientalism thal the deconstruction of

colonialism and its discourses began to emerge as an area of scholarly inquiry in its orvn

right, though awkwardly situated athwart the boundaries of a number of recognised

disciplines. The contribution of Orientalism to the study of colonialism has been

multifold. With respect to its specific argument and content, Said's holistic portrait-

with, granted, an especial emphasis upon the role of literature, his own field-exposed

both the subtlety and pervasiveness of Europe's efforts to control 'the East' via its

representational strategies, in addition to its imposition of more tangible colonial

institutions upon non-Western societies. Although many widely divergent discursive

formations have been involved in the construction of the Orient, Said has demonstrated

that the forms of knowledge expressed thereby have been remarkably congruent,

consistently, if not necessarily always calculatedly, perpetuating a West/East hierarchy.

More than a mere point of historical elucidation, these claims have compelled scholars in

the post-Orientalism academy to interrogate the research and writing of their

Ìe Frantz Fanorl The tlretched of the Earth,trans. Constance Fenington Q.Jew York: Grove Press, 1965).
20 Ashcroft, et al, Key Concepts, s.v. "Fanonism."
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predecessors, upon whose work they build, from the perspective of an 'hermeneutics of

suspicion' (to invoke Paul Ricoeur's phrase), to include the act of questioning their own

complicity in the (neo)colonial project and thus stimulating the development of a new

spirit of critical self-reflexivity within contemporary Asian studies and its component

fields

Although Said's work faced much resistance initially from those working within the

disciplines it critiqued, a number of his insights are now, in accordance with the third

phase of Einstein's notable dictum, accepted as self-evident-albeit with a variety of

contestations and qualifications. Some of the harsh early reactions to the book seem, in

retrospect, to have stemmed partly from superficial readings of the text and

misunderstandings of Said's theory, as well as hostility towards his personal political

orientations.22 More measured critiques, many of them now widely acknowledged as

valid, have also issued forth from those scholars in the expanding field of postcolonial

studies rvho have subsequently drau'n upon his work.23 The attribution of certain

significant theoretical inconsistencies and ambiguities to Said's approach,2a as well as the

oft-voiced assertion that he has actually created something of a singular "Orientalist

metana¡rative" that glosses over the distinctions between various Westem societies and

their particula¡ methods of engaging the East,25 are observations with some legitimacy

" Ashis Nandy, The httimate Enemy: Loss and Recovety of Self Under Colonialism (Delhi: Oxford
University Press, 1 983).
22 The natr¡re and legitimacy of such criticisms of Orientalism have been discussed by Bitl Ashcroft and Pal
AÌ¡luwalia in Edward Said: The Paradox of ldenti4t Q-ondon: Routledge, 1999),74-83 .

" Ibid., 83-84.
2a One notable critique of Said's use of Foucault is that expressed by Aijaz Ahmad in his monograph 1lr
Theory: Classes, NaÍions, Literatures (London: Verso, 1992).

" Philip A. Mellor, "Orientalism, Representation and Religion: The Reatity Behind the Myth," -Re ligíon 34

Q)Afl:104.
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and import. Said's later publications26 have atlempted to clarify, expand, and apply

some of his ideas in these respects, though none has matched the impact and influence of

Orientalism.

As postcolonial schola¡ship has matured and developed beyond the colonial

discourse analysis set forth in Orientalism, it has branched into many interwoven strands,

each incorporating distinctive theoretical orientations and drawing upon a unique web of

influences. One of these threads, which might best be characterised as the 'psychological'

approach, has its roots in Fanon's observations as well as in the theoretical work of

Lacan, and has grown to include a broad collection of concepts that draw attention to the

mental/emotional dynamics involved in the colonial relationship. Scholars working out of

this perspective tend to draw heavily upon psychoanalytic theory, in seeking to reveal the

co\¡ert origins of the construction of the colonised as 'other', they explicate the ways in

rvhich such psychological mechanisms as displacement, transference, fetishisation, and

paranoia function on a collective level in the context of the European encounter with the

rest of The rvorld.

One particularly significant postcolonial scholar whose work intersects with the

broad outlines of this approach is Homi K. Bhabha. Bhabh4 a professor of literature at

Harvard University, has had a degree of influence within postcolonial studies far

disproportionate to his relatively modest body of published work, with his important

essays that rvere published throughout the 1980s finally brought out as a monograph in

26 In particular, The l4/ot'ld, Íhe Text and the Critic (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1983) and
Cultw'e and Imperialism (London: Chatto & Windus, 1993) figwe prominently among Said's later works,
for the significant ideas that they offer from a postcolonial-studies perspective.
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1994. entitledThe Location of Culture.t'Heis also the editor of Nation and

Narration,2s an influential collection of papers published in 1990, whose contributors

consider the discursive construction of 'the nation'. Though not all postcoloniaJ theorists,

by any means, adhere to his approach in full-Bhabha has been subject to criticism, for

example, for his alleged lack of clarity with respect to the relationship between his

abstract theorising and the actual events of colonial history2e-he has nevertheless

contributed a number of valuable concepts to colonial discourse analysts' cornmon

methodol ogi cal tool box.

Of particular importance are Bhabha's interrelated ideas of ambivalence, mimicry,

andhybridi4t.He asserts Ihat ambivalence, aterm which he borrows from Freud, is one

of the characteristic elements of the colonial relationship, for the coloniser and the

colonised are invariably bourd together by fluctuating bonds of simultaneous attraction

and repulsion, exploitation and sustenance, complicity and resistance. The result is a

situation that is, Bhabha posits, inherently self-destablising, opening up a space for the

disruption of its own power and authority.'o One of the rvays in which this disruption

occrrs, he asserts, is through mimicry, or the colonial system's "desire for a reformed,

recognizable Other, as a subject of a difference that is almost the same, but not quite."31

In other words, the colonised subject is exhorted (directly or indirectly) to 'mimic' the

coloniser in terms of values, beliefs, behaviour, even appearance;yet, as this very

imitation becomes a threat to the established colonial order through its erasure of the

27 Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture (London: Routledge, 1994).
28 Homi K. Bhabha, ed. Nation and Narration (London: Routledge, 1 990).
2e 

See Peter Childs and R. J. Patrick Williams, Æ Introduction to Post-Colonial Theoty (London: Prentice
Halt, 1997),143-4.
30 

See Bhabha , The Location of Culture, S5-92.
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hierarchy's substantiation-this, in Bhabha's terms, constitutes the'menace' of

mimicry-effort is also exerted to maintain an unbridgeable gulf between the imitator

and the imitated.32 (One relevant example to rvhich Bhabha appeals is "the difference

between being English and being Anglicized.")33 Hybridity is anatu¡al outcome of the

ambivalent colonial relationship, as 'ivell as a potent agent of destablisation; the mutual

production of identities between the colonial metropole and the peripheral colony results

in new hybrid cultural forms, u,hich transgress bounda¡ies and thereby interrogate the

binary categories which mderlie colonial discourse. While this process does not

necessarily sabotage the material reality of colonial dominance, Bhabha maintains rhat it

lends an inherent instability to the relationship. and provides an avenue through which

subversive courter-discourses can emerge.3o His rvork also emphasises the role of

liminalìtyt, positing that cultural transformation and the production of hybridity occur in

the liminal-marginal or 'in-between'-space that exists outside of various competing

discourses within a colonial setting: this is particularly true, for Bhabha, with respect to

the formation of the nation, a theme that he explores in his concluding essay in Nation

and Narration, paronomasically titled "DissemiNation."35 Though his work has

weathered criticism on account of the extent to which the ambiguity that cha¡acterises

colonialism in his analysis obscures the stark reality of colonial power and persistence,36

" Ibid., 86 (italics rernoved).

" Ibid., 88.

" Ibid., 89-90.

'o lbid., 36-9.
35 Homi K. Bhabha, 'DissemiNation: time, narrative, and the margins of the modern nation," chap. in
Nation and Narcatiotr (London: Routledge, 1990),29I-322.
36 

See Benita Parry, "Signs of ou¡ Times: Discussion of Homi Bhabha's Zocation of Culture," Third Text
28129 (AutumniWinter 1994): 5-25. Parry asserts that Bhabha "represents colonialism as transactional
rather than conflictual," because ofhis focus on textuality over the social/tristorical; quoted and discussed
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he has undoubtedly contributed significantly to the inclusion of useful psychoanalytic

components within the'mainstream' of postcolonial theory.

A somewhat different approach to the understanding of the colonial predicament

has been articulated by Gayatri Chakravorry Spivak, a humanities professor at Columbia

University ivho is among the best-knorm figures within the 'subaltem studies'

movement, with a large body of publications spanning several decades to her credit.

Drawing heavily upon a unique blend of Mamist thought, Derrida's 'deconstructionist'

approach, and poststructuralist feminist theory, Spivak has established herself as an astute

and sophisticated-if difficult-to-situate-critic of a wide range of currents in modem

thought, with a focus on colonial and postcolonial contexts.

Among Spivak's most notable (or, at least, most noted) contributions to

postcolonial studies and critical theory is her insightful critique of the application of

Antonio Gramsci's concept of subalterneityto the study of subordination based upon

gender, class, race, and other factors in colonial and decolonising societies. Although the

term's meaning is somervhat fluid and undergoes shifts in the minutiae of its usage

between various exponents, the concept is generally employed to counter the tendency in

Area Studies, particularly in the South Asian historiographical context, to focus attention

upon privileged or elite groups to the neglect of other disadvantaged and

disenfranchised-or subaltern-commurities. Spivak's complex conclusion to her self-

formulated question, "Ca¡r the subaltem speak?"37-a pithy phrase which simultaneously

addresses issues of subjectivity, authority, mediation, and reception, arnong others-

in Peter Childs and R. J. Patrick Williams,,4r Inlroduction to Post-Colonial Theory (I-ondon: Prentice
Hall, t997),145.
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emphasises w-hat she understands to be the multiple forces rvhich work to 'silence'

subaltem voices, as well as the inability to identify and delimit the'subaltem' as distinct

from the 'elite' rvithout encountering the spectre of essentialism. (Spivak has been

subject to criticism particularly on this first point, often taken by interpreters as an

outright rejection on her part of the possibility of subaltem agency; she has, however,

responded thoughtfully to her critics on this point.)38

In the context of the present study, one relevant question, then, concems the

possible applicability of 'subaltem' to Swami Vivekananda. He indeed is 'disadvantaged'

to some extent in the colonial context, by virtue of his racial identity, caste status, and

position as a colonial subject. Holever, even considering the plasticity of the term as

Spivak and the other members of the Subaltem Studies Collective employ it,

Vivekananda's background as an educated member of Bengali bhndralok (roughly,

'respectable') society, his male gender, and the upper-class circles in rvhich he dwelt

during his overseas and domestic sojoums makes the blanket application of this term and

its corollaries to him problematic. Further, Spivak herself has cautioned against

conflating the experiences and subjectivities of all of the colonially afflicted, contrasting,

for example, the experiences of the voluntary migrant with those of the'Third World'

postcolonial; the male with the female; the privileged class with the proletariat.3e For this

reason, I have avoided any simple assertion of Vivekananda's subaltemeity in this thesis,

37 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, "Can the Subaltem Speak?," intrúanism and the Interpretation of Culture,
ed. Cary Nelson and Larry Grossberg (Urbana: University of lllinois, 1988), 271-313.

" For u clarification of Spivak's position in "Can the Subaltem Speak?," see "subaltem Talk: Interview
withtheEditors"inTheSpivakReader,D.LandryandG.Maclean, Q.JewYork: Routledge,1996),287-
308, in which Spivak addresses her oft-misinterpreted views on subaltern subjectivity.
3e Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Outside in the Teaching Machine QrIew York: Routledge, 1993), 58.
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though the import of his race, caste, and colonial subjugation is addressed throughout

the text, where relevant.ao

More obviously applicable in the context of our study is Spivak's development of

several themes articulated previously by Said. Whereas Orientalism incorporates the idea

of 'the Orient' as 'other', Spivak has elaborated upon the underlying process-terming it

Othering-by which the discourse of the imperial centre constructs 'others' while

simultaneously positioning itself as the object of those others' desire.ar (This 'Othering'

process is closely linked with what Spivak identifies asworlding, or the creation of

colonised space/place as a'world'that is defined through the agency of the colonising

power, thus embedding rvithin its very conception the authority of the West.)a2In this

regard, she has further called upon present-day scholars to self-reflexively consider their

own positions with respect to their subjects, seeking a path out of "the current academic

theatre of cultural imperialism,'/3 without necessitating the discarding of rvhat she

believes to be the valuable-though-privileged theoretical discourses developed within the

Westem academy.aa

Another pertinent concept for the subject at hand is Spivak's strategic essentialism,

a phrase that frequently comes into play when analysing discursive resistance to

colonialism. The term 'essentialism' itself is a much-used one in postcolonial studies,

with varied (and often ambiguous) meanings, however, following Ashcroft, Griffiths, and

Tiffrn, we may appeal to an understanding widely accepted by scholars of colonial

a0 Regarding Vivekananda's questionable 'subaltemeity', see also the discussion of Partha Chatterjee's
work, below.
ot The influence upon Spivak of Lacanian thought regarding psychoanalytic 'Othemess' is evident here
a2 Ashcroft, el aL, Key Concepts, s.v. "Worlding."
a3 Spivak, "subaltem Studies: Deconstructing Historiography," in Landry andMacLean,232.
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discourse, framing essentialism as "the assumption that groups, categories or classes of

objects have one or several defining features exclusive to all members of that category."a5

The inte¡pellation of the colonial subject has traditionally been embedded within

discourses that appeal to an essence-based understanding ofcultural categories (i.e., the

notion that there is some definite, static, and indispensable quality that makes one

'English' or'Indian', 'White' or'Asiatic', 'masculine' or'feminine', and so forth).

Often, these'essential' qualities are articulated in the form of mutually exclusive binary

oppositions infused ivith value judgments: if one society is'rational', its'other'must be

'irrational'; if one culture is 'civilised', that over r.vhich it asserts dominion is 'barbaric':

if one race is imbued with 'masculinity', it must displace its 'femininity' (or, as it is more

often conceptualised, its 'effeminacy') onto another. Scholars have been virfually

unanimous in attributing a large share of the responsibility for the maintenance and

transmission of imperial discourses" hegemonic authority to colonialism's essentialist

constructions (be they ofrace, nation, gender, orthe like), which tend to foster exclusion

and exploitation.

While postcolonial scholars and rvriters often attempt to deconstruct these

categories, and expose their tenuous assumptions, as a method of invalidating the

purported authority of colonial representations, it is impossible to ignore the fact that

many of the important figures and movements in colonised societies' anti-colonial efforts

have utilised ideas that are equally essentialist to those they seek to overtum (for

example, the 'reverse-ethnocentric' assertion that Asians are 'spiritually' superior to

'materialistic' Westemers). It is to describe this practice, particularly ivhen carried out

aa 
See Childs and Williams, 170-2.
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knorvingly and willingly, that Spivak has employed the term'strategic essentialj5¡¡'-

in other words, lhe use of essentialism's truth-claims to achieve a purpose, not

necessarily entailing a complete acceptance of the same as fundamentally valid.a6

Spivak's approach is therefore relatively sympathetic to the intentional deployment of

essentialist constructs within the context of colonial resistance efforts and nationalist

movements, encouraging scholars thereof to not simply view colonised peoples/societies

as deceived victims unaware of the'colonised consciousness' foisted upon them by

Westem discursive formations, but, rather, as active participants in a deliberate and

sophisticated engagement and rebuttal of the "planned epistemic violence"4T constituted

by colonial knowledge.

Tr ansþr mi ng The ory : C o loni alÌ s m a nd N i ne I ee nt h-C e ntur y I nd i a

Beyond the Said-Bhabha-Spivak triad of central theorists, many other scholars have

contributed to the development of techniques for the investigation of colonialism as a

discursive phenomenon. A signifrcant number of postcolonial academics in recent years

have concentrated their research specifically upon India (or, less often, other regions of

South Asia), combining existing and novel theoretical insights with the applied study of

figures, events, institutions, and ideas in a specific local, regional, or national context.

Among the best known in this regard are the other members of the Subaltem Studies

group, including such notables as Partha Chatte{ee, Ranajit Guha, and, more recently,

Gyan Prakash. Although this collection of schola¡s, predominantly historians, all partake

o5 Ashcroft, et al, Key Concepts, s.v. "Essentialism/Strategic Essentialism."
ou For u discussion of the place of her'strategic essentialism' in the broader context of poststructwalist
questions of 'essence'/'essentialism', see Spivak, Teaching Ã[achine, 7-8.
a7 Spivak, quoted in Childs and Williams, 165.
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in a mandate to shift the focus of South Asian studies arvay from the traditional

fixation on the elíte and torvards a greater consideration ofthe historical roles of

subordinate persons and groups, their work contains many perspectives of broad

applicability to the study of colonial figures, texts, and events. Guha's pioneering work,as

for example, considers the relationship between the coercive rule of India by the British

and the Indian elite's consequent quest to establish its own hegemony over the Indian

masses. Prakash, in his most recent monograph, Another Reason: Science and the

Imagination of Modern India (1999),ae explores the complex ivays in rvhich the discourse

of 'science' fiurctioned in the colonial context both to bolster British rule and as an

avenue through which the authority of the same could be challenged.

Chatterjee, one of the leading figures within this group, has made a number of

notable contributions to the study of colonial dynamics in the Indian context, several of

which are employed in this thesis. He has applied and developed a particularly valuable

theoretical apparatus first articulated by Egyptian social philosopher Anouar Abdel-

Malek in the 1960s,50 through which the latter sought to understand the relationship

betrveen Orientalist assumptions and resultant representations by positing a distinction

between the'thematic' and the 'problematic' of Orientalist study. In his 1986 work,

Nationnlist Thought and the Colonial World,st Chatterjee transfers this framervork to his

own area of research, nationalism in the colonial and postcolonial setting, where he

ot Guha's inftuential lexl, Dominance Il/ithout Hegemony: Hisrory and Power in Colonial India
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, I 997), brings together and expands upon a nunber of his
earlier individual' Subaltem Shrdies' essays.
ae Gyan Prakast4 Another Reason: Science and the Imagination of Àúotlern Intlia (HnceTon, NJ: Princeton
University Press, I 999).

'o At oua. Abdel Malek, "Orientalisrn in Crisis," Diog enes 44 (Winter I 963): I 07-8; quoted by Said,
Orientalism.9T .
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focuses on its application to colonialism and nationalist resistance in the Indian

context. The pt'oblematic, in Chafledee's usage, refers to the actual statements and claims

advanced by a system of thought-descriptions of how people, cultures, coturtries, etc.,

are perceived to be, and expressing the nature ofthe relationships and historical

interactions between them.52 The thematlc, by contrast, denotes the less visible

philosophical superstructure that provides justification for those statements through its

grounding in a particular epistemology and ethical perspective.53 lchatte¡ee's reluctantly

offered linguistic analogy-comparing the problematic to "particular utterances" which

are govemed by "the lexical and grammatical system" of the thematicsa-is actually,

despite its limitations, perhaps the most lucid and succinct explanation.)

This framervork is especially relevant to the study of colonial and Orientalist

discourses, as it allows a distinction to be articulated between those elements that are

explicitly and vociferously rejected, and often starkly inverted, by anti-colonial forces

(such as refutations by a subjugated group ofthe collective inferiority ascribed to them by

the colonial authority), and the underlying essentialist categories which more often

remain unchallenged and unchanged (the continued acknowledgement by the resisting

group, for example, of the validity of colonialism's racialised and gendered

categorisations, and of its styles of typological ordering that presume fixed essences and a

transcendent subject).55 Specifically referencing nationalist discourses, Chatterjee asserts

that this conflict between the professed rejection of colonial power structures and,

'' Partt u Chatte¡'ee, Nationalisf Thought and the Colonial't4rorld (Tolqo: United Nations University, 1986;

J:printed inThe Partha Chatteriee omnibus,Delhi: oxford university Press, 1999).
52 Chatter¡ee, Nationalist fnought, ß.
53 lbid.
5o lbid., 39.
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simultaneously, the acceptance of the post-Enlightenment epistemology in which they

are rooted (i.e., differing formulations of the problematic established in a common

thematic) results in an "inherent contradictoriness in nationa.list thinking."56 Yet, he

cautions against a reading of nationalist texts as wholesale derivations of the colonial

thematic, emphasising equally the active selectivity, innovation, and contestation

involved in nationalist resistance, which thereby produces a new discourse that is more

than simply the inversion of the problematic and the urconscious espousal of the same

thematic assumptions.tt When read in conjurction with Spivak's concept of strategic

essentialism, this framework assists geatly in understanding the inconsistencies often

evident within the utterances of counter-colonial forces.

Chatterjee's work is notable in this context not only for his expansion of theoretical

knowledge, but also for his engagement of nineteenth-century 'neo-Vedãnta' figures and

movements, including Vivekananda's o\ ¡n guru. Chatterjee's 1993 article, "A Religion of

Urban Domesticity: Sri Ramakrishna and the Calcutta Middle Class,"58 is particularly

significant for its critical engagement of Ramakrishna from (to borrow Mrinalini Sinha's

pertinent phrase) a 'densely historicised context'.5e In this paper, Chatte{ee gives

detailed consideration to the ways in which the appeal of Ramakrishna's teaching among

members of an important sector of Bengali society-that from which Vivekananda

himself hailed-was strenglhened by the anxieties and aspirations fostered by the

55 
See ibid., 38.

tu Ibid.
t' rbid.,4r-2.
" Parû,a Chatterjee, "A Religion of Urban Domesticity: Sri Ramakrishna and the Calcutta Middle Class" in
Subaltern Studies WI: Ilritings on South Asian History and Society, ed. P. Chatterjee and Gyanendra
Pandey (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1993), 40-68.

" Mrinalini Sirirra,Colonialtr{asculinify: The 'ManlyEnglishman'and the 'Efþminate Bengali'in the lnte
Nineteenth Centwy, Srudies in Imperialism (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1 995), 7.
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colonial predicament. (The same material, in modified form, appea-rs as a chapter of

Chatterjee's 1993 text, The Nation and lts Fragments.¡60 Chatte¡ee's notion of reading

the educated Bengali middle-class position as one paradoxically characterised by "the

subaltemity of an elite"6l is a useful one for situating Vivekananda with respect to

colonialism. Further, this work, originating from a leading postcolonial scholar, marks an

important milestone in the recognition of the Ramakrishna-Vivekananda tradition as

worthy of academic study from a perspective informed by a critical reading of colonial

po\lier dynamics.

Whereas the focus of Chatterjee's work is predominantly nationalism, a variety of

scholars have applied the techniques of postcolonial theorists to other dimensions of

Indian society and culture. By so doing, they have provided further insights into the

complex interplay of forces and ideas within the late-nineteenth-century Indian environs

(in rvhich Vivekananda was born and raised, and lived most of his adult life), as well as

in the British metropolis and, to a lesser extent, its cultural offshoot, the United States

(rvhere a large share of Vivekananda's travels, experiences, writings, and discourses took

place). As we shall see throughout this thesis, valuable work has been done with respect

to deconstructing imperial assertions regarding such phenomena as race, caste, and

gender in the colonial Indian setting.

Interestingly, while postcolonial scholars on the whole have not given a particularly

prominent place to religion in their studies, this situation is gradually changing as more

scholars of religion, particularly those who specialise in religions of Indian origin,

ó0 Partha Chatterjee, The Nation and lrs Fragmenls @inceton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1993;
reprinted inChaxerjee Omnibus), chap. 3: "The Nationalist Elite," 35-75.
ur Chatte¡ee, "A Religion of Urban Domesticity," 42.
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become conversant with postcolonial perspectives. To some extent, this delay may be a

corollary of the particular disciplinary origins of this body of theory-researchers in

literature, history, and gender studies have been, to employ a marketing analogy, among

its 'early adopters', whereas religionists appear to figure among the 'late majority'. Yet,

lhe relative disregard for an important human phenomenon like religion by central

postcolonial theorists like Said, Bhabh4 and Spivak also prompts one to question

whether this 'post-' approach to the study of human phenomena has not, ironically,

carried fonvard something of the very same modemist episteme which has long

contributed to the marginalisation of the study of religion within the'secular' academy.

Arguably. seeking a balance between a respect for sincerely held beliefs and a critical

deconstructionist reading of the ubiquitous nature of power dynamics is one of the key

challenges facing scholars of religion who seek to bring postcolonial methodologies to

bear upon their subject malter.

Be this as it may, there is no doubt that, in recent years, the amount of material

being published by those who identifu themselves principally as scholars of religion but

vi,ho employ methodologies which may be readily identified as postcolonial has increased

dramatically (though still lagging behind many of religious studies' sibling disciplines in

the humanities). Researchers such as Ronald Inden,62 Charles Hallisey,63 S. N.

Balagangadhar4 Peter van der Veer,64 and Brian K. Penningtonut haue begun to cawe a

62 Ronald Inden, Imagining India (Oxford: Basil Blackwen, 1990).
63 Charles Hallisey, "Roads taken and not taken in the study of Theravada Buddhism," in Curators of the
Buddha: The Study of Buddhísm Under Colonialism, ed. Donald Lopez, Jr. (Chicago: Chicago University
Press, 1995), 31-62; discussed in Richard King, Orientalism and Religion: Postcolonial Theory, India and
'the Mystic East' (London: Routledge, 1999), 148-50.
oo Peter van der Veer, Imperial Encounters: Religíon and Modemi\t in India and Britain (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 200 1 ).
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definite place for postcolonial scholarship with respect to the academic study of the

religions of India.

One such individual-whose work provided the original impetus for this thesis-is

Richard King, a religion scholar currently at Vanderbilt University, who speciaJises in the

study of Indian religious and philosophical traditions. His recent work has increasingly

engaged material from a perspective rooted in the critical study of colonial and

Orientalist discourses. In particular, his lucid and thorough monograph, Orientalism and

Religion: Postcolonial Theory, India and 'the Mystic East' (1999), tackles at length the

discursive representation of Hinduism and Buddhism, particularly within the context of

the academic study of religion.66 Though perhaps less pioneering than the preceding

scholars in terms of unique theoretical contributions per se, King puts postcolonial

methodologies to fruitful use in considering the ways that the intenelated constructs

'religion' and 'mysticism' have been shaped by a network of culturally bound discourses

and vested interests, a¡rd have, in tum, influenced the modem forms and representations

of Indian religions. King drarvs upon the work of an extensive collection of postcolonial

theorists, as well as some Indologists and religionists-including several of those

mentioned above-whose research in recent decades has increasingly brought into

question long-established 'truths' about the religions of Indi4 and interweaves their

perspectives into a cogent narrative of the academic construction of these traditions.

King's rvork is laudable for the consideration he gives to the role played by adherents of

ó5 Brian K. Pennington, LIlas Hinduism Invented?: Britons, htdians, and the Colonial Constt'uction of
Religion (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005).
6ó Although the reaction of fellow scholars to King's book has been largely positive, King has responded to
the points made by various critics in a detailed 2002 arlicle. See fuchard King, "Response to Reviews of
Orienfalism and Religion," À[ethod & Theory in the Study of Religion 14 (2002):279-92.
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these traditions in helping to shape and articulate their evolving forms, contributions

which were themselves informed by the expectations and constraints of Orientalist

constructions. As a result, Orientalism and Religion establishes that Indian religions in

the modem era can only be properly understood when approached as the product of "a

confluence of interests"6T within the setting of an intercultural dialectical process.

In the course of Orientalism and Religion,King devotes some consideration

specifically to the role of Vivekananda within the modem formulation of 'Hinduism',

emphasising the importance of his teaching in the 'Vedãnticisation' of Hindu traditions in

the minds of both Westem observers and Hindus themselves. In particular, King stresses

that the presentation of Vedãnt¿ as a uriversalistic philosophy, by Vivekananda and other

neo-Vedãntins of the same and later periods, constitutes something of a'reverse-

colonialism', in that it attempts to advance an Advaita-based essentialist reading of

Hinduism and of other religions in place of the existing Eurocentric hierarchy.6s King's

perspective, in this regard, elucidates Vivekananda's discursive transformation of

Hinduism, and suggests something of the extent and significance of the swami's

engagement of Orientalist ideas-a central component of this thesis.

The work of the above-mentioned schola¡s, taken together, has provided what I

consider to be some of the basic theoretical and methodological outlines for the research

presented herein. Though there is a large collection of other scholars whose work has had

a significant influence upon the approach and/or conclusions of this thesis, most derive

the basis of their own critical perspectives from some combination of the theorists

ut King, Orientalism and Religion,132.
68 

See King, Orientalism and Religion, chap. 6: "'Mystic Hinduism': Vedânta and the Politics of
Representation," 1 1 8-42.
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discussed above. Further- the contributions of many are relatively specif,rc to a

particular subject area addressed within this composition, and thus it will be most

appropriate to discuss these points in such places as they become relevant to the text.

Vivekananda's Ltfe and Thought: Sources and Research

Although. as mentioned, Vivekananda (and/or his teacher, Ramakrishna) do find

some mention in the r'r,ork of a few of the major scholarly figures cited above, more

extensive and focused research and writing on Vivekananda himself is of crucial

importance to a scholar seeking to engage the swami's thought in a thorough and

meaningful fashion.

In lerms of resources relating specifically to Vivekananda, there are three

principal areas that are of relevance to this study: (l ) Vivekananda's own work, (2)

biographical materials; and (3) other secondary literature, especially critical studies.

Vivekananda's Work

The 'primary texts' upon rvhich this study is based a¡e to be found in the body of

Vivekananda's collected writings, speeches, letters, interviews and other miscellaneous

documents. This material is both extensive and problemafical, suffering from a number of

weaknesses, at least as far as a scholar thereof is concemed. Firstly, not all of

'Vivekananda's' works, in their existent form, are fully Vivekananda's own. Many-

perhaps most-are at least in part the product of other hands, shaped by stenographers,

interviervers, editors, publishers, and others. The most extensive compilation of

Vivekananda's rvork has been collected and published posthumously by the Ramakrishna
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shortcomings, this collection is by far the most inclusive collection of his work (though

not, in the literal sense, 'complete'), and the most basic source for any study of

Vivekananda's thought and ideas.

The Complete l4lorks, in its most recent and expanded English-language edition,

issued in 7997, totals nine volumes-close to fìve thousand pages-and contains all

varieties of material produced by Vivekananda, including the text of his published books,

transcribed lectures, extensive personal correspondence, and poetry. Also provided are

accounts of published and unpublished interviervs and personal discussions with

Vivekananda, lengthy excerpts from the work of his disciple, Sister Nivedita (Margaret

Noble), and collections of American, European, and Indian newspaper reports on the

swami, his lectu¡es, and his activities.

Unfortulately. Vivekananda's Complete llorks presents difficulties to the

researcher in several respects. As it has been published by the religious organisation that

Vivekananda himself founded and which unequivocally acknowledges its allegiance to

him and his teachings, it is legitimate that there be some concem about editorial

objectivity (not that any work, of course, may be truly labelled 'objective'). lndeed, there

are some portions of Vivekananda's 'known' works, particularly letters, which have been

excluded from his Complete llorks for unexplained reasons (though issues of

Vivekananda's public 'respectability' are hypothesised).70 As well, many of the

manuscripts of his written speeches, classes and conversations have been drafted by

6e The Complete l\orks of S'wami Vivekananda, Volumes I - VIII, Mayavati Memorial Edition (Calcutta:
Advaita Ash¡am, 1989); Volume IX (Calcutta: Advaita Ashram, 1997).
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other, sometimes anonymous, rvriters (usually his oum lay disciples), often from their

own notes. Even where the preserved material is more complete, because the original

manuscripts of many of the lectures and other materials are not easily available, it is

difficult to gauge the extent to rvhich the texts may have been subject to subsequent

editing. Further, the publisher has regrettably been quite la,r in appending to the materials

in the Complete Works essential information on the circumstances of each document's

composition/presentation, even where this is norv definitely known; in many cases, these

data need to be gleaned from secondarl, research studies.

In contrast, one factor that makes Vivekananda's work relatively accessible to the

non-Indian scholar is that the majority rvas originally produced in English. Most of his

preserved discourses-not only the ones delivered in America and England, but also

many of those given in South Asia- particutarly in the southem regions where he lacked

competence in the local languages-were delivered in Vivekananda's much-lauded,

eloquent English; many of his writings rvere intended for an English-speaking readership

or English-medium periodicals; and a large proportion of his letters \4/ere addressed to his

disciples and friends in the West, or to non-Bengali-speaking persons in various parts of

India.Tl Certainly, the higher proportion of reliably recorded English lectures is due in

large part to the work of Vivekananda's hired stenographer, as well as the classroom

format of much of his instruction to his students in America and England, which

facilitated note-taking. For his Bengati and Hindi lectures, there is no evidence of a

70 Ra¡agopal Chattopadhyaya, Swami Vivekanatztla in Inclia: A Corrective Biography@elhi: Motilal
Banarsidass, 1999), 225 -7 .

t' Fout major Bengali works of varying length by Vivekananda have also been preserved; these, however,
are nnfortunately accessible to me onìy through the English translations (included inthe Complete Works)
and secondary interpretations thereof. They have been utilised in these fonns for this work, where relevant.
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recorder of comparable quality and knowledge, although some Indian newspaper

articles offer rvhat appeff to be reasonable accounts, or at least summaries, of selected

public discourses.T2

Among the most-dependable sources rve have for Vivekananda's o$/n perspectives

a¡e the books and other writings that he authored, especially those published during his

own lifetime. Although these are, in most cases, originally based upon notes and

transcripts ofhis public lectures and private classes, they have been substantially edited,

usually by Vivekananda himself, with the aid of any of several close Westem disciples.T3

His initial publications appeared in pamphlet form, brought out by the Vedanta Society of

New York, based on selected public lectures that he had delivered in America. Some of

his work was also published in the Indian joumal that his followers in Madras had begut

under his direction, Ihe Brahmavadin (laler to become lhe Vedanta Kesari). As the rising

level of public interest seemed to warrant further material, more-substantial books-

again based upon his American and British lectu¡es as rvell as his personal dictation to his

assistants-were published.Ta As Vivekananda himself gave his consent to the

tt Aside from the selections from many newspaper articles reprinted infhe CompleÍe Ilorks, a valuable
source is Sv,arni Vivekananda in Contemporaty Indian Nevs (1893-1902): I(ith Sri Ramak:rishtta a¡td the

trlission, vol. 1 (othervolurnes forthcoming), ed. Sankari Prasad Basu (Gol Park, Calcutta: Ramakrishna

Mission Institute of Culture, 1997).
t' The details concerning the circumstances of these works' composition and editing have been gleaned

from refe¡ences throughout Burke's six volumes, described below.

'o Ra¡a-Yoga lNew York: July I 895; London: July I 896); Karma-Yoga Q'trew York: February I 896; a
substantially enlarged version, New York, 1901); Bhalai-Yoga (Two dissimilar editions; one published in
London, mid-l896; another in Madras, September of the sanle year); and Jnana-Yoga (an early 'pamphlet'
version was published in New York, 1896; variants came out in Madras, I 897, and Calcutta, 1 902; another

New York edition was issued in1902, differing greatly from the first.) In 1907, the Vedanta Society of
New York posthumously published Jnana-Ioga - part II (published in 1908 in Calcutta under the l'jtle The

Science and Philosoplty of Religion). Vivekananda had also helped Edward Sturdy considerably with the

latter's book, Narada Suîra, An Inquity into Love, a tanslation of and commentary on Narada's
Bhaktisutras;published in London in April 1896. (This infonnation has been compiled primarily from
scattered mentions of the books and their publication throughout Bwke.)
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publication of most of these works, it seems safe to assume that he felt them to be in

accord with his views, even if portions of the editing were done by other hands.

From December 1895 until the latter part of 1897, during rvhich time a professional

British-bom stenographer, J. J. Goodwin, accompanied the swami as a personal assistant,

even travelling with him to Indi4 we have a number of reliable transcriptions of

Vivekananda's public discourses. In other c¿ìses, particularly his private class sessions,

there are collections of fragmentary notes taken by American and British devotees.

Thankfully, in some instances these have been published in lhe Complete llorks in their

original 'disjointed' form, rather than reconstructed through guessrvork into deceptively

trustworthy accounts; in others, however, we are not so forturate, and it is not alrvays

clearjust how much interpolation has been incorporated into the final document. For

these reasons, this study, while not completely excluding these reconslructed speeches,

draws more heavily upon the more fully and professionally transcribed lectures where

possible. (This also accounts in part for this thesis' moderate bias toivards using materials

composed for Westem audiences.) Of course, this does not completely eliminate the

problem of inaccuracies and misinterpretations, especially given the 'culture gap'

between Vivekananda and most of his audiences in America and England, not excluding

Goodwin; the possibility of such errors and distortions must alrvays be bome in mind. In

the case of this thesis, wherever feasible, multiple compositions rvithin The Complete

Worl<s have been consulted to ascertain the accuracy of specific viervs and ideas, even

where only single sources are cited in the notes.

Of more-variable reliability are the many preserved newspaper reports of

Vivekananda's speeches, particularly during his early days in America and upon his first
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retum to India- Though technically second-hand sources, many purport to accuately

present at least a summary of Vi'r,ekananda's own words. When comparing newspaper

reports of lectu¡es of which rve also possess better-quality transcribed accounts, however,

it becomes obvious that the former documents, particularly those published by Nofh

American and European papers, are frequently peppered with reporters'

misunderstandings (again, often obviously the result of unfamiliarity with Indian

religions, cultures, and languages), and sometimes contain outright factual eÍors. For this

re¿ßon, except where deemed absolutely necessary, I have avoided relying upon these

sources.

The sizeable collection of Vivekananda's preserved correspondence reveals much

about his views. This is particularly true with respect to matters conceming 'sensitive'

cultural or personal issues that he was loath to address publicly. However, as noted

above, the letters that appear inhis Complete Works have, in some cases, been edited by

the publisher to remove certain portions. Other Vivekananda researchers, however, have

gained access to some of these unpublished letters/portions, and included them in their

analyses.Ts Though rarely a fruitful source of systematic philosophical expositions,

material gleaned from Vivekananda's correspondence has been utilised for this study

where the information contained therein is considered relevant, especially as an aid to

distinguishing his frank personal viervs from his sometimes-tactical public positions.

The other material published rvithin Lhe Complete llorlæ, including records of a

number of interviews, transcribed recollections of personal conversations, and excerpts

from others' work, are obviously of varying reliability, according to the circumstances of

t5 Both Burke and Chattopadhyaya have done so, in the sources mentioned in this chapter.
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their collection, transcription, and, in some cases, translation. As in the case of

fragmentary lectu¡e notes, these have been utilised only rvhen superior sources for a

particular point are not forthcoming, or when the particular audience (e.g., a personal

acquaintance in India, as opposed to a public group in the West) obviously contributed to

the expression of a different set of ideas or views on Vivekananda's part.

Biographies

The biographical material available on Vivekananda-and there is a considerable

body thereof-can be evaluated based upon a number of factors. For the sake of our

study, it is the matters of accuracy, comprehensiveness, relevance of content, and position

of the author with respect to the subject that most concem us.

There is no single, comprehensive source that could be described as fìrsthand in its

account, meticulous in its attention to historical accu¡acy, and dispassionate in its

author's approach or intent-though a number of works do, more or less, meet trvo of

these three criteria. The earliest biographical material on Vivekananda is almost

exclusively the work of those who openly identified themselves as 'follorvers' of the

swami, in one sense or another. A reasonable concem with these sources is the extent to

which the author's reverence and/or agenda may impinge upon the impartiality and

reliability of his or her work's content. However, we must not forget that this is

potentially true also of maj or biographical writings on other historical personages, be

they religious figures or not, and should not be considered a bar to their scholarly use, but

merely a recommendation to exercise a vigilance when assessing and utilising their

contents.
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Considering biographical sources devoted specifìcally to Vivekananda himself,T6

one of the earliest and most extensive is The Life of Swami Vivekannnda: By his Eastern

and Western Disciples.TT First published in 1912 by the Ramakrishna Math's Advaita

Ashrama, this important text has been repeatedly revised and expanded as new historical

material has been made available through the agency of many researchers; an (updated)

sixth edition was released in 1989. While still bearing the imprint of the authors'and

publisher's fidelity and affection for their subject-the book's acclamatory language

tu Of the available early sowces devoted to biographising Vivekananda's guru, Ramak¡ishna, several do
prove fruitful resources for the study of Vivekananda as well. The book that has become the central text of
the Ramakrishna Movement, Mahenclranath Gupta's multi-r,olume Bengali tome, Sr¡iriRãnruk¡p1ta
Kathãntrta, known to English readers through Swami Nikhilananda's 'official' (i.e., Ramakrishna Math
and Mission endorsed-and-distributed) English translation, The Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna, is one source of
infonnation on the earlier part of Vivekananda's life. The material contains references to aspects of his
character, his utterances, and various events involving Vivekananda-then bearing his pre-monastic natne,
Narendranath Datta--during the years he spent in contact with Ramakrishna. Although the inlonnation on
the futu¡e Vivekananda contained therein is scattered and not extensive, it has been drawn upon by all later
biographers of Vivekananda, as the text is regarded rvithin the Ramakrishna-Vivekananda tradition to be

anrong the more reliable and authentic sources of material. The Gospel is also valuable for the insight it
provides into Ramakrishna himself, one of Vivekananda's most-powerful inl'luences. One drar¡,back of the

English translation, houever, is that it excludes certain portions ofthe original text, supposedly for reasons

of 'propriety'; the translation itself also tones down some of Ramakrishna's lnore-'ribald' statenìents.

Jeffrey J. Kripal has examined sonre of these alternations in detail in his controversial monograph, Rall's
Child: The lttystical and the Erotic in the Life and Teachings of Ramalo'ishna,2nd ed. (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1998). More extensive biographical data on Vivekananda is to be found in a text
composed by another of Ramak¡ishna's immediate disciples. Swami Saradananda's Srt Srl Ratnakrsna

Lrlaprasañga, published in 1 920, and known in English as Sri Ramah'ishna: The Great Àíaster (trans. by
Swarni Jagadananda), or, in its more-recent re-translation, Sri Ramahrishna and His Divine Play (tans.
Swami Chetanananda, published by the Vedanta Society of St. Louis, 2002). This lengthy treatise, which is
the most-cornplete early source of biographical information on Ramakrish¡a, devotes several chapters
specif,rcally to incidents involving Vivekananda. In particular, the book focuses upon the time of
Narendra's ñrst meeting with Ramakrishna until the latter's demise, but with sonte references to events in
Narendra's life predating this period as well. The higtrJy devotional tone of the work, as well as the author's
frequent use of unnamed sources, make the Lllãprasanga something other than a dispassionate academic
tome, as well, the long transcriptions of dialogues, apparently reconstructed by the author from memory (as

in the case of the Katlnntrta),make the accuracy of many passages somewhat suspect. However, the

intirnate and long-standing relationship between the author and Vivekananda, Saradananda's first-hand
experience with many of the events in the latter's life, and the writer's close and trustworthy acquaintance
with many of the other individuals who contributed their recollections to the rvork, do mitigate these faults
to some extent. The text reveals much about the impact of Ramakrishna upon the youthful Narendra's
evolving spiritual ideas and ideals, granted, through the lens of Ramakrishna's followers. The book's
contents have also formed one ofthe bases for nrany later studies ofVivekananda's life.

" The Li¡e of Swami l/ivekananda: By His Eastem and I|lestent Disciples. 6ú ed.2vols. (Calcutta: Advaita
Ashrama, 1979).
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reveals this clearly-the writing is nevertheless not completely hagiographical in tone;

indeed, the expressed intent of its (anonymous) editor(s) is to "keep within the bounds of

legitimate biographical treatment."78 The text is not, as the title might suggest, an

arthology of discrete accounts, but rather is a synthesised presentation of material from a

huge variety of sources in English, Bengali, and Hindi, out of which an extremely

detailed chronological accorurt of Vivekananda's life, travels, and work has been crafted.

While the book does incorporate a bibliography, the text is minimally footnoted and the

original sources of included information are not always easy to ascertain. As well, the

synthetic nature of the text means that contradictory views have, in many c¿ìses, surely

been lost in the creation of a single, coherent narrative. Nevertheless, the two-volume

work stands as one of the most substantial comprehensive biographical texts on

Vivekananda, and employs a large collection of resources that are not easily available to

resea¡chers today.

Another important, but somewhat lesser-known text is the large, two-volume work

by historian S. N. Dhar, A Comprehensive Biog'aphy of Swami Vivekannnda, published

in 1975-76.7e This book brings together material from multiple biographical sources, has

been written with a distinct consciousness of the conventions of academic historiography,

and steers clear of excessively idealising its subject. Like the anonymous authors of The

Lfe of Swami Vivekananda,Dhar has utilised a wide range of sources, English and

Bengali, and is much more thorough with respect to citations. Although his work and The

Lfe both draw upon a similar body of biographical materials, Dhar has made substantial

t8 Ibid., vol. 1, Preface, ix

'-srl-l*¿ir Ñãii-Ãü,'À c.-prehensive Biography of Swami Vivekananda(Madras: Vivekananda

Prakashan Kendra, vol. 1,1975-vol. 2,1976).
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use of this latter source himself, introducing an additional degree of separation

between portions of the source-material and his readership. Despite this, Dhar's rvork is a

competent, historically contextualised, and extremely detailed biographical text, and thus

of great value to scholars. This book is among the central resources used for the

construction of the biographical sketch that appears in this thesis.

These'comprehensive' biographies aside, several more-delimited studies are

among the 'essential' sources on Vivekananda's life. The enormous six-volume work

Swami Vivekananda in the West: Nsw Discoveries (revised and expanded edition, 7992),

now published by Advaita Ashram48o is the product of extensive archival research by

historian Marie Louise Bu¡ke, and contains an unparalleled body of details on

Vivekananda's American and European travels, talks, and activities. The scholastic merit

of Burke's work is rvidely acknowledged; her research has been extensively consulted by

Dha¡ for his study, utilised in the most-recent revisions of The Life, and drarvn upon by

virtually all present-day writers on Vivekananda. This work has served as an important

source of contextual data on the swami's ''Westem' discourses and writings.sl

Complementary to the above writings are two critical studies authored by Rajagopal

Chattopadhyaya, Swami Vivekananda in the lfest (1994) and Swami Vivekannnda in

to Burke's project began as a single book, Sy¡arni Vivekanan¿la in America: New Discovet'ies, published in
1958, followed by a second,Swami [/ívekananda, His Second Visit ro fhe Il'est: New Discoverias, published
n 1973, both by the Vedanta Society of Northem California, where Burke lived a monastic life, under the
sannyãsa-nõma Sister Gargi, as a follower of the Ramakrishna-Vivekananda tradition until her death in
2004. These books were subsequently revised by the author, combined \¡/ith her later work, and published
in a six-volurne form in 1983. The most-recent edition, revised and enlarged by Burke, was published in
1992by the Ramakrishna Math's Advaita Ashrama, Calcutta.t' So.e fi.rther details of Vivekananda's time in the United States have been filled in by Asim Chaudhuri,
in his monograph, Swami Vivekananda in Chicago: New Findings (Calcutta: Advaita Ashrama, 2000).
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India: A Corrective Biograptry (1999).82 As the title of the second discloses,

Chattopadhyaya's work attempts a critical rereading of the available biographical

writings, and also seeks the inclusion of sowce material neglected-or rejected-by

Vivekananda's 'official' biographers. One of the few signif,rcant biographical works on

Vivekananda not published under the auspices of the Ramakrishna Math and Mission or

its affrliates,83 the book takes a much more openly critical look at Vivekananda's life than

do most other sources. Though the earlier of his two works forms something of a parallel

to Burke's-in fact, he himself has critiqued Burke's work in detail, contesting the

veracity of many factual statements thereinsa-Chattopadhyaya's texts are oriented

towards deconstructing hagiographic representations of his subject; he maintains, not

without reason, that "the otherwise good, detailed biographies contain a lot of

misinformation, tendentious statements, apologetics and plain lies."85 Chattopadhyaya

focuses upon anumber of the myths that have arisen around selected events in

Vivekananda's life, and does not hesitate to examine Vivekananda's o$'n active role in

the construction of his public image. While not without its faults-Chattopadhyaya

becomes, at times, somewhat overly speculative beyond the scope of his facts, and is

regrettably given to sliding into disparaging language periodically-his work is s,ell

supported by scholarly apparatuses and provide a much-needed counterbalance to the

82 Swami Vivekananda in the West (Calcutta: K. P. Bagchi, 7994);Swami Vivekananda in India: A
Corective Biograpþ @elhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1999).
83 Though the publisher of Dhar's work, the Vivekananda Prakashan Kendra, is also not formatly affiliated
with the Ramakrishna Math and Mission, its allegiance to Vivekananda is nevertheless clear.
to For un example, see Chattopadhyaya, SV in India,326-31 .

85 Ibid., Preface, vii.
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overtly reverent studies by many other Vivekananda biographers. I have therefore used

Chattopadhyaya's critical assessments fairly extensively, though selectively.s6

Other Secondary Literature

The body of existent literature on Vivekananda, even excluding sources that are

principally biographical, is extensive and wide-ranging, covering ever¡hing from

reverenti al tributes to sophi sti cated academi c critiques. 
87

Of particular significance for this thesis is the critical academic literature that has

begun to appear in recent years, as Vivekananda's relevance to the study of modem

tu The.e are a signifìcant number ofother biographies ofVivekananda available, by authors both Indian and

Westem, but few that merit especial attention for our purposes. One of the best-known works,

Vivekananda: A Biography, by Ramakrishna Order monk Swami Nikhilananda (first published in 1953;

revised edition issued in I 984), is basically a condensation of other biographical works, written principally

lor Ramakrishna-Vivekananda devotees and casual inquirers. French author Romain Rolland's The Life of
I/ivekananda and the (Jniversal Gospel ( I 928; English trans. published 1 93 1 ), is a highly verbose attempt

to do ìikewise, specifically for a Westem audience. Vivekananda's two brothers, Mahendranath and

Bhupendranath Datta, also authored biographical works on their elder sibling; Mahendranath published

several Bengali works, including Svãmi Bibektutander Balyajtbanr (1366 Bengali Era) and Srtnút

Bibekananrla Svãntijir Jtbaner Glnlanabali (11367 B.E.); his brother, a social scientist, penned Svami
I/ivekananda, Patriot Prophet: A Study (1954). Mahendranath's works, unfortunately, are available only in

their Bengali originals, and Bhupendranath's book is not highly regarded by most writers on Vivekananda,

with the author's strong socialist agenda detracting from the contents (see Chattopadhyaya, SV in India,

319-22)',all of these sources have been critically utilised by Dhar, however, as deemed appropriate. Except

for scattered references to Vivekananda in works by a few other individuals who knew hirn hrst-hand, there

is little other original material available, aside from the documents that have already been incorporated into

the texts referred to above. (lr4argaret Noble's recollections, as rnentioned, have been included within the

most-recent editìon of the Complete Works as "Excerpts from Sister Nivedita's Book: No/¿s of Some

Wanderings with the Swami Vivekananda," vol. 9,334-96.) Another biographical resou¡ce is the multi-

volume Bengali üeatise, Svãnti Bibekananda O Samakalin Bharatbarga, by Shankari Prasad Basu

(Calcutta: Mandal Book House; 6ù ed. published in 1992). Unfortr-rnately, a full translation of this material

does not exist. A portion of Basu's source materials have been made available by the author in English (see

S. P. Basu, SV in Indian Newspapers). However, the contents of the original volumes have been drawn

upon by a number of writers and scholars conversant with the Bengali sources on Vivekananda; their rvork,

in tum, has been utilised for the present study.
87 A iarge number of works on Vivekananda, produced by the Ramakrishna Math and those working under

its auspices, are widely available. Most of this writing is of minimal relevance to this study, generally being

quite devotionaVhagiographical in tone and content. Other writers, both Indian and Westenl often working

outside of a scholastic setting, have produced an array of studies on various aspects of Vivekananda's

thought, including a number of works that might be termed 'quasi-academic' in their approach, written by

authors who blend research with visible personal agendas. V. K. A¡ora's The Social and Political
Phitosophy oJswami Vivekananda (1963), Amiya Kumar Mazumdar's UndersÍandittg Vivelçananda
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Hinduism has become increasingly apparent. Oxford historian Tapan Raychaudhuri

has devoted a lengthy chapter to Vivekananda's life and thought in his superb 1988

monograph Europe ReconsÌdered: Perceptions of the llest inNineleenth Century

Bengal,88 positioning him alongside two other prominent Bengali thinkers, Bhudev

Mukhopadhyay and Bankimchandra Chattopadhyay. One of the earliest systematic

studies of Vivekananda that seriously engages his relation to the colonial context,

Raychaudhuri's work prefigures some more-recent literature, exploring Vivekananda's

perspectives on European thought and practice, with attention to the dynamic ideological

environment of nineteenth-century urban Calcutta. Focusing specifically upon the

engagement and evaluation of Westem concepts and ideas by Vivekananda,

Raychaudhuri utilises oft-neglected Bengalilanguage sources to present his subject as the

product of a powerful East-West encounter who yet remained an active agent in his own

right. The author continues this line of discussion in his article, "Swami Vivekananda's

Construction of HinduiSffi,"8e the lead essay in Swami Vivekannnda and the

Modernization of Hinduism, acollection of papers edited by William Radice, u,hich had

its genesis in a 1993 seminar on Vivekananda held at the University of London's School

of Oriental and African Studies. This essay is significant for Raychaudhuri's

identification and concise exposition of a number of central, unifring themes in

Vivekananda's wide-ranging religious thought, but perhaps most importantly for the

author's conclusion that, "the Hindu revival... was at best peripheral and for the most part

(1972), and S. C. Sen Gupta's Swami Vivekananda and Indian Nationalism (1984) are among the w:dely

recognised texts of this latter gerue. Ofvarying quality and tone, few are signihcant for our purposes.
88 Tapan Raychaudhuri, Europe Reconsidered: Perceptions oJthe West in Nineteenth Century Bengal

@elhi: Oxford University Press, 1988).
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antagonistic to Vivekananda's concems."e0 Vivekananda's long-dichotomised

portrayal, bifurcated along geopolitical lines (in India, a fervent Hindu nationalist, in

America/Europe, a messenger of India's 'age-old' spirituality), has led to differing

emphases among various scholars. Raychaudhuri, for his part, critiques the popular

India¡r construction of Vivekananda as a'neo-Hindu' nationalist reformer, arguing that

the swami's education-based social-reform plans were rooted in his Vedãnta-based

universalist religious convictions that placed him at odds with the politicised attitudes and

approaches of his revivalist contemporaries.et Raychaudhuri's sympathetic-yet-critical

perspective is undergirded by an understanding of Vivekananda as "a pragmatist inspired

by a certain idealism,"e2 a man whose religious convictions were not beholden to

'rvorldly' concems, yet were not expressed in isolation from considerations of the same.

Raychaudhuri's efforts to deconstruct the mythologised construction of Vivekananda as a

fervent political nationalist are valuable, and his willingness to take seriously his

subject's professed religiosity is praiseworthy; however, one of the few drawbacks to his

rvork is that he appears to somewhat underrate the impact that Vivekananda's own

middle-class origins and colonial education had upon his ideas, even if the swami at

times vocally expressed a distaste towards what he perceived as the rmcritical

Anglophilia and pretentious behaviour of English-educated bhndralok society.

A different perspective may be encountered in Amiya P. Sen's blend of biography

and critical study of Vivekananda's life and thought work, entitled, unassumingly, Swami

t'Tupan Raychaudhuri, "Swami Vivekananda's Construction of Hinduism," inSwami Vivekananda and

the Modentization oJHinduism, ed. William Radice, SOAS Studies on South Asia @elhi: Oxford

University Press, I 998), 1 -i 6.
eo lbid., 1.
e'Ibid., l5-r6.
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Vivekananda (2000),e3 as well as his earlier text, Hindu Revivalism in Bengal IB72-

1905 (1993),ea which also grants some attention to the swami's position. Sen's work,

though perhaps slightly less theoretically incisive than Raychaudhuri's (possibly due in

part to the biographical nature of Sen's latter study), emphasises more the disjunctions

between Vivekananda's expressed views in differing contexts, and strives to elucidate the

wide array of influences that contributed to the ongoing permutations in his perspective

throughout his adult life. One of the principal differences betrveen Sen's work and that of

Raychaudhuri, however, lies in the framing of Vivekananda by the former as a willing

and active partaker in the Hindu reformist outlook, rf not its specific campaigns per se,nt

rvhile I believe that Raychaudhuri's contestation of this position is ultimately the more

convincing of the two stances, neither should be read as wholly exclusive of the other

nor should we unproblematically accept Raychaudhuri's assessment of Sen as being

uncritical of the Hindu nationalists' situation of Vivekananda as "one of their o\ryn."e6

Overall, Sen's work offers systematic and wide-ranging insight into Vivekananda's

character and ideas, its biographical structure effectively emphasising the chronological

evolution thereof.

As proficient as these two authors are in terms of bringing a consciousness of the

colonial predicament to the examination of Vivekana¡rd4 their study is surpassed in

depth of analysis and richness of contextualisation by one recently authored by Shamita

nt lbid., 10.
e3 Amiya P. Sen, Swami Vivekananda @elhi: Oxford University Press, 2000).
eo Amiya P. Sen, Hindu Revivalism in Bengal 1872-1905: Some Essays in Interpretatiorr @elhi: Oxford
University Press, I 993).
e5 For Sen's perspective, see Sen,Swami Vívekananda,chap.7,93-103.
e6 Raychaudhuri, "SV's Construction of Hinduism," l. Sen's perspective, however, does not appear Íìrlly in
accordance with Raychaudhuri's assessment thereof, referenced in his review article on Shamita Basu's
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Basu, a scholar of political science at Calculla University. Her book, Religious

Revivalism as Nationalisr Discourse: Swami Vivekananda and New Hinduism in

Ninereenth-Century Bengal (}OOZ),e1 is the first critical academic monograph addressing

Vivekananda's discourse at length from a decidedly postcolonial perspective. Her

position as a scholar of political science and her intensive focus on nationalist themes

perhaps predictably gives the u,ork a different tone and scope than the studies authored

by Raychaudhuri and Sen, but it would be simplistic to assert that her conclusions

contradict theirs for these reasons. though each does stake out urique and

incommensurate grould in this regard.

Crucially. rather than focus upon the question of Vivekananda's 'nationalist'

intentlons or lack thereof, Basu places her emphasis upon the role of Vivekananda's

discourse in reconciling the grolving division between conservative Hindus and their

modemisation-minded compatriots, situating his neo-Vedãntic version of Hinduism as a

site of unification between 'tradition' and 'modemity'. In this respect, her work bears

similarities in approach to Chafterjee's study of Ramakrishna; in both cases, the authors

have addressed the ability ofthese individuals' perspectives to speak to a particular

cluster of needs fostered by the dynamics of nineteenth-century colonial Bengali society,

yet have avoided treating the convictions of their subjects in a reductionistic manner.

(Horvever, Sen has criticised Basu's work for what he alleges is her insufficient expertise

in the study ofreligion and, consequently, her failure to cognise a few finer, debatable

text; see Amiya P. Ser¡ review of Religious Revivalism as Nationalist Discourse, by Shamita Basu, in
Indian Economic and Social History Review 40 (no. 1,2003): 122.
e7 Shanrita Basu, -Relþrbus Revivalism as Nationalist Discourse: Swami Vivekananda and New Hinduism in
Nineleenth-Centwy Bengal (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2002).
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points of Hindu traditionses-an evaluation rvhich seems, in my view, to arise from an

overly fastidious reading of Basu's text.) By no me¿uls, however, does Basu attenuate her

interrogation of the political significance embedded within Vivekananda's views; indeed,

she explicitly aligns her proj ect rvith the deconstructionist notion of searching for the

concealed text that, in Foucault's words, "runs between and sometimes collides with" the

articulated utterances of any discourse.ee Meticulously researched, using an extensive

collection of Bengali-language sources not rvidely known to present-day scholars, Basu's

study reaches beyond Raychaudhwi's triadic contextualisation in Europe Reconsidered

to provide an unparalleled exposition of Vivekananda's 'situatedness' within a network

of competing voices and discourses in a society facing the stress of rapid changes

impelled by colonial pressures and intercultural encounters. Although her book grants

little atention-by design-to Vivekananda's work and aspirations in the United States

a¡rd Britain, Basu's Religiotts Revivalism is of fundamental importance to understanding

the religious, historical, and political context of the swami's efforts in India. Ideally, it

should be read in concert with the work of Sen and Raychaudhuri to obtain a thoroughly

holistic perspective on Vivekananda.

En ga gin g Viv e knnanda : A ppr o a c h and O r gani s a I i on

The foregoing discussion ofsources should, hopefully, give the reader a general

sense of the directions that research on Vivekananda has assumed in recent years. While

less-theoretically sophisticated works-particularly studies aimed at a'popular'

audienc+-often try to pin dou,n, in true post-Enlightenment fashion, the 'essence' of

e8 Ser¡ review of Religious Revivalism, T23-4.
ee 

Quoted in Basu, 7.
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Vivekananda, a few scholars have sought to tackle the complexities of Vivekananda's

thought from a perspective informed by postcolonial insights, n'ith generally fruitful

results.

However, many aspects of Vivekananda's thought still invite critical engagement.

As the differences of opinion betrveen Raychaudhuri, Sen, and Basu suggest, the swami's

huge corpus of work invites a plurality of responses regarding the proper location of

Vivekananda with respect to the discourses of modemity, as well as his place relative to

the efforts of his reformation-minded Hindu contemporaries. In particular, there remains

a need to seek out and clarify the corurections and affiliations between the various subject

areas that he addressed in his rvide-ranging talks and writings, to explore the role that

colonial discourses played in formation and expression of his ideas, and to investigate the

intersection of these discourses within a thematic characteristic of European modemity. It

is with an aim towards achieving an improved understanding of these dimensions of

Vivekananda's relationship with colonialism that I have undertalcen the research

presenled in this thesis.

Admittedly, when any t\l'o selections of his work are evaluated in tandem,

Vivekananda can seem almost capricious in his approach, even to the very same

subject.l00 However, these disparities and disunities should not prompt a dismissal of his

texts as 'inconsistent', but rather should invite us, as critical readers, to seek the

underlying reasons for his compositions' variegated appearance. No doubt, the changes

that occurred in his perspective through time and experience were, in certain cases at

least, consequential (for example, as we shall encounter in Chapter Six, his views on
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ideal feminine gender roles undenvent a gradual-but-significant shift). More notably,

though, rvas the effect that considerations ofaudience had on his choices ofapproach,

content, and rhetorical strategy, particularly between public lectures in America/Britain

and those he delivered in India. His presentations, often substantially and deftly modified

to suit each audience, mark out rvhat rve might term 'radical contextualisation' as a

favourite pedagogical tool ofhis.

The'inconsistencies' often attributed to him become even more explicable when

considered in the light of his Advaitic convictions of the 'relativistic'nature of mundane

truths, and, more specifically, his professed adherence to his guru's dicTum jato mat tclto

path 'There are as many paths as there are faiths'. For Vivekananda, his own conclusions

regarding the various innate temperaments of human beings were formulated into a

fou¡fold schema corresponding with rvhat he identifies as the four 'Yogas' of Hinduism,

or the four approaches to religion, which, as rve shall see in Chapter Three, he posits to be

universal: karma-yoga (the path of work), bhakti-yoga (the path of devotion), rcija-yoga

(the path of mysticism) and, jñana-yoga (the path of philosophical inquiry).t0r Depending

on the topic, the audience, and even his own disposition at a given time, he readily opts to

situate himself as a representative of one or another of these psycho-spiritual orientations,

and his work reflects the varied perspectives thereof. The enunciative conditions

(spatiotemporally, culturally, politically, and otherwise) of Vivekananda's individual

rvritings and talks therefore need to be bome in mind when attempting a critical analysis.

t00 Sen is among those who observes this pattem in Vivekanancla's work; see Sen, Sv,ami Vivekananda, T-

2;101-3.
I0r 

See "The Ideal of a Universal Religion," CT|/,vo|.2,375-96.
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Having already outlined above some of the principal theoretical perspectives and

existing studies upon which I draw for the research presented in this thesis, I ivish to be a

little more explicit in methodologically situating my o\l¡n work. I approach this study, to

borrow a concept from Edward Said, primarily as an affiliallve project. That is to say, I

shall not be focusing not upon Vivekananda's lvork in derivative relationship (filiation) to

networks of Indian and Westem texts per se-though some attention rvill be devoted to

these sou¡ces rvhere deemed especially relevant; rather, I am interested in approaching

Vivekananda's expressed ideas from the perspective of their affiliations ivith a broad

network of social forces and discourses on religion, culture, politics. society and other

fields of knowledge, particularly to the extent that these are intertrvined with colonial

themes and their associated imperial formations. To this end, I further invoke Said's u,ork

for the useful concept of contrapuntal reading, a phrase he has coined to denote the

method of approaching literature as a site of encourters with colonial themes, which can

be unearthed through a critical and'discursively aware' consideration of the text. In this

case, however, it is not the works of the English literary canon (as Said explores), but

those utterances produced by a colonially situated religious figure to rvhich I aim to apply

this analytic strategy, though the fundamentals remain much the same-in both cases, the

efforts are predicated on the assumption that all writing (and, in this case, oratory as well)

is shaped by the position of its author and the circumstances of its enrurciation with

respect to the broader cultu¡al and political forces at rvork in the societal context(s) ofthe

period. By approaching the subject in this manner> I do not wish in any way to diminish

the importance and value of Vivekananda's work as spiritual text,i|s primary nature and

function for the greater part of its popular readership. I have tried to maintain something
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as such, though recognising the illusory nature of any claim to complete objectivity.

However, the particular form and m¿nner in which these convictions came to be

articulated-the rhetoric employed, the choices of language and phrasing, and especially

the appropriation, transformation and strategic deployment of the discourses of

colonialism and Orientalist thought-a¡e the real subjects of interest for the scholar

attempting to understand and situate Vivekananda in the discursive context of empire.

I am mindful of the objections voiced within some quarters to the application of so-

called 'Westem theory'-that is, the body of theoretical approaches, especially post-

structural and/or feminist varieties, developed by those rvorking rvithin

Ameri can/European academi a-to' non-Westem' soci eti es, cultures, and I iteratures.

Spivak, for her part, has critiqued this objection, and admonished those who would

advocate the application of a mere 'information-retrieval' approach to these sources, in

lieu of theoretically informed analysis.l02 She maintains that the judicious use of critical

theory with respect to 'Third World' (con-)texts rvill, in fum, gradually reshape and

expand the boundaries of these methodologies themselves-a position rvhich I share. I

further follow Spivak's lead in identifying myself as abricoleur, employing the available

tools as I find them appropriate and useful, with less emphasis upon-though not

ignorance of-methodological consistency.to' I tak" seriously her advice and cautions for

the academic interpreter of colonial and postcolonial texts, and seek to adhere to a

median ground between reductionistic readings of culturally 'other' texts (as purely

informed by nationalistic and ethnical dynamics, for example), and, on the other hand, an

lo2 Spivak's perspectives on the role and duties of the scholar are discussed in Childs and Williams, 167.
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extreme interpretive position that regards all compositions in isolation, as purely the

product of individual motives and goals.

I have attempted to structure this thesis in such away that its subdivisions address a

broad selection-though by no means all, or even most-of the important themes of

colonial discourse as they have come into play specifically within the Indian context and

with especial attention to the subjects addressed by Vivekananda himself. For this reason,

a few of the selections-particularly, the choice to structure a chapter around caste, rather

than the more-usual sociological category, of class-diverge somervhat from rvhat might

be expected from a study seeking to intenogate colonial discourse in aholistic fashion. I

believe that the result of such selections has been to bring to the fore a collecTion of

particularly useful, context-sensitive'lenses' through which to approach Vivekananda's

work.

Chapter Two of this thesis provides a short outline of lhe socio-historical

circumstances into which Vivekananda rvas bom, as well as a relatively detailed

biographical sketch. I am strongly of the conviction that in order to ulderstand a person's

ideas in a meaningful rvay, it is necessary to know something of the environs and

experiences in and through which they were fostered. This is all the more true, I maintain,

rvhen approaching a subject like this one, as colonial discourses interpellate the colonised

subject from the very outset, pervasively acting upon the construction of the individual's

self-consciousness long before any awareness ofthe process can be cognised.l0a In

considering Vivekananda's early life, particular attention is given to his encounters with

ro3 
See ibid., 157.

'oo Thit fact was famously observed by Louis Althusser in his writings on subject-formation. See L
Althusser,-Essays on ldeology (London: Verso, 1984).
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those persons, institutions, cultural/literary works, and philosophies that were active

agents in the conveyance and promotion of colonial ideology in the Indian setting. 'With

respect to the years following his initial joumey to Americ4 the emphasis is upon some

of the signifìcant figures and events of his travels, and the contributions that these

persons and experiences made towards Vivekananda's engagement of the colonial

mentality. Material for this chapter has been critically gleaned primarily from the

writings discussed in the 'Biographies' section, above.

Chapter Three seeks to elucidate Vivekananda's engagement of 'religion' as a

concept and those reli gi ous categori es-p arti cul arly' Hinduis m' and' Vedãnta' -with
rvhich he aligns his teachings. I have, however, integrated into this portion of the text

discussions of a number of themes and ideas-including the rhetoric of rationality,

notions of cultu¡al degeneration, and conceptions of time-relevant not only to

comprehending the colonial representation of religion but to the elucidation of colonial

discourse as a rvhole (hence, this chapter's exceptionat length). At the outset, I explore

the ways in rvhich Westem discourses have participated in the construction of 'religion'

and related concepts, and how their deployment privileges established European

worldviews, be they religious or secular, over those of the exotified 'other'. Further, I

introduce the idea that resistance \ /as often offered to these representations by Hindus

themselves, especially viathe appropriation and strategic use thereof to contest the

authority asserted by the West. To these ends, I draw upon a growing body of critical

literature on the construction of religion and the particular manifestation of its allied

discourses within nineteenth-century India; King's research, mentioned above, along with

a number of other excellent studies by scholars of religion, are among these sources. The
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second part ofthe chapter considers Vivekananda's response to these discourses,

addressing, among other topics, his views on religion's nature, origins and development,

his construction of a unified and 'Vedãnticised' Hinduism that sought accordance with

'science' and 'reason'; his reworking of Westem ethical hierarchies; and his contention

that Advaita Vedãnta can serve as a superior site of inter-religious reconciliation. In each

case, careful consideration is given to the ways in which Vivekananda accepts,

challenges, or modifies Orientalislcolonial themes within then-prevalent discourses, and

the consequences for his presentation of Hinduism and his situation of himself as a

hermeneuti c authority.

The fourth chapter addresses the paired themes of 'nation' and nationalism in

nineteenth-century Indi an di scourses generally an d, speci fically, in V ivekanan da' s

writings and lectures (with a special emphasis upon those composed/delivered in India

following his retum from the West). Looking at the ways in which essentialist

constructions have been utilised in India to foster the widespread perception of a unified,

self-sufTicient, pre-colonially existent Indian nation gives us some context for

understanding Vivekananda's oivn drive to nurture a sense of 'nationhood' among

lndians (primarily, but not exclusively, among Hindus). As in the preceding chapter,

questions of def,rnition. essentialism, inclusion/exclusion, power, and authority all need to

be addressed; the theoretical and applied studies of Bhabh4 Chatterjee, and Basu are

among the sources particuìarly relevant to these questions in the context of this section's

subject matter. I consider Vivekananda's ostensible 'nationalism' from multiple

perspectives, including the representation of the nation as a historical, symbolic, and
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political entity. and Vivekananda's appeal to religious themes in his constructions of

India.

The next chapter lakes up the consideration of another significant construct in

nineteenth-century discourses, that of 'race'. Looking at the imperial employment of

racial rhetoric, particularll' 1a;¡¡'r respect to the concept of Aryanism and its acquired vaìue

and authority within the Indian context, I consider Vivekananda's engagement of the

s¿une, examining the aspects of prevailing Westem theories that he accepts, those he

rejects, and the adaptations he makes to existing Eurocentric perspectives to recast the

Indian subject's position'ivithin the colonial racial hierarchy. By problematising the

relation between inherited and acquired qualities, as rvell as bluning the line between

racial and cultural categories, the srvami seeks to create a site that combines the

discursive power of race ruth his o$¡n set of religious and nationalistic views. Tony

Ballantyne's rvork on the genesis and role of racial constructions, with his emphasis on

the interconnections betrveen Britain's colonial efforts and Indologists' Aryan-invasion

theories, is particularly instructive in this respect, as is Thomas R. Metcalf s study of the

ideological underpinnings of imperial practice in India.

In Chapter Six, the focus is shifted to the notion of 'caste' and its use by both

Orientalist scholars and colonial administrators as a method of ordering the diverse social

reality that rvas encountered in the Indian setting. An imperative concem for

Vivekananda's contemporaries, perhaps no other issue so much as the 'caste question'

challenged Vivekananda's ability 1o negotiate between differing factions within the then-

shifting Indian social milieu. Further, it was a topic that called into question the swami's

own authority as an interpreter of Hinduism and thus was necessarily a matter of
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judicious treatment by Vivekananda. In addition to relevant pieces of research by

Ballantyne, Metcalf, and Inden on caste in the colonial setting, Susan Bayly has

undertaken a focused study on the engagement of caste-discourses by nineteenth-century

Hindu thinkers (including Vivekananda), and Amitabha Mukherjee has specifically

addressed some dimensions of the role of caste in the swami's thought;together, these

sources offer a basis for a constructive and contextualised critique of Vivekananda and

his perspectives on caste.

The seventh chapter brings into the discussion the role of gender in Vivekananda's

discourse. To this end, I draw upon Mrinalini Sinha's writing on the colonial construction

of Bengali male 'effeminacy', Anne McClintock's impofant work on the mutually

constitutive nature ofrace and gender, and the research of a variety ofother

feminisíwomanist scholars, including Sangeeta Ray. Bharati Ray, and Revathi

Krishnaswamy, rvho interrogate the imperial dimension of gendered discourses in the

Indian context. I consider holv representations of men and women have been complicit

rvith colonial endeavours. including the implications of the same for Westem imperial

objectives and their importance in Indian counter-colonial discourses. The themes of

masculinity, femininily, and sexuality all play significant parts in Vivekananda's

discourse, and the slamj's texts are laden with both implicit and explicit'gendered'

perspectives not merely with respect to the regulation of sex roles and sexuality per se,

but also on matters of religion. nation, and ethnicity. In particular, his divergent

portrayals of American a¡rd Indian women, as well as his use of sex-specifrc language

rvith respect to India itself, provide glimpses into the imbrication of gender and nation in

tum-of-the-century Indian discourses.
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The final chapter offers some concluding thoughts, and addresses the relevance

of the preceding topical discussions for situating Vivekananda with respect to colonial

and Orientalist discourses in a holistic fashion.

Sotne Pr ob I ematical Terms

There are a number of pieces of terminology not yet discussed that require some

pre-emptive clarification. A particularly important set of terms employed throughout this

thesis is the pairing East/14/est-or, in Saidian phrasing. Orient/Occident.These are

problematical terms, on account of their long history as reificatory signifiers within the

sphere of Orientalist discourse, and, for the same reason, are indispensable elements of a

critique thereof. As their capitalisation suggests, their terrain is not so much geographic,

but ideological.r05 As Said and those u,ho have follorved his lines of inquiry have

emphasised, both 'the Orient' (or 'the East') and 'the Occident' (or 'the West') are

constructs that seek to divide and essentialise the globe and its denizens so as to make the

'other' more amenable to management and control. In a somewhat-imprecise way, these

terms act as markers for conceptual sites and invoke the particular set of discursive

traditions that have shaped them-a constellation of meanings u,hich I try to

communicate through my own critical inclusion of them in this paper. For example, in

referring to late-nineteenth-century scientific conceptualisations ofrace, I label them

''Westem', even when employed in an Indian geographical context, insomuch as they are

rooted in a European tradition of thought and pra,ris. The precision implied by a strictly

tot Todd Kontje has aficulated this distinction especially well: "Because Orientalism has more to do with
Westem ideology than Eastern geography, the ach¡al location of 'the Orient' matters less tÏan the
consistency of a certain Orientalizing discowse." Todd Kontje, Getman Orientalisms (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 2004), 12.
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geographical or national label ivould be, in such a case, misleading. as a variety of

'Westem hemispheric' (most often Westem European and/or non-indigenous North

American) discursive traditions have contributed to their formulation. (In instances where

specificity is acceptable or necessary, I have used 'British', 'American', German', etc., as

appropriate.) It is important to be aware, ho$,ever, that the application of the term

'Westem' (or 'Occidental') to a particular set of ideas is not to suggest an absence of

involvement by extra-European agents in the development thereof; certainly, as will be

evident, the concepts around u,hich the chapters of this thesis are structured-religion,

nation, race, caste, and gender-have all been shaped through interactions betrveen

multiple societies, particularly imperial powers and their colonial possessions.

The terms 'East'/'Eastem' are employed more sparingly, at least in their capacity as

geo-cultural identifiers, given that the subjecl's context generally makes more-specific

references-to (Bntish) India, to (pre-partition) Bengal, or to (urban) Calcutla-

practicable. I have utilised 'Eastem' principally u,hen the discourse tnder study also does

so; that is, as a rough equivalent for 'Oriental', inclusive of the multiple layers of

signification embodied by that term-the explication of which is among the principal

tasks of colonial discourse analysis.

Another term which is unavoidable when discussing the interplay of discourses

within a colonial setting is tradition. All too often left unproblematised, 'tradition' is a

thomy word, for its usage is frequently highly politicised and intentionally vague. The

observations of anthropologist Emma Tarlo are instructive in this respect:

The process by which we categorisethings as 'traditional' and 'old-fashioned' is the
process by which the 'stuff of the past' is divided into the categories of relevant and

irrelevant. The 'traditional' is that stuff of the past (real or imagined) that we consider
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relevant to our present and our future, while the 'old-fashioned' is that stuff of the
past which we dismiss as irrelevant to our contemporary life. Thus ivhile the ferm
'old-fashioned' is used to invalidate the relevance of things of the past to the present,
the term 'traditional' is often used to legitimise things of the present by reference to
the past. Designating things as 'traditional' is therefore a means of implying their
authenti ci ty and j ustifl,ing their continued exi stence. 

I 06

Further complicating matters,'tradition', within the context of colonial/Orientalist

discou¡ses and their characteristic pattem of binary opposition, often carries an implicit

negative connotation, positioned as the inferior-opposite of 'modemity', and therefore

associated rvith primitiveness, irrationality, and stagnation. For this reason, I have

avoided employing 'tradition' as a blanket term for conventions of past eras, using it only

to denote specific lines of thoughlpraxis (e.g., "the Advaitic traditions").

With respect to other important conceptual constructs, such as religion, nation, race,

and caste, I have striven to clarify these in the contexts in rvhich they occur. In the case of

'gender', I am follorving the conventions of feminislgender studies, in which the term is

explicitly applied to matters of socio-cultural identity, rather than biological sex

differences, rvith a particular stress on the construction of related concepts (such as

masculinity and femininity).

In all of these c¿ìses, of course, there is a certain obfuscatory dimension of language

that is never fully avoidable. As we shall see, holever, Vivekananda himself was often

able to use this very semantic ambiguity to his advantage.

A Note on Language, Spelling, and Transliteration

For the spelling of Sanskrit terms throughout this paper, I adhere to the

Intemational Alphabet of Sanskrit Transliteration (IAST), the widely acknowledged

ro6 Emma Tarlo, Clothing Matfers: Dress and ldentiÍy in India (London: Hurst & Co., 1996),317
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academic standard for transliteration. Words of Indian origin, excluding proper names

alrd certain pieces of terminology, have been italicised throughout the text.

Acknowledging that there is some disagreement among scholars as to whether the

spelling of Indian words, when used in the context of Bengali speakers, should be

Sanskritised (e.g., 'Vedãnta') or given an altemate rendering which reflects the

distinctive Bengali pronunciation thereof ('Bedãnto'), I have generally opted for the

former, out of convention as well as for the sake of simplicity, familiarity, and

consistency. (Exceptions are to be found with respect to several specifically bañglã

words and expressions, whose spellings more closely approximate conventional Bengali

pronunciation.) Proper names of nineteenth-century frgures have been rendered ivithout

diacritical marks, for similar reasons, and in the forms and spellings most frequently

encountered in academic literature. I have maintained authors' originaì spellings and

capitalisation rvithin quoted passages; however, the reader should be aware that the

editors of Vivekanan da' s Complete Works will have, in some cases, made their or ¡n

changes to the spellings used in the earlier/original publications of the srvami's rvntings

and talks.



CHAPTER TWO

VIVEKANANDA : HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHIC AL C ONTEXT

Viveknnanda's India

The India of Narendranath Datta's birth, in 1863, was a land into which

colonialism, both as a political fact and an ideological perspective, had already penetrated

deeply. It was more than a century after British interests had first begun their guileful

quest for control over the subcontinent. What had begun as an attempt to earn revenue for

magnates in the metropole, also possessed, from the outset, a profoundly political agenda.

Indeed, as Britain's economic acquisition from India was thought to directly depend upon

the poìitical stability of India, definite colonial interests soon intervened, seeking to

implement a programme of developmenl, especially with respect to transportation,

communications, and education, rvhich rvould be conducive to British priorities and

govemance.

With the establishment of the Raj, the dominion of the British over the greater part

of India (with boundaries now defined by foreign interests), and the rightress and

lawfulness of their claim, were firmly entrenched, at least so fa¡ as the denizens of

Europe were concemed. The 1858 Govemment of lndia Act made official the transfer of

the British East India Company's powers, rights and responsibilities to the Crown;this

included full control over lndia's govemment, finances, military and courts, and
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manifested itself through a complex bureaucracy at the national, regional, and local

levels rvhich, u,'hile it engaged a greal many Indians in posts of 'govemment service',

nevertheless barred the indigenous population from positions of real power.

The details of the political situation, however, are of lesser concem for our sfudy of

Vivekananda than is the profourd impact that Westem concepts and ideas-especially

those fhat acted as vehicles for imperialistic themes and rhetoric-had upon Indians, and

the Bengali intelligentsia in particular. (It need hardly be mentioned that the Indians

refened to here were, rvith few exceptions, male. Though the impact of colonial power

relations upon Indian women was significant, their active participation in the public

sphere and engagement with its discourses was much more limited.) Despite the official

British policy of non-interference with social, cultural and (especially) religious

practices-a move calculated to reduce indigenous resistance to foreign n¡ler-it would

be naTve to disavorv the desire of the rulers to inculcate new values and ideas in the ruled

in avariety of rvays and for avariety of ends. Indeed, postcolonial scholars today

universally hold that the intention of colonial powers has inevitably been the domination

of the terrain of the 'other' in spheres extending far beyond the geo-political. In this case,

the Indian socio-cultural tenitory into which Britain's imperial hands reached was

extensive; there rvas nary an aspect of India's life which remained truly untouched, be

that contact directly through British control and regulation, or indirectly via the pervasive

institutions whose influence far transcended their apparent boundaries. Even without

taking into consideration direct physical coercion per se (upon which the Raj certainly

tPeter van der Veer, Imperial Encounters: Religion and Modemilt in India and Britain (Princeton, NJ:

Princeton University Press, 2001), 2l -22.
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did depend), colonial India rvas heavily impacted by pervasive, subtler forms of

epistemic violence.

Among the most important institutions for the instillation of colonial values was the

British-managed educational system, aimed at the cultivation of, in Govemor-General

William Bentinck's words, "a middle class of native gentlemen,"2 who would act in

complicity with the metropole's aims, making India an obedient and profitable satellite in

the British Empire. This was, at least in the beginning, an effective tool for inculcating

Protestant Chnstian values, Westem pattems of thinking, and colonial hierarchies into the

(thereby-produced) 'cultured' native elite. Ranajit Guha has described the situation:

Did [colonial Indian] education have nothing other than intellectual exertion and

advancement of knowledge for its content? ... Although colonialism and the marìy-
sided thrust of liberal politics made it out to be so, there was more to education than
that. It stood not only for enlightenment but also authority-a fact which it has been

the function of ideology in all its þ*r, including historiography, to hide from the
educators and the educated alike.'

This hegemony was exercised though the education of Indians in (sanitised) Westem

history, politics. religion and philosophy. In colonial historiography, for example, the

British were portrayed as an emancipatory agent liberating Indians from despotic Islamic

¡sls-"¿ lesson in power," states Guha, "meant to educate the colonized to interpret the

past not in terms of their own interests, but those of the colonizers... a servant's

education."a Postcolonial scholar Gauri Viswanathan has examined how the British-

instituted curriculum of English literary studies was calculated to instil in its pupils the

lofty ideals of Westem civilisation, rvhile obscuring the oppressive, racist, sexist and

2 
Quoted in P. J. Cain and A. G. Hopkins, British Imperialism: Inzovation and Expansíon, i,688-19I4

(London: Longman, 1993), 326.
3 Ranajit Guha,Dominance I|/ithout Hegemony: History and Power in Colonial India (Cambndge, MA:
Harvard University Press, I 997), 166.
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exploitative practices that characterised its colonialist stratagems, holding up the

Englishman as the paradigm of Enlightened and progressive humanity.5 lttris approach

also allowed the British to strategically convey their 'English morals' without

transgressing their own official position of religious non-interference.) 'The West', for

the nineteenth-century urban middle-class educated Indian, was thus largely textual-a

world constructed and knor¡m through books-to nearly the same extent, in fact, that 'the

East', for the European of the day, rvas an entity to be fomd and experienced on paper

rather than in actuality.

From the Indian side, the introduction of European cultural forms and ideas

provoked a variety of responses. Some Indians-particularly in Calcutta, as well as in

other major colonial urban centres-embraced the newly introduced perspectives with

unbridled enthusiasm, and set about trying to transform themselves upon these lines. The

privileged position u,hich these so-called babns (roughly, 'gentlemen', but often imbued

with strongly derisive overtones, as its common English spelling, 'baboo', intimates)

rvere granted in the 'new' Indian society by its colonial administrators, combined with

their exposure to, and assimilation of, European ideas and habits (in everything from

language and dress to philosophy and literature), gave them something of an elite status

in a society in which the majonty of the population had little more than the most-

rudimentary traditional-style education, if that. Members of this comprador class were the

much-desired'anglicised natives', contented and loyal to the British rulers and their

aims-or at least so the colonisers hoped. This indigenous intelligentsia was, however,

o tuid., I zt.
5 

See G. Viswanathan, Masks of Conquest: Literary Sntdy and British Rtile in India,New York: Columbia
University Press, 1 989.
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equally subject to ridicule, and even fear, from English quarters, for its constituents'

'mimicry' of British habits, manners, and dress transgressed the fragile psychological

boundaries between Indian and Briton.6

More common than a u,holesale conversion to the rvays of the West, especially

towards the end of the nineteenth century, was the approach of those Indians, particularly

in Bengal, who found their admiration of Westem culture tempered by a deep respect for

their own cultural traditions as well as varying degrees of concem over the foreign

govemance of India. Within this group was to be found a rvide spectrum of positions

towards the cultwe of the colonisers. Some, including'reformers' like Rammohan Roy,

sided with the British govemment's attempts to alter Indian social customs along the

lines of Westem practice, by, for example, prohibiting the performance of safiand

eliminating 'child-marriage'. Others, often labelled by scholars as 'revivalists',7 resented

these attempts by the Raj to interfere with long-established Indian practices, and raised

defences on Hindu religio-cultural grounds.s From these latter quarters came often-

scathing criticisms of the Bengali bãbl.ts and their rvestemised manners and aspirations,

which were deemed inferior and even vile.e Even more extreme-but very popular-

were those, such as Krishnabihari Sen, who steadfastly maintained that Indian culture and

| lttnu Tarlo, Clothing ltúatters: Dress anel ldenriQ in India (Lond,on: Hurst & Co., 1996), 49-51.
' The ascription of particular Indian figures to the categories of 'reformers' and 'revivalists' is often
disputed by scholars; see, for example, Raychaudhuri's assefion ofthe inappropriateness ofthe label
'revivalist' for Vivekananda (Raychaudhwi, Etn'ope Reconsidered [Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1988],
8-e).
8It should be noted here that, although Muslims actuaily held a nunlerical edge over Hindus in Bengal
during this period, it was Hindus who played many of the most prominent roles in the 'Bengal
Renaissance', and whose influence is most relevant to our study of Vivekananda.
e Mrinalini Sirirla, Colonial Masculinity: The 'Manly Englishman' and lhe 'Effeminate Bengali' in the Inte
Nineteenth CenÍury, Studies in Imperialism (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1995), 17-18.
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and that the West rvas, by contrast, a savage and inferior culture.l0

In the religious sphere, Christian missionaries' attempts at converting Hindus,

particularly those of the higher castes, were almost universally loathed; much more

appealing to the maj ority of English-educated Hindus were the perspectives of European

secular enlightenment philosophy." The challenges imposed by the pervasive and

persistent Christian presence, horvever, prompted Hindus to search within their own

hentage, as rvell as the wellspring of newly encountered Westem ideas, for self-

confidence and intellectually satisfuing responses to Christian criticisms. From these

efforts came such reform movements as the Brahmo Samãj. However, this is not to say

that these responses to Westem critiques always overtumed the evaluators' criteria of

judgement. For this reason, Indian reformers were vehement in "affirm[ing] the truly

monotheistic character of Hinduism and the symbolic nature of image worship"l2-

asserting, in effect, that fhey 'measured up' well to liberal, Western, Christian standards.

In addition, the Theosophical movement, which valorised traditional Indian culture (such

as Theosophy's European founders perceived it, at least) and located the source of all true

spirituality in India, attracted great accolades from many Hindu circles.13

(Raychaudhari's thesis, that it was the pervasive sense of inadequacy among Hindus that

accounted for this enthusiasm for any Westem admiration of Indian religion and

I 0 
See Raychaudhu¡i, Eur op e Re c onsi d ere d, 9 -7 O.

rÌ van der Veer has explored the ways in which Indian anti-Christian sentiments, combined with an interest

in Westem rationalism, helped to bolster public interest in Vivekananda's form of 'spirituality'; see van der

Yeer,72-4.
t'rbid.,z35.

'3 See van der Veer, chap. 3: "The Spirits of the Age: Spiritualism and Political Radicalism," inlmperial
Encounters, 55-82.
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culture,ra seems plausible, given the systematic attempts by imperialist forces to instil

in Hindus an attitude of shame in their traditions. and the disentitlement of Indians to real

power under the colonial system.)

However, in the midst of all of this challenge and critique, long-established pattems

of Hindu religiosify yet persisted in Bengal. Raychaudhuri notes that, even in the lives of

the most-'Europeanised' Indians, "the cycle of rituals, worship of and reverence for the

deities, belief in reincamation and the miraculous, etc. remained an important part of

domestic and religious life."r5 This is not to say, however, that the average middle-class

Bengali of the day ivas rvell-read in the so-called 'classical' Hindu texts, such as the

Upanisads or Blzagavadgtta-most likely, he or she was familiar with portions of the

Rantayalta, Pura4tas, and/or vemacular devotional rvritings, and knew something of the

Christian Bible (as a result of the missionary-nm schools), but would be rxrlikely to tum

to the brãhmanical Sanskrit scriptures for spiritual solace. In particular, the Sakø

traditions, with their emphasis on devotion to God in the form of 'Mother', especially as

embodied in the figures of Durgã and Kã11, continued to be a central theme of Bengali

Hindu religiosity. The infltx of Victorian values, however, had made many 'respectable'

Hindus question and shun elements of the Tãntric ideas and practices which had long

maintained a subdued yet notable presence in Bengali religious life.t6 All of these

elements contributed to the creation of an atmosphere of dynamic tension between loyalty

to the deeply rooted'traditional' practices and the rejection of many of the same by the

'neo-Hindu' reformers. M*y, especially the young educated elite, were left wondering

la Raychaudhwi, Europe Reconsidered, 10.

" rbid..234-5.
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where to tum for genuine and meaningful religious succour. It was this environment

that fostered the emergence and success of numerous new religious movements, spanning

the spectrum from conservative to radical.

Although it was obvious to many Indians that the colonial govemment's approach

ro ruling their land imposed sometimes-insurmourtable barriers to social, economic and

political opportunities for 'natives', rarely prior to the final decades of the nineteenth

century did 'nationalist' feelings in India actually take the form of advocating Indian

independence, or even full Indian cultural hegemony. When they did, however, Hindu

identity rvas often made the central rallying point, and Muslims, rather than the British,

commonly became the target of the nationalists'historical distortions-attacking the

prevailing colonial authority rvould be a politically ill-advised act. Comprehension, at

least to some degree, of the oppressive effects of colonial rule, and admiration of the

achievements of the Empire were not necessarily incompatible for many Indians during

the first half of the nineteenth century, though the depth of the discrepancy became

increasingly apparent rvith the passage of time. As Raychaudhuri indicates, the

predominant approach among educated colonial subjects of the day was a seleclive

adoption of elements from both the East and the West, according to the changing values

and priories of the various groups involved, in interaction with the specific and dynamic

historical conditions.rt Howeuer, the elements adopted inevitably carried with them

something of the values of their originators, and European cultural stereotypes embedded

rvith assumptions of Westem superiority were a part of the package. While particular

16 Shamita Basu, Religious Revivalism as Nationalist Discourse: Swami Vivekananda and New Hinduism in
Nine te enth-C erùury Bengal (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2002), I 3 9.
r7 Raychaudhuri, Europe Reconsidered, 4.
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cultural preferences are not necessarily a direct product ofpower relationships, they

are certainll, informed by them. if not directly, then via the more-subtle psychological

influence of colonial institutions and the dynamics of social dis/opportunity that they

institute. (We shall consider the various manifestations of colonial power later in this

thesis, as they become pertinent to the subject at hand.)

Thus, in mid-tolate nineteenth-century Bengal, we find a productive site of

encounters betu,een Indian traditions and colonial institutions, practices, ideas, and

values. The characteristic themes of colonial discourse-the colonised as inferior,

irrational, stagnant, restricted 'other', against which the coloniser's self-representation as

superior, rational, progressive, and autonomous gains all the more weight-were an

often-ulacknowledged yet ubiquitous presence in these sites of cultural interaction. It

rvas into this world. in the capital of colonial rule in lndi4 suffused with both overt and

subtle British influences, that the future Swami Vivekananda was bom.

Viveknnanda: A Biographical Sketcht 
I

Narendranath Datta was bom on January 12,7863, in the Simla district of Calcutta

(norv Kolkata), West Bengal. His family was relatively wealthy, cosmopolitan, and

securely bhadralok in status; his father, Vishwanath, was an attorneyre with a successful

law practice. Vishwanath Datta himself serves as an example of the Anglo-influenced

't Th" biogtuphical sources used have been discussed in the previous chapter. Where attribution ofgeneral
information is not provided in footnotes, it has been gleaned from The LiJe of Vivekananda: By His Eastern
and Ilestem Disciples,6ù ed (Mayavati: Advaita Ashrama, 1986) and/oil Comprehensive BiogÌ'apþ of
Swami Vi,¡'ekananda (Madras: Vivekananda Prakashan Kendra, 1975), by S. N. Dhar. The strengths and
weaknesses of these particular sources have already been noted in Chapter One; wherever possible,
additional sources have been used to verify material from these works.
re Vishwanath rvorked as an articled clerk in the office of a British attomey for several years prior to
passing the law exanrination in 1866, and eventually came to start his own firm. See Rajagopal
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professional class resident in rvhat was then the capital of British rule in India.

Belonging to fhe kã),astha jati (whose position in the Hindu caste-hierarchy is disputed,

as will be discussed later on), the Datta family was among those for whom 'white-collar'

and professional work in close contact with the British administration had become

practically a¡r ancestral occupation.20 Though strongly identifying with his Bengali

culture and Hindu faith (his own father, Durgaprasad, after some years of marriage, had

become a u'andering scldhu). Vishwanath, like many other of his class, was also quite 'at

home' in British Indian colonial society. His education and occupation brought him into

intimate contact rvith persons and ideas of the European community in India, as well as

members of many faiths, castes and classes. As a result, he was quite liberal in his views

on social and religious matters. In particular, the time he spent working in Muslim areas

of north-westem India gave him a familianty with, and appreciation for, Islamic culture.

Consequently. he u'as u'ell read in Arabic, Persian, and Urdu literature, in addition to his

knorvledge of Bengali. Hindi. Sanskrit, and English.2l Thus, as Raychaudhuriputs it, the

home environment that Viswanath created could be characterised as "a mixture of Indo-

Muslim and the nerv Indo-Anglican mores."22

Narendra's mother, Bhuvaneshwari, who outlived her most-eminent son by nine

years, seems to have lived much as did many other women of her class during that period.

Her domestic life centred arormd managing the affairs of a large extended household-

she herself gave birth to ten children-rvith little direct contact with the world outside of

Chattopadhyaya,Swami Vivekananda in India: A Conective Biography (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1999),

10.
20 Narendra's great-grandfather, Rammohan, had been a managing clerk under an English attorney
(Chattopadhyaya, 8).
2t Ibid., 11.
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this realm. (The custom of pardcl- or seclusion of women from public gaze and

activities, though introduced into Indian society via the Muslim presence, had by this

time long been an established part of upper-class Hindu society in Bengal.) The

traditional biographical sources on Vivekananda paint Bhuvaneshwari as an especially

pious woman-though, in all faimess, it should be noted that Indian texts rarely attribute

anything but a highly devout nature to the mother of great personages. She is said to have

spent much of her spare time, as did many \vomen of her circumstances, performing her

personal puja,keepingvratas, and studying popular traditional Hindu texts such as the

Ranmyar.ta md Mahabharata. Though not highly educated in the formal sense, she was

considered very intelligent on account of her urcorîmon ability to memorise lengthy

portions of devotional texts, a skill much valued within Indian society, and one which her

son seems to have inherited.23 She had also leamt English from a Christian missionary

acquaintance, and thus it u,as from his orvn mother that Narendra received his earliest

education in the language.24

Narendra's family setting was therefore a stimulating blend of those very worlds

rvhich he would later move bet'il,een and negotiate in his own life and work-the

devotion-based religious and cultural life of Bengali Hindus and the ideological and

social norms of Westem civilisation, at least insomuch as the latter was selectively

represented in colonial India. His early years saw him exposed to religious tales and

teachings from not only his mother, but also his matemal grandmother and great-

22 Raychaudhnri, Europe Reconsidered, 223.
23 An incident has been related as follows: in later life, Vivekananda's disciple Sharatchandra Chakravarti
posed him detailed questions on material from the first ten volumes of the Encyclopaedia Britan¡rica, which
Vivekananda claimed to have read. The Swami "display[ed] a vast amount of even technical knowledge,
but in many instances he quoted the very language ofthe books!" (L{e ofSV,vol.2,634).
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grandmother. (In fact- as an adult he expressed a great indebtedness to his mother for

both his religious knorvledge and his moral convictions.)25 It is unlikely that he had much

daily personal contact rvith his father during this period, given Vishwanath's extensive

and frequent business travels (though his father did take care to see to his education in

classical Indian music, one of the marks of a 'cultured' person in bhadraloÆ society).26

However, other members of the exlended family as rvell as their educated associates had

agreat influence on the young Narendr4 looking after his education in such matters as

Bengali, Sansknt, and the Hindu scriptures.

His formal schooling began with a brief stint in a traditional-style local pathaíãki

school; however, his family, alarmed with what they considered the unfavourable

influence of some of his new classmales, quickly removed him and instead appointed a

private tutor in their home for Narendra and some other boys of their family and close

associates. From the presen,ed recollections of his family members, we are presented

with a picture of a young child rvith a remarkable intellect, a prodigious memory, an

innate sense of leadership-and also an intense restlessness, fearlessness, and spirit of

independent thought which prompted him to challenge peers and elders alike.

At the age of eight, Narendra r,vas enrolled in the prestigious Metropolitan

Institution, the school founded by the eminent Bengali educator Ishwarchandra

Vidyasagar. Here he received a solid education in the English language, which became

the medium for most of his public teaching in later years. He grew increasingly

intellectual in his later childhood, and formally cultivated his skills in argumentation and

2a Raychaudhri , Europe Reconsidered,224.
tt "Th" Women of India," The Complete Works of Sv,ami Vivekananda (CW),voL.9,202-3.
26 Life of SV, vol. l, 21.
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debate. He was privy to the scholarly conversations of his father and the latter's

educated friends and associates, and is said to have impressed them with his own sharp

reasoning. At sixteen, he joined the Presidency College, a govemment-run institution, of

which most of the instructors were of British extraction.2T After a period of malaria kept

him from his studies, he joined the General Assembly's Institution (later Scottish Church

College), rvhere, under the tutelage of European professors, he obtained his Bachelor of

Arts. becoming rvell versed in the disciplines of History, English, and Westem

Philosophy. There is little doubt that the education he received in these schools was

thoroughly in accord rvith the colonial mindset that pervaded British-run schools in India-

In particular, the use of English literary rvorks (such as Shakespeare, Milton, and

Wordsworth) and European history texts (including Gibbon, ostensibly one of Narendra's

personal favourites)28 did much to subtly inculcate Westem concepts and values, as well

as colonial perspectives, in young Indian pupils.

In addition to his formal education, Narendra's curious mind prompted him to

devote much time to independent study, especially of Westem history and philosophy,

though he also read extensively in Bengali literature and Indian civilisation (the latter

often as seen through the lens of Western historians, however).2e Philosopher

Brajendranath Seal, a fellow student a¡rd close acquaintance of Narendra during this

period, has chronicled the evolution of the latter's philosophica.l interests.30 Narendra was

deeply impacted by many of the central figures of Westem philosophy-Plato, Karit,

Hegel, Schopenhauer, Mill, and Spencer were among those whose writings he read and

27 Chattopadhyaya,2g.
28 Raychaudhwi, Ew'ope Reconsidered, 226.
2e Vivekananda was especially a fan of James Tod'sAnnals andAntíquities oJRajastharu (1820) (see ibid.).
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studied, by choice as well as by curriculum.3r He was especially interested, according

to Seal, in theistic philosophy, for, while he rvas in many ways a stanch sceptic, he never

seems to have actually declared himself an atheist. Seal's conclusion, based on his

extended conversations with Narendra during that phase of his life, is that the latter

seemed frustrated that even the best-reasoned arguments of the theistic Westem

philosophers lacked an experiential dimension and a concrete manifestation of the Reality

they proposed.32

In general, however, Narendra was fascinated by much of the thought that he

encountered in European sources, be they philosophical, historical, literary, or scientific.

Raychaudhuri asserts that his "profound delight" in Westem ideas "was not diminished

by the fact of subjection a¡ld the consequent psychological need 1o find faults,"33 and this

appears a credible position, certainly with respect to Narendra's adolescent attitudes.

Indeed, until the end of his life, he retained an interest in European and American

writings on a wide array of subjects, even where his views evolved in such a way as to

differ from conventional Westem positions. By any standards, Narendra, even in his

youth, was a remarkably leamed, inquisitive, and cosmopolitan person.

As his spiritual search intensified during his college years, and, in search of a

variety of faith that accorded with his critical mind, he joined the Sãdhãran Brahmo

Samãj. This organisation, an offshoot of the original Brahmo Samãj founded by

Rammohan Roy, was known for its Christian-influenced Hindu monotheism, and its

adherents argued for significant religio-social changes in Indian society, including the

30 
See Life of SV,vol. I, 107-11, for a substantial extract from Seal's vriting on Vivekananda.

3r 
See Raychaudhwi, Europe Reconsidered,22g.

t' Li¡" o¡Sv,vol. 1, 107-1 1.
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abolition of image worship and the caste system, the promotion of women's education,

and the elimination of child marriage. In the Samãj, Narendra found a group of like-

minded religious intellectuals, as well as a venue to express his musical talent through

devotional singing at their gatherings. However, though at the time he expressed

agreement with the Brahmo belief in a formless, personal God, and with the group's

social-reform mandate, he seems to have been ultimately unsatisfied with the Samãj's

religious dimension.3a Vivekananda biographer Rajagopal Chattopadhyaya is of the

opinion that Narendra's personal engagement rvith the religious doctrines of the Brahmo

Samãj was not particularly strong, though he nevertheless admits, "there is no doubt that

some of the more liberal ideas of Narendranath that went into the synthesis of Swami

Vivekananda were acquired as a result of his association with the Samãj in his college

days. "35

During the latter part of his youth, Narendra was also exposed to evangelical forms

of Christianity, through his colleges and European professors, as well as via the vocal

presence of Christian missionaries (and Indian converts) in Calcutta society at large. It is

unlikely that his experiences, especially with respect to his personal encounters with

members of the latter groups, were inclined to foster within him positive views of that

faith. Narendra's brother, Mahendranath Datt4 has related an incident in which

Narendra's "heated discussion" with some Bengali Christian 'roadside preachers' who

were abusing Hindu traditions tumed into something of a melee.36 While he was quick to

defend Hinduism against the sort of wholesale criticism voiced by such evangelists,

33 Raychaudhuri, 228.
3a Life of Sv,vol. 1, 60.
35 Chaüopadhyaya,32.
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however, there is little evidence conceming the viervs of Christianity itself that rvere

held by Narendra during his youth, or to what extent he was aware of Westem religious

diversity, Christian inta-religious conflicts, or secular-religious clashes within European

and American society.

It was also during his college years that Narendra encountered the individual who

was to profourdly change the direction of his life, a man known as Ramakrishna, who

lived on the grounds of a temple-complex in Dakshineswar, on the outskirts of Calcutta.

In late 1881 or early 1882, Narendrajoined some friends on a day-trip to the locale, to

see for himself this peßon whom some of his associates (including his great-uncle,

RamchandraDalla, who was to become a close devotee of Ramakrishna) had begun to

visit regularity." kr Ramakrishn4 Narendra encountered aspects of Hinduism with which

he had hitherto had little contact or experience. Unlike his mother's traditional and

socially respectable forms of private devotion, or the reform-minded rational faith of his

Brahmo companions, Ramakrishna practiced a religious path that was unique. Rooted in

the oral traditions of his village upbringing, and moulded through his intense association

with religious teachers and practitioners from many Hindu (as well as Muslim and

Christian) sects, Ramakrishna's faith was at once conventional and radical. A pious Sakra

'u Dhar, vol. 1, 64.
37 Chattopadhyaya,42. There is a story, much quoted by Vivekananda's biographers, that Narendra's lust
knowledge of his future gtru reached him when the President of his college, Prof. Williarn Hastie,
mentioned in a class lectu¡e that he had personally witnessed an example of the high state of mind referred
to in Wordsworlh's Excursion when he had visited Ramakrishna. This incident is not directly refened to by

Vivekananda himself anywhere in the extant literature, however, and Hastie's influence is only indirectly
and vaguely alluded to in a second-hand account by one of his Westem disciples (Sister Nivedita,'Ttrotes of
Some Wanderings With the Swami Vivekananda: Chapter III: Moming Talks at Almora," CØ/,vol.9, 350).
Chattopadhyaya notes that the story may have come from Haramohan Mit¡a, a classmate of Narendra's,
and implies, convincingly, that the authenticity is questionable (see Chattopadhyaya,42).
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devoted to God in the form of Kãtr BhavatãrinT, the 'Divine Mother'38 of the

Dakshineswar temple where he resided, he was also radically pluralistic in his approach

to other faiths. Though he followed many of the vows of a Hindu monastic, including

chastity (brahrnacarya), he was married, and he dressed as a householder (albeit in

simple 'village' style) Further, he rejected religious intellectualism and social

reformation, preaching instead intense personal pursuit of God-realisation, and

experimenting with Christian and Islamic spiritualities, as well as a rvide range of Hindu

paths. His frequent and sudden bouts ofreligious ecstasy, disregard for social propriety,

and sometimes-risqué parables made him something of a curiosity to many of those in

mainstream Bengali bhadralok culture. Nevertheless, Raychaudhuri sides rvith the view

that the transitional cha¡acter of Bengali society during that time, in rvhich national

sentiments were beginning to overshadow optimism towards British rule, led many to

find "some solace in the mystical teachings of the saint and their implied message

restoring confidence in the inherited system of religious belief,"3e though he denies that

this thesis would explain the full extent of Ramakrishna's appeal.a0 Rather, he asserts, the

"anguished spiritual yeaming" experienced by many disenchanted youths of the day,

combined with the traditional Hindu reverence for'holy men', was an intense motive

force in establishing Ramakrishna and some other contemporary idiosyncratic Hindu

religious figures as authoritative and influential teachers.ar

" Mor" literally, 'She of black hue, who saves (trer devotees) from the realm of rebirth'. The English

rendering 'Divine Mother' was used frequently by Vivekananda, to refer to any feminine form of the Deity.
3e Raychaudhwi, Europe Reconsidered, 231. See Swami Saradananda's view that God incarnated hinself
as Ramakrishna to draw Westem-influenced Indians back to the Hindu fold. (Saradananda, ^Sri

Ramakrishna: theGreatMaster,5ù ed.,vol. 1 [Madras: SriRamakrishnaMath, 1978],chap. 1.)
a0 Raychaudhwi, Europe Reconsidered, 236-8.
o' Ibid., 237. Palha Chatterjee argues that Ramakrishna's religious discourse and its codification in the

Kathamrta reveals much about the concems and political situation of the Bengali middle class. See
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Narendra himselt on their first meeting, wâs quite baffled by some of

Ramakrishna's actions, particularly when he drew Narendra aside, and reportedly told the

young man, while sobbing with joy: "I know, my lord, you are that ancient Rsl Nar4 a

part of Nãrãyala, who has incarnated himself this time, to remove the miseries and

sufferings of humanity."a2 Nevertheless, Narendra was impressed by the unusual mystic,

particularly by his confident affirmative answer to Narendra's query, "Have you seen

God, sir?'43 On subsequent visits, according to Vivekananda's own later accounts,

Ramakrishna introduced Narendra to nerv spiritual experiences, and thereby challenged

the latter's belief in some of the Brahmo tenets, such as the dispensability of apersonal

guru (he soon grew to regard Ramakrishna as his own religious teacher), the rejection of

image worship (Ramakrishna himself was an ardent worshipper of Kal¡ in the form of the

Dakshinesw ar pratintã), and the disavowal of the reality of divine øvataras (a status

rvhich Narendra eventually came to attribute to Ramakrishna himselÐ. Even more

signifrcantly, Ramakrishna's experiential religion was a radical departure from the

speculative European philosophers that Narendra had so searchingly studied.

While they differ on some of the details of the meetings between Narendra and

Ramakrishn4 Vivekananda's biographers are agreed that the latter's influence on shaping

the spiritual perspective of his young disciple was unparalleled by other events in

Vivekananda's life, before or after. In particular, Vivekananda later highlighted

Ramakrishna's single-minded spiritual quest, religious broadmindedness, chastity,

renunciation, and love for others as aspects of his personality that Ieft a lasting impact

Chatterjee, "A Religion of Urban Domesticity: Sri Ramakrishna and the Calcutta Middle Class," in

Subaltetn Studies WI, ed. P. Chatterjee and G. Pandey (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1 993), 40-68.
a2 Saradanand a,vo|2,825. Saradananda asserts that this account was given to him by Narendra himself.
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upon him.aa In the midst of his college studies at the time of their first encounter,

Narendra seems to have initially undergone a dramatic inner struggle between the

'rational' convictions instilled in him by his colonial education and the profound

challenges that his guru, for whom he had the greatest love and respect, posed to these

beliefs. Through Ramakrishn4 he encourtered many of the ideas and practices described

in the Hindu brãhmalical and tãntrika texts in a living form, as it were-something that

was novel in comparison to his previously 'book-leamed' philosophical perspectives.

Raychaudhuri is of the opinion that, in so doing, Narendra was really re-encountering and

consciously accepting the faith and values of the more-conventional Hinduism that he

had imbibed from his family during his early childhood.at Ce.tai.tly, Ramakrishna's own

theistic devotional expression was more akin to the popular Hindu faith of Narendra's

early environs than it was to the more-Advaitic perspective that he came to articulate in

later life.

An additional challenge for Narendra arose rvhen his father passed alvay suddenly

in early 1884, leaving behind Narendra's mother and his several siblings, as well as

substantial debts and a pending lawsuit that threw the family into a state of dire poverty.

At the time, Narendra was studying law (which he had taken up at the behest of his

father) while becoming more and more inwardly dedicated to a life of spiritual practice

along the lines of Ramakrishna's model; but he was now faced with the obligation of

finding some means of support for his large and literally starving family Narendra could

find little more than intermittent teaching and office work, and was driven to despair. It

ot f¡, o¡Sv,vol. 1,77.
aa 

See "My Master", CW,vol. 4,154-8'7.
a5 Raychaudhnri, Europe Recons idered, 238
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was just at this time that he experienced, according to Swami Saradananda's

recollection of Narendra's own accotìnt, a profound revelation of sorts:

I suddenly felt as if within my mind mariy screens were raised one after another by some

providential power, and I sarv in the innermost recesses of my heart the solutions of the
problems u'hich so long had baffled my intellect and distracted my mind-problems such

as 'Why are there malignant forces in the creation of a benign God?' and 'Where is the
harmony betrveen the stem justice and the infinite mercy of God'. I r.vas beside myself

.16
wlrnJoy.

Not long after this, rvhile on a visit to Ramakrishn4 Narendra had another faith-

changing experience. Having gone to the KãlT temple (at Ramakrishna's request-for

Narendra was still an idol-rejecting Brahmo Sarnãjist of sorts) nith the intention of

praying for financial relief, he fourd himself instead lost in a state of religious ecstasy;

Narendra came away rvith a profound conviction in the reality of God-as-Mother and in

Her ability to manifest through an image.aT This experience seems to have broken one of

the few remaining barriers between Narendra's sceptical nature and Ramakrishna's

unreserved faith in his beloved 'Divine Mother'.

Another conviction, which was to become a driving force behind Vivekananda's

social-service agend4 is said to have been inspired by a comment made by Ramakrishna

while in a state of santatlhi, regarding serving persons as manifestations of God (",íiua

jñãne jwa seva").48 According to Saradananda's account, Narendra subsequently

declared:

Ah, what a wonderful light have I got today from the Master's words! What a new
and attractive Gospel have we received today through those words of his, wherein a

synthesis has been effected of sweet devotion to the Lord with Vedantic knowledge,

a6 Saradananda,vol.2,926.The length ofthe passage that is attributed to Narendra suggests that
Saradananda is paraphrasing based on memory, and so the accuracy of the details of the account are

reasonably open to question.
o' Dhar,vol. 1, 160-65.
a8 See Saradananda, vol. 2,939.
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which is generally regarded as dry, austere and lacking in sympathy rvith the
sufferings of others... . But from what the Master in ecstasy said today, it is gathered

that the Vedanta of the forest can be brought to human habitation, and that it can be

applied in practice to the work-a-day world... . Thus serving the Jivas as Siv4 he will
have his heart purified and be convinced in a short time that he himself is also a part

of God, the Bliss Absolute, the etemally pure, wakeful and free Being.... If the divine
Lord ever grants me an opportunity, I'll proclaim everywhere in the world this

wonderful truth I have heard today.ae

Chattopadhyaya has pointed out that this famous phrase, Sù,a jñane iïva set,ã, does not

appear anyrvhere in the voluminous Kathrintrta, and sceptically posits that this attribution

"was part of the effort [by Vivekananda and later disciples] to project the idea that Swami

Vivekananda's idea did originate in his Guru and rvas not his onrn innovation.'rO 1To be

fair, however, as the Kathantrta contains only those dialogues heard directly by its

author, Mahendranath Gupta, it is indeed possible that he may simply have not been

present when these words were spoken by Ramakrishna Saradananda's account of

Narendra's reaction, apparently gleaned second-hand,51 does seem almost too

anticipatory to be a fully faithful retelling of the young man's original utterance,

however.)

A new development for Narendra and Ramakrishna's other close disciples came in

1885, when Ramakrishna became severely ill with athroat ailment, subsequently

diagnosed as cancer. Narendra and some of the others performed the role of personal

attendants up rurtil Ramakrishna's death in August 1886.52 The force of Narendra's

convictions, coupled rvith his innate sense of leadership and his other charismatic

oe lbid., 940.
50 Chattopadhyaya,6g.
5r Saradananda, in his characteristic reluctance to acknowledge sources by name (many of whom were still
living at the time of the book's composition), refers to the incident being witnessed by "a friend of ours

[who] came to Dakshineswar" (Saradananda, vol. 2,939).
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qualities, led him to become something of an unofficial head of the group of disciples

during the final months of Ramakrishna's Iife. After Ramakrishna's passing, Narendra

appears to have spearheaded efforts to keep the 'inner circle' of the young world-

renouncing disciples together. Abandoning his law studies, he and some of the other

young men banded together into an informal monastic community. drvelling in an old

house situated in the Baranagal areq near Calcutta- Here Narendra and the others, taking

a collective vow of sanrryasa and living in extreme poverty, devoted their time to

meditation, religious austerities and worship. Narendra led them in the study and

discussion of scriptures and philosophies, both Indian and Westem." This ma¡ked the

emergence of Narendra's persona as a religious teacher, an identity that u,ou-ld

characterise his later role in America and Europe.

During his time atBaranagar, Narendra began to travel on pilgrimages to various

holy sites in northem and eastem Indi4 as he felt befit atraditional 'rvandering'Hindu

monk. During the days of Ramakrishna's illness, he had already made a short pilgrimage

to the Buddhist shrines at Bodh Gaya, and reports having been deeply impressed and

moved by this experience.so Ot his subsequent travels, during which he assumed several

different monastic n¿ìmes and subsisted on the generosity of donors in the manner of an

itinerant sãdhu (though often taking advantage of modem conveniences like the

railway),ss he met many religious teachers-renowned and obscure; Hindu, Muslim and

Jain; great scholars and illiterate mystics. In particular, he spent much time in the

52 Chattopadhyaya interprets a reference in Abhedananda's account ofthe last days ofRamakrishna to
suggest that Narendra's contribution to Ramak¡ishna's nursing rvas minimal, as he was still continuing his
Iaw studies during this period. See Chattopadhyaya,Tl.
tt ti¡, o¡Sv,vol. 1,205-6.
5o Dhar, vol. l, 182-4.
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company of Pavhari Bab4 a renowned ascetic living in Ghazipur, with whom he

studied Pãtañjala-yogu.t6 Narendra rvas also presented with opportunities to preach to

people from various walks of life regarding Hindu teachings and philosophy, and it

appears that he gamered great respect and accolades for his skilful expositions and

extensive knowledge and integration of Westem and Eastem ideas, as u'ell as his

impressive command of English.5T

In July i890, he made the decision to leave the Baranagar nmth to travel to the

Himalayas, the great mythic land of spirituality in the Indian imagination, vorving not to

retum until he had gained fi¡ll God-realisation-a plan which was soon thwarted due to

illness.5s For some months, he travelled rvith various brother-disciples, and then is

reported to have made the resolution to live the life of a solitary monk.se His

'solitariness', however, w¿ìs more ideal than fact. Although he often travelled alone, he

spent much time in Rajasthan, not uncommonly among liberal-minded, socially

prominent Hindus and Muslims, where he continued his religious and philosophical

discussions and attracted a number of 'disciples' of sorts. Despite his own love for the

study of Westem ideas, his acquaintances at the time claim that he was becoming

increasingly disenchanted with the disregard displayed by many Indians who had

received an 'English education' for what he perceived to be the strengths of 'tradition'.60

55 
See Chattopadhyaya,l0g-15, where the author has reconstructed in detail Narendra's use of the railways

during his pan-Indian'wanderings'.
tu Lr¡n o¡SIt,vol. 1,228-36.
tt lbid., chapters l4-19 passim.
tt lbid., 258-9.
tn lbid.,26r.
60 For exampl e, see Life of SV, vol. 1 ,271-2. At the same time, however, the swami reportedly expressed

much admiration of the technological advances overseas----€specially modem methods of agriculture-
which he perceived as having the capacity to assist India's development (see ibid., 274.5). The 'nationalist'
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Travelling throughout the Gujarat and Maharashtra regions- he found himself the

guest of Indiwt rajas. (He allegedly claimed that by influencing a prince, who held sway

over great masses, one could achieve greater results than by preaching directly to

thousands of poor people6l-a position which would indeed tally with his later

nationalistic speeches, delivered most often before crorvds composed principally of

India's upper-class males.) He also kept up his personal studies of Sanskrit grammar and

religious texts (though Chattopadhyaya is of the opinion that Narendra's early

competence in Sanskrit has been overestimated by his other biographers).62 He became

knou.n for his broad-minded outlook, frankness, and general disregard for the

conventions of caste, as well as his knowledge of Westem science and pride in Indian

moral and religious ideals (the "science of the Rishis,'í3 as he termed the latter). His

seeming ability to discourse on literally any subject, from the Vedas, the Qur'an, or the

teaching of the Buddh4 to Westem literature, music, art, history, and scientific theories,

appears to have endeared him to even the most-leamed persons he encountered, and this

meant that he rarely lacked financial support for his joumeys. He travelled through Goa,

where he was struck by the widespread education among Goan Christians, in contrast to

the disproportionate illiteracy of Indian Hindus.6a He agarn spent much time as the

honoured guest of royalty whilst in the areas now designated as Kamataka, Keral4 and

tone of the rhetoric attributed to him in this accou¡rt, however, is somewhat suspect, for it seems at odds
with the overall tone ofhis expressed and preserved thought during this period.
ór 

See Dhar, vol. 1,320.
ó2 Chattopadhyaya, 90-1.
63 

Quoted inLife of SV,vol. 1,364-5.
6a Chattopadhyaya,g4.
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Tamil Nadu. By December 1892, he reached the very southem tip of India,

Kanyakumari (Cape Comorin).65

The motivation behind Narendra's travels across India was likely manifold, though

he was no doubt heavily influenced by something of an innate love of rvandering and

discovery. In addition, the responsibilities of overseeing his natal family and his fellow

monks, as well as the financial deprivation in rvhich his mother, siblings and co-disciples

lived, no doubt made these trips 'away from home' even more attractive to Narendra. The

biographers' assertions that, during his journeys, he was struck by the poverty and

desperation of the masses, particularly the position of women and the lower castes, seems

a fair one, though he had no doubt encourtered this in Calcutta as well. Narendr4 who by

this time was most-often known by the moniker'Swami Vivekananda',laTer related that

it was during a period of meditation at Kanyakumari that he formulated his ideal of

service in aid ofthe suffering as a form ofspiritual practice.66

Ho\4,ever, as Chattopadhyaya observes, the romantic picture painted by

Vivekananda's biographers of an unfetteredparivrajaka, divelling urder trees and taking

shelter u'ith urtouchables, is not entirely accurate. Much of the time during his Indian

travels, he was the honoured guest of the wealthy and leamed, and undertook the majority

of his pilgrimage trips via train and horse-drawn carriage.6T Regardless of his desire to

65 
See Chattopadhyaya's efforts to dispel the widely held myth that Vivekananda 'swam to the rock' off the

Kanyakumari coast, convincingly arguing that this legend arose from a misinterpretation of a passage in
Vivekananda's own accor¡tt (Chattopadhyaya, I 00-l ).
66 "Letters," Complete Worhs, vol. 6, 254.
67 Chattopadhyaya has made an interesting study ofVivekananda's photos, where he observes that the

original 'paravrãjaka'photo was taken in a studio, with a naturalistic background added latter by the

publisher, the Ramakrish¡a Math and Mission (120-2). He asserts that Vivekananda, of his own initiative,
"went to sorne studios since he vanted lo preserve his wandering years through these portraits"

(Chattopadhy aya,121). Incidentally, these intentional pictorial representations ofhis ovtn parivrajaka
persona can be read as an interesting parallel text to the contemporaneous practice, on the part of young
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emulate the wandering Hindu monks of yore, his frequently poor health limited the

amount and degree of 'austerities' that his body could withstand, and most of his

experiments with this lifestyle ended in acute bouts of illness, often serious. Although

Vivekananda himself has made references to his spartan existence during his travels,

Chattopadhyaya concludes that even then, his habits were, on the whole, more

"epicurean" than ascetic.6s lHis own desire to portray his Indian travels in this

prototypical fashion, however, speaks to the power and authority embodied in Hindu

discourses of the world-renouncing ascetic, even in the modem colonial period.)

During his time in southem Indi4 Vivekananda began to express a desire to visit

"the'West,"6e though whether he had a particular location in mind at first is not clear. He

seems, from the outset, to have had two somervhat-indistinct aims-firstly, to procure

financial means and/or other material resources for his plans to uplift the Indian masses,

and secondly, to bring his ou.n exposition of Indian thought to the Westem world, in

order that false ideas about Indian culture and religion might be abolished and Euro-

American civilisation might be improved through the influr of Indian rvisdom.T0 Several

knowledgeable persons had mentioned to him that Chicago was soon to host a

'Parliament of Religions', at which representatives of the rvorld's faith+raditions would

come together in a public venue, and the young monk seems to have viewed this as an

opporhrnity to pwsue both of his goals simultaneously. As he began to make his intention

known, he was offered money for his passage to America by some of his wealthy

British men, of submitting photos of themselves to 'physical culture' magazines in order to illustrate their
fulfillment of the socio-cultural nonns of imperial rrasculinity.
ut Ibid., 124.
6e For examples, see ibid., I 03, l0ó.
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admirers (his self-proclaimed disciples also solicited money on his behalf;,7r who

arranged first-class steamer tickets for Vivekananda from Bombay (now Mumbai) to

Japan, and Japan to Vancouver, Canada

During the sea-joumey, upon the ship's stops in Ceylon (Sri Lanka), Singapore,

Chin4 and Japan, Vivekananda (he had now definitively settled upon this moniker) took

the opporturity to explore a little of the religion and culture of these lands. In his

writings, he emphasises with pride what he perceived to be the indebtedness of these

cultures to Indian influences.T'Howener, he also contrasts the "industrious" Japanese

with the Indi an peopl e, derisively branding the latter " a race of dotards . . . sitting down

these hundreds of years with an ever-increasing load of crystallised superstition on [their]

heads."73

After a chilly joumey across the Pacific, Vivekananda landed in Vancouver on July

25,1893, and travelled by train across Canada to Winnipeg, and from there southward to

Chicago.Ta Alone in a foreign land, he understandably seems to have been bewildered and

overwhelmed at first. After a ferv days in Chicago, where he found, to his dismay, that he

lacked the credentials necessary to aftend the Parliament of Religions, he travelled to

Boston for a less-expensive stay while he regrouped and reassessed his plans.

Fortunately, on the train he met a prominent American 'society womall', author Kate

Sanbom, who gave him lodging and his first introduction to upscale American society;

through her connections he obtained letters of introduction to the Parliament organisers

70 In different contexts during this time, Vivekananda purportedly expressed, variously, one or the other of
these ideas. SeeLife of SV,vol. 1, chap. 20 passim.

" ti¡, o¡Sv,vol. 1,384.
t2 Ibid., 395-8.
t' "L"tt"rs," CW,voI. 5, 10.
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from an American professor, resulting in his acceptance as a delegate-speaker.Ts

During Vivekananda's stay with the Sanbom family, it seems the latter made the most of

the public attention that this 'exotic' guest attracted, as Marie Louise Burke writes, "Miss

Sanbom delighted in showing off her 'Rajah', and, as Swamiji wrote resignedly, 'all this

must be bome'."76

As the Parliament's date approached, Sanbom provided Vivekananda with train-

fare back to Chicago. However, upon arriving, he lost the address of the Parliament

office, and spent a day and night without shelter, before he chanced to meet another

woman, Mary Hale, who recognised by his unusual attire that he was a delegate of the

Parliament.Tt She ensuted that he fowrd his way and rvas taken care of by the

Parìiament's organisers (That Vivekananda's first positive experiences in the United

States were a result of the concem and compassion of American women no doubt

contributed to the glowing descriptions of them that he related to his Indian comrades

through his correspondence.)78

The Parliament of Religions, a novel urdertaking for the 1893 Chicago World's

Fair, was intended by its organisers to showcase both the commonality and diversity of

the world's faiths, as well as to "indicate the impregnable foundations of Theism" against

the challenge of "materialistic philosophy."Te Vivekananda joined dozens of other

t' Marie Louise Burke, Swami Vivekananda in the I|'est: New Discoveri¿s, vol. I (Mayavati: Advaita

Ashrama, 1992), 16.

" rbid.,27.
'6 rbid,24.
tt lbid., 60.
78 For example, see the swami's 1893 letter to Haripada Ìt[tlta, CIít,vol. 5,25-7 .

7e Chattopadhy ay a, 134-5.
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delegates (including nineteen other South Asians)80 in facing an audience of thousands,

together with many great religious figures and some prominent members of American

society. On the aftemoon of September 11, the first day of the Parliament, the swami

overcame his stage-fright (for, in all his travels in India, Vivekananda had always refused

to give 'public lectures' as such) to deliver a short introductory speech on the universal

spirit of Hinduism.sr The lecture created a lasting impression, and Vivekananda quickly

became a recognised religious figure in local circles. However, as Chattopadhyaya's

research into reports and media stories on the Parliament demonstrates, several of the

other Indian participants, including at least two Brahmo Samãjists, appear to have

initially received more attention and praise in both the American and Indian press than

did Vivekananda.s2 Vivekananda's o\ryn selflaudatory descriptions of his reception, and

his statement that, "The next day all the papers announced my speech was the hit of the

duy,"t' would seem to contain some degree of hyperbole. In his interviews with the

medi4 it appears that Vivekananda himself did much to embellish the 'sensation' his

early talks had created.sa

The swami's subsequent addresses during the Parliament did intensify the public's

interest, and his expositions of Hinduism, as well as his assertion of the essential unity of

to lbid., 135. Among these, Buddhist representative Anagarika Dharmapala was also to become a

particularly well-known figwe in the West.
8' "Response to Welconre," CW,vol. 1,3-4.
82 Chattopadhyaya, 1 35-6.
t'Fro* 

a letter written to Alasinga, CW,vol.5,21-
8a 

See Chattopadhyaya, 144-5. Even Merwin-Marie Snell, President of the Parliament's Scientific Section,

seems to have written his oft-repeated glowing praise of Vivekananda ("beyond question the most popular

and influential man in the Parliament") for the media at the latter's express request (see Chattopadhyaya,

158-6r ).
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all faiths, struck a note with the liberal-minded crowd attracted by the event.ss Before

the seventeen-day Parliament had concluded, Vivekananda had already become quite

popular, and had begun delivering lectures to all manner of local organisations. The

newspaper reports of the time, painstakingly researched by Burke, present a generally

very positive picture of the impression left by Vivekanand4 effusively describing his

"brilliant oratory and wonderful exposition of Hindu philosophy."s6

In the coming months, extracts of reports (many apparently selected and forwarded

by Vivekanandahimself¡87 also reached the major newspapers of India, whereupon his

success at the Parliament came to be interpreted as a 'grand victory' for Hinduism and, in

fact, for India itself. Indian editorials declared that "the Swami's mission to America is an

epoch in the religious history of Indi4" and "the Swami has done high service to his

country by forging one more link in the golden chain that binds India to the white

races."88 As some in hrdia granted him the status of a respected Hindu spokesperson,

however, words of condemnation issued forth from other Indian quarters, particularly the

Brahmo Samãj's adherents (who did not wish to see their own delegates' message

upstaged) and some very 'orthodox' Hindus (who disapproved of the swami's

unconventionalities and of his travels to a foreign land).8e As well, it took several months

after the Parliament for some of his closest Indian associates-most notably, his brother-

85 In fact, some Christian 'conservatives' boycotted the Parliament-among them, the Archbishop of
Canterbury-because of the interreligious character of the event (see Burke, vol. 1, 70-l).
tu Publish.d inthe Evenston Index; quored in Burke, vol. 1, 111.
87 

See Chattopadhyaya, chap. 1 ,1 34-95 passim.
*t Editorial, The Hindu, quoted in S. P. Basu, Swami Vivekananda in Confemporary Indian News (1893-

1902),vol. 1 (Gol Park, Calcutta: RMC, 1997), l8-19.
8e Life oJSV,vol. 1,485-6.
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disciple Swami Premananda-to forgive him for his failure to use the opporturity to

drarv the American public's attention to their beloved guru, Ramakrishna.e0

In the months following the Parliament, Vivekananda capitalised on his success and

travelled around the United States-first to the eastern a¡rd mid-westem states, then, as

his fame spread, the southem and westem regions-delivering lectures (organised by a

national lecture bureau, as was then the fashion) to various groups and organisations,

ranging in nature from small fireside meetings of special-interest clubs to huge

cosmopolitan crowds in the auditoriums of major metropolitan centres. The interest in

things 'Eastem' that had already been stined in American society by the Theosophists

and the Transcendentalists provided for Vivekanandaareceptive climate for his ideas. He

kept quiet his intentions of obtaining financial help for India, instead dedicating whatever

portion he could from the meagre eamings reaped from his lectures for this purpose.et As

in lndia, his natural charisma and vast knowledge brought him easily and comfortably

into contact with members of 'high society', and he had the opportunity to meet many

influential figures, John D. Rockefeller and Robert Ingersoll, as well as many religious

leaders and noted scholars were among those with whom he held one-on-one discussions.

Vivekananda also experienced elements of the darker side of American life,

particularly its deep-seated racism, of which he himself was not infrequently a victim,

especially during his travels in the 'deep south'. Even more biting were the diatribes

thrust at him by conservative Christians; they heaped upon him the expected invectives:

eo Chattopadhyaya, 1 56-7
e' Burke, vol. 1,43044.
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heathen, benighted, idolater.e2 Protestant missionary leaders in particular suggested

Vivekananda must be a liar r,vhen he denied the existence (or, at least, the extent) of the

very same 'degenerate' Hindu practices that Christian evangelists in India reported.e3

Vivekanand4 however, never shrank from defending his faith and pointing out the

weaknesses and hypocrisy of his adversaries-as well as what he claimed was the lack of

success their missionaries experienced in making converts among the Indian people.ea He

was often to fall back upon his argument that modem-day Christians had actually drifted

far from Christ's teachings, and that, as "Jesus was an Oriental... It is therefore natural

that rve Orientals should understand Him truly and readily."e5 g" denied that his lecturing

and teaching efforts constituted "missionary work" on behalf of Hinduism, stating in an

interview that "many [Americans] come to us, but we do not struggle for them."e6

Harsher yet rvere the assertions by his critics that Vivekananda himself was a fraud

and a charlatan. Even in India, certain persons, particularly from within the ranks of the

Brahmo Samãj, joined in the task of character defamation-going so far as to level

against him the accusation of unchastity (his familiar interactions with American women

had indeed shocked many of his lndian compatriots),e7 a stinging criticism for a man who

held brahmacarya to be among the great religious ideals of India^ Unfortunately for the

Swami, the American newspapers, and more especially the Christian missionary

nt Whut would have been his only lecture engagement in Canada, at an 1895 Toronto 'Parliament of
Religions', was cancelled by those who had invited him because, wrote Vivekananda, the Canadian

Christian clergy "objected to a heathen" (quoted inLife oJSV,vol.2,22)-
e3 For exampl e, see Life of SIr, vol. 2, 12.
n' So.e missionary societies attributed their annual decrease in revenue to Vivekananda's success-how
accurate this theory was, however, we do not know. Privately, Vivekananda himself had adrnitted and

worried about the success of Christian rnissions in India (see Life of SV,vol- 1, 525).
e5 

Quoted in ibid., 462.
e6 

Quoted in Dhar, vol. 1, 552.
n' Li¡" o¡SIr,vol. 1,482.
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publications, were not loathe to reprint articles from the Indian media criticising his

r,vork and character, and his Indian foes often seemed much more active in their

campaigns than rvere his compatriot supporters, at least to the extent that these reports

reached him in America.es

However, Vivekananda tried to keep the focus of his public responses away from

himself (he claimed to maintain a "uniform silence"ee towards his personal detractors,

though in practice this was not invariably the case) and instead concentrated on refuting

his critics' views of Hinduism. For example, in April of 1895, he delivered a lecture in

Brooklyn, specifically targeted at the condemnations of his portrayal of Hindu 'ideals of

womanhood', voiced by American supporters of the strident Indian Christian convert,

Pandita Ramabai.l00 Holever, fearful that his personal critics, especially his own

courtrymen, might unravel his success in "defending Hinduism," he appealed to some of

his old associates in India to organise public meetings in Madras (now Cherural) and

Calcutt4 celebrating his success at the Parliament, as well as encouraging them to wage a

letter-writing campaign to the Indian and American media. Vivekananda cautioned them

that "the Brahmo Samaj fellows here are trying to talk all sorts of nonsense. We must

stop their mouths as fast as we can."lOi These plans, however, were slow in coming to

fruition, and, in the meantime, Vivekananda himself resorted to forwarding letters and

e8 lbid., 485.
nn "Lett"rs," CW,vol. 5,46.
I00 For the history and events ofthe conflict between Vivekananda and the supporters ofRamabai, see

Bu¡ke, vol. 2,211-89.
ror lbid., 32.
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articles in support of his oum character and mission to some of his important American

and Indian supporters. 
l02

By early 1894, having left the lecture bureau after discovering he rvas being cheated

out of his rightful eamings, Vivekananda continued to lecture independently. riding his

norv-established reputation as an outstanding public speaker. He increasingly pulled no

punches in his talks, criticising what he considered the money-idolising ways of the

West, the Americans' social 'casteism' not so recognised, the subtìe degradation of

women in Westem culture, and the 'un-Christlike' behaviour of many Christians. He

likewise was continually pressed by his audiences to answer to the Christian

missionaries' criticisms and unflattering representations of Hindu practices, rvhich he

unflaggingly cormtered with an idealistic vision of India's emphasis upon renunciation,

universalism, and divine Motherhood.

Mea¡rwhile, by mid-1894, Vivekananda's hoped-for Indian public meetings and

other planks of his public-relations campaign had begur to matenalise, with support

being voiced by prominent Hindus and others (including some foreign Buddhist

representatives, who shared Vivekananda's goal of countering Christian missionary

propaganda against non-Christian religions).to' By the close of 1894, the Indian papers

u,ere sprinkled with positive responses to Vivekananda and the rhetorical framing of his

American lectures as a 'mission to the West' had begun in eamest.

Despite his efforts in the course of his talks to publicly bring to the fore rvhat he

saw as the cultural and religious virtues of the East, Vivekananda'S private

correspondence with his Indian associates during his time in America reveals his deep

r02 Chattopadhy aya, 134-95 passim.
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and grolving concem about i.r,hat he considered to be India's failings. For example, in a

letter of November 1893 to his south Indian friend and supporter M. C. Alasinga

Perumal, he writes scathingly of India's caste-observance:

In spite of all the ravings of the [Hindu] priests, caste is simply a crystallised social

institution, which after doing its service is now f,rlling the atmosphere of India rvith its

stench....Every man bom here [in America]^knows that he is a man.Every ma¡r bom

in lndia knows that he is a slave of society. 
rOa

Likewise, with respect to rvomen's character and social position, he rvrote in December

of the same year:

How pure and chaste [American women] a¡e here! Ferv women are married before

twenty or twenty-five, and they are as free as the birds in the air. They go to market,

school and college, earn money, and do all kinds of work. And what are rve doing

[in India]? We are very regular in marrying our girls at eleven years of age lest they

should become corrupt and immoral.'u

He wrote admiringly of a women's reformatory which he visited in Massachusetts, and

contrasted its ideals of rehabilitation and upliftment with what he called the'slavery' of

the downtrodden in India: "The poor, the low, the sinner in India have no friends, no

help-they cannot rise, try horvever they may. They sink lower and lower every day, they

feel the blows shorvered upon them by a cruel society, and they do not know rvhence the

blow comes."106 Such criticisms he voiced with the hope that his Indian follorvers might

be stiled into action to remedy them; through his letters, he had already begur to offer

guidance for the implementation of what his admirers calne to militaristically label his

"plan of campaign"tot for the welfare of the Indian people. Holever, he strategically kept

'ot Li¡u o¡Str,vol. 1,496-8.

'oo Ibid, 23.
to5 Ibid,26.
'06 lbid, 14.

'ot This title, given to one of his first lectu¡es delivered upon his retum to India in 1 897, seems to have been

appended theieto by his admirers, not by Vivekananda himself, as the talk itself nowhere contains this
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these criticisms to himself rvhen addressing Westem audiences, and tumed the

spotlight instead on the ideals which, he claimed, India had espoused from ancient times'

whatever might be its failings in practice.

During the summer of 1894, Vivekananda had embarked on a new type of project in

America. He took part in the Greenacre Conferences in Maine, a liberal religious

symposium, lvhere, for the first time, he taught small classes of dedicated students,

guiding them through Hindu scriptures and philosophy in depth. These rvere the first of

many classes that he was to hold after coming to America, and marked an important

change in the natu¡e of his interaction with American audiences (though he nevertheless

continued his public lecturing, at least partly out of financial necessity). In the beginning

of 1895, Vivekananda settled down in rented quarters in New York where he began

giving regular classes, free of charge; this project-which he was at first reluctant to term

an 'organisation', for fear of the faults heir to such entitieslO8-was to develop into the

first of the'Vedanta Societies' founded by Vivekananda.lOe The swami's classes, held in

a variety of venues, rvere generally successful, in terms of both the attendance numbers

and the dedication of his students, and he wrote to his acquaintance, the Raja of Khetri, in

July, rvith perhaps a touch of exaggeration, that, "I have got a few hundred followers. "l r0

This marked the beginning of his role in the West as a guru, and he soon gathered about

him a small group of committed disciples, in addition to maintaining his role as a

charismatic public lecturer. The Indian type of guru-disciple relationship had, at this time,

phrase; nor, arguably, does the nature of its content-'nationalistic' as its tone may be in places-justify

this'martial' label (see Chattopadhyay a, 21 0).
tog LiJe of SV,vol.2, 18.
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little established precedent in Americ4 but, by employing the more-familiar model of

formal, scheduled classes delivered to a regular group of students, Vivekananda's efforts

flourished. Throughout the spring of that year, many of those persons who would, in the

years to come, be numbered among his closest, most-prominent disciples-including

Josephine Macleod, Francis Leggett, ærd Sara Bull-first met Vivekananda and

committed themselves to religious study and practice under his guidance'

During the summer of 1895, he began another of his undertakings at a cottage

owned by one of his students at Thousand Island Park. Exhausted from his unbroken

round of classes and lecturing engagements, Vivekanandajoined adozen of his most-

dedicated followers at the secluded house for an extended spiritual retreat, with classes,

lectures,rrr and meditation sessions. During this time, he formally accepted all of these

students as disciples, and bestowed upon two of them-an American man, Leon

Landsberg (srvami Kripananda), and a French woman, Ma¡ie Louise (Swami

Abhayananda)-the vorvs of sar utyasa.tlz The choice of these two persons as suitable

candidates for Hindu monastics puzzledmany of the swami's other followers; this was

particularly true of Abhayananda- given her 'political' interests and what was perceived

to be an arrogant and critical nature.rt3 As Burke has noted, neither Kripananda nor

Abhayananda was able to attract a notable group of followers, or to maintain

10e In fact, the formation of the hrst 'Vedanta Societies' predated his establishment of the Ramakrishna

Math and Mission, the Indian umb¡ella organisation under which the 'ofhcial' Vedanta Societies outside of

India today operate.
tto "Lett".s," CW,vol. 5,91 .

tt t Thes" lectures were later published as Vivekanand a' s Inspired ZalÄ:s (See CIï/, voI' 7 , 1-104)'
t't Butk", vol. 3, 126-8.

'r3Ibid., 125-9.
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Vivekananda's previous level of success in the work with which he entrusted them,

and Vivekananda later decided to leave his Westem projects in the hands of Indian

monks. 
lla

In the fall of 1895, Vivekananda set out for England, on the invitation of two

theosophically minded sympathisers. After a brief stop in Paris, he reached London in

September. If he arrived with some trepidation, it would be understandable, given the

nature of the colonial relationship between India and England, as well as the legendary

conservativism of British society. To his own professed surprise,lt5 however,

Vivekananda met with considerable success in his two-and-a-half months of lecturing

and teaching in England, and he wrote to his fellow monks in India asking them to send

another of Ramakrishna's disciples to minister to his new-found English followers upon

his own retum to America- He found ùe attitude of the British people towards his

religion, ethnicity, and culture to be less narro\il than that which he had encountered

among the Americans, and he rvas forced to admit that, as a result, "I have very much

toned down my [negative] ideas about the English race."rr6 It rvas during this time that

Vivekananda won the allegia:rce of Margaret Noble, an lrish-bom educationist who was

to later become Sister Nivedita, one of his most prominent disciples, remembered

especially for her championing of Indian culture, her educational work in Bengal, and her

participation in the Indian nationalist movement.rrT

"'Ibid., vol. 6, 255.
rr5 "Epistles," CW, tol. 8, 368-9.
rr6Ibid., 368.
rrt It wás the last of these that, ultimately, led the (officially) apolitical Ramakrishna Mission to withdraw

its public ties with her fotlowing Vivekananda's death.
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Challopadhyaya has observed that most Calcutta newspapers during this period

carried relatively few reports about the swami's work and success in England; the lion's

share of what was published appeared in The Indian Mirror, the paper to which

Chattopadhyaya hypothesises Vivekananda himself was supplying material.rrs No doubt

some of the initial glow of success had wom off Vivekananda's name in the two years

since the parliament of Religions. But also worth consideration is the fact that effusive

gloating over Vivekananda's 'missionary success' in the powerful metropolitan centre

might have been somewhat ill-advised, politically speaking, during this period, all the

more so because many Indians still believed the fate of their coultry to be inextricably

tied to the power and stability of the Empire'

Reaching the United States again in December, the swami resumed his classes and

lectures-he even gave aseries of talks at Madison Square Garden-now with an added

boon: his American followers engaged a professional stenographer, J' J' Goodwin, to

record Vivekananda's talks for publication and posterity. Goodwin soon became a close

friend, assistant, and disciple. Among Vivekananda's circle of associates and admirers he

counted an increasing number of prominent Westem intellectuals (William James and

Nicola Tesla were recent additions).1le Collections of his lectures were edited and

published as his first two books, Karma-Yoga and. Raia-Yoga, and the Vedanta Society of

New york was established as a formal organisation, responsibility for which he entrusted

to an Executive Committee composed of his close American followers'

r18 
See Chattopadhyaya, 180-3.

lle Despite trit utro.iátián with a number of prominent intellectuals. and his public lectwes at m-ajor-

educati,onal instirutions, there is no reliable rècord that, as is often claimed, Vivekananda was offered (and

declined) the chair of Sanskrit at columbia university (Bruke, vol. 4, 104).
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By this time, the strain of continuous work was telling upon his health, and,

following a very popular series of lectures delivered in Detroit, Boston (including a

public reception at Ha¡vard University), and Chicago, he sailed again to London in April

1896, for a respite; in fact, however, he continued to give lectures and classes throughout

his visit, a¡rd his talks on'Bhakti-Yoga'had just been published as his third book. His

fellow disciple, Swami Saradanand4 arrived in England at Vivekananda's request, and

set about to continue the work that the latter had begun. Saradananda wæ assisted by a

collection of Vivekananda's committed lay follorvers, including Edward Sturdy, and

some newly acquired devotees, Captain James Sevier and his wife, CharloÏte Sevier.

Vivekana¡rda felt that it was necessary to establish a permanent Vedanta centre in

London, it being "the hub of the world," as well as "the heart of Indi4-"o as he expressed

it in his private correspondence.ttt One of the highlights of his England stay was the time

he spent with Ma,r Müller, for whom Vivekananda had perhaps as much respect as did

Müller for the swami's own gum, on whom the renowned scholar shortly thereafter

published a book.l22 (Vivekananda later told the Madt'as Times that "Prof. Max Muller is

a perfect Vedantist,"r23 though he had previously acknowledged to American friends that

Müller, "in all his writings on the Hindu religion adds in the last a derogatory

remark.')124

Vivekananda sent Saradananda ahead to America in June of 1896 to look after his

efforts there, while Vivekananda himself took a summer vacation, in the form of a

r2o "Letters," CI4t, vol. 6, 364.t" His group of London followers, however, actually remained an 'unofficial' organisation until many
years after his death; a formal 'Vedanta Centre' was established in London in 1948 by Swami Ghanananda.
r22 Max Müller, ed-, Ramalo'ishna: His Life and Sayings (London: Longmans Green, 1898).
r23 

Quoted in Dhar, vol. 2, 810.
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European tour with some of his western companions, visiting Switzerland, France'

Germany and Holland. He spent much quiet time meditating in the Alps, and explored the

modem cities of Europe and their scientific and cultural aftractions with his characteristic

inquisitiveness and meticulousness. By invitation he spent a day in Kiel rvith the noted

Orientalist scholar Paul Deussen, who was acquainted with Vivekananda's writings and

desired to meet him. According to accounts, between their discussions of fine points of

Sanskrit hermeneutics and Hindu philosophy, Deussen expressed his conviction that

India was in future to become the world's spiritual epicentre and that Vedãnta was among

the moral and religious pinnacles of human thought.t25 Vivekanand4 for his part, later

praised Deussen's boldness and uncompromising Advaita in an article written for the

Udbodhan joumal, despite the enduring differences between the two men on certain

philosophical points of Vedãnta. 
r26

Vivekananda retumed to London in September, where he spent three months

continuing his work, in the company of Swami Abhedanand4 another of his fellow

disciples rvhom he had called to assist him in the West' Deussen, who was spending time

in London as well, was a very frequent visitor to Vivekananda's residence during this

time, and the swami also kept up a steady correspondence with Müller, considering the

two academics to both be great allies in his efforts to spread Vedãnta among educated

Westemers. 
t2t His teaching and lecturing continued, and his audience grew, with some

prominent Britons-including Unitarian, non-conformist, and liberal Anglican clergy-

r2a 
Quoted in ibid., 81 1.

r25 
See Charlotte Sevier's account, quoted intle of SV,vol' 2, 124'

'ru Th.r" differences are discussed úV E. T. Sturdy, and quoted in Dhar, vol.2,824-5. Dhar is of the

opinion that Deussen's failure to u,riie or speak much about his association with Vivekananda was likely
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numbered among the diverse persons his talks attracted.I2s His lectures, combined

rvith his published works and the reports contained in British newspapers, had made

Vivekananda a recognised public figure, and some attributed to him a good share of the

British populace's growing interest in Eastem philosophies.l2e

Despite his success in the Westem hemisphere and his acquired liking for the

British people,r30 Vivekananda had been confiding to friends for sometime that he was

concemed about his plans for his projects in India It was perhaps unknown to a large

share of his American and British followers that, all throughout his strenuous programme

of activities abroad, he was also closely involved, via written correspondence and

financial contributions, in a number of Indian undertakings. He was occupied with

organising and directing the activities of the monastery run by his brother monks (now

referred to as the /.J.anbazr ntath, as it had been moved to that location, near

Dakshineswar, in 1S92). He had begun two English-language periodical publications. the

Brahmavadin and Prabuddha Bharata (Awakened India), and was encouraging the

commencement of further joumals in local Indian languages. He had formulated ideas for

an 'Advaita Ashrama' situated in the Himalayas and dedicated to the practice of 'non-

dualistic' religion, as well as for antath for women, which would be run along parallel

lines to the men's Alambazar monastery, but be fully independent thereof. Further, he

due to the former's concern over possible repercussions from India's colonial rulers, upon whose favour

Deussen's academic career depended (see ibid., 826).

"' Li¡, o¡ SV, vol. 2, 129.
r28 

See Burke, vol.3,264-82.
"e For an example, see B. C. Pal's';iriting, quoted at lengthinLife of SV,vol.2, 150-1.
r30 

See the "Address of Welcome Presented at Calcutta and Reply," where Vivekananda declares, '}tro one

ever landed on English soil with more hatred in his heart for a race than I did for the English... .[But] there

is none among you here present [in his Calcutta audience] ... who loves the English people more than I do

norn'(CW,vol. 3,310).
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rvas laying out plans for his follor.vers to begin the task of bringing his message of

"practical Vedanta," as he termed it, to the masses of India.

Now that he had left his American projects in the hands of Saradananda and some

of his trusted New World disciples, and had trained Abhedananda to assume leadership of

his British devotees, he left for Indi4 accompanied by the Seviers and Goodwin, in

December of 1896. Before sailing from Naples, Vivekananda ensured that he was able to

spend a period of time visiting Italy, and particularly Rome, as he had long desired; he is

said to have greatly enjoyed visiting the cultural and religious monuments of that historic

region, particularly the Vatican and the sites of early Christianity.13t

When he landed in Ceylon (then part of British India) on January 15, 1897 ,

Vivekananda was greeted by a rather-grand reception.l3t So-e of India's major

newspapers had carried mention that Vivekananda was retuming, and committees had

been formed among his admirers to ensure fitting receptions for the one who had been

lauded in India as a heroic 'defender of Hinduism', having dared to cross the kalapant-

the 'black y¿¿ls¡5'-¿¡1d directly confront Westem audiences as a speaking subject.

Substantial crowds thronged around Vivekananda and his Westem guests in Colombo

and the cities at which they subsequently halted; in many of these places, arrangements

had been made for the swami to give speeches in response to welcome addresses offered

by dignitanes. The tone and content of these talksr33 is substantially different than that of

the lectures he delivered in the United States and England, most often emphasising a

t'' Herl,as reportedly sonrewhat jarred, however, dwing his attendance of a Christmas Day High Mass at
St. Peter's, by the juxtaposition of the material grandeur of the Basilica and the utter poverty of Jesus' life
(quoted nLife of SV, vol. 2, 156).
r32 Vivekananda had earlier, in fac! expressed to his stenographer-disciple in confidence a fear of
anticipated rejection by his courtry-people (see Life oJSV,vol.2, 165).
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forthcoming 'au'akening' of Indi4 as a result of which the Indian people would

ostensibly gain (or, in the swami's vierv, regain) their rightful power and glory. He

further frequently exhorted the Indian people to eschew 'imitation' of the West, and to

instead seek rvithin their own heritage for cultural strenglh and values.

During the days which followed their a¡rival, Vivekananda and his party moved

nofhrvard across the island, and were met by groups of rvell-wishers in the major cities

(save for a tense encounter with a group of anti-Hindu Buddhists in Kandy).t34 While the

gatherings u'ere organised by members of India's educated elite, the masses appear to

have partaken to at least some extent in the enthusiasm for the man who was presented to

them as a 'national hero'-allowing that, politically speaking, his 'nation' did not yet

exist. When he reached the southem coast of the subcontinent proper, Vivekananda once

again spent time as the honoured guest of his old acquaintance,The rãja of Ramnad,

before travelling to Madras, stopping in cities along the way where his admirers and other

interested parties demanded impromptu public lectures. While, Chattopadhyaya notes, the

oft-repeated claim that Vivekananda's arrival enrapt the whole country is decided

hyperbole,rtt it does appear to have constituted a significant event in most of the locales

through which he travelled. In Madras, he spent a week speaking before large crowds and

meeting individually rvith supporters-and critics as well.136 During one of these

lectures,l3T he took aim at those, particr:larly Theosophists, who, though they had

criticised him in earlier days, were now claiming to have been his supporters from the

I33 The records of the talks which he delivered thLroughout the subcontinent upon his return are grouped
together in The Complele \lorks as "Lectures from Colombo to Almora," vol. 3,104-461.
'30 Li¡u o¡Sv,vol. 2,174.
r35 Chattopadhy ay a, 213-1 5.

''u Ibid., 215-17.
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beginning. In general, his south Indian talks were dominated by fervent entreaties to

his listeners to abandon 'superstitions' and retum to the original, 'true' wisdom of

Hinduism; by so doing, he maintained, India would rise on the world stage as a greal

spiritual po$,er.r38 The srvami was also not above calling attention to his own

contribution torvards this goal and emphasising (one is tempted to say exaggerating) his

sacrificial sufferings for the good of Hinduism and of India. 13e

As a result of his hectic schedule in the south, Vivekananda's health began to

suffer, and he decided to leave Madras for Bengal, with the intention of going to the

Himalayas for some rest and recuperation. Arriving back in his home district, however,

he faced more enthusiastic admirers, mostly middle-class Hindus,laO awash with reports

from America and England extolling the success of the self-declared "Calcutta boy."lal In

this, his hometou.n as well as the capital of the British Raj, Vivekananda continued his

bold public declarations of India's destined resurrection-and his certainty that "from the

youth of Bengal rvill come the power which will raise India once more to her proper

spiritual place."ra2 There is little record of the reaction, if any, of the British govemment

in India to Vivekananda's presence and actions; it appears that he was perceived

primarily as a religious threat by Christian missionaries, rather than as a political

adversary by the British authorities. He spent much time in the company of his monastic

brothers at their math (where he had to induce the reluctant swamis to associate

r37 ('My 
Plan of Campaigry" CW,vol.3,207-27.

r38 For lucid examples of this sentiment, see "The Futwe of India,- ClIt,vol. 3, 285.
t'n See, for example, his accounts of his monastic austerities and of his sufferings at the hands of his
Christian, Theosophist, and Brahmo opponents in "My Plan of Campaigra" C14t,vol.3,207.
rao 

See Chattop adhy ay a, 222.

'or "Address of Welcome Presented at Calcutta and Reply," CW,vo1.3,309.
'o'rbid.,32o.
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intimately with his 'foreign' companions)tot rtd also visiting his old friends from

amongst the circle of Ramalcrishna's householder devotees. He faced visits both from

those rvho fervently esteemed his teachings as well as those who challenged his vielvs on

the basis of Hindu orthodoxy or various other religio-philosophical loyalties.too Howevet,

increasingly poor health-he had, by this point, developed diabetesras-forced

Vivekananda to extricate himself from additional Calcutta engagements in March, and to

spend some time recuperating in Da{eeling.

He retumed to Calcutta in May to participate in one of his most important

underlakings-formally establishing the Ramakrishna Math and Mission, the

organisation through lvhich he intended to carry out his twin goals of using monastic

workers to carry out humanitarian service in India (the Mission's responsibility) and of

setting up centres for "the preaching of Vedanta" abroad (underthe jurisdiction of the

Math branch¡.14ó Although the organisation was, by design, expressly non-political, its

ideas rvere perceived, even by some of his fellow Ramakrishna Order monks, as radical.

Many felt they were not in keeping with the traditional Indian ideal of the world-

renourcing sannyasin and were 'too Westem' in nature, and Vivekananda was directly

accused by some of acting contrary to Ramakrishna's own teachings.laT He strenuously

denied this, asserting, "Shri Ramakrishna is far greater than his disciples understand him

tot Li¡, o¡ SV, vol. 2, 234.
raa Besides orthodox Hindus, he had an ongoing conflict with an American missionary, J. H. Barrows, who
criticised Vivekananda for his portrayal of American women, as well as for his claims that Hindu ideas
uere gaining ground in the West, which Barrows thought baseless. Although Vivekananda's public
writings were mostly polite and cordial with respect to Barrows when the latter visited India, in private
letters he spoke out strongly against the preacher's personal attacks and the "bigoted Christianity" that he

espoused (Lfe of SV, vol. 2, 266).
tot Li¡u o¡Sv,vol. 2,238.
ra6 Ibid . 248.
rot Chatiopadhy aya, 234-5.
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to be. He is the embodiment of infinite spiritual ideas capable of development in

infinite ways,"r48 and declared that he himself was only an instrument of Ramakrishna's

will.rae Vivekananda did not hesitate to present himself as ¡/ze individual chosen by

Ramakrishna to implement and spread the latter's faith in a new way and to new

frontiers. Whatever might have been their misgivings in this respect, all of the 'original'

monastic disciples of Ramakrishna chose to remain a part of this organisation in its new

form (at least initially),150 which had already attracted a number of additional young men

bent on becoming saruty¡¡si¡l5 along the lines which Vivekananda had set forth.

Resuming his respite in the north, this time at the hill station of Almor4 the swami

and his parry (which included Goodwin, and another of Vivekananda's British followers,

Hennetta Muller) spent some time in relatively relaried circumstances. In June,

Vivekananda drafted an address to Queen Victoria on behalf of the (ostensibly 'non-

political') Ramakrishna Mission, lauding her protection of religious freedom in India and

England as well as her support for Indian charitable efforts (though he specifically choose

to eschew'lonsensical statements to the effect that she is God's representative and so

forth, as is common rvith us, natives"). l5l

Vivekananda soon was pulled away from his Almora retreat by invitations from the

Punjab and Kashmir. Previously, he had not attracted as much notice there as elsewhere

in lndia, which Chattopadhyaya attributes to the lack of English-medium education in

ra8 
Quoted inLife of SV,voL.2,250.

toe 
See Li¡e of SV, vol. 2, 250.

150 Swami Abhedananda, however, was later to form a separate organization of his own, the 'Ramak¡ishna
Vedanta Math', in 1939.
r5r 

Quoted in Chattopadhyaya,23S (omitted lrom The Complete Works).
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these regions.t" lAcco.dingly, Vivekananda often delivered his lectures in these

regions in Hindi, though most of his other talks in India rvere given in English.) During

the time Vivekananda spent travelling and lecturing in these regions, he was faced with a

nel set of religious conflicts, between the orthodox Hindus, the reformist Ãrya Samãj

movement, and the Muslim communities in the nofhem regions of India.rs3 Although he

differed with the adherents of each of these groups on various points and faced challenges

from their vocal representatives, he stressed rvhat he saw as the uniffing spirit of Vedanta

philosophy, and seems to have maintained generally cordial relations with each party.

He next travelled to Rajasthan, via Delhi, where he lectured and renewed old

acquaintances, particularly rvith lhe raja of Khetri. But, after some further travelling in

the region, his health again broke down and he retumed to Calcutta in January 1898,

rvhere he spent much time in quiet retreat guiding the monks of the Ramakrishna Math.

Vivekananda also bought, with funds provided by Henrietta Muller,rsa a new plot of land

for the monastery in the village of Belur, and set one of his fellow sannyasins, a trained

engineer, to work building a new monastery for the Order (the old site had been damaged

by an earthquake, and the members were temporarily resident in a householder's garden

house).rs5 Sara Bull donated sufficient funds to cover the costs ofthe new shrine and

provide an endowment for the centre in Belur, which was formally consecrated in

December 1898. 
i56 Vivekananda also, with the aid of a donation by Josephine Macleod,

"'rbid.,243.
r53 Although the region is also honre to a great many Sikhs, at this period of time they did not yet explicitly
differentiate themselves from'Hindus'.
'50 Muller, not long after, made a radical break with Vivekananda and his philosophy. In the winter of 1898,

the Theosophist-turned-Vedântist announced that she had become an evangelical Christian and declared

that Vivekananda had deceived her with occult power (Ltfe of Sv,vol. 2,414-15).

"t Li¡" o¡Sv,vol. 2,308-9.

''u Ibid.
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set in motion the publication of the Udbodhan, his Iong-arvaited BengaliJanguage

periodical, through which, he declared, "we must give the [Bengali] public only positive

ideas."t57 He entrusted the task of setting up his Advaita Ashrama in the Himalayan

village of Mayavati to his disciples, the Seviers, the Ashrama was distinct from the other

official Ramakrishna and Vedanta centres for its edict, set forth by Vivekananda, that no

religious images (including that of Ramakrishna) or ceremonies (even the simplest of

piljãs) would be permitted therein, and thus that it remain a place where he could "keep

Advaita free from all superstitions and lveakening contaminations."l5s

Beyond these activities, the swami spent much of 1898, while in Calcutta, Almora,

and Kashmir, trying to recover his by-now abysmally poor health and readying for their

tasks those of his American and British disciples, mostly women, rvho had come to India

at his request. Margaret Noble, whom he christened Sister Nivedit4 had just arrived from

England with the intention, at Vivekananda's urging, of fourding and running a school to

foster the education of Indian women. (For although Vivekananda professed that women

themselves should take responsibility for their orvn upliftment, he claimed that India

could "not yet produce great women," and so required some "borrow[ed]... from other

nations,"r5e to begin the project). He devoted inestimable time to trying to instil in

Nivedita and the other disciples a knowledge of, and a love for, India and its people,

culture, and religion, as well as to set before them in full his ideals of religious practice

and social service; he also to strove to, as he termed it, 'Hinduise'them as fully as

tt' CIy,vol.7, 17o.
rs8 "The Advaita Ashrams, Hinralayas," CW,vol. 5,436.
r5e "Epistles," CW,vol.7,511 .
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possible. t60 Nivedita has written extensively about Vivekananda's efforts to inculcate

Indian pattems of thought and behaviour in her and the others, down to the smallest

matters of custom and etiquette, so that they might "speak to all men in terms of their

own orthodoxy."lu' There u,ere indeed significant cultural ba¡riers to be overcome; for

example. in 1898 Ramakrishna's birth-anniversary celebrations had to be held away from

Dakshinesrvar's Kãh temple, as the orthodox Hindu trustees of the latter would not

permit Vivekananda's Westem disciples to aftend.l62 To Nivedit4 Vivekananda also

freely denounced-speaking much more frankly to her than he could to his public

audiences in the West-what he considered to be superstitious, abusive, and degenerate

practices found among his Hindu contemporaries.163

The swami also took a hands-on approach to the guidance of his monastic brothers

and disciples, not merely laying out a formal system of training and code of discipline,

but spending much time instructing the novice monks himself. During his long illness-

related absences from the Belur centre, he entrusted its operation to Swami Saradanand4

rvho he had called back from the United States for the task, æ the latter had by then

acquired some knowledge of 'Westem organisational techniques and principles, upon

rvhich Vivekananda had modelled the Ramakrishna Math and Mission.tuo So*e of the

other disciples he sent travelling elsewhere within the country to preach Vedãnta or to

urdertalie relief efforts, as the situation warranted. The Ramakrishna Mission inaugurated

tuo Lt¡" o¡ SV, vol. 2, 323.

'6'Ibid.
r62 Chattopadhyaya, 252.
ró3 Nivedita's recollection, quoted in lf oJ SV, vol. 2, 357 .

'uo Li¡u o¡ Slt, vol. 2, 478.
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its social service activities, for which it would later become best known, by

embarking upon sanitary work during the 1899 Calcutta plague epidemic.

By this time, the Indian public's interest in Vivekanandahad cooled somewhat, and

for some time the swami had been seriously thinking about retuming to the West to

continue his projects there. In the spring of I899, his doctors were of the opinion that the

voyage and change of climate might improve his impaired health, and so, in Jrure,

Vivekananda sailed for Americ4 via England, with Nivedita and Swami Turiyanand4

both of whom he intended to involve in his ongoing American efforts. Although he found

that a ferv of his previously close disciples-particularly E. T. Sturdy-had since cut ties

with him,r6s the centres that he had started were continuing to thrive, particularly the

Vedanta Society of Nerv York, now headed by Abhedananda. For the sake of his health,

however, Vivekananda was advised to move to the west coast, and he reluctantly left

New York soon after his arrival.

In Califomia, not only did his health improve, but the swami quickly altracTed a

large follorving of persons who, already acquainted with his teachings through his books

and arlicles, rvere anxious to meet him and to leam more. He spent much time giving

lectures and classes in southem Califomia during December and January, where he found

an especially receptive audience among the adherents of the 'New Thought' movements

of the time, who shared his iconoclastic spirit and emphasis on the quest to realise one's

inner divinity. He fourded Vedanta Societies in Los Angeles and Pasaden4 before

moving northward in February 1900, where he lectured, taught, and inaugurated the

'ut St*dy laterwrote "acrimonious letters to the Swami, bitterly denouncing his way of preaching and

iiving." See LiJe of SV,vol.2,478-9. Dha¡ recounts that a major factor in the split was the perception by
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Vedanla Society of San Francisco. Besides attracting large audiences to his lectures,

he also added to his collection of close followers during his stay in Califomia.

At the end of May 1900, Vivekananda left California for New York, from where he

sailed to France, having been invited to lectu¡e at the Congress of the History of

Religions at the Paris Exposition that September. He sufïiciently mastered the French

language that he rvas able to participate competently in the gathering of scholars, where

he rvas asked to speak on the evolution oflndian religious ideas.166 In the course ofhis

lectures, he did not hesitate to express his disagreement with leading European scholars

over such matters as the date of the composition of the Bhagavadgta and the origin of

Hindu symbols like the íit alitiga and the íalagrama, and he took strong issue with the

prevailing idea that classical Indian cultural forms had their roots in Greek precursors. t6t

Vi'r,ekananda made some eminent friends in Paris intellectual society, including the

controversial-but-popular former Carmelite priest and theologian, Père Hyacinthe; the

metaphysically minded writer M. Jules Bois; and the brilliant sociological scholar Patrick

Geddes: and, as rvas his wont, the swami spent much time in discussions with them about

their respective fields. He also explored France's historical heritage (he was heard to

remark at Napoleon's tomb, "A great m¿ul, a great force! Siva! Siva!").168 Later that fall,

Vivekananda travelled across the Continent, making stops in Vienna, Constantinople, and

Athens, among other places-even venturing as far as Cairo-to pursue his pastime of

Sturdy that Vivekananda was living a comfortable life at the expense of his followers, enjoying unbefitting
'luxwies' such as smoking (Dhar, vol. 2, 1192).
tuu Li¡n o¡ SV, vol. 2, 538-42.
rut lbid.
ru8 Burke, vol.6,327.
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cultural exploration rvith his distinguished companions (who included, at this time,

Hyacinthe. Bois, and the operatic prima donna Madame Calvé).

In November, Vivekananda made the sudden decision to retum to India. For some

time his viervs about the West's 'greatness' had been undergoing critical re-evaluation,

and this may have been a factor in his decision to retum to his homeland. It is reported

that he expressed particular disenchantment with what he perceived as the power-driven

greed and commercialism rampant in rvestem societies.l6e Vivekananda reached Bombay

in early December and immediately travelled back to the monastery af Belu¡. There, the

srvami leamt that James Sevier had just passed away at the Advaita Ashrama that he and

his wife had founded at Vivekananda's behest. Vivekananda thus decided to make the

difficult journey to snowbound Mayavati, rvhere he spent several weeks in the company

of the rvidou,ed Charlotte Sevier and a handful of his Indian monastic disciples.

Upon retuming to the Belur centre in January, he officially tumed over its

govemance to a board of trustees composed of Ramakrishna Order monks, and formally

removed himself from its leadership. This step was undertaken partly for the practical

reason that the municipal govemment was threatening to levy taxes on the 'privately

owned' monastery properry.lT0 There is little doubt, however, that Vivekananda's

declining health also made him anxious to extricate himself from these responsibilities.

In March, he, accompanied by his mother and other relatives, as well as some of his

monastic disciples, went on a pilgrimage to East Bengal (now Bangladesh) and Assam,

where he also lectured at the request of the local inhabitants. Vivekananda's health

continued to deteriorate, however, and from May of l90l onwards, he spent most of his

I6e 
Quoted in Chattopadhyaya,2T0.
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time at lhe ntath in Belur, engaged in teaching, correspondence, and personal

religious activities. He kept in close touch with some of his Westem devotees via letters,

many of which are preserved in his Complete Works.tlt Although he pondered continuing

his travelling in India and abroad, his health did not permit this, and he seemed to fear the

stress of being pressed into delivering more lectures by his admirers, as he rarely tumed

down requests u,hen they rvere made. He did, ho\l'ever, venture out to make a pilgrimage

to Bodh Gaya and Varanasi u,ith Josephine Macleod, some friends, and two visiting

Japanese Buddhists in January' 1902, during which time he hypothesised much about the

relationship, historical and philosophical, betrveen Buddhism and Hinduism and held

scriptural discussions u'ith the Varanasi lHindu parulitu.172 Though his days in Varanasi

were generally spent quietly, a Theosophist doctor who attended upon him there managed

to provoke an expression of Vivekananda's wrath towards that particular religious

movement, the srvami railing against the "shame" of India's "import[ing] Gurus from

abroad."t73 While there, he also formally established the Ramakrishna Sevashrama

('Home of Service', as it is knoun in English), then comprised of a small group of his

followers who served poor pilgrims (but later to become alarge, modern hospital run

under the auspices of the Ramakrishna Mission).

From March of that year, Vivekananda's broken health kept him confined to the

monks' Belur residence, where he continued his private religious practice. He passed

away there, apparently of heart failure, on July 4,7902, aTfhe age of thirty-nine.

"o Li¡, o¡Slt,vol. 2, 583.
tt' These are scattered throughout several volumes of The Complete Il'orks,under the headings "Letters"
and "Epistles."

"' Li¡, o¡Sv,vol. 2,624-7 .
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Over the course of the century following his death, Vivekananda has joined the

ranks of those historical figures whose preserved bodies of work and degree of influence

considerably outweigh their relatively brief span of life. The organisations that

Vivekananda founded in the United States, Britain, and Indi4 rvith the aid of his fellow

Ramakrishna Order sarutyruins as well as his substantial number of Iay followers, took

upon themselves the responsibility for perpetuating his religious projects (primarily in the

West) and his social service plans (in India). Historians and biographers, as is perhaps to

be expected, are less than unanimous over the extent to whtch they believe

Vivekananda's institutionally maintained legacy to be in accordance with his personal

goals. While those writing from within the Ramalirishna Math and Mission and its

affiliated Vedanta Societies-the latter now officially under the govemance of the

former, ensuring that ultimate control of the 'authorised' tradition remains in the hands of

Indians-have generally maintained that the religious teachings, sen'ice activities, and

publication efforts of these organisations in their present manifestations have been

something of a divinely guided bequest to the world by the srvami and his guru,r74 others

have questioned the agreement between Vivekananda's expressed ideals and certain

aspects and emphases of these associations.lTs Beyond the organisations that he

personally established, or which have subsequently been set up rurder the auspices of

these, there exists a large assortment of others that are unaffrliated with, or have since

seceded fron¡ the institution that has continued to represent itself as the authoritative

't'From MahendranathDatta's Bengali biography of Vivekananda(Svami Bibekanander Bat¡,ajtbani),
quoted in Chattopadhyay a, 27 8.
tt' See, for example, Swami Jitatmananda, "The Prophet: A Living World Force After a Hundred Years,"
chap. in Swami Vivekanat'tda: Prophet and Pathfinder,4ù rev. ed. (Rajkot; Shri Ramakrishna Ashrama,

[2003]), 363-83.
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embodiment of the Ramakrishna-Vivekananda lineage. These various groups,

'official' and otherwise, as well as many 'independent' follorvers, admirers, researchers,

and others, have all contributed towards the ongoing construction of Vivekananda as a

crucial site of encoulter and negotiation between Hinduism and modemity.

it5 Tapan Raychaudhuri, "Swami Vivekananda's Construction of Hinduism," in Swami Vivekanancla ancl
the Modernization of Hinduisn, ed. William Radice @elhi: Oxford University Press, 1998), 15-16.



CHAPTER THREE

THE ESSENCE OF REALISATION:
VIVEKANANDA AND DISCURSIVE RELIGION

Is religion to justifu itself by the discoveries of reason, through which every other
science justifies itself? Are the same methods of investigation, which we apply to
sciences and knorvledge outside, to be applied to the science of Religion? In my

opinion this must be so, and I am also of the opinion that the sooner it is done the

better. If a religion is destroyed by such investigations, it was then all the time
useless, unworthy superstition; and the sooner it goes the better. I am thoroughly
convinced that its destruction would be the best thing that could happen. All that is

dross will be taken off, no doubt, but the essential parts of religion will emerge

triumphant out of this investigation. Not only will it be made scientific-as scientific,
at least, as any of the conclusions of physics or chemistry-but will have greater

strenglh, because physics or chemistry has no intemal mandate to vouch for its truth,
which religion has.

-Vivekanand4 
"Reason and Religion," delivered in England, 1896r

In the course of our introductory discussions in Chapter One, we made reference to

Brian K. Penr:rington's viewz that religion has tended to remain a marginalised aspect of

the colonial encounter within the work of many postcolonial scholars. This places before

us a challenge, for it is difficult to envision attempting to equitably understand Swami

Vivekanalrda" be it from a perspective postcolonial in nature or otherwise, without giving

earnest consideration to the religious elements within his life and thought.

I "Reason and Religion," The Complete I|/orks of Swami Vivekananda (CØ) (Calcutta: Advaita Ash¡ama,

1989), vol. 1,367.
2 

See Brian K. Penningtor¡ Was Hinduism Invented?: Brilons, Indians, and the Colonial Constrttction oJ
Religion (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 10.
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Of course, it is perfectly valid-and, indeed, highly advisable-to consciously

avoid an 'essentialised' reading of Vivekananda that would reduce his personality and

perspective wholly to the religious dimension, to the exclusion of other aspects of his

various personal cha¡acteristics, contextual social roles, diverse interests, and multiple

goals. Yet, it is difficutt to quanel with the conclusions of scholars like Raychaudhuri,

Sen, and Basu,3 who, even after extensive and theoretically informed investigation, still

maintain a central and pervasive role for religion in their explications of the swami and

his work. Be it in his private or public expressions, it is clear that religious ideas did

permeate Vivekananda's thought on virtually every subject, and formed an important

foundation upon rvhich his views on many other matters-as we will explore in

subsequent chapters-were built.

As is apparent from his writings, talks, and interviews, whatever relationship he

may have had with other facets of Indian society and politics, Vivekananda opted to

frame his own life's mission in a decidedly 'religious' mariner (bracketing off, for the

moment, debates over the import of that term). The events of his life, as well as his own

accounts thereof, do generally tally with the perception that he was a man driven by an

inner quest for what he articulated as "realisation," a pursuit that intensified and

crystallised during the years that he spent with Ramakrishna and developed throughout

his subsequent pan-India wanderings.' Not long after, a missionary zeal of sorts arose in

him, rvhich was to propel him aror¡nd the world as a public religious teacher, despite

3 
See the discussions of their respective work in Chapter One.

a As discussed in Chapter One, Tapan Raychaudhuri is foremost among those scholars who strongly who
strongly endorse the reading ofVivekananda's actions and perspectives as grounded and cent¡ed in his
personal religious convictions; see Tapan Raychaudhuri, "Swami Vivekananda's Construction of
Hinduism," inSwami Vivekananda and the Modernization of Hinduism, ed. William Radice @elhi: Oxford
University Press, 1 998), 1-16.
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(especially in his later years) chronically poor health and his own frequently expressed

desire for extended periods of isolated personal religious practice. Depending on the

context, he spoke as an impassioned preacher of what he perceived to be the essence of

the'ancient wisdom' of Indi4 exhorting his audiences to practice "spiritual discipline,"

or as a Hindu scholar, delivering proficient discourses on the nature, origins and

development of religion. It is therefore to this broad area that we must first tum in

attempting to u¡rderstand Vivekananda's relationship with colonial discourse, chiefly, in

this case, in its Orientalist manifestations.

Vivekananda's preserved writings a¡rd talks are saturated with treatments of 'God',

'realisation', 'spirituality', 'Hinduism', 'Vedãnta', and many other allied concepts of

recognisable relevance to questions ofreligion, regardless ofhorv rve opt to define the

latter. It would be simplistic and inconect to assert that Vivekananda simply 'borrowed'

these ideas from existing westem discourses (and, in fact, the matter is further

complexif,red by the fact that the West's ideas about religion have themselves been

heavily influenced by European contact with India and other colonial territories). In

addressing and utilising these constructs, however, Vivekananda rvas unavoidably

situating himself and his ideas in a relationship with a plethora of discursive formations,

and employing a conceptual repertoire infused with multiple layers of meaning,

embodying complex networks of power, and produced by the inTeraction of a variety of

historical and ideological forces.

Further, as might be supposed from the varied public roles he assumed, his lectures

and writings more often than not transgress what the twenty-first century scholar of

religion has come to consider sacrosanct (pun intended) boundaries between teaching
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about religion utd teaching religion. Vivekananda moves freely between the critical

interest of the historian, the unfettered speculation of the philosopher, the doctrinal

orientation of the theologian, and the unconventional wisdom of the mystic-sometimes

all in the course of a single lecture or monograph. We must, therefore, keep in mind his

multiple objectives and varied approaches rvhen considering his engagement and

expositions of religion, and understand that his rvork necessarily intersects with the

prevailing views and discourses of many fields of knowledge and cognitive spheres.

While the topics that cor:ld be brought fofh for discussion in this regard are legion,

and ivill be expanded throughout the chapters that follow, in this portion of our study we

will address in some detail several intenelated concepts which are central to

Vivekananda's discourse, and rvhich bear the imprint of the colonial milieu in which he

was situated. Specifically, the focus rvill be upon the nature, origin and development of

religion, Hinduism, utd VedrTnta. as these concepts were constructed and understood by

the nineteenth-century u,orld, and, in tum, as Vivekananda engaged them. In this context,

some consideration of Vivekananda's engagement of questions regarding the relationship

between science, re¿ìson and faith, socially engaged ethics, and religious universalism

will also help us to more fully understand his perspectives.

' Re li gi on' a s a Di s cur s i v e Si t e : N ine t e ent h-C ent ur y C onceptua li s ati ons

Tracing the genealogy of 'religion' has been a popular pursuit for scholars of the

same in recent years, as the discipline of religious studies has increasingly undertaken

self-reflexive efforts armed at the critical evaluation of its own underlying assumptions.

While this collective project is only just moving beyond its formative years in terms of its

revolutionary import for the study of religion, it has already provided much insight into
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the ways in rvhich contemporary representations of religion orve a large debt to the

wider currents of Westem thought, particularly those arising from the European

Enlightenment. Outside of religious studies, scholars in other disciplines-including

history, political studies, philosophy. literary studies and women's studies-have

contributed many further insights into the roles played by imperial discourses and their

characteristic understandings of the impact of a variety of social and political forces and

currents on the formation of what we today conceptualise æ 'religion'.

One of the most relevant studies of the epistemic assumptions embedded within

'religion' and its allied concepts, specihcally in the context of the academic study and

representation of Indian traditions, is that authored by Richard King.t King notes that

modern ulderstandings of the word's Latin root, religio, favour the etymology6 of the

Christian theologian Lactantius, taking its essence to be a covenantal 'binding' (religare)

of human to Divine, rather than follou'ing the (pre-Chrislian) Roman understanding of

religio to denote the 'retracing' of the traditions of one's ancestors.T Whereas the pagan

interpretation permits a multiplicity of distinctive- co-existing, valid forms of 'religion',

the later Christian definition implicitly suggests a singular object standing in a covenantal

relationship with the subject. (Although Daniel Dubuisson is equally correct in pointing

out that the Romans' circumscribed civic concept of religion could not have acquired a

5 Richard King, Orientalism and Religion: Postcolonial Theory, htdia and 'the Mystic East'(London:
Routledge, 1 999).
u Daoiel Dubuisson has criticised this col¡mon practice of commencing an academic work on religion by
making reference to its antiquarian etyrnology, on the grounds that it allegedly '1ends to minimize or cancel
out the role of history (rvith its continuous modifications or shifts), while seeking to preserve an essential
(timeless?) tie between the current, living acceptance of a word and its hypothetical f,rrst reception, raised to
the status of original, founding datum." @ubuissen, The I|/esrent Consttaction of Religion: Myths,
Knowledge, and ldeology, trans. William Sayers [Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2003; French
edition published 1998],22.) However, that the tracing of the etymology is an integral part of King's self-
described 'genealogy', which seeks to problematise this very myth of religion's "eternal essence" (see

ibid.), is little in doubt.
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üriversal, transcultural meaning unaided; it rvas Christianity's appropriation and

reinterpretation of the Latin term that laid the foundation for this phenomenon.)8 Krng

asserts that "the concept of 'religion' is the product of the culturally specific discursive

processes of Christian history in the West,"e and that religion is a'privileged category',

which, to some extent, inherently assumes a theistic and dualistic Christian model as

normative. Even today, as King notes, the academic and philosophical debates over the

boundaries of 'religion' as a concept rarely actually problematis e the tenn itself.to Tltus,

religious traditions continue to be scrutinised from a perspective that often tacitly holds

them up before a Christian model. lndeed, the profiurdity of this relationship has led some

scholars to question the very existence of'religions' in historical and cultu¡al contexts

not heavily influenced by Christian norïns and assumptions.¡r

In practice, in the theologicatly influenced Westem context, religion has long

implicitly been-to cite Dubuissen's pithy expression-"nostra religio in opposition to

vestrae religiones, our religion versus your religions."l2 Dubuissen astutely observes that

it rvas in fact those belonging to 'the religion' who bestowed upon the others the

designation 'religion' itself, while simultaneously denying to them its lofty ascribed

status as the embodiment of Truth." lWhile this theme may no longer be explicit in most

modem scholarship-except that produced by some conservative Christian theologians-

its shadow is present in Westem academia's long-prevalent division of religious studies

7 King, 35-8.
8 Dubuisson, 23-4.
e King, 40.
to Ibid., Chap.2: "Disciplining Religion " 35-61.
rr See, for example, S. N. Balagangadhara,'The Heathen in His Blindness...':Asia, the Ilest and the

Dynamic of Religion (I-eiden: E. J. Brill, 1994).
12 Dubuissen, 25.
t3 Ibid.
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into the study of the Christian, or Judeo-Christian, tradition. and of the other 'world'

religions.) With the term, as King and others have demonstrated, comes a rvhole host of

historical and theological accretions as well, including a Protestant literary bias, a

Eurocentric cultural orientation, afocus on doctrine and intellectual assent to a fixed set

of propositions, the question of veracity (i.e., the notion that a religion may be true or

false), and an equation of religious truth with the historicity of a tradition's mythology.

Another perspective, expressed most famously by Jonathan Z. Smith, is that

religion is "an anthropological not a theological category,"I4 at least as far as its

contemporary usage is concemed. While Smith is no doubt correct in recognising the

contribution of the human sciences to our modem understanding of religion, this does not

erase the influence of Christian thinking on the same. The modem concept of religion, as

mentioned earlier, is a site for the intersection, negotiation, and amalgamation of multiple

strands of discourse from within varied spheres of thought.r5 Also, rve should not be

lulled into the popular fallacy that scientific and religious ways of thinking and

explaining the world are essentially disparate; as BaJagangadhara reminds us, the

'modem sciences' actually o\rye a great debt to Westem religion for many of their

culturally-specific foundational ideas and assumptions, and thus the worldviews of both

science and religion are fundamentally interrelated. tu While Said, for his part, has rightly

been subject to criticism for oversimpli$'ing the collusion of Westem religious and

ìo Johnathan Z. Smith, "Religion, Religions, Religious" inCritical Tetms in Religious Studies, ed. Mark C.

Taylor (Chicago: University ofChicago Press, 1 998), 269.
15 Dubuisson has summarised the resultant poly.valent dimension of religion in his introcluction, in a

passage that is worth recounting for its appealing and incisive description: "The evocative power of certain
words is perhaps only the reverse of their capacity to summarize a prodigious quantity of informatior¡ to
symbolize cor¡ntless connections, to recapitulate centuries and centuries of history in a few sounds. What
word condenses the fate and face of the West into th¡ee syllables better than 'religion'?" (Dubuisson, 1).
16 

See Balagangadhara, 454-60.
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secular discourses in the production ofOrientalist representations,tt other scholars

have revisited the issue in a more nuanced and insightful fashion. Dubuisson, in

exploring the vast network of texts (the'hypertext') which participate in the formation of

'Westem knowledge', describes particularly well the interrelationship of these various

currents:

The hypertext in lvhich we navigate darly. . . is primarily made up of references that, in
one way or other (or in several ways simultaneously), almost always have something
to do with religion.

. . . This is why today's individual, our contemp orary, rvho believes him or herself
to be definitely rid of all religious scruple, continues nonetheless to think of the world
and the self by means of (fragments of) texts bono'ived from this Westem religious
tradition or composed according to its calrons. And many human sciences, starting
with the history of religions, have urknowingly contracted the same constituent debt.
When they think, they never do so but in a leamed language that, far from having
been conceived to do science, was in the main elaborated within the framework of
controversies over questions of religion. l8

This hypertext, however, is anything but homogenous or histoncally stable. The idea of

religion underwent a radical transformation during the Enlightenment, when the idea

a¡ose that religious concepts could be studied apart from their theological 'truth-value'-

thus remaking religion as an 'experience-distant' concept. 
tn As a fi¡rdamentally human

phenomenon, religion could be understood, it was thought, in terms of its illumination of

so-called basic capacities of human nature, such as truth (philosophy), goodness (ethics),

and beauty (aesthetics),20 appropriated as authoritative categories by modem thinkers

from among the variable lists of 'transcendentals' appealed to by medieval

ti 
See Philip A. Mellor, "Orientalism, Representation and Religion: The Reality Behind the Myth,"

Re li gi on 3 4 (200 4): 99 -1 1 2.
r8 Dubuisson, 36.

'e Clifford Geertz coined this term to describe the change of approach towards religion that occurred during
the seventeenth century in Europe. Cited in Torkel Brekke, Makers of Modent Indian Religion in the Late
N i n e te e n Ih C e n ttny ( Oxford : Oxford University Pr ess, 2002), 29 .
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Scholasticians. These categories themselves reveal that, while ostensibly eschewing

concem with religious truth, Enlightenment thinkers were really imposing a distinctive

set of Westem/Christian essentialist and universalising assumptions. Westem observers

increasingly became able to 'see' religion everywhere, in radically dissimilar phenomena

and diverse cultures.

Many 'scientific' European scholars of this time, in their efforts to classify and

systematise the elements of the human world, were wont to identify a common group of

'great' or 'world' religions amid the plethora of varieties of human 'religious'

phenomena (the designation and delineation thereof being their own, of course) to be

found across the globe, in societies past and present. Among the common criteria

employed to drarv this 'great'-versus-'minor' distinction (the labels themselves are highly

value-laden) rvere the antiquity and persistence of the religion, the existence of a body of

systematic rvritten texts, the tradition's numerical adherence, and/or its spread outside of

'racial' or'ethnic' boundaries.2r The influence of culturally biased assumptions regarding

u,hat makes a'great'(read: legitimate) religion is obvious in these choices of criteria-all

take Christianity as an implicit prototype. Consider, for example, the far-reaching impact

of the scriptocentric orientation of European scholarship. As University of Chicago

theologian David Tracy explains, this notion continues to shape understandings of

religion/s even today:

Many religious traditions in which writing does not play the central role are often,
even in major scholarship, misinterpreted as 'archaic' or even 'primitive' when they

to Fo. a discussion of Enlightenment themes and thinkers in relation to the development of modern
conceptions of religion, see Walter H. Capps, Religious Studies: The À.[aking of a Disciplíne iMinneapolis:
Fortress Press, I 995), 1-1 2.
2r As evidence ofthe persistence ofthese categories into the present-day study ofreligion, see the
taxonomy presented in Frank Whaling, ed., Theoty and lt[ethod in Religious Studies: Contemporary
Approaches to the Sndy of Religion @erlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1995),25-7.
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are merely different from religions in which writing (especially in the form of
I,vritlen texts) does function as the central material reality. Indeed, these other
traditions have often been seriously misinterpreted and, even more seriously,
marginalised as not among the 'classic' universal religious traditions or ways.22

This pattem repeated itself with respect to the other elements, above, commonly

attnbuted to the 'great' religions alone. That the resultant interpretations both ofreligion

as an abstract idea and of individual 'religions' themselves have been deeply interwoven

rvith Westem/Christian notions thus hardly comes as a surprise.

Undeniably, then, 'religion' in the post-Enlightenment era has been simultaneously

constructed by drarving elements from both Christian thought and the secularised world

of the empirical (or, more accurately, 'empiricistic') natural-cum-social sciences.

Because of this interweaving of philosophical threads, by the nineteenth century the

concept rvas laden not only with particular Judeo-Christian23 historical and cultural

meanings, it also privileged the Westem academic model (itself a product of the

Enlightenment) and the conceptual frameworks of the scholars working therein. (It is not

coincidental that the history of religions, as a proto-discipline of academi4 also emerged

in the latter part of the nineteenth century.) In particular, European historicism,

sociological and anthropological theory, and comparative philology, all bearing the

distinctive imprint of the paradigm of modemity, contributed significantly to the

formation both of the concept of 'religion' in the abstract-as a reified object capable of

study-and of the customary representations of particular religious traditions, including

those of India.

22 David Tracy, "Writing," in Taylor, Critical Terms,384.
23 The fact that there really is no such entity as the 'Judeo-Christian' (these traditions possessing quite-
disparate understandings ofthe world) is accepted and appreciated. However, given the prevalence of
certain common elements (such as divine revelatior¡ sacrifìce, covenantal conceptions of the human-divine
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As well, regardless of whether the subject \Ä/as approached from a primarily

scientific or theological perspective, it was long a given for European scholars of the

modem period that any religion-indeed, that religion itself-must be possessed of some

fundamental" defining 'essence', some element rvhich categorised all of its 'legitimate'

forms, and which delimited it from other entities. This aspect of the Enlightenment

thematic is to be found underlying the r.vork of many prominent philosophers and

scholars during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries who sought to discover the 'core'

or 'spirit' of religion. They located the essence of religion in elements as varied as the

feeling of 'absolute dependence' (Friedrich Schleiermacher), the quest for 'spiritual

dominion' (Albrecht Rifschl), and the experience of the'numinous' (Rudolf Otto¡.24 The

features with which European thinkers were familiar from their understandings (they

being, naturally, constructions in their own right) of Westem socio-religious

phenomena-such as canonical bodies of sacred literature, fundamental doctrines, sets of

binary dichotomies between God and human beings, priest and laity, male and female,

and so fofh-became the essentialist categories through which Indian religions have

generaìly been approached.

Of equal importance, however, to what the concept of religion includes is that

rvhich it excludes. Much that has historically been of profound meaning in the lives of

persons in non-Christian cultures is not encompassed by the standa¡d modem uses of

'religion'. Scholars have tended to demarcate between a people-group's 'religious'

beliefs/practices, and its 'philosophy', 'law', 'social customs', 'dress' (often 'costume',

relationship. etc.) within the worldview of eact¡ it is still possible, I believe, to employ the term/concept,
albeit cautiously, as a heuristic device.
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emphasising its othemess), and manifold other cultural elements in ways that do not

accurately reflect the interpenetration of these phenomen4 but instead mirror modem

European approaches to classifuing human experience. This fact has had a significant

impact on the ways in u'hich these traditions have been-and continue to be-

represented in and through Westem discourses.

'Religion' and the Study of India

Regardless as to rvhether or not non-Christian 'religions' can rightly be said to have

existed in pre-colonial, non-Westem cultural environments, the term's application (by

European andlndían thinkers) to historical Indian contexts was already a well-entrenched

reality by the middle of the nineteenth century.25 Translations of selected Indian

'religious' texts had achieved an established presence in some segments of the educated

Western populace. no doubt, especially American Transcendentalist circles and among

the adherents of the Theosophica.l Society; some serious philosophical thinkers,

especially in Germany, also cultivated a knowledge of select Indian sources. Yet, outside

of these spheres, acquaintance rvith Hindu texts, tenets, and practices, even via

translations, was neither very deep nor, for the most part, very accurate in the perceptions

fostered thereby. Several centuries of Indian travelogues by explorers and merchants,

" For an in-depth study of the perspectives of these and other seminal hgure in the Westem formulation of
religion, see Capps, "The Essence of Religior¡" chap. inReligious Studíes,7-52.
25 Interestingly enough, the written accounts that we possess from Europeans who visited the Indian
subcontinent centuries before, as Balagangadhara shows, found these observers defending the existence of
'religion' in India. The seventeenth-century Dutch explorer and missionary Abrahamus Rogerius wrote of
India, '}trone need think that these individuals are so much like beasts that they do not know of God or
Religion (Gods-dienst).... There lives no people so beastly, deprived of all reason, that it does not know that
there is a God; thus it also has a religion" (quoted in Balagangadhara, 65). Thus religion is approached as a

dehning quality of hurnan beings, that which distinguishes humanity from "beasts". The fact that explorers
to other regions of the world, particularly Africa and North America, did not fìnd evidence of 'religion'
(ibid., 66) helps to explain the conclusions of many that the 'beings' encountered there were something
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and, particuJarly, Christian missionary writings on the exotic 'religion of the

Hindoos', had, by this time, made some awareness of Indian practices, almost invariably

at least somewhat distorted, quite pervasive throughout populæ European and North

American culture. Comparisons between the features of 'Indian religion'-for many

early authors tended to speak of India's various religio-philosophical traditions with little

emphasis on their differentiation-and Christianity were a mainstay of the evangelical

missionary genre, with the latter tradition inevitably granted the cardinal position. The

literature thus produced became one of the early foundations of subsequent research on

the 'religions of the Orient'.

In Europe, even well before Vivekananda's time, the formal study of Indian

languages and literature had become a respected fixture in the leading uriversities,

particularly in Germany, but also, to a certain extent, in France and England. Here, the

focus of Indic scholars, largely philologists by training, was more upon the ideas

expressed inThe Upanisads md other so-labelled 'classical' Sanskrit texts-almost

inevitably the products of India's brãhmalical traditions. Generally-though not

invariably-of a more sympathetic frame of mind than their missionary predecessors and

contemporaries, these scholars designated these works to be India's 'philosophical'

literature, implicitly or explicitly contrasting them with the devotional (often vemacular)

compositions of the popular 'religious' movements, which tended to be neglected and

oftentimes disparaged. Consider, as aparticularly blunt example, the i810 tome by

British Orientalist Edwa¡d Moor, The Hindu Pantheon, which opens with a critical

distinction:

other than fully 'human'-a claim which was rarely made of Indians, no matter how 'degraded' their
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The religious doctrines of the Hindus may be divided, like those of most other
people whose scriptures are in a hidden tongue- inlo exoteric and esotet'ic; The first is
preached to the vulgar, the second known only to a select number: and while the
Brahmans are admitted to possess a considerable portion of unadulterated physical,
and moral truths, the exoteric religion of the Hindus, in general, consists in gross

idolatry and irrational superstition.26

Not content to divide Hinduism into 'esoteric' and 'eroteric' forms, Moor goes on to

equate these, respectively, rvith religion and mythology2T-in other rvords, so fa¡ has

modem Hindu religiosity fallen from the normative model of 'religion', that, properly

speaking, it does not even merit the label. Of interest in this context is not so much the

fact that denigration ofcertain strands oflndian thought and practice took place-

disparagement of other traditions, faiths, or cultures is a common enough human

phenomenon as to be unremarkable in and of itself-but, rather, the ways in which it

exposes the assumptions that have permeated Westem rvriting on India. While

competition and contestation by Hindus themselves regarding the relative status and

authority ofvarious indigenous terts and traditions has long been afeature oflndian

intellectual life, Orientalist scholarship introduced a much starker demarcation, as rvell as

a culturally determined interpretative framework to explain the same. This

classical/popular division reflected the strong European Enlightenment split between

'rational' forms of humanistic religion and philosophy, and rvhat were deemed

'irrational' beliefs and 'superstitious' practices. The consequences ofthis reason-centred

outlook for the Westem understanding of India's religious life-and. in fact, of all

¿ìspects of Indian culture-should not be underestimated. Partha Chatterjee, in Nationalist

humanity might be thought.
26 Edward Moor,The Hindu Pantheor (London: J. Johnson, 1810; reprinted New Delhi: Asian Educational
Services, 1999), I (some italics removed; remaining italics also in original).
27 lbid.
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Tltought and the Colonial World, has explicated the con¡ection between the modem

West's construal of, and emphasis upon, rationality in the scientific sphere, and the

hierarchical power relations embedded within the study of human phenomena:

The sciences of nature become the paradigm of all rational knorvledge. And the
principal characteristic ofthese sciences as they are now conceived is their relation to
an entirely nerv idea of man's control over nature. ... The rational knowledge of
human society comes to be organized arotmd concepts such as wealth, productive
effrciency, progress, etc. all of which are defined in terms of the promotion of some
social 'interests'. Yet 'interests' in society are necessarily diverse; indeed, they are

stratified in terms of the relations of power. Consequently, the subject-object relation
between man and nature which is central to the nerv conception of the sciences of
natue is now subtly transferred, through the 'rational' conception of society, to
relations betrveen man and man. Thus, the sciences of society become the knowledge
of the Self and of the Other. Construed in terms of rationality, it necessarily also
becomes a means to the power of the Self over the Other. In short, knowledge
becomes the means to the domination of the world.28

The construction of reason as a site of "epistemic privilege," Chatle{ee posits, naturally

leads to European claims of "moral privilege," in rvhich rationality functions as an ethic,

presenting its discursively allied values-progress, autonoml,, li6.ru1ism, and so forth-

as normative human ideals.2e This pattem of thinking has impacted porverfully upon the

Westem evaluation of Indian sources-even in the work of those scholars most kindly

disposed towæds their subject, as the projections of the interpreters' own values and

convictions naturally have influenced their tmderstandings and translations of the

materials.

In addition to the effect of this basic rational-irrational dichotomy, the

marginalisation of oral and regional literatures further stemmed from, in King's words,

tt Partha Chatterjee, Nationalist Thought and the Colonial Ilorld (Tokyo: United Nations University, 1986;
reprinted inThe Partha Chattetjee Omnibus,Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1999), 14-15.
2e 

See ibid., 16-17.
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"Westem presuppositions about the role of [written] sacred texts in 'religion'."30 The

belief that Indian religions, like the Judeo-Christian traditions, must be centred upon a

definitive body of authoritative canonical literature led to the assembly of the same, as

European scholars, building upon the substantial rhetorical authority already granted to

the Vedic texts by many Indian sources, moved to create homogeneous 'critical editions'

out of multiple recensions and often-divergent regional va¡iations of a number of post-

Vedic works as well, and then attributed to them a central and authoritative position rvith

respect to Hinduism as a whole (a process for which Veena Das has coined the apt term

setnitif catiorz¡.31 Thus, a brahmin-authored and Westem-fashioned textual authonty was

(re-)ascribed to Hinduism, yet asserted to be of its own making and valid across sectarian

lines, and the existing religious beliefs and practices of the contemporary Indian people

held up to these constructed standards.

Of particular importance to the ensuing evaluation of these sources and traditions

are the paradoxically paired themes of 'stagnation' and 'degeneration', whose

formr¡lation and, rather absurdly, simultaneous attribution to Indian culture was in large

part a result of the particular socio-political forces that interplayed rvithin modem

European societies, especially those nations involved as active agents in the colonial

project. The progress-centred thematic of Western modemity-that is, of modemity as a

discourse, rather than a chronological period per se-is intertwined with the rise of

modem historicism, particularly inasmuch as the latter stresses a vision of time that

properly follows a linear developmental course articulated as a march towards a

teleological state of complete mastery by Man (sic) of the natural and social worlds, with

30 King, 101.
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a corresponding increase in collective liberly and personal autonomy.32 However, the

locus of this progression was posited to lie within Westem European culture, by vifue of

its ostensible status as privileged heir to the Renaissance and, later, the Enlightenment.

(Though the denizens of the nascent American nation were subsequently to ascribe to

themselves the leading role in this societal advancement.) This is not to say that the non-

Westem world was excluded by European thinkers from this paradigm of progress-based

change and stadial history; indeed, it was the very imposition of this framervork and its

associated criteria as purportedly universal, transcultural standards that often led to the

perception of India's inadequacy (an allribution strengthened all the more by Europeans'

desire to disavol their own growing uncertainty about the actual state of the West's

power and progress). The yardsticks of 'progress' employed by the West-scientific

knowledge based on empirical experimentation and embodied in classification and

ta"xonomy; technological advancement reflected in increasing control over nature; social

structures that embodied liberal principles and fostered personal autonomy; separation of

govemment from religious authority-were generally not consciously encountered in

Indian society by European observers. Even when actually present, their wrique cultural

manifestati ons were rarely recognised.

Taking it as a given that Indians-as well as many of the world's other major

cultural groups-had somehow been excluded from this 'normative' pattem of human

development, European thinkers formulated theoretical models of history and society that

would accotmt for these circumstances. To this end, the burgeoning disciplines of the

'' cited in ibid., l04.
32 

See Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin, eds., Key Concepts in Post-Colonial Studies
(London: Routledge, 1998), s.v. "Modernity."
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social sciences came into play, particularly during the mid+o-late nineteenth century.

to try to account for India's contemporary social, political, and cultural situation. In

particular, the increasingly Darwinian cast which these social-cum-biological ideas

assumed as the decades passed helped to bolster the idea that India was 'stuck' in an

earlier period of evolutionary history.33 Attempts were thus made by scholars using

comparative approaches to explain Indians' practices, beliefs and institutions in terms of

their alleged similarity to early European ones. For example, Indian Vedic and Purãnic

accounts rvere often studied in relationship to the mythologies of Greece and Rome; the

identification of common themes then was used as further support for the existing

attnbution of common developmentalstages to human society and even psychology. To

uncharitable critics, all were simply-to use Balagangadhara's phrase-various

"expressions of heathendom,"34 different manifestations of the same'phase'.

A different perspective was proffered, however, by the more-idealistically minded

Orientalist scholars, rvho, in the process of studying the ancient Sansknt texts,

encountered many religio-philosophical ideas by ivhich they were greatly impressed, and

yet which seemed very unlike the accounts of (supposed) present-day Indian religious

realities conveyed to Europe by administrators, missionaries, and other travellers. To

explain these glaring discrepancies between the Enlightenment expectation of universal

human progress-particularly the great 'promise' which India had once seemed to hold,

based upon its antediluvian scriptures-and the reality, in the West's perception, of

India's contemporary 'backwardness', scholars of India formulated models that, as rve

shall see in subsequent chapters, utilised philological studies, anthropological

33 King, 124.
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constructions of race, and sociological theories of caste, among other tools, to 'prove'

that India rvas a civilisation in decline, having suffered a'degeneration' from earlier

heights.35 (The methodologies of these latter trvo disciplines in particular were to

overtake linguistic techniques as the most-authoritative approaches to the study of India

as the century progressed, concurrent with the increasing influence ofdiscourses

identified as 'scientific'.¡36 This waning of India's glory, it was maintained, manifested

itself in religious life as a fall from the ascetical monistic philosophy of Advaita Vedãnta

to the 'emotionalism' of subsequenL bhahi movements.3T The vision of India as a 'fallen

civilisation' coexis{ed uneasily beside that of the stagnation-espousing evolutionary

model-a glaring example of the ambiguity inherent in colonial discourse-and yet both

continued to deeply influence the interpretation of Indian religions (not only by others,

but also by Indians themselves) throughout the nineteenth century and beyond, e'r'en into

the present day.

The apparent validity of representations of India's debility- be it conceived of as

congenital or acquired, was augmented by the particular interpretations of Indian

concepts of time advanced by European scholars of the period. This theme has been

explored by historian Romila Thapar, most notably in her 1996 monograph Time as a

Metaphor of History.3s She observes that Westem scholars, from their earliest encounters

3a Balagangadhara, I 00.

" Europ"uns themselves were much concerned about the possibility of such a 'fall' happening to their own
civilisations; this anxiety manifested itself in a variety of ways, particularly through fears of ¡acial
degeneration, as will be explored in Chapter Five.

'u For an in-depth discussion of the role of science and scientihc discourses in the Indian colonial setting,
see Gyan Prakash, Another Reason: Science and the Imaginatiott oJModern hdia (Pinceton, NJ:
Prjnceton University Press, I 999).
3? King, 135.
38 Romila Thapar, Time as a Ã4etaphor of History (Delhi: Oxford University Press,1996; reprinted in
Romila Thapar, History and Beyond,NewDelhi: Oxford University Press, 2002).
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rvith Indjan sources, concluded that lndians lacked a sense of history, as well as what

they considered to be its necessary correlate, a consciousness of linear time.3e In its place,

these scholars posited that Indian texts uniformly advanced a vision of cyclic, ever-

repeating (and thus, u-ltimately, changeless) 'mythological' time, which excluded a

historical dialectic and thus u'as incompatible with a sense of progress as the West

conceived of it. (Thapar has refuted the validity of this characterisation by demonstrating

horv Indologists based their conclusions on a n¿uro\¡/ selection of texts that emphasised

cyclical temporal pattems-a choice which, she suggests, w¿ts also encouraged by a

desire "to define the othemess" of Indi4 and of non-European societies in general.)oo Due

to this supposed lack of historical consciousness on the part of Indians, it rvas suggested

by many colonial authorities that they thus lacked the impetus and capacity for 'modem'

development along the lines of Europe's self-conceived program of collective progress,

as rvell as its supposed benefits in the social, political, and personal spheres. Even in the

eyes of more-sympathetic interpreters, India often became conceptualised as a land of

etemal, unchanging religion-and religion was often itself marked as the culprit (by

Hegel, among others) that kept lndia excluded from the dynamic historical forces driving

change in the West.4l Thus, ivhether this temporal dispanty was articulated in terms of

religio-cultural stasis or active deterioration, Westem observers located India securely

exterior to the Enlightenment project.a2

'n For a fuller version of the ideas that follorv, see Thapar, 4-9.
oo Ibid., 6.
ar 

See Ronald Inden, "Hinduism: The Mind of India," chap. ín Imagining India (Cambndge, Mass.: Basil
Blackwell, I 990), 85-1 30.
a2 This position might seem to moot what Ashis Nandy has identified as several possible psychological and
sociological 'benefits' of this cyclic-time concept on modern Indians. However, it does not if 

-as 
does

Nandy---one regards its inrportance as lying in the ways that the cyclical theme has been appropriated and
utilised by Indians along with other aspects of Orientalist knowledge adopted during colonial times. See
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As Thapar's comment on the 'Othering' of India suggests, the profound impact

that the political reality ofEuropean colonialism had upon discourses about lndia should

not be overlooked. While this connection will be considered throughout the following

chapters as r.vell, the interpretation of India's religious traditions was undeniably

impacted by Westem imperial concems. The need of Europeans, particularly the British,

to justify their colonial domination of India helped to make these ideas of Oriental

stagnation and,/or decline attractive ones. More than this, as postcolonial scholars have

emphasised, the influence of the priorities and strategies of colonialism permeates these

discursive formations from their very conception. For, although Britain professed an

official policy of 'non-interference' with regard to the religious life of Indi4 the various

ways in which Indians' religio-cultural traditions were constructed and portrayed, and the

particular value-sets that these representations transmitted, had significant consequences

for the Raj's ability {o exercise hegemonic control of its colonial subjects.

One of the most-glaring eramples of the imbrication of religious interpretation and

colonial priorities is James Mill's three-volume 1818 tome, The History of British India,43

which fi¡nctioned for decades thereafter as an essential textbook for the training of civil

servants. Mill's remarks regarding Hinduism seek to highlight the "rude mind" of the

Hindus as revealed in their texts, beliefs, and practices, and he interlaces statements on

the necessity of British intervention in the face of such ostensibly 'Hindoo' practices as

forcible rvidow immolation and child sacrifìce.aa In fact, he goes so far as to encourage

the rervriting of Hindu mythology by Westemers "to suit our own views" and, thereby, to

Ashis Nandy, Time Warps: Silent and Evasive Pasts in hdian Politics and Religiore (-ondon: Hwst &
Conrpany, 2002),23-6.
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"form out of it not only a sublime theology, but a sublime philosophy, or any thing we

please,"45 invoking the precedent of the Platonists' own 'refrnement' of Greek and

Roman mythology.a6 That his agenda was to foster knowledge of the Hindu religion

specifically in order to aid British agents of what was then the East India Company in

carrying out economic, social and political interactions with Indians for the benefit of the

former is made abundantly clear throughout his book's preface.ot

Considering, horvever, that a substantial share of the academic research and writing

conceming Indian religion during this period was undertakenby German scholars, it is

rmderstandable that the attribution of frankly 'colonial' priorities to lndological

scholarship might at first glance appeil somewhat doubtful. Even Said acknowledges

that, during the betler part of the nineteenth century, Germany lacked a "protracted,

sustained nationalinterest in the Orient."48 He observes: "There was nothing in Germany

to correspond to the Anglo-French presence. ... [Thus] the German Orient was almost

exclusively a scholarly, or at least a classical, Orient.'/e As Todd Kontje, a scholar of

German literature, has cautioned, horvever, we must be wary of discounting other

considerations, for "if we define national interest more broadly as an intellectual effort to

o'James Mill,The History of British India [1818]: Abridged and I|tith an Introduction by L\illiam Thomas,
ed. John Clive, Classics of British Literature (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, I 975).
aa 

See Mill, "Religion of the Hindus," chap. inThe Hístory of British India,137-89.

" Ibid., 156.
ou Ibid.
a7 

See ibid., 3-26. Mill's work is all-the-more remarkable for his claim that his lack of hrst-hand experience
with India-like Müller, Mill had never visited the land about which he u/rote-was itself among the
reasons he was parîicularly qualif ed to uldertake such a study, implying that the 'knowledge' one would
acquire in India would be most unlike, and even opposed to, the systematised knowledge to be gathered
through texts (the latter constituting the real, and useful, knowledge, it is implied). And transl^ate¿l texts at
that, for Mill himself was not competent in any Indian language, ancient or modem (see ibid., l0-19). This
illustrates the extent to which the British conceived of knowledge, in its most objective, useful, and 'true'
form, as a product exclwively of the West.

" Said, Oríentalism,I9 (italics in original).
oe Ibid.
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locate and preserve a sense of communal identity, then rve can indeed speak of a

German national interest in the East.. [and] of a peculiarly German Orientalism."50

Further, as Inden explains, the idealist view of Indian religions predominant within

certain English and American circles orves, perhaps unexpectedly, much debt to German

thinkers like Hegel; for the British

were quite happy to divert the German rationalizations of a world order and append
thern, piecemeal and often unknowingly, to their oivn Utilitarian or Christian
views.... The endless stream of studies of myths and the myriad portrayals of a
mysterious India that reveals layers of the psyche, all have their ancestry here.5r

Beyond this indirect association betrveen Germany and colonialism, there was also the

reality of more-concrete links with the British Empire, as illustrated by the tenu¡e of

arguably the leading nineteenth-century German Indologist, Ma.x MüIler, at one of

England's Ieading universities. In addition, as British management of India solidified and

expanded throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, Britain stepped up its

focus on training its oum 'experts' on Indian languages, texts, and cultures. In the end,

whether it took the form of a direct colonial drive to increase political control, or the less-

rvell-defined quest by some European thinkers to formulate their own collective cultural

self-identity through the imposition of binary categories, Westem representations of

Indian religions bore the marks.

Had the impact of these constructions remained remote from Indi4 confined within

the libraries and classrooms of Europe, The situation would be much more

straightforward. However, such a segregation of Orientalist knowledge from colonial

'o Todd Kontje, Getman Orientalisms (Arur Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2004), 2. Its
"peculiarity," explains Kontje, lies i¡ its fluctuation between Germans' positioning of themselves with
Europe, and consequently in opposition to the East, and identifying themselves with elements of the Orient,
and therefore situating themselves against the West (ibid., 2-3).
5t Inden, 96.
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practice never existed, nor did Westem representations and the texts that contained

them remain secluded from the scrutiny of the Indian gaze. With respect to The marriage

of colonial power and religious representation, Westem knowledge of Indian religious

life was deployed in the colonial setting in a variety of concrete ways. For example, as we

shall see in Chapter Six, European observers tended to identify 'caste' as the defining

category of Hinduism and used it to shape their interactions with Indians and their

restructuring of Indian society-acts which. in some cases at least, were deliberately

calculated to impede Hindus from achieving a consolidated identity and, consequently, a

urited front against colonial po*er." Scholars posited that the Vedic portrayal of a

hierarchical fourfold partition of humaniqv u'as the ftmdamental archaic structure

underlying modem caste divisions.tt Representing this Vedic account-as well as those

of subsequent brahmin-authored texts-as commanding universal adherence among

modem Hindus of all castes, the result was a model of Hindu socio-religious structure

that profourdly influenced Britain's colonial praclices, including the Raj's choice of

authorities on'traditional' matters, construction of modem Indian legal codes,

development of indigenous military contingents, and a vast array of other areas.

In the intellectual sphere, Indians were quick to embrace the study, if not always the

implementation, of European ideas and theories. Via both the Westem-modelled

educational system in India and, particularly in Bengal, the thriving printing and

publication industry, the theories advanced by Westem thinkers soon reached an Indian

audience eager to understand the broader ideas that underlay the practices, institutions,

" Thomas R. Metcalf, Ideoilogies of the Raj,The New Cambridge History of India, ed. Gordon Johnson,
vol. 3, no. 4 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 137.
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and technologies of their imperial rulers. The deep and rvidespread interest on the part

of Indians about questions that the West identified as belonging to the realms of religion

and philosophy were naturally reflected in the selection of European and American

literature that was reprinted for an Indian readership, with the Christian missionary

societies contributing substantially in this respect. Not only rvere European ideas and

philosophies of interest to the Indian literati, but also the interpretations of Indian religion

advanced by prominent Westem scholars, particularly Müller, were investigated by

Indians desirous of discovering what 'scientific' research had to say about their own texts

and traditions, especially since the Orientalists, on the rvhole, appeared to be much more

sympathetic towards Indian religious phenomena than were the missionaries. In the

Bengali context, such notable thinkers as Rammohan Roy, Debendranalh Tagore, and

Keshabchandra Sen read very widely and rvere well acquainted rvith colonial-era

interpretations of Indian religious life; innumerable lesser-knou.n Indians, especially in

the courtry's major European-controlled urban centres, also did likewise. Therefore,

when academic, literary, religious and political rvriters in Europe set forth their

tmderstandings of India and Hinduism, they not only represented the Indian people and

their traditions to a Westem audience, but also re-presented them back to at least a

segment of those very communities which they were purporting to decipher and explain.

These discourses invariably impacted Hindus, particularly those from the urban middle

classes, and prompted a variety of responses. Thus, European thinkers did not merely

paint a portrait of Indian religion for the eyes of the Occidental, they in fact participated

53 For example, see Max Müller's 1858 essay, "Caste," in Chips f'om a Getman Ilorkshop,vol. 2 Q.Jew
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1 890), 295-353.
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in the ongoing construction of those very traditions, via their influence on Indians

themselves.

Holever, that the theological evaluations, the Enlightenment dichotomies, and the

value-laden constructions of the social sciences remained embedded to some degree

n'ithin 'religion' as it rvas increasingly appropriated as an interpretative category by

modem-day Indians is only to be expected. This adoption rvas coupled with an attempt to

find suitable ways of mediating the conceptual and linguistic barriers betrveen Indian

lraditions and European models. One of the most common approaches, given voice to

early on by Rammohan Roy,5a but most-clearly articulated by Bankimchandra

Chattopadhyay in his Dl'tarmamna (1888),tt ** the equation of the term dharma-a

word r,vhich itself already functioned in the Indian context as an intermediary between

ancient Sanskrit expositions and modem vemacular discourses on Hindu tradition-with

the English term 'religion'. In the exposition, nuanced and well-argued, Bankimchandra

concludes that although previously, "the people ofour country did not perceive the

independent existence of that object which is understood as religion,"56 among his

(presumably Bengali) contemporaries the term was in common usage ¿ìs the equivalent of

'religion'.57 This is an important illustration of how, in a relatively short period of time,

an indigenous term that had long functioned as a polyvalent signifier with a constellation

of meanings (that, prior to the colonial encounter, differed substantially from those of

'religion') assumed a new-even primary-sense as a 'translation' of an important

English concept.

5a Brekke, 30.
5s Bankimchandra Chattopadhyay's DharmataÍtva'. 1888 (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2003).
56 

Quoted in Brekke, 31.
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The modem notion of 'Hinduism' illustrates wlat is perhaps the most dramatic

instance of 'outsider' participation in the construction of a major world religion. The

appellation 'Hindu', as is rvell known, has distinctly etic origins, stemming originally

from a Persian geographical label that identified as 'Hindus' those who lived in the

Indus-river region.58 Until the nineteenth century, in those instances that we encounter the

rvord-'Hindoo'. according to the favoured spelling of the day-in textual sources, the

term possessed little in the way of specifically 'religious' meaning, either to those in the

subcontinent or those outside of it.se A significant portion of the Christian world, for

several centuries prior, was largely content to subsume the people of India u:rder the ill-

defined rubric 'heathen', simultaneously suggesting both spiritual benightedness and

civilisational backwardness. In actual usage during the eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries, 'Hindoo' might fairly be said to have designated in an all-inclusive manner the

Indian people and their culture, resembling more an ethnic label than a moniker for those

allied with any particular creed and/or pra.ris. Further, in the British metropole, it

conveniently linked the theological contention of Christian superiority with the

expansionist themes of empire, to foster anew conception of Christian selfhood with an

emphasis upon religious and social missionary work.60

The appearances of the significance-laden variant Hinduism in early-nineteenth-

century Westem academic literature was not a mere descriptive innovation, but a

" Ibid.
58 Klaus K. Klostennai er, A Su:ey of Hinduism,2'd ed. (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press,
1994),30-1.
5e King, 99.
60 

See Peter van der Veer, Imperial Encout'tÍet s: Religion and ll4odentig, in India and Brítain (princetor¡
NJ: Princeton University Press, 2001), 28-9.
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peformative speech act lvhich reformulated elements of a variety of Indian traditions

into a coherent entity along the lines of the Judeo-Christian prototype, capable of study,

comparison and critique. It also illustrates the deep ambivalence long inherent within the

West's representation of the East; while the East becomes the 'other'-different,

ahistorical, irrational, requiring control-it yet must be formulated upon a European

paradigm in order to become comprehensible and capable of comparison with the West.

This process of 'Othering' the East-that is. of designating it (implicitly or explicitly) as

'not like the West'-has served as a means of constructing and knowing an Orient in a

form tvhich makes it controllable and govemable, as well as of simultaneously'creating'

the West itself through attribution to this other of the elements that Europe's oliln

populace wished to disavorv.6l Ensunng the persistence of Europe's created

representations, the manner and extent of the participation by the 'Oriental' in colonial

knowledge-production was regulated, often through the simple fact of the West's control

over the sites, means, and norms of that production. The Indian, for example, might be

encouraged to act as a 'native informant' or even sometimes as an 'interpreter' in the

context of European cultural production, but the particular credentials demanded and the

level and extent of European language mastery required were among the barriers to

indigenous 'usurpation' of the urique role of the Westem scholar.62 The Europeans'

position, as Ronald Inden writes, has traditionally been "privileged in relation to that of

ór Ashcroft, et al, Key C onc e pt s,s.v. "Othering."
ó2 The traditional pattem of patronage involving brahmin Sanskrit pandils began to decline dwing the

eighteenth century; in its place came the employment of the same as tanslators and advisors by British-run
Indian institutions, uhile foreign scholars increasingly usurped the role of Sarskrit hermeneuts and

'authoritative' commentators. See Dermot Killingley, "Modemity, Reform, and Revival" inThe Blackwell
Companíon to Hinduism, ed. Gavin Flood (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 2003),511-12.
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Eastemers"63-and, as such, becomes lhe source of the final, authoritative statement ("the

tyranny of the expef,"64 as the phenomenon has been aptly labelled in postcolonial

circles). The unfiltered 'intrusion' of the other-the object-become-subject-into the

formation of Orientalist discourses during the period in question was often perceived (and

rightly so) as having the potential to undermine representations which were inherently

unstable due to their dependence on a network of shifting power relations and an often-

tenuous connection to the reality of which they purported to describe.6s While a very

select few Indian scholars-such as acclaimed philologist Ramakrishna Gopal

Bhandarkar-did manage to penetrate the walls of Westem academia to achieve

recognition as Orientalists in their own right, they rvere a comparative rarity, particularly

prior to the lafter decades of the nineteenth century, and their rvork was not exempt from

the expectations, in terms of both content and theory, advanced by Westem Orientalists.

whether'heathen' or'Hindoo', therefore, lhese concepts were as much a

decla¡ation by the Western speaker/u'riter of the 'notlike-us-ness' of those so identified

as they were an attempt to describe and delimit them. The expression of this fundamental

difference took many forms, but one of the most consequential, as explored in Inden's

work as well as anumber of subsequent studies, rvas the systematic/eminisation of

Hinduism.66 Often this took place via the deployment of organic, amorphous descriptive

63 Inder¡ 38.
u' P"ter Childs and Patrick Wllliatls,An Inb'oduction to PosÍ{olonial Theory (London: Prentice Hall,
1997),23.
ut Bhubha has argued for the inevitable destablising power of altemative interpretations and understandings
advanced by colonised cultures. Arguably, the gradual deconstruction of Orientalist assumptions in
academia and elsewhere of late is attributable in large part to the increased role of 'native voices' in the
representation of these traditions.
ó6 

See Inder¡ 85-8.
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metaphors, through rvhich Hinduism was likened to such entities as a jungle or a

sponge; this contrasted sharply i,r,ith Europe's articulation of its o\ul nature and workings

in terms of masculine, mechanistic imagery.ut By so doing, Hinduism rvas linked (not

necessarily consciously or intentionally) rvith the ambivalent position of u,omen a¡rd

femininity that prevailed in nineteenth-century Britain, in the discourses of rvhich rvoman

often functioned as a trope signifying, on the one hand, submissive domesticiry, and, on

the other, temptation and ruination of men through the destruction of their empowering

'masculinity'.68 In both instances, the notion of irrationnlity was strongly attributed to the

female, a theme which was emphasised in the characterisation of Hinduism as a feminine

entity (unlike the 'rational', masculine West).6e In this way, the threats posed both by the

colonised Oriental and by the female Briton-both increasingly dissatisfied with their

pìaces according to the status quo-were concurrently subject to discursive control.

Likewise, Protestant Europe found in Hinduism an outlet for its grou'ing concem

over the increasing power and influence of Catholicism, especially in the middle decades

of the nineteenth century. Given the privileged position granted to brãhmanical textual

traditions by Orientalists, as well as the acceptance of a normative brahmin-centred

hierarchy by colonial administrators, it was not difficult for the West to brand Hinduism,

like Catholicism, a'priest-ridden' entity, declaring its communities of followers had been

barred from the expected attainment of an Enlightenment-style liberalistic social

transformation by the religion's oum corrupt, authoritarian structure.T0 Further imposing

on India its experience with sharply divided religious communities within its otvn

ut lbid.
68 rbid, 88.
óe 

See van der Veer, 26.
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required for the colonial project-Britain came to vierv India as comprised of trvo

fundamentally disparate religious communities, Hindus and Muslims.Tt Thomas Metcalf

has explored how Westem representations counterpoised Hinduism against an ambivalent

image of Islam, the latter simultaneously evoking condemnation for Muslims' alleged

tyranny, and fascination on account of Islam's apparently confident faith (something

Christian Ewope was perceived as lacking) as well as the perception of Muslims as

rugged, masculine warriors (an ideal towards rvhich the British aspired).72 That these

dichotomised representations intensified Hinduism's image as weak and effeminate

should come as no surprise. In all of these cases, Hindus, largely denied a place as

speaking subjects in the articulation of their orm traditions within the Westem discursive

sphere, came to furction as convenient and necessary others for the West's fears,

anxieties, and desires.T3

We can thus well understand King's statement that "the notion of 'Hinduism' is

itself a Westem-inspired abstraction, which until the nineteenth century bore little or no

resemblance to the diversity of India religious belief and practice."Ta It is not that the

great variety of Hindu beliefs and practices were somehow overlooked by Westem

observers; rather, by using preconceived notions of what constituted 'religion' and

'Hinduism', many of these diverse practices became excluded from the normative models

to lbid.,45.
7r Metcalf, 132.
72 

See ibid., 132-48.t' This is not, of course, to deny that many Hindus dict offer interpretations of their traditions and texts
aimed at an extra-India audience; however, their contributions were rarely granted an authority on par with
those of Western Orientalists.
74 King, 98.
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of the same. Consider, for example, pioneering Sanskritist M. Monier-Williams' 1877

tvork Hinduism, in which he explains:

It is remarkable with all their diversities, the Hindu populations throughout India have

a religious faith which, preserved as it is in one language and one literature [!],
fumishes a good evidence of the original unity of the Indo-Aryan immigrants, while it
faithfully reflects the present diversified character of the vast country in which it
prevails. It is a creed based on an original, simple, pantheistic doctrine, but branching
out into an endless variety of polltheistic superstitions. Like the sacred fig-tree of
India, which from a single stem sends out numerous branches destined to send roots

to the ground and become trees themselves, till the parent stock is lost in a dense

forest of its own offshoots, so has this pantheistic creed rooted itself frrmly in the
Hindu mind, and spread its ramifications so luxuriantly that the simplicity of its root-
dogma is lost in an exuberant outgrowth of monstrous mythology.T5

Here, the Hinduism-as-jungle metaphor is employed to distinguish between "original"

Hinduism (identified by Monier-Williams as residing in the Upanisadic dictim ekanz eva

advi.t?,antt, "There is but one Being, no second," which he interprets in non-dualistic

terms)76 and what is implied to be the degenerate form of existing Hindu belief and

praris, rvhich has obscured its own <¡s¿l' ç6¡s-the recovery of which is the task of the

(masculine) European Orientalist who penetrates the (feminine) forest of the irrational

Hindu present.

Somewhat ironically, however, the 'Hinduism' that the West shaped, especially

insofar as the British administration in lndia was involved, was what we might term a

'fragmented totality'. That is, although Orientalist interpretations tended to construct a

single 'religion' from amongst a huge variety of Indian traditions, it was a religion that

was considered to be essentially fissured along lines of caste.77 Monier-Williams

articulates this one-yet-many representation of Hinduism when he writes, "Even in

t'M. Mo.ti".-Williams, Hinduism (Calcutta: Susil Gupta Ltd, 1877;reprinted 1951), 7-8.
76 lbid., 9.
17 MetcalÎ, 132-4.
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districts where the Hindus are called by one name, and make use of one speech, caste

regulations have operated to break them up into an infinite number of independent

communities, each priding itself on maintaining its individuality and exclusiveness."Ts

Yet, his identification of these caste-based communities and their distinctive practices

immediately and r:nproblematically prefaces his comments, cited above, on the unity of

Hinduism. As we will explore further in Chapter Six, 'caste' meant different things to

different interpreters, yet its status, in one form or aÍìother, as the fmdarnental ta,xonomic

principle within Hinduism was almost universally agreed upon by observers outside of

India. By the identification of this stratification as a means to (re)order this unwieldy

entity, Hinduism rvas further made capable of study, comprehension, and manipulation

by colonial interests. Thus, to alarge extent, Hinduism rvas both discursively formed and

re-divided by those external to it, consciously or unconsciously, according to their own

ideas and objectives.

Regardless of its resemblance to reality or lack thereof, the term 'Hinduism' soon

became entrenched in discourses, both European and Indian, on religion. We witness it

make an early appearance in the n'ritings of the Hindu reformer Rammohan Roy in the

first part of the nineteenth century (in fact, it is possible that Roy's use of the term may

even predate that of Westem sources),7e and thereafter gradually become increasingly

widespread in Indian-penned English discourse.80 (The term was not in common use by

Indians mtil the latter part of the century, hoü,ever, as is suggested by Monier-Williams'

78 Monier-Vy'illiams, ibid., 7.
7e King, 100.
80 Indeed, this broader sense endures to the present day in as consequential a site as modern Indian civil
law, where 'Hindu' is invoked as an umbrella term that includes those groups identifying themselves as
Sikhs, Jains and Buddhists. This usage, observes King, suggests the continuance of a negative practice of
dehnition which equates 'Hindu' with the non-Christian and non-Muslim 'other'. See King, 99.
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names recognised by the natives.")8r That the creation and widespread adoption of

terminology influenced and, in tum, reflected, Hindus' thinking about their own religion

(for they now had a 'religion') is certain; for, as Dubuisson notes, "our language is also

our world... ivhat exists for our language exists equatly for us in one way or another."82 It

is likely that the full range of implications embedded within this 'ism' was not uppermost

in the consciousness of its early Indian adopters; indeed, the neologism was likely

perceived as embodying something of the 'scientific spirit' of the West in its tidy

classification. By Vivekananda's time, the use of the term by an Indian writing in English

would not have been considered bold or urusual.

That the emergence of this 'Hinduism' in India was influenced by other colonial

factors beyond Orientalist rhetorical formulations should not be overlooked. As Peter van

der Veer has explored in his book Imperial Encounters, Ihe role of religion in Europe

during this period n as r¡ndergoing a radical transformation, and this impacted upon the

character of Hindu beliefs, practices, and self-conceptions in the Indian subcontinent in a

very real way. As national identity came to overtake religious affiliation as the

predominant factor in determining political loyalty in Europe during the nineteenth

century, observes van der Veer, Britons' self-image was increasingly vested in their

claimed role as the bearers of civilisation to the ignorant and savage peoples of the world,

a position which they bolstered through an appeal to the growing racial ideology of the

duy.t'To secure the peaceful govemance of Indi4 particularly follorving the 1857

t' M. Monier-Williams, 9.
82 Dubuisson,3l.
83 van der Yeer,2O-4.
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rebellion, the British strategically adopted an ofÏicially 'secular' stance in their Indian

colonial efforts (a position which also brought about less protest from the then-vibrant

evangelical Protestant missionary societies than had the earlier involvement of the East

India Company in the administration of Hindu temples).8a If the professed aims of the Raj

did not include religious conversion, this was not mirrored in the perception of Indians

who, as van der Veer notes "did not conceive the colonial state as neutral and secular but

rather as fimdamentally Christian."85 This was an astute recognition, for, despite the

British govemment's efforts to proclaim its religious neutrality, the colonial project was,

in retrospect, very obviously intertwined with Christian values. Partly in response to this

perceived collusion of British imperiaJ interests and Christianity, Hindus began to

formulate movements and institutions which brought Hindu religion into the Indian

public sphere-a sphere that was itself created, argues van der Veer, through the agency

of religion and, consequently, fostered the emergence of Hinduism in a pan-Indian

form.86 (In this way, religion was also primed to become an important ground for Indian

nationalisnr, a phenomenon we shall consider further in Chapter Four.)

As with 'religion', the adoption of this new label for an entity whose nattre,

contents and boundaries were only beginning to be debated and defined entailed the

negotiation of a host of ideological baggage which accompanied the now-established

term in Westem discourse. The 'Hinduism' that Hindus practised became increasingly

conceptualised in terms and paradigms borrowed from the West, and the reforms

undertaken throughout the nineteenth century by prominent Indian thinkers frequently

to lbid., 21.
tt lbid., 23.
86 rbid.,2z-4.



reflect attempts to apply European religious ideals and models to Hindu traditions. ,ott'
alarge extent, this movement was driven by a desire to create, in van der Veer's words,

"a modem Hinduism that is respectable to the eyes of the world (monotheistic and text-

based) and that can be the basis for a morality of acting in the world (secular)."87 That the

"tvorld" u'hose approval was sought rvas that of the West-or, more exactly, the colonial

metropole and its collective peripheries-can clearly be inferred from this statement. As

well, the drive to undertake moral action in the so-called secular world (which was, in

actuality, not really all-that-secular, even in Britain)88 presumes a division of experience

into the disparate realms of the public sphere and privatised religion, an Enlightenment

legacy novel to the Indian context, and requiring new ways of structuring ideas about

religion, along with the very concepts of public and private life.

This appropriation of Westem discourses was not carried out in a wholesale or

unreflective manner, however, and questions as to the appropriateness of various

formulations remained-as they still do-a matter of much debate throughout nineteenth-

centuÐ, Hindu circles (and, as alluded to above, there was, by this point, a new type of

public space in which these contestations could be caried out). For example, the

monotheistic and iconoclastic Brahmo Samãj, though influential on anumber of fronts,

never attained a trans-regional, mass following in India, for many of its tenets and

practices were ultimately perceived by Hindus as too Westem/Christian in nature.

Hinduism, throughout the nineteenth century, was not merely a transplanted framework

87 rbid.,27 .

88 This has been discussed at length by van der Veer, urho stresses the importance of the interaction
between religion and public life during the nìneteenth century. See ibid., Chapters I ar¿ 2, 14-54.
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dropped upon India's religious life by Westem scholars, but a dynamic field of

struggle and contestation. "In this mamer," King observes,

Westem-inspired Ori ental ist and nationalist di scourses permeated indi genous self-
awareness and were applied in anti-colonial discou¡ses by Indians themselves.

However, such indigenous discourses remain deeply indebted to Orientalist
presuppositions and have generally failed to criticise the essentialist stereotypes

embodied in such narratives.8e

In other rvords, while the form, characteristics, and delimitation of this 'Hindu religion'

have been the subjects ofan ongoing negotiary project by Indians, rarely have efforts

gone to sufficient depths to extensively expose, critique, and, if necessary, refashion, the

un derlyin g di s cursi ve ground-Chatterj ee' s' col oni al themati c'-of the matter. Thus

rvhether Hinduism was viewed antagonistically or affirmatively, and whether the

evaluator rvas European or Indian, nineteenth-century discourses (and well beyond)

continued to be structured around a range of latent Orientialist and colonial assumptions.

Vedanta

The emergence of the so-called 'neo-Vedãnta' movements are a particularly fruitful

example of the interplay between India¡r and Westem thinkers, and one in which

Vivekananda himself came to figure prominently.

tn King, 116. Gyan Prakash makes reference to a particularly forthright example of this in his discussion of
an 1895 dispute between the fuya Samãj and orthodox Hínùt pandits over the legitimacy of the lraddha
ceremony, in which offerings are made to departed ancestors. Unable to resolve the disagreement, the

parties made a written appeal to Max Müller for his leamed opinion in an attempt to decide the matter.

Müller defended lrãddlza agairst its fuya Samãjist critics, much to the dismay of the latter, who had

denomced it as un-Vedic 'superstition'. As Prakash indicates: "If the rationalist criticism of lraddha
enjoyed a long history [in indigenous Indian philosophy], the late-nineteenth-century context ofits
articulation was ne\¡r'. As the solicitation of Max Miììler's opinion demonstates, it had now to contend with
the influence Westem Orientalism exercised over the discowse of Hinduism; the rationality and
authenticity of traditions had to be proven under the shadow of Westem povier." Qrakasb, Another Reason,

88.)



As we have already mentioned, in the case of Hinduism the textual so1¡ces 
1s4

ivhich r.r'ere first translated into the principal languages of Europe and reached a Westem

audience r,vere primarily from the Upanisadic literature and the subsequent philosophical

commentarial traditions-especially Advaita Veclãnta. (In a somewhat more 'popular'

vein, the Bltagavadgltã did also attain some early fame and attention, but with more

stress given to its attempts at philosophical synthesis than to its important role within a

wide array of Vaislava bhakti traditions.)e0 The significance rvhich this 'initial meeting'

of Europeans rvith Hinduism held for the formulation of Westem responses cannot be

ol'eremphasised. As King indicates, the selection of (European-translated-and-edited)

Indian texts ivhich were placed before rhe gaze of the occidental world meant that "the

initial reception of Vedãnta in the West was framed by a perermialist agenda."el This

perspective lended to identi$, Sankarãcãrya's Advaita as Hinduism's sine qua non>

despite the fact that Advaita was hardly the most historically influential, nor the most

rvidely accepled, perspective within the vast majority of nineteenth-century Hindu

communities.e2

This particular strand of Indian thought had avenues of appeal to a variety of

Westem audiences. For Orientalist scholars, it allowed the identification of a central

motif around rvhich frameworks and theories of Indian religion's evolution could be

constructed, as well as providing an implicit gauge for delimiting 'origìnal'Hinduism

from its later 'corruptions'.e3 For those with a missionary interest in the subcontinent, the

eo King, 120.
n' ibid.
e2]bid., 

128.
e3 For support regarding this point, and the many of those which follow, see King, "'Mystic Hinduism,:
Vedãnta and the Politics of Representatior¡" chap. inorientalism and Religion, llg-42.



"incipient monolheism" (as King has termed it)ea which they perceived in the 
lss

Vedãntic texts seemed to point to a path through which the Christian message could be

introduced to the intellectual segments of Indian society. Participants in the debates

which raged in Christian theological circles regarding that faith's own marginalised

'mystical' elements looked to the (constructed) East to favourably compare and

contrast-and thus defend-their own faith's mystics as active, moral, and GodJoving,

against those (mistakenly-named) 'Hindoo fakeers'-passive, amoral, and atheistic, as

the latter rvere perceived to be. For the Romanticists and Theosophists, Advaita seemed

to add support to the thesis that all religions possessed a universal, spiritual essence,

which had only been concealed by later ecclesiastical accretions. (The idealist rhetoric of

'innocence' and 'childhood' reoccurs throughout the writings on Indian religion by these

more-sympathetic thinkers, ironically impeding the accurate and balanced portrayal of

the very traditions they admired.) Some of Europe's most noted philosophers, including

Hegel, Otto, and Schopenhauer, found support for elements of their respective

philosophical theories in the doctrines of Vedãnta (such as they were represented to them

through Orientalist research and translations). And, for the imperial powers ruling Indi4

Advaita conveniently identified the 'heart' of Indian culture and religion within what was

perceived as an apolitical, imaginative, world-denying philosophy, that appeared to offer

little threat of fuelling resistance or rebellion. The construction of Hinduism as essentially

renunciatory also made the application of the concept of religion to the same deeply

problematic; for, as Balagangadharahas pointed out, if religion implied religare, binding,

horv could a tradition that was portrayed by its Westem inte¡preters as fostering the

e4 King, 122.
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severance of all linkages "[both] with the world and with the Cosmos"es truly

constitute a'proper' religion, like its prototype, Christianity? Thus, the representations of

Hinduism-as-Advaita oflen left Hindus in a disadvantaged position in the context of the

implicit religious and cultural hierarchies of the West.

In India, some Hindus did in fact find the idea of an Advaita-based religion

gerrnane to their ou.n views, however divergent this might be from the historical and

contemporary realities of Indian communities' professed and practiced faith+raditions.

This was particularly true among some cosmopolitan, generally high-caste thinkers r¡'ho

rvere familiar not only u,ith an array of Hindu literature, but also with texts and ideas

from Islam, Christianity, and other religions. The paradigmatic figure in this regard was,

again, Rammohan Roy, u'ho found in Advaita Vedãnta ideas that he believed could be

hermeneutically applied to elucidate Jesus' teachings and other traditions' scriptures.e6

Also, in more pragmatic terms, the brahmin exponents of the Advaitic traditions of Hindu

thought and practice found support for their ou.n authority in the West's identification of

Hinduism u'ith the Sankarite Advaita philosophy, and many embraced the role of

'official' spokespersons of sorts, bolstering their own positions of self-asserted

hermeneutical clout (claims which had, in fact, always been subject to challenge and

critique from within Hindu society).e7 Yet, the vision of Vedãntic Hinduism which

developed among Hindus from Roy onwards was actually quite 'Protestant' in its

disregard for brãhminical caste-based regulations regarding Vedic study, and its stress on

the direct engagement of the texts by individuals, to the dicta of rvhich they might apply

e5 Balagangadhara, 244.
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reasoned judgement-a phenomenon dubbed the "laicization of Hinduism" by van der

Veer.es This process rvas set in motion by the publication of Mar Müller's English

edition of the S.g Veda, in six volumes, from 1849-73, follorved soon after by translations

of other Sanskrit scriptures by various Orientalist scholars. Naturally, these translations

also acted as major vehicles for the transmission of the assumptions of academic

Orientalism to the English-educated segments of the Hindu public, as well as functioning

to identifu certain texts as 'essential' and implicitly ercluding others as not. This resulted

in an unusual situation, for, given the growing interest during the late nineteenth century

in identifying a Vedãnta-based pan-Indian 'Hinduism', and the inability of the Hindu

masses-including most of the English-speaking elite-to read the texts in the original

Sanskrit, the Orientalists' translations became one of the key avenues through which

Hindus could'leam'their'religion'. And the essence of that religion, in the eyes of a

Iarge share of its Westem and Westem-influenced interpreters, rvas Advajta Vedãnta.

Regardless of the intentions of those rvho were involved in the construction and

nurturance of these conceptions, all of these varjed, but powerful, agents benefited in

some way from the construction of Advaita Vedãnt¿ as the normative expression of

'authentic' Hinduism. King has suggested that the situation is best viewed as "a

confluence of interests which allowed the 'discovery' of Vedãnta to come to the fore and

remain largely uncontested until well into the twentieth century."ee Despite the varied

evaluations proffered at various times by Orientalists, Christian missionaries, Westem

e6 For details of Roy's positior¡ see Cromwell Crauford's essay, "Raja Ram Mohan Roy's Attitude toward
Christians and ChristianiTy," inNeo-Hindu Vievs oJChristianity, ed. Arvind Sharma (Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1988), r6-65.
e7 King, 128.
e8 van der Veer, 44.
ee King, 132.
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Indophiles, Hindu reformers and Indian nationalists, all have shared, for the most part,

a conviction regarding a 'spiritual' or 'mystic' essence-most commonly given an

Advaitic cast-as the fundamental axis of 'Hinduism'. This identification of

Sankarãcãrya's Vedãnta as the embodiment of the essential themes of 'true' Hinduism

meant that what had long existed as a collection of highly diverse human phenomena

sharing a common geographic origin became fashioned into a unified. homogenous

religion, which could be studied, critiqued and 'known' as awhole, as rvell as compared

and contrasted with the religions of the West.

Strategic Orientali sm?

Despite the significant advances in theory and interpretation made by the seminal

scholars of colonial discourse, it is certainly possible to argue that much of the earlier

work of postcolonial thinkers-Said is often singled out in this respectrO0-presents a

rather ulilateral vision of the process of representation, emphasising Westem hegemony

over India through Orientalist discourse, but denying any active role to the subjugated

Indian, beyond acting as an unwitting instrument in the subtle perpetuation of colonial

domination. However, as King indicates: "Indians were not passive recipients of Westem

Orientalist discourses but in fact were actively involved in the discursive and non-

discursive processes that led to the rise of 'Hinduism' as a dominant ideological and

explanatory construct."l0l In taking issue with this image of the 'duped' oriental, King

claims that, through the appropriation and transformation of these representations, some

Hindus were intentionally taking advantage of a powerful method of combating their

'oo Kiog has discussed this criticism of Said's work, and the responses ofother postcolonial schoiars, in
ibid., 86.
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oppressors. (To 'Lyotardise' King's reading of the situation, the exploited were

adopting a phrase-regime to negotiate the fundamental differend between coloniser and

colonised.) In other words, by consciously recognising the inversion of stereotypes to be

a useful tool (rather than an accurate portrayal of reality), some chose to adopt such an

approach on rational gror:nds. This is a theme that shall be emphasised throughout this

thesis: selective appropriation as strategic resistance. "The irony of the Orientalist

emphasis upon the apparently quietistic and counterrevolutionary philosophy of

Vedãnta," King explains,

is that it further demonstrates the impossibility of controlling the polyvarient
trajectories of Orientalist discourses once they have entered the public domain and
become subject both to contestation and creative reinterpretation.... The colonial ruler
is unable to control the meaning of the cultural symbolic that he constructs in
interaction rvjth the colonized sub¡ect.t0'

Spivak, as we have seen in Chapter One, writes of the liberatory possibilities for colonial

subjects through the adoption of this 'strategic essentialism', appreciating its potential

value for those seeking to transform essentialist constructs into representations that

instead favour the marginalised other in at least some respects. Other postcolonial

scholars, such as Homi Bhabh4 have also stressed the aff,irmative aspects of the

appropriation of colonial discourses by the colonised, and explored the rvays in which

this may function as a form of resistance against colonial authority, given the inherent

contradictions and instabilìties of the latter.l03

This strategic use of Westem constructions of Hinduism had certainly been

employed by Indian colonial subjects prior to Vivekananda's time. Rammohan Roy is,

totrbid.,

'o'Ibid.,
r 59.
I 33.
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once again, among the most notable early figures in this respect, for example. in his

adoption of the belief in the existence of an essential, 'true'Hinduism that had been

obscured by superstitious accruals, he marks out for Hindus a line of argument by rvhich

they could contest missionary denu:rciations of their traditions and practices.too Other

Hindu reformers, including Vivekananda's early-contemporaries, Dayananda Saraswati

(l 824-83) and Keshabchandra Sen (1838-1884), sought, in often-disparate ways, to

identifu this 'essential' Hinduism and to utilise the same as a site upon which to

reconfigure the religion according to their respective visions for a pure and porverful

Hindu faith. For example, Basu observes that by appropriating the Orientalist focus on

Advaita as the core of Hinduism, nineteenth-century Hindus were able to 'universalise'

Hinduism, "in the sense that it not only paved the path for a practical unification of

diverse social groups but at the same time provided for an excellent indigenous ansrver to

the secular philosophy of Universalism at par with the mainstream European

Enlightenment traditi on. " 
I 05

As this latter point suggests, by appropriating the discourses of Orientalism, Indians

simultaneously acquired a technique by which their perspectives on Hinduism could be

made to carry an authority not otherwise available to then4 both in speaking to 'native'

audiences (segments of which, through Westem-modelled education, had come to

'o' See, for example, Bhabha's essay, "Of Mimicry and Man: The Ambivalence of Colonial Discourse," in
The Localion ofCulture (London: Routledge, 1994),85-92.
loa Amiya P. Sen has given some consideration to Roy's role as a precursor to Vivekananda in this regard.
See Sen's Spami Vivekananda (Delln: Oxford University Press, 2000), chap. 1, "situating Swami
Vivekananda," 1-9. Vivekananda himself appears to have openly acknowledged a debt to Roy; Nivedita, in
her account of time spent with the swami, relates: It was here [in Nainital] too that we heard a long talk on
Ram Mohan Roy in which he [Vivekananda] pointed out th¡ee things as the dominant notes of this teacher's
message-his acceptance of the Vedanta, his preaching of patriotism, and the love that embraced the
Mussulman [sic] equally with the Hindu. In all these things he [that is, Vivekananda] claimed himself to
have taken up the task that the breadth and foresight of Ram Mohan Roy had mapped oul" (CØt,vol.9,
341.)
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consider these discursive formations as highly authentic sources of knowledge) and to

those beyond, particularly in the colonial metropole. Indeed, it coutd be argued that the

deployment of the discourses and rhetoric of Orientalism had, by the mid-tolate

nineteenth century, become anecessity for Indians seeking a considered hearing from

middle-class Hindu audiences, and, even more so, from persons abroad.

An interesting example of another variant of Hindu rhetorical appropriation can be

seen in the example of 'spirituality', an idea popularised in the Indian context not by

Christian missionaries but rather by Theosophy and other Euro-American spiritualist

movements that entered India during the nineteenth century. Chatterjee has argued that

'the spiritual'-the English terminology was widely employed, even in non-English

contextsr06-was adopted into Hindu discourse as a signifrer of a self-defined, inner,

uncolonised space, as a site ofreligious and cultural identity for Indians (contrasted

against the extemal, 'material' u'orld, dominated by the British authorities), in which

their own superiority could be confidently asserted and their own autonomy ensured.tot

Van der Veer has, however, expanded upon Chatterjee's work, contending further that

the discourses of these spiritualist movements actually emphasised rational thought and

empirical investigation. Thus, beyond creating an 'inner' realm of 'the spiritual', they

also provided Hindus wìth a means to negotiate within the 'outer' sphere of Westem

science by "showing that there are either earlier or altemative forms of science available

in Hinduism,"tot in addition to contesting Christian hegemonic discourses in the religious

105 Basu, 75.
106 van der Veer, 70.

'ot Chatte¡"", The NaÍion and lts Fragments: Colonial and Postcoloníal Histories @rinceton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1993; reprinted inThe Partha Chatfejee Omnibus,Delhi: Oxford University
Press, 1999),46-51.
ì08 van der Veer, 70.
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and moral spheres. (In this effort, Hindus were aided by those Europeans, such as

Theosophists and Anthroposophists, r,vho shared an "antinomian radicalism against the

state in Britain and the colonial state in India.")iOe Thus, from this perspective, though it

rrught appeil to simply collude with Orientalist assumptions of Hinduism's non-rational

and otherworldly nature, the prominent role granted to 'spirituality' by nineteenth-

century Hindu thinkers actually reflects an effort to participate in, and even to destabilise,

colonial networks of knowledge and power.

Postcolonial historian Gyan Prakash, as noted in Chapter One, has undertaken an

extensive study of the ways in rvhich the discursive formations subsumed under the

rubric of 'science' were utilised by British colonial forces to discipline and rule Indians,

as well as the ways in which these same themes and rhetorical strategies u'ere

appropriated by the colonised as instruments by means of which resistance to colonialism

could be effected and Indian authority and autonomy asserted. Profourdly intertwined

with the privileging of 'reason' in both British and Indian discourse, science furctioned

as a signifier "for freedom and enlightenment, power and progress,"ll0 and, as such, was

utilised by both sides in an attempt to substantiate their respective claims to intellectual

and cultural authority. This fact is highly significant not merely in understanding the

often-damning critiques of Hinduism advanced by a Westem society that was actively

seeking to distance itself from all that was deemed 'irrationa.l' and 'unscientific' (thereby

bolstering its own 'Enlightened' self-identity); it is also crucial to comprehending the

particular ways by which late-nineteenth-century Hindus discursively (re)presented their

own traditions, texts, and practices, and the choice of authorities to which they appealed

toe rb;d.,74
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to establish the authenticity and value of the same. This 'scientif,ic' emphasis resulted

in interesting changes in hermeneutical strategies on the part of Hindus; for example,

whereas pre-colonial Indian literature had tended to appeal to the antiquity of aparticular

source or idea as a primary criterion for establishing its legitimacy, educated nineteenth-

century Indians frequently sought proof of legitimacy in the accordance ofHindu

concepts with the viewpoints of the modem Westem sciences.rtt

Viveknnanda's Religion: The Questfor a Rational Spirituality

As all this suggests, the religious world in rvhich Vivekana¡rda fourd himself in

late-nineteenth-century urban Bengal was a highly dynamic one. This was true not only

in terms of concrete alterations in the pattems of religious expression brought about

among the Hindu populace by the material, social, economic and political exigencies of

British rule, but even more so in the discursive sphere, where novel approaches to

understanding, interpreting, and justifuing Iong-established beliefs and practices became

de rigtteur for those impacted by the deep and far-reaching tendrils of European thought

and colonial ideology.

Vivekananda's work is specifically cited by both King and van der Veer as

exemplifying the process of appropriation and strategic transformation of various

Westem concepts in the realm of religion. "Vivekananda... placed particular emphasis

upon the spirituality of Indian culture as a curative for the nihilism and materialism of

modem Westem culture,"l12 asserts King, maintaining that,

tto Prakash, lr olher Reason,3

"tlbid.,9g-105.tt'King, 93.
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In Vivekananda's hands, Orientalist notions of India as 'other worldly' and
'mystical' were embraced and praised as India's special gift to humankind. The very
discourse that succeeded in alienating, subordinating and controlling India was used
by Vivekananda as a religious clarion call for the Indian people to urite under the
banner of a universalistic and all-embracing Hinduism.rr3

Van der Veer, for his part, has argued: "Vivekananda's spirituality was not modest or

meek, it was forceful, polemical, and proud"lto-in contrast to the passive, feminising

representations of Hinduism offered up by Orientalists. Yet, as rvill be discussed belou,,

Vivekananda's position is actually more complex and ambiguous than van der Veer's

statement might suggest. The swami's dichotomised construction of Hindu spirituality in

opposition to Westem materialism was to become a particularly important theme in later

Hindu nationalist discourse, as will be examined in Chapter Four. His rhetorical emphasis

on 'reason' and 'scientific religion' also reveals his debt to the power and sway of these

appropriation-based strategi es.

Though he shares much ideological territory with other Hindu thinkers, especially

among the Bengali elite, Vivekananda distinguishes himself from his predecessors and

contemporaries in that his ideas profoundly impacted not merely his fellow Hindus-

Rammohan Roy, Bankimchandra Chattopadhyay, and Bhudev Mukhopadhyay could

likewise claim widespread recognition and respect within similar socio-religious circles,

particularly in middle-class, urban Calcutta-but also strongly influenced Westem

representations of Hinduism, and directly shaped the views of some of the major

European and American figures involved in Orientalist writing and scholarship. (As we

have seen, Vivekananda reached a worldwide audience that included many highly

influential persons of his time in diverse fields of endeavour; in the field of Oriental

tt'Ibid.
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Studies, for example, he personally interacted with Max Müller and Paul Deussen, as

well as nrrrnerous scholars at the 1900 History of Religions Congress in Paris.)r15 Thus,

he not only presented a reinterpretation of Hinduism to Hindus themselves, but also

entered into the larger East-West dialogue through which Hinduism was (and continues

to be) constructed. He, perhaps to a greater extent than any of his Hindu antecedents, was

an influential participant in the process that Charles Hallisey, a scholar of Theravãda

Buddhism, has termed intercultural mimesis, or the interchange betrveen the Orientalist

and the'native', through which representations of the Orient are created.l16

Vivekananda was very well acquainted with modern Westem discourses on Indi4

as well as European representations of much of the rest of the world-including Europe

itself. As a sometime member of the Brahmo Samãj, he had spent much time during his

youth in the midst of one of the most fecurd sources of measured Indian responses to

colonial-era religious discou¡se. His education in British-run institutions, his extensive

self-study of European writings, and his personal encounters and discussions with

scholars, missionaries and all manner of citizens in Indi4 the United States, and Europe

ensured that he was thoroughly aware of contemporary interpretations of religion and, in

particular, Hinduism. His attendance at the Parliament of Religions in Chicago, and, later,

at the Paris Congress, ensured his exposure to the predominant perspectives-both

popular and scholastic-on religion in a comparative and cross-cultural context. There is

no doubt that Vivekananda's own understanding of religious matters rvas significantly

influenced by these various factors, in addition to the impact of more-'traditional'

lla van deer Veer,73.
rr5 

See the 'Biographical Sketch' presented in Chapter Two of this thesis for details.
rr6 See the discussion of Hallisey's work and Buddhism, in King, 148.
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cultural exposures and encounters, and, of course, Ramakrishna's unique and porverful

personality and teachings.

We should not be surprised, therefore, that the nature, origin and development of

'religion' as ahuman phenomenon held a great deal of interest for Vivekananda. He

focussed a number of his class lectures and public talks-primarily those deli'r,ered in

America and England-specifically upon this topic, and touched upon these subjects in

numerous other contexts as well.

The Essence of Religion

There are multiple layers of meaning embedded within Vivekananda's usage of the

term 'religion', which, though they might appear to belong to different realms-the

theological, the historical, the anthropological, and so on-actually impact and

interpenetrate one anoth er.

In explicitly defining religion, the swami frequentl-v approaches the matter in a

manner more akin to that of a preacher than a scholar, speaking in decidedly convictional

terms. When directly broaching the subject of religion's 'essence', Vivekananda

repeatedly offers the same pithy remark: "Religion is realisation."l17 That is, as he

declared to a London audience in 1896, "Religion is ever a practical science, and there

never w¿ìs nor rvill be any theological religion. It is practice first, and knorvledge

afterwards."rls This fundamentally empirical interpretation of religion is significant

beyond the boundaries of Vivekananda's ministerial role, for it also colours his approach

to more-academic questions regarding religion in ways which he does not always

rrt For one example, see "The Ideal of a Universal Religion," CW,vol.2,396.
I r8 "Practical Vedanta: Part II," Cilt,vol. 2, 317 .
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explicitly foreground. We should take note of severalthings further in the above-

quoted passage as well. Referring, as he does, to 'religion' in a general, unqualifred

sense, Vivekananda implicitly suggests that it may be approached unproblematically as a

universal category (a thesis for which we find ample confirmation in his work as a

whole). While both modem Westem and historical Indian thinkers have commonly talten

a simila¡ 'totalising' approach, seeking to extend an identification of fundamental

essences to all human phenomen4 the pairing of this theme rvith the concept of religion

inescapably entangles Vivekananda in the assumptions and values associated there*'ith in

Westem discourses.

We should also observe the swami's references to the European categories of

'science' and 'theology', and the relationship of binary opposition in rvhich he situates

them, typical of the assumptions of Westem post-Enlightenment thought, with its

emphasis on empirical investigation and its suspicion of institutional religion. ln

particular, his utilisation of 'science' as a signifier for true and useful knou'ledge (against

his suggestion ofthe speculative and abstract nature of'theological' knorvledge) depends

upon ahierarchical evaluation of natural empirical knowledge versus supematural

revelation that was firmly established in secular European philosophical traditions by the

nineteenth century. It is difficult to reconcile this particular dichotomy with pre-colonial

Indian sources, which, while distinguishing between the roles of sense-perception

(pratyaþa) and the testimony of religious authorities (íabda) in the determination of

valid spiritual knowledge, rarely approach the two as incompatibles.Ile

ttn For u.r explanation of the role of t}re prama¿ras (means of authenticating knowledge) in Indian
philosophical traditions, see J. N. Mohanty, Classícal Indian Philosophy (I-anham: Rorvman & Littlefield,
2000), chap. 2,11-40.
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Although by downplaying the importance of belief and intellectual specuìation

in the religious context, Vivekananda seems intent on distinguishing his perspective from

what he perceives ¿ìs an over-emphasis on abstract considerations and creedal adherence

on the part of Westem Christianity, his experiential focus actually puts him very much in

step with the evangelical movements which were then thriving in both Britain and the

United States. Though naturally quite different in content, these movements also

presented a hierarchical ordering of direct, personal faith experience over theological

speculation and doctrinal confession, with evangelicals identifuing the former as the

'essence' of the Christian faith. While it is unclear ho'iv much direct effect the grorving

presence of evangelicalism had upon Vivekananda's own teachings as such (beyond, of

course, his ongoing feuds with certain of its adherents over salvific exclusionism and the

moral propriery of missions and conversion), it no doubt helped to provide an

environment rvhich was receptive to novel, experientially focused approaches to religion,

Iike those expounded by the swami. The question of the nature-theological versus

experiential-of religion's essence was thus, in actuality, already an active site of

contention and discursive struggle in the West.

Addressing an audience in Madras upon his retum to India in 1897, Vivekananda

further elaborates on the question of religion's essence, this time calling upon

distincti vely Indian imagery :

Religion is not going to church, or putting marks on the forehead, or dressing in a
peculiar fashion; you may paint yourselves in all the colours of the rainbow, but if the
heart has not been opened, if you have not realised God, it is all vain. If one has the
colour of the hea¡t, he does not want any extemal colour. That is the true religious
realisation. We must not forget that colours and all these things are good so far as

they help; so far they are all welcome. But they are apt to degenerate and instead of
helping they retard, and a man identifies religion with externalities. Going to the
temple becomes tantamount to spiritual life. Giving something to a priest becomes
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tantamount to religious life. These are dangerous and pemicious, and should be at
once checked. Our scriptures decla¡e again and again that even the knowledge of the
extemal senses is not religion. That is religion rvhich makes us realise the
Unchangable One, and that is the religion for every one. He who realises
transcendental truth, he who realises the Atman in his own nature, he who comes face
to face with God, sees God alone in everything, has become a Rishi. And there is no
religious life for you until you have become a Rishi. Then alone religion begins for
you, now is only the preparation. Then religion dawns upon you, no\ / you are only
undergoing intellectual gymnasti cs and physical tortures. 

I 20

There are a number of dichotomies expressed in this passage which hint at the

oppositional nature of Vivekananda's understanding of religion: inner/outer life:

transcendent/sense-based knowledge; textual/priestly authority; accomplished/aspirant

status, essential/extraneous practices; pure/degenerate religiosity; and, ofcourse, the

underlying ¿ìssumption of true and false varieties or forms of religion (rather than true and

false religions per se).

However, perhaps most consequential is the swami's development of the rhetoric of

'realisation'. Throughout Vivekananda's discourse, as in the quotations above, we

continually encounter the term, often situated prominently in his arguments regarding the

nature and practice of religion. To a significant extent, Vivekananda employs the rvord

'realisation' without gloss, particularly for his Indian audiences-with whom, we may

speculate, he feels he can safely assume a shared r¡nderstanding. (Ramakrishna, for his

part, was even more specif,rc, most-often using the Bengali phrase líbar-Iabh-literally

'God-acquisition'-in contexts similar to those of Vivekananda's 'realisation'. Whether

Vivekananda's decision to frequently leave 'God' out of the English phrase was due to

his preference for Advaita with its less-theistic focus, or for reason of decoupling his

ideas from existing Westem/Christian religious presuppositions, or for some other

r20 'The Work Before 11s," CW,vol. 3, 283-4
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rhetorical purpose altogether, is not clear.) For the benefit of his Westem readers and

listeners, holever, he sometimes clanfies himself further. In a Iecture delivered in

London, titled simply "Realisation," (and subsequently published as part of Jnana-Yoga),

Vivekananda addresses the subject more directly and explicitly. Here, he speaks of

realisation primarily in terms of what iI is not-refening to it as something that must be

distinguished from discussion about, or intellectual assent to, religious ideas.r2r Though

stopping short of a direct definition, he alludes to the need to "analyse our o\4¡n souls and

to find rvhat is there,"tzz and declares that, "only the man rvho has actually perceived God

and soul has religion."l23 Further, he explains in a lecture on "The Free Soul," delivered

in New York in 1896, that, for such a liberated person, "this illusion of the universe will

break one day. The whole of this will vanish, melt away. This is realisation."l2a

In this explanation of realisation, and his identification of it as the pivot of religion,

Vivekananda is in part allying himself with what we might fairly identify as mainstream

Advaita Veclãnta. The principal goal of religious practice, according to Sankarãcãrya and

his subsequent expositors, is atnzabodha or atnrujñana,t2s variously translated in English

sources as 'Self-realisation', 'Self-knowledge' or'Self-awakening', and understood to

mean the direct and liberating experience/perception that the atntan, or Self, is identical

with brahman,lhe Absolute Reality. In his comments on the "illusion of the universe "

r2r 
See "Realis atiorq" CW,vol. 2,162-4.

'tt Ibid.,163.

'" rbid.
r24 "The Free Soul," Cfi/,vol. 3,10.
"t Ãt rtobodho is, of course, the title of one of the best-known treatises ascribed to Sankarãcarya,
ãtntajñana is used by a number of post-Sankara Advaitin sources as well. In an exha-Vedãntic traditior¡
Patañjali also uses ãfmadarlana (literally, 'Self-seeing') inhis Yogasutras (verse II.41); Vivekananda
translates this also as "realisation of the Self'("Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms," CIl,vol. 1,264).
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above, Vivekananda effectively makes a central Advaitin theme-that of realisation as

a conquest of illusion' (mdydffoundational in his definition of religion.

However, again, by equating realisation, and thus these Advaitin aims, with the

term religion, Vivekananda introduces into his exposition a characteristically Westem

element unknown to Sankara, and is actually making an important statement about the

applicability and position of this appropriated concept with respect to Hindu tradition as a

whole. He does not, in this case, question the cross-cultural value of 'religion' as such.

Significantly, however, he locates its essence not in Westem anthropological,

psychological, or historical categories, but associates it with the central tenets of the

Advaita philosophy-which, as we have seen, was virtually synonymous with 'true

Hinduism' in the eyes of many. Just as for some of his Westem contemporaries,

Christianity functioned as the paradigmatic religion against which other traditions were

evaluated (though not necessarily explicitly), Vivekananda strongly suggests that his

normative standard of the same is Advaita. In doing so, he does not challenge the

existence of essentialist criteria of 'religion'; in fact, he emphasises this very aspect. Yet,

in identi$ing a different set of fundamental categories, he redef,rnes religion in a way that

challenges some of the assumptions and norms that have traditionally been used to

devalue Indian traditions, rvhile still maintaining the authoritative discursive approach of

European interpretations of religion, rvith their tendency towards binary categories and

identification of universal essences. ln this respect, 'religion' may be considered to

fimction in Vivekananda's discourse ¿ìs a marker for a particular approach to contesting

colonial claims of Westem superiority, asserting not merely the validity of Hinduism, but

also affirming its trans-cultural authority.
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Vivekananda's treatment of the concept of dharma is worthy of note here, as the

term was, and continues to be, cited by many Hindus as the closest approximation to the

concept of 'religion' in indigenous Indian thought. I¡ a letter rvritten to his American

follower Mary Hale-seerrungly in response to an urpresen,ed question of hers-he

writes simply and without amplif,rcation, "The rvord 'Dharma' means religion."126 This

rvould seem to be in accord with Bankimchandra Chatlopadhyay's almost-

contemporaneous analysis, referred to earlier, of the Indian usage of dharma. The rest of

Vivekananda's preserved body of writings and lectures, horvever, does not Iend much

support to his conviction in this simple statement. On the relatively rare occasions that

Vivekananda makes use of the lerm dharma, it is generally understood in a quite limited,

even technical, sense, making reference to actions or duties pertaining to the 'mundane'

(laukÌka) rvorld(s). "Dharma is that rvhich makes man seek for happiness in this world or

the next,"r27 he states in his 1900 Bengali essay, "Pracya O Pãícat¡,a" (published in

English as '"The East and the West"). In this work, he explains dlnrma in what he himself

identifies as specifically nunantsaÈa terms: "The good for him who desires Moksha is

one, ærd the good for him who wants Dharma is another."128 In this sense, he clearly

distinguishes between one who seeks spiritual liberation (ntoksa)-in other words,

realisation (and hence, 'real' religion)-and the one who seeks to fulfil expected duties,

even if these may be perceived as 'religious' in nature. Vivekananda also uses the term in

reference to the religio-ethical order expounded by the Mahabharata, and, specifically,

'tó "Epistles," CW, vol. 8, 324.
r27 "The East and the West," CW,vol.5,446
r28 lbid.,45o.
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fhe Bhagrwadgtta,t2e but in this he is follorving the texts' o\\'n usage, and offers little

in the way of elaboration. It seems safe to conclude lhaL dhartna, for Vivekanand4 is not

a term that he found paficularly useful in elucidating the concept of religion as such,

particularly in expounding his views to English-speaking audiences (who rvould Iikely

have been more familiar with the Theosophists' use of the term in reference to Buddhist

teachings specifically), preferring instead to formulate his own set of definitions and

explanations.

The Origins of Religion: Onward to Freedom

Like most other nineteenth-century thinkers, Vivekananda did not interrogate the

thematic that posited a universal drive underlying the existence of religion; rather, he too

sought to identify and explain what rvas almost unanimously perceived as a fturdamental

human inclination. For Vivekananda, religion's sine qua non is an all-pervasive,

nnsquelchable urge for f'eedorn, a desire which is present not only in human beings, but

is a definitive quality of life itself, and that fuels the religious quest-and all manner of

'secular'pursuit also-in its widely varying manifestations.ttO The rvord'freedom'

appears frequently throughout his writings and lectures, sometimes as a translation of the

Sanskrit muktit3t or kaivalya,r32 other times used with less specificity (for example,

identified simply with "the goal to be reached").r33

The notion of religion as motivated by a quest for freedom is not, of course, unique

to Vivekananda's perspective. Karl Marx had, not long prior, famously posited that

rze "The Mahabharata," CW,vol.4, 95; "The East and the West," CW,vol. 5,451
r30 (<What 

is Religion?" CI4¡, vol. 1 , 333-7 .

13r "Inspired Talks," CW, vol. 7, 94.
r32 "On Karma-Yoga," CW,vol. 5,239.
r33 "The Essence of Religion," CØ¡,vol.8,257.
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religion constituted a protest-albeit, he believed, a misguided one-against a

fundamental state of socio-economic oppression, and was really a manifestation of the

sea¡ch for emancipation from the tyranny of one's fellow humans. But the bondage that

Vivekananda identifies is one which he considers much more pervasive than mere

material deprivation, social oppression, or economic power struggles. The swami again

allies himself with conventional Indian religious thought in suggesting that the root of the

human predicament is the ensnarement of all beings rvithin saitsara and its ongoing

rounds of rebirth, a situation that requires a decidedly supra-material solution.r3a

Explaining to an audience of his students in New York, in 1900, how the drive for

freedom underlies religious practice, he states:

If rve were to examine the various sorts of rvorship all over the world, we would see

that the rudest of mankind are worshipping ghosts, demons, and the spirits of their
forefathers-serpent worship, worship of tribal gods, and worship of the departed
ones. Why do they do this? Because they feel that in some urknown way these beings
are greater, more powerful than themselves, and limit their freedom. They, therefore,
seek to propitiate these beings in order to prevent them from molesting them, in other
words, to get more freedom. They also seek to win favour from these superior beings,
to get by gift of the gods rvhat ought to be eamed by personal effort.l35

Further, he states, "The embodiment of freedom, the Master of nature, is what rve call

God."l36 Vivekananda's evaluative stance is obvious from this p¿ßsage's characterisation

of the forms of worship practiced by "the rudest of mankind" as an attempt to unjustly

gain that which should be rightly achieved only by human exertion-a remarkably

Protestant-esque interpretation of a range of religious practices both widespread and

long-established in the Indian milieu. This is perhaps ahint that Vivekananda's reading

of the association between personal effort and human freedom owes more than a

r3a For example, see his comments on Patañjali's Yogasutras,Cll/,vol. 1,213.
r35 ('What 

is Religion?" CI4t,vol. 1,333-4.
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modicum of debt to the modem Christian emphasis upon labour as a moral imperative,

which deeply suffused Euro-American discourses of the day. The rhetoric of freedom

which he employs is an especially powerful theme in this particular enunciative context;

not only were the ideas of personal autonomy and socio-political freedom central themes

intertwined with the post-Enlightenment quest for mastery of the world, but the United

States was little more than a century past its formal achievement of independence from

Britain, and Americans continued, as they do still, to make'freedom' a comerstone of

their national narratives.

This should not be read as a claim that Vivekananda's identification of freedom as a

fundamental religious motive was prompted as such by a conscious decision to speak to

the 'American spirit'. The idea of mukti, spiritual liberation, is undoubtedly a centraì one

in a u'ide variety of Indian religious traditions. However, Vivekananda's transformation

of the theme of spiritual freedom-seeking into a trans-cultural framework for explaining

the psychology of human religious behaviour bears the imprint of the Enlightenment

philosophers' reduclio wtd enumeratÌo-fhe identification of the ftmdamental human

basis of religion, and the reconciliation of particular religious phenomena with that basis,

respectively. (In fact, in some ways, Vivekananda's perspective seems to echo that of his

early contemporary, German thinker Albrecht Ritschl (1822-1889), who sought religion's

indispensable element in u'hat he regarded as the universal desire for spiritual

dominionl3T; however, the swami's perspective places greater stress on ahistoncd, inner

spiritual freedom and self-control, and Ritschl's on historical, outward manifestations of

sovereignty.)

t36 Ibid., 336.
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The relationship of Vivekananda's freedom-rhetoric to material realities is, in

the final analysis, somewhat ambiguous. On the one hand, Vivekananda ardently

maintains that true freedom in not to be found anywhere in the 'mundane' realm:

To acquire freedom we have to get beyond the limitations of this uriverse; it cannot
be found here. Perfect equilibrium, or i,vhat the Christians call the peace that passeth

all understanding, cannot be had in this universe, nor in heaven, nor in any place
where our mind and thoughts can go, where the senses can feel, or which the
imagination can conceive. No such place can give us that freedom, because all such
places would be within our universe, and it is limited by space, time, and causation.138

Yet, we cannot overlook the multiple layers of signifrcation embedded rvithin the word,

especially during the period in question. Although the search for liberation from saiuara

is a long-established, critical component of Hindu thought, Prakash has argued that

freedom as a comprehensive theme in Indian thought only became dominant with the

British Raj's "institutionalis[ation of]the discourse of freedom as an aspect of imperial

domination,""' uperspective which orved a large debt to Marx's assumptions of

political/proletariat freedom as the natural human state. Keeping in mind the power and

ubiquity of colonial discourse, we should not overlook the political import of an

educated, articulate and influential thinker from a subject people-group proclaiming,

before audiences comprised of citizens of the ruling power (in the case of England) or its

allied cultwal offshoot (the United States), that'freedom' is the most ftmdamental human

desire and the end goal of all forms of striving in life. If freedom is humanity's ultimate

aim in all respects, then oppressive political regimes, like British colonial rule, are

positioned in opposition to the fundamental stream of human progress (rather than being

t" For an overview of Ritschl's thought, see Capps, I 8-20.
t38 "Freedom," Karma-Yog a, CIlt,v. 1,97 .

''e Gyan Prakastr, "The Location of Scholarship ," in At Home in Diaspora: South Asian Scholars and rhe
Il'est, ed. J. Assayag and V. Benei (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2003), 115-26.
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evidence ofthat progress), and, conversely, nationalist freedom-discourses, like those

then emerging in India, are situated in an implicit position of moral authority.

Even if overt political intent is not attributed to the swami's message, however,

Vivekananda's invocation of freedom nevertheless may still be viewed as having

politically significant implications. By moving the focus of freedom-discourse from the

outer world (in the form of nationalism-versus-colonialism) to the inner realm Qñana-

versus-an ldya-), bondage and liberation become matters which are negotiable by Hindus

on a personal, individualistic level, lvholly upon the tenain of ostensibly 'traditional'

Indian religious/yogic approaches, unhindered (at least, in theory) by the overn'helming

clout of colonial domination and requiring no active participation in the same, nor in lhe

alteration/compromise of cultural identity that this potentially entails. The spiritual quest

for freedom takes place within a non-colonised cognitive site, a place of psychological

freedom and control for those who were denied outward political/social power. From this

perspective, the growing appeal of such'neo-traditional'forms of religious practice for

many Indians of Vivekananda's day can well be understood.

In a more-theological vein, for Vivekananda, God constitutes the ultimate

manifestation of freedom, and all beings, according to the Advaitin perspective he

professes, are ultimately identical with God in the form of brahman, the unconditioned

Absolute. Thus, the swami is able to assert: "The conception of God, therefore, is as

essential and as fundamental a part of mind as is the idea of bondage. Both are the

outcome of the idea of freedom."r40 (That God should be part-and-parcel of human

consciousness at the highest level might well be considered a given from an Advaitin

r40 (cwhat 
is Religion?" C W, vol. 1, 335-6.
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viewpoint that, in the final analysis, equates the two.)rar This particular reading might

appeil to mesh well with the essentialist ethos of modernity, at Ieast insofar as

Vivekananda's articulation thereof is concerned-asserting, as he does, universal

essences in the human makeup. Yet Vivekananda's thought in this respect is also

reflective of less-dichotomised (or, at the very least, dffirently dichotomised) Indian

traditions of thought. For example, the rational-mind/material-body dualism of Cartesian-

cum-Baconian thought is not reproduced in the swami's Sãnkhya-based explanations;

"this body and this mind ivhich we see," he states, "are only one part of the rvhole"to' (oa,

more evocatively, "this body is just the extemal crust of the mind").r43 As such, both are

subject to transcendence by the non-material Self, the puntsalaa-the only aspect of one's

being that is characterised by true freedom.

On a related note, with respect to human and non-human life, Vivekananda appe¿ìrs

to part company from the anthropocentric orientation of the Enlightenment thinkers, to at

least some degree, "there cannot be life," he states, "even in the plant, without the idea of

freedom."las The 'religious' drive, in the broadest sense, is ùus not only a human

phenomenon, but one which Vivekananda perceives as n'ul1t universal-"Consciously or

"' This is an interesting point of divergence from the modern Christian traditioru which has tended to view
this 'fundamental' human religious drive and its categories of expression as 'gifts from God' to facilitate
human adoration of the Divine; Advaita goes much farther is asserting the intrinsic unity of God and the
personal mind/consciousness.
ra2 "Freedom," Karma-Y oga, CW, vol. I, 96.
r'3 "Patan¡ali's Yoga Aphorisms," CW,vol. 1,258.

"' To be more accurate, Yoga, which appropriates many philosophical ideas from Sãnkhya, subdivides
what European philosophy vaguely terms 'mind' into a m¡rber of more-specific categories: manas (The
'inner sense' or 'mind-organ'), bttddhi (the 'intellect'), and ahanúãrø (the 'sense of selfi), all of which are

regarded as component parts of an individual's mind or consciousness (citta), and considered
manifestations of matter Qtrakrti), not of purusa-though conventional human thinking is believed to
confor¡nd these phenomena and thereby produce bondage.
r¿5 "what is Religion?" CW,vol. 1,336.
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unconsciously, we are all striving for perfection. Every being must attain to it."1a6

Though they might appear minor points at first glance, these are consequential

differences between Vivekananda's stance and that of Westem modemity-the latter

sharply stressing the division between rational Man (slc) and non-rational nature-for

they impact the swami's interpretation of many aspects of religion, from ethical questions

to cosmological schemata. In this respect, we can understand Chatterjee's position,

referred to in Chapter One, that resistance to colonial thought need not necessarily simply

invert the problematic while maintaining intact the underlying thematic; in the cases

above, Vivekananda references an altemative, non-Westem ivorldvierv, incorporating

elements thereof into a reading of 'religion' that yet remains tethered to an essence-based

understanding of the concept.

The Roots of Religion: Western TheoryMeets Indigenous Critique

The evolutionary theories of religion that were current during the late nineteenth

century rvere clearly of great interest to Vivekananda, and he discusses and analyses them

in his talks and writings. In a discourse delivered in London in 1896, Vivekananda

aficulates his own perspective on the academic debates. explaining that, "two theories

have gained some acceptance amongst modem scholars.. . .One party maintains that

ancestor worship is the beginning of religious ideas; the other, that religion originates in

the personification of the powers of nature."lot This dichotomy, which. naturally,

oversimplifies (strategically, it appears) the range of positions on religious origins held

by scholars of the period, does nevertheless suggest something of the then-predominant

tou Ibid., 340.
r47 'cThe Necessity of Religion," CW,vol.2,57.
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anthropological and philological approaches to religious origins. 
ras Conceding that

each of these two standpoints could claim solid support from research, Vivekananda

himself steps into the debates, suggesting that

these two views, though they seem to be contradictory, can be reconciled on a third
basis, which, to my mind, is the real germ of religion, and that I propose to call the
struggle to transcend the limitations of the senses. Either, man goes to seek for the
spirits of his ancestors, the spirits of the dead, that is, he wants to get a glimpse of
what there is after the body is dissolved, or, he desires to understand the power
working behind the stupendous phenomena of nature. Whichever of these is the case,

one thing is certain, that he tries to transcend the limitations of the senses. 
toe

The swami is indeed correct in linking his 'synthetic' vierv to those of his

contemporaries, for it does not in fact differ so radically from, for example, Müller's

assertion that different religions represent various methods of striving after the infinite,r50

or E. B. Tylor's conviction that a belief in a soul which transcends the limitations of the

body is the common motive behind the formation of religious systems.l5r

Vivekananda's position in this regard can be r¡nderstood as one facet of his

identification ofthe quest forfreedom as the underlying drive ofreligiosity, as described

above. Undoubtedly, Vivekananda draws this theme of sense-transcendence largely from

the Indian yogic traditions, as well as from his own guru's teachings. In the language of

Patanjali's Yogasutras, this was expressed as citta-vrtti-nirodha, the stilling of the

fluctuations of the mind, to achieve a state of kaivalya (liberation), thus freeing the self

þurusa) from the constraints and entanglements of matter Qtrakrti) and its accompanying

limited (i.e., mediated) sense-based forms of perception.l52 According to the counsel of

ra8 
See Capps, chap.2'. "The Origins of Religior¡" 53-104.

rae 'cThe Necessity of Religiory" CW,vol.2,59.
r50 

See Capps, 68-71.
t5'Ibid.,78-83.
152 Vivekananda's full translation of Íhe Yogasufras, with an extensive commentary based on a combination
ofthe classical sources and his own perspectives, is to be found i¡ his book,.Raja-loga, contained in
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rhe Bhagavadgttã, the ability to fully withdraw the sense-organs from their objects-

likened to a tortoise pulling in its limbs-marks one's attainment of a state of

transcendental wisdom @rajña).r53 Ramakrishna also followed the well-established

Indian tradition ofadvocating atrans-sensual approach to spiritual practice, repeatedly

exhorting his followers to renounce attachment to "woman and gold" (kamint-kañcan),

a¡rd to seek to God directly, "through an intuitive experience" (bodhe bodh kare).tsa

While Vivekananda does observe, "We find the same truth [of the value of the super-

sensuous approach] declared amongst both the Jews and the Christians,"lss his selection

of this element as the pivot of religious evolution clearly gives several important strands

of Hindu practice very strong positions vis-à-vis mainstream Jewish, Christian, and

Islamic traditions. (And, indeed, Vivekananda does, in this context, explicitly cite the

Vedic rsis as notable exemplars of this super-sensory approach to religion.)tt6 However,

it is his displacement of the concept from the context of particular Indian traditions of

personal spiritual practice to that of a general explanatory framework for the origin and

growth of all religious phenomena which is most significant here, for it serves as a

counter-tactic to similar universalising efforts by Westem thinkers with respect to their

or+m religious concepts. (Consider, for example, tum-of-the-century Scottish author

Complete Wlorks, vol. 1,204-314- the original Sanskrit text is also included in some editions (e.g., the
Mayavati Memorial edition).
t53 Bhagavadgtt¿ GI.58): yadd samharate cãyam kämto'ngan:a sa¡'valah ll indriyãnlndriyãrtheblryastasya
prajñã pratisthlta ll "Drawing away his senses completely from sense-objects, just as the tortoise pulls in
his limbs, the yogi becomes steadfast in wisdom" (trarslation mine).
tso The Bengali passage appears in Mahendranath Gupta's Kathãmrta (Calcutta: Udbodhan, 1994),952; the
English rendering is to be found in Nikhilananda's translation,The Gospel oJSri Ramakrisåra (Madras: Sri
Ramakrishna Math, n.d.), 781.
r55 <The Necessity olReligior¡" CW,vol.2,60.
156 lbid.
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Andrew Lang's assertion that belief in a single Supreme Being was a cultural

uriversal, even among the most 'primitive' communities.)157

Specifically, Vivekananda identifies the persistence of mental activity during the

dream-state to be the initial catalyst for transcendental theories, which are subsequently

follorved up by explorations ofother, 'higher', super-sensory states ofconsciousness.tt*

A similar idea is found in the Mcinduþ,a Upanisad, in u'hich st,apna-stltana (drean-

sleep) is identified as the first state that is both beyond 'ordinary consciousness'

Qãgarita-sthãna) and yet still within the realm of experience of ordinary people,

foreshadowing something of the higher states to be achieved through meditative practice.

Yet, although he also shares coÍrmon ground with other theorists-like Tylor, who

included dreams as one of the sources of humanity's belief in souls-it is, again, not so

much the details of the theories as the universalisation of particular Indian religious ideas

into secu-larised academic explanatory models that reflects the influence of modemity on

Vivekananda's thinking and suggests the counter-colonial intent behind the same. Hindu

scholars of earlier times had tended to focus their efforts on negotiating the position of

their respective sects in relation to the other manifold elements within Indian religious

life, with minimal attention to the beliefs and activities of the mlecchns living across the

kalapãnt (about whom little was reliably known to them before colonial times anyways).

Even the theological systems of India's indigenous communities of Jews and Christians

attracted little notice from the 'orthodox' (saddaríanika) Hindu philosophers. Yet, just as

colonialism had made it necessary for Europeans to attempt to account for and deal with

(both discursively and concretely) the inhabitants of these other lands, it had impelled

ttt Fo. a discussion ofLang's ideas, see Capps, 83-4.
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Indians to do the same with respect to Europe and its peoples. For an Indian of

Vivekananda's time and social class, religion had to be discussed-even within India-

not merely in its local manifesfations, but theorised on a global scale, and in the terms of

Westem scientific epistemology and historicism, in order for the position of the speaker

or writer to be perceived as authoritative. This was even more true when speaking to

Euro-American audiences, as in the case of the lecture cited above; Hindu ideas had to be

moved from the realms of both Indophilic curios and Indophobic 'others' to become

viable elements of Westem worldviews, unrestricted by elements of Indian specificity.

The most effective way for Vivekananda to accomplish this rvas to try to integrate these

ideas in such a way that they would appeil to be logical and natural fulfilments of

existing Westem theories, scientific or religious, and articulate them in language

reminiscent of such modem thinkers as Spencer and Mill. We will, in fact, encounter this

theme-and its intimation of an essentialism rvhich was primanly strategic in nature-

repeatedly throughout Vivekana¡rda's rvork.

Yet, in taking this approach, Vivekananda again does more than simply substitute

ideas into the Westem thematic; he sometimes challenges and critiques parts of the basic

structure of the existing perspectives. For example, though he often invokes the

'confident' spirit of the age to his own advantage, Vivekananda also critically evaluates

the Enlightenment notion of unfettered progress that underlay nineteenth-century social-

evolutionist theories of religion. In the introduction to his commentary on Patañjali's

Yogasutras, he offers his appraisal of this theme:

Another theory in modem times has been presented by several schools, that man's
destiny is to go on always improving, always struggling torvards, but never reaching

r58 <The Necessity of Religior¡" CW,voL.2,59-60.
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the goal. This statement, though apparently very nice, is also absurd, because there
is no such thing as motion in a straight line. Every motion is in a circle... .On other
and practical grounds we see that the theory of etemal progression is urtenable, for
destruction is the goal of everything earthly. AII our struggles and hopes and fears
and joys, what will they lead to? We shall all end in death. Nothing is so certain as

this. Where, then, is this motion in a straight lin+--This infinite progression? It is only
going out to a distance, and coming back to the centre from which it started.l5e

Appealing to the porver and prestige of scientific discourse, Vivekananda then continues

on to defend the validity of this perspective with an appeal to the natural laws of

cosmology, biology and chemistry. 160

This argument has definite rhetorical implications for Vivekananda's efforts to

bolster Hinduism against the diatribes of its detractors. Whereas critics-both Christians

ard 'secular' academics-tended to situate the allegedly primitive practices and doctrines

of Hinduism on a low rung of the human evolutionary ladder, here Vivekananda takes a

unique and insightful approach to the refutation of these evaluations. As mentioned

previously, the simplistic identification of cyclic time with 'Eastem' cultures has long

been an unquestioned feature of discourses on the Orient, used to emphasise a perceived

lack of historicity and a resistance to progress and development-an 'othemess'

contrasted with the'linear' West. Vivekanand4 however, does not merely reinscribe

circularity-versus-linea¡ity as an East-West distinction in the passage quoted above. He

disputes the validity ofa progressive, linear account as an accurate description of any

society, let alone of world civilisation as a whole. By reading history from this

geometrically reordered perspective, the modem, secular culture of European society

appears not as the piruracle of a continuous process of human betterment, but, rather, as a

divergence or deviation from the spiritual truths of antiquity. As things stand,

r5e "Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms," CW,vol. 1, 195-6.
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beginning its collective ascent:

There is no religion today that does not teach that man is a degradation. We have
been degraded down to the animal, and are now going up, to emerge out of this
bondage. But we shall never be able entirely to manifest the Infinite here [in the
'worldly' (laukika) realm]. We shall struggle ha¡d, but there will come a time when
we shall find that it is impossible to be perfect here, while we are bound by the
senses.t6t

His forthright assertion of the universality of degradation-based interpretations of history

remains unsupported here, but fiurctions to invoke an allegedly 'urified front' on the part

of the world's religious traditions against the progressive secular ideologies of the West.

By grouping humanity together in this ostensible decline to the state of the "animal,"

Vivekananda counters the common critique which dichotomises progress/degradation

upon an OccidenVOrient a.ris, and ascribes to India a profound condition of debasement.

For Vivekanand4 the whole world has become animalistic, that is, tied to sense-

gratification. (In this respect his perspective also marks a departure from the focus on

pleasure as a huma¡r good, a legacy of secula¡ happiness-seeking eschatologies during the

Enlightenment which had continued to persist in the ideas of Spencer and other

nineteenth-century philosophers as a rival to the enjoyment-deferring moral approaches

that dominated popular British and American forms of Christia¡rity ) Intimated by the

above statement is, once agun, a suggestion of the indispensable nature of 'sense-

transcendence' for humanity's growth. The direct, super-conscious insight (prajñã),

capable of carrying the mind beyond the limits of intellect and reason,162 cultivated by the

Upanisadic rsls, is not, for Vivekanand4 a mythical or archaic human faculty, but rather,

tuo Ibid., r 96.
16r <The Absolute and Manifestatiory" CW,vol.2, 137
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is the point to which humanity as a whole is to retum.tu' As this knowledge is claimed

to be part of the heritage-a possession, as it were-of the Vedãntic tradition, his

placement of it as the zenith of human progress positions Hinduism (at least as

Viveka¡randa constructs it) as a harbinger of the future direction of human evolution.

This is not to say that his perspective is wholly one-sided, however. The Hindu

faith, in Vivekananda's view, /ras undergone 'degenerations' in post-Vedic times, and

indeed does stand in need of reform, as its Westem critics posited. But, for Vivekanand4

this conditionis auniversal one, affecting the world's peoples as a whole, and "there

must come a time rvhen [humanity] shoots upward again to complete the circle."16o The

stimulus to this inevitable revivification lies not (completely, at least) in the advances of

Westem civilisation, he suggests, but in a renewed understanding of "the science of

religion" expounded by the ancient sages.tut (Vivekananda's deployment of this

neologism of Müller's to commingle the traditional teachings of Vedãnta with the

scholarly study of religion reveals much about the swami's apprehension of the power

and value of Westem academic rhetoric, in addition to his strategic discursive placement

of Indian religious knowledge.) While again upholding the essentialist position,

Vivekananda denies that Hinduism's Vedic roots and stress on etemal truths signifu a

stagnant and urchanging nature. Rather, as "the very fountain-head of our religion,"166

the Vedas (both as texts and as less-clearly demarcated 'tradition') provide "etemal

principles which stand upon their own foundations"r6T from which fresh insights and

r62 "Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms," Cl4¡,vol. l, 199
r63 

See ibid., 197-9.

'u'Ibid.,l97.
'ut See, for example, ibid., t 97-9.
166 "The Sages of India ," C14t,vo1.3,249.
tu'rbid,25o.
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conclusions can be drawn as circumstances necessitate. Hinduism, for Vivekananda, is

thus neither a static archaeological artefact nor a degenerate shell ofa once-great

philosophy, but an intensely adaptable and living reality. Thr¡s we see that, rather tha¡r

simply attack the Eurocentric hierarchical evaluation of religion, Vivekananda deftly

appropriates the evolutionary paradigm upon which it is based, substituting elements of

what he would surely brand a 'Vedãntic worldview' for those of modemity, to create ail

altemative hierarchy that actually privileges Hinduism.

Vivekananda's Hinduism: At the Parliament and Beyond

Hinduism, as the above example suggests, is a concept that features very

prominently throughout Vivekananda's writings, speeches, conversations and letters; in

fact, it is probably fair to say that few, if any, of his Indian contemporaries utilised the

term more often or situated it more prominently within their respective discou¡ses. In

part, this may be considered a consequence of the swami's extensive communication lvith

non-Indian audiences, which necessitated adopting avocabulary and conceptual

framework that was intelligible to his listeners and readers. As well, the designation

'Hinduism' was applied by the organisers of the Parliament of Religions to that religious

entity of which Vivekananda was considered a representative. t6s His appearance at the

Parliament, of course, sparked much of his initial popularity in the West and the talks that

'ut Ho* Vivekananda ca¡ne to be considered a representative of 'Hinduism' as a whole, rather than a

particular secUtradition thereof, is not altogether clear from the records. Vivekananda, no doubt, was
familiar with representations of a unifled 'Hindu religion' long before this time. There is some suggestíon
in the biographical literatwe that his earliest Indian benefactors donated to his t¡avel fund in order that he
might "represent Hinduism" in America (e.9., Lrfe of SV, v . 1, 336 372), a task to rvhich Vivekananda
seems to have agreed. (The retrospective nature of these recollections, to be sure, does raise some doubts
about their accuracy.) It seems likely that, by the time Harvard professor John Henry V/right wrote to the
organisers of the Parliament in mid-l893 requesting that the swami be accepted as a delegate, Vivekananda
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he delivered during the event set the tone for much of his subsequent expository work.

Yet, his decision to adopt and continue to use the term-even in his later Indian

discourses-rather than some altemate, more-indigenous concept or grouping, was one

that had profound repercussions upon the understandings of Indian religious life with

rvhich he left both Westemers and Indians themselves.

That Vivekananda recognised, to at least some extent, the selective and constructed

nature ofhis interpretation ofIndian religion is obvious from a letter he penned from

Amenca to Alasinga Perumal in February 1896, in which he writes:

To put the Hindu ideas into English and then make out of dry philosophy and intricate
mythology and queer startling psychology, a religion which shall be easy, simple,
popular, and at the same time meet the requirements of the highest minds-is a task
only those can understand who have aftempted it. The abstract Advaita must become
living-poetic-in everyday life, out of hopelessly intricate mythology must come
concrete moral forms, and out of bewildering Yogi-ism must come the most scientific
and practical psychology-and all this must be put in a form so that a child may gr¿ìsp

it. That is my Iife's work.r6e

This acknowledgement highlights his own cognisance of the strategic essentialism

involved in his representation of Hinduism; we can gather from this passage that

Vivekananda rvas well aware that the 'Hinduism' that he was presenting to his listeners

and readers was something quite distinct from the diverse and multifaceted lndian reality.

Of particuJar interest is his recognition that his discourse was performative, that is, that he

was crectting "a religion," and re-casting other 'traditional' elements along the normative

pattems of Westem discursive formations-psychology and ethics, for example-not

merely translating or transplanting pre-established actualities from one linguistic/cultural

context to another. In fact, the three fundamental categories of Enlightenment approaches

has already convinced Wright and his other influential new Arnerican acquaintances that he was capable
and qualified to represent 'Hinduism'.
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to religion are all alluded to in this paragraph: philosophy (even if "dry"), ethics

("moral forms"), and aesthetics ("poetic" Advaita). Although Vivekananda does not

explicitly state it here, it is clear that the sources from which he is producing this

'religion' are in no small part textual; this is suggested, for example, by his description of

"mak[ing] out of dry philosophy" a "popular" and "living" religion. (Interestingly

enough, the depreciative language which he employs towards the elements of the

tradition which he claims as his own-"dry," "queer," "bewildering"-would not be out

of place in the writings of even his most 'sympathetic' Westem contemporaries; consider,

for example, M&r Müller's assertion that the hymns of the IJg Veda are "tedious,"

"childish," "foolish-" and "insipid'). 170

That Vivekananda is at once able to acknowledge the selective and synthetic nature

of his 'Hinduism' and identify the same with the 'religion' of the bulk of the Indian

people reveals much about the hermeneutical assumptions underlying his work. If 'real'

Hinduism is not the same ¿ìs historical Hinduism, textual Hinduism, or even 'popular'

Hinduism, then it can safely be assumed that his central presuppositions in this case are

not those of the historian, the philologist, or the anthropologist. His fi.ndamental

standpoint is perhaps best characterised as that of a disciple-cum-philosopher/theologian,

approaching the 'religious data' with pre-existing criteria of ontological truth.

One of Vivekananda's ea¡liest 'public' responsibilities in the United States was to

define and explain Hinduism to the audience attending the Parliament of Religions. As

something of a self-appointed Hindu spokesperson, the interpretative choices he made in

'6n "Letters," CI4¡,vol.5, I04-5.

'to Mux Müller, "Lecture on the Vedas or the Sacred Books of the Brahmans, Delivered at the
Philosophical Institution, Leeds, Marct¡ 1865," in Chips from a Getman Yy'orkshop,vol. 1,26,37
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his efforts were highly significant and consequential. In his "Paper on Hinduism,"

presented a week into the Parliament, he makes reference, frrstly, to what he understands

to be the great antiquity of Hinduism, classing it with what he terms the two other

"prehistoric" religions, Judaism a¡rd Zoroastrianism.tTl Its distinctiveness within this set

comes from its resilience and persistence in its historicat birthplace, a result, he asserts, of

its fundamental inclusiv ity :

While Judaism failed to absorb Christianity and was driven out of its place of birth by

its all-conquering daughter, and a handful of Parsees is all that remains to tell the tale
of their grand religion, sect after sect arose in India and seemed to shake the religion
of the Vedas to its very foundations, but like the waters of the seashore in a
tremendous earthquake it receded only for a while, only to retum in an all-absorbing
flood, a thousand times more vigorous, alrd when the tumult of the rush was over,

these sects were all sucked in, absorbed, and assimilated into the immense body of the
mother fatth.t?2

This theme-Hinduism as all-embracing, assimilative, transcending particularities of

creed and praris-is singled out above, and elsewhere, by the swami as the religion's

definitive characteristic. Vivekananda's simile-Hinduism as a "mother" who absorbs all

it encounters-recalls the organic and feminising Orientalist tropes referred to above,

which cast the Hindu religion as, ¿ìmong other entities, a Sponge. The language which

Vivekananda uses in this passage is, likely unintentionally, even more evocative of

certain of the 'negative' aspects long associated with the feminine in European thought,

those of the female as the destroyer and'de-masculiniser' of the male. Hinduism is not

merely a passive absorber, in Vivekananda's account, but an active, vigorous "flood,"

which 'sucks in' and 'assimilates' atl it encounters into an amorphous, undifferentiated,

feminised totality.

'7' "Paper on Hinduism," CW, vol. 1, 6.

'72 lbid.
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Why Vivekananda opts to essentialise Hinduism in this rvay for his American

audience, and how conscious he actually u,as of its broader implications, are matters open

to debate. Certainly, differences in cultural associations may well be a factor; for a

Bengali Hindu, the gendered language used abo'r,e would be most likely to invoke the

tenif,rc-yet-beloved images of Durgã and Kãlî. It also, holever, harmonises with

Vivekananda's familiar tactic of adopting an existing derogatory representation and

transforming it into a tool for the discursive elevation of Indian culture and, particularly,

of Hindu religion. To claim that a religion rvhich was seemingly threatened by the

colonial onslaught of a foreign faith and culture has the proven capacity to triumph over

competing influences by assimilating them is no inconsequential declaraiion, especially

given the colonisers' dread of fluid or disintegrating bor.urdaries and of being degraded

and feminised through their contact with 'the native'-themes that we rvill explore

further in our discussions of gender in Chapter Seven.

Vivekananda's reference in this p¿ìssage to Hinduism as "the religion of the Vedas,"

should not be glossed over. 'Vedas' functions as something of an ambiguous signifier in

Vivekananda's discourse. ln the course of the "Paper," he ascribes to "the Vedas" a

prominent position, describing them as the "revelation" through which "Hindus have

received their religion."l73 Yet, according to his own definition, the phrase "the Vedas"

does not denote a scriptural corpvs per se, but rather, "the accumulated treasury of

spiritual laws discovered by different persons in different times."l7a This hermeneutical

approach is ær interesting one, for it allows Vivekananda to simultaneously appropriate

the discursive-if not always tangible-authority granted to lhe Vedas (as symbol) by

t7'Ibid.
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Hindus and yet to free himself from the constraints of the actual contents (as text) of

the same.

Notably, the swami's interpretation also seeks to negotiate the problematic binary-

characteristic of the Enlightenment temper and enduring throughout the modem period-

between revealed religion and nntural religion, the evaluative standard for the former

being the human experience of the supposedly uliversal principles of the latter.

Vivekanandahere invokes a scientific parallel, the law of conservation of energy, as a

paradigm,l75 following ivhich he uncouples rhe Vedas 'transcendental authority from

Vedic revelation. Whether these "spiritual laws" (like physical larvs) are discovered or

remain unknorur, are expressed or not, he asserts, they exist (universally, it is implied)

and continue to govem "the moral, ethical, and spiritual relations between soul and soul

and between individual spirits and the Father of all spirits."176 Thus, it is, in reality, not

only an appeal to the long-established leverage of the Vedas within an Indian religious

context, but also a linkage of Hinduism with the authority of the scientific model, rvith its

rhetoric of 'discovery' and progressive urveiling of etemal, universal truths.

In the course of the "Paper," Vivekananda moves quickly to pre-emptively defend.

by logical reasoning, the validity and value of a number of what he claims to be central

tenets of Hinduism, the points on which he declares that "all the Hindus are agreed."r11

Among those he identifies are: the beginningless and endless nature of creation, rebirth

andkarma; the separateness of spirit and matter; and the way to liberation. Thus, by

fashioning some basic common denominators for the Hindu faith, he has a basis upon

"o lbid.,6-7 .

tt'Ibid., 7.
ttu lbid.
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which to distinguish a shared 'core' of Hinduism from its multifa¡ious forms and

varieties. This subsequently becomes important in his efforts to present Hinduism-to

Americans and Europeans, as well as to Indian Hindus themselves-as a united body,

with shared convictions and goa.ls.

The presentation of Hinduism that we encounter in the "Paper" is clearly, to some

extent, an apologetic account shaped by Vivekananda's desire to refute the unsympathetic

representations of Hinduism by Christian missionaries and other less-charitable critics. "I

may tell you that there is no polytheism inlndia," he asserts.

ln every temple, if one stands by and listens, one will f,rnd the worshippers applying
all the allributes of God, including omnipresence, to the images. It is not polytheism,
nor rvould the name henotheism [as coined by Ma,r Müller] explain the situation... .

Names are not explanations.lTs

In contesting the convenlional Westem, 'scientific' categories according to which Indian

religious phenomena were scrutinised (and showing, incidentally, that he was already

familiar with the scholarship of Müller and other Orientalists during this early phase of

his public career), Vivekananda opens up a novel space for Hinduism, positioning it as a

unique manifestation of human religiosity, not simply a'type' to be slotted into an

existing analytical framework. At the same time, however, there is in this passage the

suggestion that Hindu 'idol worship' is marked by an underlying monotheism

comparable to that espoused by Christianity ("... applying all the attributes of God,

including omnipresence, to the images"). Thus, Hinduism is at once'unknowable'-not

capable of classification for the sake of colonial control-and yet is not really different

from the standard against which other 'religions' are evaluated by the Westem rvorld. If

'tt lbid., r 3.

'tt Ibid., 15 (italics in original)
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'idolatry' does indeed exist in Indi4 he states, "it does not mean anything

honible. .. [Rather] it is the attempt of undeveloped minds to grasp high spiritual

truths."rTe The worship er oî murti-as-God, he asserts, is not the normative model, and

certainly not the exemplar, of Hindu religiosity, as had been portrayed in the vulgar

missionary accounts. Nor, however, does the swami deny image-use a legitimate place

within the faith (and, given his own guru's devotion to the Dakshineswar Kãllbãn's

pratima, how could he?). The language used in this case suggests something of the

hierarchical structure and evolutionary perspective that characterise Vivekananda's view

of religion as a universal human phenomenon, themes which will be explored in greater

detail below.

Still following the "short sketch of the religious ideas of the Hindus" expressed in

his "Paper," Vivekananda attempts to relativise Westem criticisms by forthrightly

contrasting Hinduism's 'failings' with what he perceives to be the greater evils of

Christia¡r exclusivism, intolerance and hypocrisy: "Superstition is agreat enemy of man,"

declares the swami,

but bigotry is worse. Why does a Christian go to church? Why is the cross holy?...
My brethren, we can no more think about anything without a mental image than we
can live without breathing. By the lar,v of association, the material image calls up the
mental idea and vice versa. This is why the Hindu uses an extemal symbol when he
worships. He will tell you, it helps to keep his mind fixed on the Being to whom he
prays. He knows as well ¿ìs you do that the image is not God, is not omnipresent.rs0

And he futher states:

The Hindus have their faults, they sometimes have their exceptions; but mark this,
they are always for prurishing their own bodies, and never for cutting the throats of

't'Ibid., l7-r8.
r80 Ibid., l5-16.
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their neighbours. If the Hindu fanatic bums himself on the pyre, he never lights the
fire of Inquisition.l8t

While, granted, not a particularly subtle or tactful approach to defending Hinduism

against its distracters, this w¿ìs no doubt a powerful one. As we shall see throughout this

thesis, much discursive effort on the part of Europeans (and, rvith regard to their own

minority populations, white Americans) was devoted to justifying the colonial project by

claims of Westem/Christian moral superiority. In this respect, the conjoint nature of

Vivekananda's discussions of image-worship and of Hindus' and Christians' respective

moral conditions is not coincidental. In the eyes of many of the swami's Christian

contemporaries, 'idolatry' was not simply a factual mistake-an incorrect apprehension

of the nature of God and the proper means of His rvorship-rather, it functioned as a

trope for moral depravity.l82 This perception had its roots in the Judeo-Christian reading

of ethics as covenantal, in which a'falling into'idolatry constituted a'falling away'from

God; the intensity of the modem opposition to the practice was, further, intertwined with

deep-rooted Protestant-Catholics conflicts, in which charges of idolatry' served to vitiate

the moral reputation of the latter.l83 (The power and prevalence of these morally charged

discourses account for Vivekananda's explanation to the Parliament audience that, to

Indians, '1dolatry... is not the mother of harlots.")r8a Vivekananda's interpretation

reverses the'direction' of religious transformation signif,redby nrurti-pi¡ja; it is not a

Pentateuch-esque decay of a people's monotheistic devotion (or even a"later

degradation" of the Vedic worship of "ideal gods," to use Mar Müller's loaded

't'Ibid.,18.ttt Brian K. Penningtor¡ Was Hinduism Invented?: Britons, In¿lians, and the Colonial Consfiuction oJ
Religion (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 62-4.

'83 Ibid.,67-9.
t8o '?aper on Hinduisnr," CI4t,vol. 1,18.
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phrasing).r85 Instead, it represents but one early stage of the human advancement

towards the Divine. The invocation of image-worship as a site of ethical disputation

Vivekananda believed to be a Christian ruse, as he fourd many of the historical acts

carried out in the name of Christianity to be utterly indefensible by any moral standards,

and surely recognised that many Christians concurred. Therefore, his appeal to a counter-

trope like the Inquisition served well to destabilise morality as a claimed site of

hegemonic power and authority for the 'Christian West'. Regardless of whether or not

most members of the primarily Christialr audience present at the Parliament had a

personal interest in understanding Hinduism, they could not have disregarded the import

of Vivekananda's pointed rema¡ks about their own religio-cultural tradition. (It was this

type of straightforward public contestation of Christian behaviou¡ and Westem morality

that established Vivekananda's reputation in America as a courageous challenger of

accepted religious norrns, and distinguished him from manl' of the other Parliament's

participants, who generally opted to steer clear of potentially controversial or divisive

. .186
ISSUES.,,

Vivekananda's moral critique in the "Paper" becomes rather more refined as he

expands it to combine a refutation of certain Christian theological ideas, such as

humanity's ft¡ndamental sinfulness, with an advocacy of the Enlightenment themes of

personal autonomy and the spirit of conquest through knowledge. In the words of his

now-famous exhortati on :

185 Max Müller, "Lecture on the Vedas," 37.
186 The best example of this is to be fowrd in Vivekananda's shofest talll before the Parliament, delivered
on September 20, 1893, in which he lambastes Christian missionaries in India for ignoring the material
needs of the Indian people ("Religion Not the Crying Need of India ," CW,vol. 1,20).
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Allow me to call you, brethren, by that sweet name-heirs of immortal bliss-yea,
the Hindu refuses to call you sinners. Ye are the Children of God, the sharers of
immortal bliss, holy and perfect beings. Ye divinities on earth-sinners! It is a sin to
call a man so; it is a standing libel on human nature. Come up, O lions, and shake off
the delusion that you are sheep; you are souls immortal, spirits free, blest and etemal;
ye are not matter, ye are not bodies; matter is your servant, not you the servant of
matter. 

187

By juxtaposing these themes, Vivekananda not-so-subtly implies that conventional

Christian theology is at odds with the progress-oriented values of modemity. (This is a

perspective which many Europeans and Americans had, by this time, also come to

shar+-hence, the perceived need for such a Parliament in the first place. That this

increasingly widespread conviction posed a dilemma for the then-active Christian

foreign-missions movement, intertrvined with the colonial expansionist project, goes

without saying.) The suggestion here is that the 'modem' individual, bent on pursuing the

mastery of the rvorld as well as of him/herself, needs to discard certain customary

doctrinal positions to fulfil these goals. Vivekananda renders arcane Vedãntic assertions

about the non-material nature of the Self and its identity with the Absolute into a very

public rhetoric invoking Cartesian dualism,l88 stressing the achievement of sovereignty

the individual over the material world. Hinduism, he implies, possesses the key that

'orthodox' Christianity lacks-a philosophy-cum-ontology that is not merely compatible

rvith the modem spirit, but which strengthens and extends it into the religious, supra-

material realm.

To summarise, in the "Paper," Vivekananda strives to paint a picture of Hinduism

that accords lvith the image that the West has constructed of itself. enlightened,

'tt "Pap"r on Hinduism," CI|/,vol. 1, 11.

'tt This position, rvhich appears very different from his refutation of mental-physical dichotomies in the
passage quoted earlier, is one example ofhis particularly difficult-to-reconcile stances, itselfsuggesting
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humanistic, scientific, rational, progressive. What he offers is not principally an

explanation of Hindu beliefs (though this element is certainly present) so much as a

defence of the truth and value of Hindu tenets-a presentation more prescriptive than

descriptive, in the final analysis. In so doing, Vivekananda presents a valourised image of

Hinduism that puts him into an ambiguous relationship wrth the Orientalist paradigm. He

cites 'the Vedas' often as the repository of the essential truths of Hinduism, but, in

asserting that by this is meant not the Vedic texts proper, but rather, a (vaguely def,rned)

collection of spiritual discoveries, Vivekananda leaves open the possibility of extricating

himself to some extent from the modem, Orientalist reconstructions, homogenisations,

and criticisms of the Hindu textual sources. However, by choosing-as he does

throughout his broader body of rvork-such sources as Patanjali's Yogasutras,the

Upanisads, and the Bhagwadgl¡¿7 as central textual pillars around which to structure his

explanations of Hinduism, Vivekananda still remains within the realm of the classical-

textual Orientalist model of religion, as well as the historical tradition of brãhminical

authority and its constructions of a normative 'Hindu dhnrma'.

If creating a unified and standardised 'Hinduism' permitted the West to compare

and critique it urfavourably, doing the same allows Vivekananda to defend and lionise

it-Hinduism is not, in essence, he argues, the'primitive' rituals and beliefs of the

masses, but the fundamental 'scientific' and 'humanistic' ideals which underlie the

human spiritual quest, and which are in perfect accord with the standards of modemity.

The image Vivekananda creates is to some degree complicit with Romantic Orientalism

in its stress on a Vedãntic essentialism rvhich locates the heart of Hindu wisdom in the

that Vivekananda's appeal to these aspects of the Westem thematic is rnore planned strategy than personal
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Upanisadic recognition of a non-material Self and the quest for r:nion ivith the

Absolute, yet diverges in its rejection of the assumption that this essential Hinduism is

necessarily passive and world-denying. For the swami, Hindus are heir to an advanced

tradition ofreligious science, guardians ofa sophisticated body ofknorvledge that the rest

of the world urgently requires.

Advaita and the Legitimation of Hinduism

Hinduism, as we have seen, finds its fullest human expression for Vivekananda in

rvhat he refers to as Vedanta. The term, when used by Vivekananda without other

qualification, generally signifies-as Thomas Mannumel describes i1-"lsort of

synthesis of the three main branches of Indian speculation: the Dvaita, the Viiistãdvaita

and the Advaita-a synthesis which is anything but conventional Hinduism... [yet] one

whose crown was undoubtedly the Advaita-Vada-"18e Vivekananda's own words would

seem to confirm Mannumel's hierarchical assessment: "The Vedanta philosophy, as it is

generally called at the present day," he explained before Harvard University's Graduate

Philosophical Society in i896, "really comprises all the various sects that now exist in

India. Thus there have been various interpretations, and to my mind they have been

progressive, beginning with the dualistic or Dvaita and ending with the non-dualistic or

Advaita-"1e0 Exactly what religious terrain is actually encomp¿ìssed by Vivekananda's

statement, "all the various sects," is not entirely clear from the text. ln the cou¡se of this

lecture he discusses only a selection ofthe saddaríanas, or'classical' philosophical

conviction.

'tn Thomas Mannumel, The Advaita of Vivekananda: An Appraisal (Madras: T. R. Publications, for Satya
Nilayam Publications, l99l), 4.
reo "The Vedanta Philosophy," CW,vol. 1,357.
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schools, making no reference to, for example, lhe bhnhi traditions (the development

of which, of course, post-dates a large share of the core Advaita literature). Further,

Vivekananda's understanding of these interpretations as aprogressiorz towards non-

duality only makes sense if read either ahistorically, or as situated within a narrative of

arced ascent and decline-for Sankara antedates, and becomes an impetus for, the

formu.lation of the other two major schools of Vedãnta into their nolv-familiar

incamations, referred to above by Mannumel. (We should observe here that synthetic

interpretations of Vedãnta's streams are not themselves unknown in the pre-colonial

Indian context; indeed, Karl H. Potter has observed that this reconciliatory perspective is

one of the dominant trends of post-Sankara Vedãntic texts, though these sources do not

necessarily adopt a hierarchical viewpoint, opting instead to eschew conflict by tolerating

ambiguity.)tet

Appreciating the status and centrality that Vivekananda ascribes to Advaita is

critical in understanding his interpretations of Vedãnta, of Hinduism as a whole, and of

religion in general. As Raychaudhuri points out, "Advaita, or non-duality as projected in

Vedãnta, is certainly a central theme in the brãhmilical tradition. But in the perceptions

of Vivekananda and his guru it transcended the limits of any particular religious or

cultural tradition."le2 Indeed, the swami, in a letter to a Muslim friend, describes his

elevated opinion of the Advaita tradition, while yet admitting its historically restricted

position:

rer 
See Karl H. Potter, Pre suppositions of India's Philosophies @nglewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,

1963),181-2.
re2 Raychaudhuri, "Swami Vivekananda's Construction of Hinduism," In Swami Vivekananda and the

A{odentization oJHinduism, ed. William Radice (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1998),2.
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word of religion and thought and the only position from which one can look upon all
religions and sects with love. I believe it is the religion of the future enlightened
humanity. The Hindus may get the credit of aniving at it earlier than other races, they
being an older race than either the Hebrew or the Arab; yet practical Advaitism,
which looks upon and behaves to all mankind as one's own soul, was never
developed among the Hindus universally.le3

The statement that Advaita is "the only position" which permits a fair and sympathetic

perspective on other religious traditions is a weighty one; in this reading, Vivekananda's

reformulation of Advaita becomes something of a privileged panopticon, the only tru-ly

legitimate hermeneutical position, from which all views are subject to critique. (Or, to

employ Bhabha's more-Foucauldian terms, "the look of surveillance retums as the

displacing gaze of the disciplined, where the observer becomes the observed.")1ea From

the perspective of the early Advaitic literature, there is nothing particularly remarkable

about this claim; yet, transplanted into the charged inter-religious landscape of the late-

nineteenth-century 'colonial global village', it clearly problematises any straightforward

interpretation of Vivekananda's so-called religious universalism, as his perspective

attributes an exclusive advantage to non-dualistic religio-philosophical viewpoints, and,

in effect, marginalises others. Perhaps even more importantly, it poses a direct challenge

to the self-declared authority of the Westem Orientalist, appropriating not merely the

right to interpret Hinduism itself, but to turn a Hindu gaze upon the West and assume the

privileged site of enunciation himself.

In his study, Mannumel has given careful consideration to the points of

philosophical agreement and divergence between Vivekananda and Sañkarãcãrya. He

concludes that, with a few exceptions, Vivekananda's presentation of Advaita is largely

'e3 "Letters," CW,vol. 6,415
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in accord u,ith that attributed to Éankara, albeit presented in a'popular' form far more

accessible to the masses. One of the important points, however, on which Vivekananda

and Sankara part company, Mannumel believes, concems the role of faith in spiritual life:

Sankara was clearly a theologian in his starting point. He like the other Vedantists of
old considered. Sruti as absolutely infallible and its authority supreme... . Thus he took
on faith the existence of God and His nature as declared to him by the Vedas. He used

reason only as an instrument in the service of faith....Vivekananda's starting point
was not so clearly fideistic. The rationalistic and empirical spirit which characterised

the close of the last [i.e., nineteenth] century was so strong in him that he appeared to

take a different course when he declared: 'l believe in thinking independently. I
believe in becoming entirely free from the holy teachers... . You have to become Ihe
Bible and not follorv iL' lCW, v. 3,451. On another occasion he said, 'Personally, I
take as much of the Vedas as agree with reason' fCW, v. 8, 255].1e5

ln identifying the strong influence of modem positivistic thinking on Vivekananda's

views of traditional authority, Mannumel has actually pointed to one of the factors rvhich

makes the swami's line of interpretation often challenging to follow-despite his ou,n

claims to the contrâry, tnu Vivekanand4 in practice, tends to accept scriptural sources

only so far he can reconcile their dicta with the conclusions of rational thought. His bold

declaration to one of his London classes in 1896 brings out this theme strongly:

Is it not tremendously blasphemous to believe against reason? What right have we not

to use the greatest grft that God has given to t¡s? I am sure God will pardon a marl

who will use his re¿ìson and cannot believe, rather than a malr who believes blindly
instead of using the faculties He has given him. He simply degrades his nature and

goes down to the level of the beasts-degrades his senses and dies. We must reason;

and when reason proves to us the truth of these prophets and great men about whom

the ancient books speak in every country, we shall believe in them.le7

reo Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture (London: Routledge, 1 994), 89.
le5 Mannumel, 157.
leu It is true that Vivekananda has elsewhere asserted that the Vedas actually and rightly encompass even

ignorance and superstition, permitting a "proper place for everything" ("The Gita [part] I," Cl4/,vol. 1,

457). However, in explaining and defending religious phenomena and ideas in his talks and writings, it is
consistently reason to which he appeals, and he frequently makes disparaging comments about what he

perceives to be the bondage of both the Indian people and the West to superstitious, irrational beliefs and

practices (albeit in different forms), speaking optimistically about the need for rational evaluation of
religious ideas.
reT "The Methods and Purpose of Religion," CIT,vol.6, 12-13.
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In these statements we see how strong rvas the need, in Vivekananda's perception, to

present a vision of a Vedãnticised Hinduism that was in accordance with the

verisimilitudes of the modem age, and which countered many of the negative qualities-

authoritarianism, idolatry, immorality, irrationality-which had been projected onto the

tableau of the Orient. One of his principal strategies in this regard, as we have already

seen, w¿rs the self-conscious framing of Hinduism in the rhetorical tradition of modemity.

In speaking of Vivekananda's epistemology, for example, Mannumel aptly articulates

Vi vekananda's pattem of di scursi ve appropri ati on :

Even if Vivekananda derived his thought from the Vedãnta and not from Kant there is
liule doubt that he clothed it in the West with expressions, which it would seem,

made it acceptable to a Westem world that had long since accepted Kant's analysis as

the last word on human knowledge and his idealistic trend as the reasonable attitude
worthy of any cultured and critical mind.le8

In fact, it would seem safe to extend Mannumel's conclusion beyond

Vivekananda's dissemination of his ideas "in the West," for similar themes appear

throughout his talks to Indian audiences as well. We must remember that even in

addressing the latter, particularly India's newly emerging Westem-educated classes,

Vivekananda was speaking to a society whose apprehension of the world had been

profoundly impacted by colonial ways of knowing the world and by the values that

accompanied them. And, hailing from a similar background himself, he was certainly

acutely aware of the characteristic outlook of the modem bhndralok Hindu. While

Hinduism is presented in his talks and writings-as it was in the work of many Westem

scholars and other Indophiles of the day-as a unified entity with essentialist foundations

in Advaitin insights, it is not, for Vivekanand4 some mystical, unchanging, esoteric
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entity, but a dynamic force, more equipped than other religions to meet the rational

and scientific challenges of the day, but yet transcending these realms of knowledge and

experience.

Scientific Spirituality and Rational Religion

Nevertheless, as Shamita Basu has observed, Vivekananda's "humanization or

secularization of the religious world-view" was accompanied by a parallel process of

"spiritualization of the rational rvorld, [of articulating] the hidden religiosity of all

scientific and rational world-views."lee For example, in his British lecture "Reason and

Religion," this theme is manifest distinctly:

To my mind, if modern science is proving anything again and again, it is this, that we
are one-mentally, spiritually, and physically... . The matter that is in my body may
have been in yours a few years ago, or in the sun, or may have been the matter in a
plant, and so on, in a continuous state of flur. What is meant by your body and my
body? It is the oneness of the body. So with thought. It is an ocean of thought, one

infinite mass, in which your mind and my mind are like whirlpools. Are you not
seeing the effect now, how my thoughts are entering into yours, and yours into mine?
The whole of our lives is one; we are one, even in thought. Coming to a still further
generalisation, the essence of matter and thought is their potentiality of spirit, this is
the unity from which all have come, and that must essentially be one. We are

absolutely one; we are physically one, we are mentally one, and as spirit, it goes

without saying, that we ¿re one, if we believe in spirit at all. This oneness is the one
fact that is being proved every day by modem science. ... That is exactly the teaching
of the Advaita, about which I am lecturing to you. The Self is the essence of this
universe, the essence of all souls; He is the essence of your own life, nay, 'Thou ate
That'. You a¡e one with this universe.2O0

It is notable how much Vivekananda's language in this passage mirrors the sentiments of

some of his Westem contemporaries, particularly Emst Haeckel (1834-1919), a

prominent German zoologist and philosopher whose 'Monist' system of thought posited a

re8 Mannumel, 31.
ree Basu, 78.

'oo "Reason and Religion," CI|/,vo|. 1"373-4.
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unity of matter and spirit, and who often articulated his ideas in terms more scientific

than conventionally religious. Yet, by approaching Advaita as a scientifically compatible

worldview that nevertheless transcends conventional empirical and rational boundaries,

Vivekananda asserts that it is the discursive ground of Vedãnta, rather than of Westem

science and modemity, which actually commands the dominant position. While this

nught appear to be incongruous with his comments, above, regarding the elevation of

reason above belief, there is ground for reconciliation in Vivekananda's appeal to what

rve might somewhat-oxymoronically brand a'transcendent empiricism'-the application

of the experimental approach to the verification of those religious truths considered to be

inaccessible to the senses. In his introduction to the Yogasutras, Vivekananda explains:

It is clear that all the religions of the world have been built upon that one universal
and adamantine foundation of all our knowledge-direct experience. The teachers all
saw God; they all saw their own souls, they saw their future, they saw their etemity,
and what they saw they preached. ...If there has been one experience in this world in
any particular branch of knowledge, it absolutely follows that that experience has
been possible millions of times before, and rvill be repeated etemally. Uniformity is
the rigorous law of nature; what once happened can happen always.

The teachers of the science of Yog4 therefore, declare that religion is not only
based upon the experience of ancient times, but that no man can be religious until he
has the same perceptions himself. Yoga is the science which teaches us how to get
these perceptions.20t

As van der Veer observes, in Vivekananda's writings and speeches, 'Yoga was now

made into the unifuing sign of the Indian nation. [and] legitimized as a scientific

tradition in terms of rational cnteria."2j2 The above-quoted passage is typical of

Vivekananda's invocation of science to portray ancient Indian religious theories as

compatible with the epistemologies of modemity, atheme that is very prominent

throughout his discourse and vital to his rhetorical strategy.

'o' "Ra¡a-Yoga: Int¡oductory," CW, vol. 1, 126-7
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Repeatedly and emphatically throughout his work, Vivekananda makes

reference to the ways in which he understands Hinduism to be in accord with scientific

thinking and the ideas arrived at thereby. In his "Paper on Hinduism," for example, he

seems to harbour no doubts about the compatibility of the two: "Manifestation, and not

creation, is the word of science today, and the Hindu is only glad that what he has been

cherishing in his bosom for ages is going to be taught in more forcible language, and with

further light from the latest conclusions of science."203 This unreserved declaration of the

concordance of Hinduism and science is significant, for the question of the relationship

betrveen modem scientific discoveries and traditional Christian doctrines was among the

most important and contentious issues within the Westem intellectual milieu of

Vivekananda's day, with many Christians fearing that widespread loss of religious faith

\¡,as to be an inevitable consequence of the 'scientific age'.

Speaking before Westem audiences (and even sectors of the educated and

'sectilarised' Indian public), Vivekanand4 aware of the ambiguity surrounding the

position and status of religion in modem society, does not merely explain his perspective

on the nature and origin of religion, but seeks to defend the very need for religion in the

first place. 'The Necessity of Religion', as he entitled one of his 1896 public lectures in

London, could not anymore be considered a given in the educated and cosmopolitan

circles of nineteenth-century European society, Britain included. With modem thinkers

further pushing the Kantian legacy of religion's confinement to increasingly restricted

spheres of life and thought, Westem post-Enlightenment societies were placing

increasing emphasis on the betterment of humanity through science and reason, and were

?02 van der Yeer,73-4.
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further defining themselves against the images of the superstitious and irrational

Orient which they had constructed.

That an 'Orienlal', and a 'Hindoo mystic' at that, would endorse the value of

religion would likely come as a surprise to no one among his Westem audiences; after all,

'the East' was popularly understood to be a place in which hoary, little-changed

'tradition' had held s'il'ay from time immemorial.20a However, Vivekananda employs the

same analytical cnteria of science and reasoning that was coÍunonly used to discormt the

role of religion by the 'modems' to not only uphold religion's value, but to situate

Advarta Vedãnta as the model of a religion that "can satisfy the demands of the scientific

world."2o5

In brief, his line of argumentation runs thusly20ó: The modem world and its spirit of

reason and science make belief purely on the basis of texts or ecclesiastical authority no

longer tenable. Any religion that survives investigation through the methods of science

and reason will be strengthened; any that does not, has no value. Reason-which is

defined by Vivekananda as the effort "to apply the discoveries of secular knowledge to

religion"2O7-should employ trvo principles: (1) that the particular should be explainable

by the general, and, ultimately. the ruriversal, and (2), that the explanation must come

from within the phenomenon, not from extemal sources, and, further, that this latter

principle is most manifest in an evolutionary pattem of development, as evolution

'o' "Paper on Hinduism," CI4/,vol. 1, 15.
2oa 

See Inder¡ l3l-4.
tot "Reason and Religion," Ctr|¡, vol. 1 , 37 4.
206 

See ibid., 366-82.

'o'[bid.,369.
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presuîes that "every effect is a reproduction of a preceding cause,"208 without appeal

to outside agents.

Taking these principles as criteria by which religion can be evaluated, Advaita "can

stand the test of modem reasoning,"2Oe according to Vivekananda. This is because, in the

first place, the essence of the Adl,aitin view of the universal Reality is not a Personal

God-subject to ephemeral, relative, anthropogenic notions of 'good' and 'evil'-but the

unchangeable Absolute (which can yet encompass a Personal God, for the benefit of

human limitations), that brings strength to the u'orshipper through the conviction of his or

her own oneness rvith all.210 Further, he asserts, Advaita Vedãnta satisfies the second

principle also, in that the all-encompassingbrahman serves to unify all causes and effects

into a single unit, without requiring (or, indeed, even acknowledging) a reality outside of

Itself to account for any given pheno-ena.ttt

Especially interesting here is Vivekananda's understanding and application of the

concept of 'reason' itself, which rve have briefly touched upon above. Jitendra Nath

Mohanty, a noted scholar of Indian philosophy, has argued that there is no Sanskrit

synonym for reason as it has been historicaìly understood in the West;212 while other

authors have pointed out that there is much within Indian philosophy, especially Nyãya-

Vaiíesiknsources, that approximates or overlaps Westem concepts of rationality.2I3

Regardless, as Vivekananda's perceived need to offer a definition of the term intimates,

'o'rbid.,372.
'on rbid.,376.
"o rbid.,37i.
"'rbid,,374.
2r2 Jitendra Nath Mohanty, Reason and Thought in Indian Tradition: An Essay on the Nature of Indian
Philosophical Thinking (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1 992), 269.
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'reason' has never possessed a single, clear. universally agreed-upon meaning, even

though it has resided at the heart of Western epistemology since the Enlightenment.2ra

This flexibility allows Vivekananda to appropriate the term on grounds that concur with

his needs and priorities. While his contextually specific definition of reason rvould not

itself be likely to raise protest from many quarters, his pair of (implicitly universal)

principles are themselves particularly suited to establishing the supremacy of Advait4 as

he subsequently demonstrates. This is not, of course, to say thatthese principles are

fabrications that have no grounding in established discourses on reason and rationality,

nor that they do not accord rvith contemporary scientific paradigms. However, his

selection of these out of ahost of competing constructions of rationality firmly situates

reason as an aid to his missionary project.

In explaining his positive evaluation ofreason before a London audience in 1896,

Vivekananda declares:

It is better that mankind should become atheist by following reason than blindly
believe in two ht¡ndred millions of gods on the authority of anybody. What we want is
progress, development, realisation... . The glory of man is that he is a thinking being.
It is the nature of man to think and therein he differs from animals. I believe in reason

and follow reason having seen enough of the evils of authority, for I was bom in a
country where they have gone to the extreme of authority.2rs

To a significant extent, Vivekana¡rda's perspective, as expressed in this statement, seems

to support the Westem evaluation of India as authoritarian, irrational, superstitious and

"'Fo, a discussion ofthe nature ofreason in classical Indian philosophy, see Jonardon Ganeri, "Hinduism
and the Proper Work of Reason," in The Blaclauell Companion ro Hinduism, ed. Gerald Flood (Oxford:
Blackwell Publishers, 2003), 41 1 - 43 -

2ra A discussion ofreason and rationality in historical perspective, with especial reference to the study of
religior¡ has been authored by anthropologist Paul Stoller; see Stoller's article, "Rationality," tnCritical
Tetms, ed- Taylor, 239-55.
2 I 5 "Practical Vedanta: Part III," CW, v o1. 2, 336.
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unprogressive. But, yet, as has been suggested, if he viewed India as the site of the

greatest inationality, it was also, in his mind, the source of its antithesis:

The monistic theory lAù,aitavãdal has this merit that it is the most rational of all the
religious theories that we can conceive of. Every other theory, every conception of
God which is partial and little and personal is not rational. And yet monism has this
grandeur that it embraces all these partial conceptions of God as being necessary for
many. Some people say that this personal explanation is irrational. But it is consoling;
they want a consoling religion and rve understand that it is necessary for them. The
clear light of truth very few in this life can bear, much less live up to.2r6

In making these statements, Vivekananda is actually doing several significant things. He

clearly expresses some degree of agreement with the established Orientalist dichotomy

between the 'great' monistic philosophical school and the 'little' polytheistic traditions of

the masses, echoing the familia¡ binary evaluations: reason/authority;

progress/stagnation, human/animal(-istic). Yet, by advancing a perspective that identifies

the epitome of rational thought with Advait42rT Vivekananda salvages at least part of the

Hindu tradition (the penultimate part, in his vielv) from the Westem representation of

Hinduism as irrational, and appropriates something of the 'epistemic privilege' associated

with reason in modem European discursive traditions. In fact, his articulation of

Advaita's rationality actually interrogates the presumed supremacy of European science

and secula¡ philosophy-for he suggests that it responds most fully and satisfactorily to

the fundamental drive of the rational subject to discover universal, intemal explanatory

principles for phenomena. Further, Vivekananda is also maÌ<ing a thinly veiled criticism

of traditional Christian theological conceptions of God, rvhich, historically, have been

predominantly personal, not monistic. To say that Advaita possesses the key to the "clear

ttu Ibid., 337.
ttt The lectr¡re which follows,'?ractical Vedanta IV," clarifies that Vivekananda is indeed equating what
he describes here as "the monistic theory" with Advaita Vedãnta; see CI4t, vol. 2, 341 -58.
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light of truth," while implying that upholding a personal deity as the Supreme is the

mark of "a consoling religion," is a weighty jab atHinduism's Christian criÏics.2rs

If reason is essential for religion, however, it is nevertheless limited in some

significant ways, Vivekananda maintains. Commenting on a p¿ìssage from Patañjali's

Yogasutraite in Ra¡a-Yoga, he explains:

I cannot see God with my eyes, nor can I touch Him with my hands, and u'e also

know that neither can we reason beyond the senses. Reason leaves us at a point quite

indecisive, we may reason all our lives, as the world has been doing for thousands of
years, and the result is that we find we are incompetent to prove or disprove the facts

of religion. What we perceive directly we take as the basis, and upon that basis we

reason. So it is obvious that reasoning has to run within these bounds of perception. It
can never go beyond. The whole scope ofrealisation, therefore, is beyond sense-

perception. TheYogis say that man can go beyond his direct sense-perception, and

beyond his reason also.... By the practice of Yoga that power is aroused, and then

man transcends the ordinary limits of reason, and directly perceives things which are

beyond all reason.22o

The notion that reason-here he is equating it with Pãtañjala-Yoga's annntuna,

'inference', implying that reason as the West understands it has a long-established history

of its own in Indian philosophy-is constrained by the Iimits of perception is not a novel

criticism of the Cartesian paradigm, even within Westem thought. But Vivekananda's

identification of the methods of 'Yoga' as the key to transcending these limitations

introduces a distinctly Indian perspective into the debate, one which continues his

exaltation of selected Hindu traditions as exemplars of the West's own professed

intellectual values. For, if colonial ard Orientalist discourses exalt Westem concepts of

'tt Th" fact that such a position would seem to also disparage the devotional orientation ofhis own guru's

faith, which Vivekananda undoubtedly respected, suggests that the intensity of the rhetoric which he

employs here is, again, somewhat'strategic' in aim and intent.
zte YogasÌitras, I.49-50: lrutõnumanaprajííãbþãmanyavisaya visesarthatvat I tajjah samskaro
'nyasamkãrapratibandhl l Vivekananda's translation reads, "The knowledge that is gained from testimony
and inference is about common objects. That from the Samadhi just mentioned [in the preceding verses] is

of a much higher order, being able to penetrate r¡ihere inference and testinrony caffìot go." (CW, vol. 1,

231.)
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'Yoga', can lead the mind one step above-continuing the theme of ever-onu,ard

progress that the modem West has espoused. The existing hierarchy of reason over

authority is maintained, yet an additional level, which is in the possession of Hindu

hands, is made the pinnacle.

The comments above also come closer to synchronising Vivekananda's and

Ramakrishna's perspectives on re¿ìson than do the explanations of the formelivhich were

cited earlier. In the Kathantrta, Ramakrishna is frequently recorded as advising certain of

his disciples, "Don't reason fvicara,literally, 'debate'] anymore,"22l apparently fearing it

would retard or divert their spiritual progress. Though Vivekananda rarely spoke

specifically in his public discourses of Ramakrishna's expressed views on the limits and

hazards of reasoning, there is a reference to this reason/faith conflict among

Ramakrishna's disciples in a recollected conversation between Vivekananda and

Sharatchandra Chakravarfy in 7897 .222In this case, Vivekananda reportedly accounts for

the discrepancy by describing both views as different-yet-valid standpoints, one referring

to "mode of spiritual life in which one has to realise the Truth through the pursuit of

scriptural learning"223 and the other to "a [higher] stage of spiritual life where all

reasonings are hushed."224 As few persons are, the swami believes, of this latter spiritual

echelon, one should hesitate to discard study and reasoning, as, for most persons, it is "by

constant reflection [that] the intellect will become clear, and then only can Brahman be

220 "Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms," CW,vol. 1,232-3.
22t Gospel oJSri Ramakrishna,Trans. SwamiNikhilananda (Madra: Sri Ramakrishna Math, n.d.),377.
ttt "Conversations and Dialogues (From the Diary of a Disciple)," dialogue IX, CW, vol. 6, 495-503.
t" Ibid.,502.

"'Ibid.,50l.
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Theosophist contemporaries, who laid great stress upon study and reflection, as well as

ethical living, as keys to spiritual advancement.)

Vivekanand4 then, does not seek to bolster the positions and status of religion by

contesting the importance of science and/or reason as such, or by questioning their

applicability to the Indian context (as did, for example, the early twentieth-century

French philosopher Lucien Lévy-Bruhl, who posited that a'prelogical' or 'mystical'

mentaJity, distinct from European rationality, was predominant in non-Westem

societies).226 Instead, he takes a universalistic approach to rationality, accepting the

validity of the yardsticks set by the modem discourses of science and reason, even for the

realm of spiritual matters, up to a point. Beyond the traditional limits of reason, however,

he creates a site in u'hich Indian religious traditions are represented as functioning as

supplementary investigative strategies along the lines of Westem scientific and

philosophical inquiry. This median position also helps Vivekananda to negotiate what

Chatterjee has identified as the ambivalent view of reason held by many Bengalis,

particularly the urban middle class, during the nineteenth century, in which the

"invariable implication it canied of the historical necessity of colonial rule and its

condemnation of indigenous culture as the storehouse of unreason ... made the discourse

of Reason oppressive."227 Specifically, Vivekananda's elevation of an Indian-rooted

epistemology ('Yoga') above that which was regarded as characteristically and

inextricably 'Westem' ('Reason')-and, yet, the integration of both into a single,

"t lbid.
226 

See Panl Stoller, "Rationality," tn Criti cal Term s, ed. T aylor, 241

'2' Charle¡ee,The Nation and lts Fragments,55.
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coherent worldvierv-provided some confidence to Indians faced with what

increasingly appeared to be the inevitable victory of this latter 'foreign' element over

indigenous epistemologies, and assuaged their fears conceming that which was perceived

to be, simultaneously, an agent of liberation and subordination.

Granted, Vivekananda's approach-stressing certain, primarily brãhmilical, strands

of Hindu tradition, while discounting others-does not fully acknowledge the pluality of

Hindu religio-philosophical positions on the ultimate natue of God or the absoluteness of

moral principles. The significance of this lvith respect to the consideration of popular

Indian religiosity should not be discounted; Vivekananda constructs a clear hierarchy,

which assigns theistic Hinduism an unfavourable position, though still claiming to

embrace it within the 'lower', dualistic Vedãnta traditions. Vivekananda does, however,

make strategic use of his interpretation of indigenous Indian worldviews to reassess

Westem assumptions of superiority, and privileges the former above the latter in his

implicit, reordered hierarchy. For although Vivekananda upholds the value of these

European discourses as instruments, it is the Orient, normally the object of the Occident's

critique, that norv becomes the subject in possession of the unique lens-The Advaitavãda

and its allied 'Yogic' methods-required to evaluate phenomena fully and conectly. The

Advaitic approach further opens up the possibility of multiple, valid realities (relatively

speaking, at least) rvithin the spheres of religion, ethics, and culture, something which the

binary structures imposed by colonial discourses generally do not. Therefore, while

Vivekananda's perspective maintains lhe façade established by these Enlightenment

pattems of thought, he is, in fact, altering it from within. This seems a particularly clever

move, when one considers that outright dismissal of a framework then rurcritically
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accepted as norïnative would probably not easily win over his Westem audiences. His

perspective would more likely have been viewed as an exotic peculiarity rather than a

legitimate intellectual proposal, had it not offered some firm bond u'ith the existing

cognitive assumptions that characterised the Westem thematic. The concepts of science

and reason, and the authority with rvhich they had already been imbued by modemist

discourses, thus become tools for Vivekananda's attribution of an authoritative and

critical voice to Hinduism.

An Advaita þr the Masses: Vedãntic Ethics and Social Action

Science and reason were not, however, the only grounds upon which nineteenth-

century Hindus perceived themselves as challenged-even assailed-by the West's

discourses and activities. Ethics and morality were a significant sile of contestation and

critique, with both Christian and secular thinkers often characterising Indian religions as

negligent of moral reformation of the individual as well as lacking in fratemal concem

for the 'downtrodd en' .228 (Indeed, Hinduism's dicta and practices were often saddled

with the blame for these very problems, accused of adding, in Rev. William Ward's vivid

language, "an overwhelming force to the evil influences to which men are exposed, and

rais[ing] into a horrid flame all the impure and diabolical passions which rage in the

human heart.")22e The contemporary Protestant 'social Gospel' movement had instilled

in many a conviction that reformation of reprobates and betterment of the socially

disadvantaged were divine mandates for Christians, and the perception that-as far as

228 pennington has dealt with this Westem/Christian apprehension throughottl Was Hinduism Invented?; see

especially chap. 3: 'scarcely Less Bloody than Lascivious', 59-l 00.
ttf Wiiliá*Ward, I ViewoftheHistory,Lite¡'ature,andMythologyoJtheHindoosÍ18221,vo1. I @ort
Washington, N.Y.: Kennikat Press, 1970),296-
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could be judged from missionary accounts-this impulse was utterly lacking in Hindu

society only strengthened the belief that Christian evangelism wæ sorely needed in

India.230 Further, colonial authorities were fond of appealing to the supposed lack of

moral consciousness, and consequent 'lawlessness', among Hindu Indians (a quality

commonly interpreted as a racial characteristic, as we shall see in subsequent chapters) to

justifu their continued rule over the subcontinent and its peoples.2tt

Vivekananda had surely encountered such criticisms himself even relatively early in

life, not only through his acquaintance with Christian literature and missionaries, but via

the debates within the Indian movements-particularly the Brahmo Samãj-which had

arisen partly in response to such challenges. The Samãj's strong social-action mandate

seems to have sat uneasily for some time in Vivekananda's mind, contrasted against

Ramakrishna's admonitions that personal spiritual realisation, and not "charity and doing

good to others,"23z should be the chief aim of a religious aspirant's life. Ultimately,

Vivekananda developed a perspective that, though rooted in Advaita Vedãnta, sought to

reconcile and synthesise both world-focused and inwardlooking approaches;yet, so

doing necessitated the negotiation of 'tradition' and modemity in creative ways'

Vivekananda's construction of Vedãnta as a'mass philosophy'that could be

utilised not merely for personal tra¡rsformation but also employed as a catalyst for social

,to This thirst for evangelisation among certain sections of the British Christian public was the cause of

much ongoing discord within the East India Company and, subsequently, the fledgling British government

in Inclia, iothif which maintained official policies of 'religious non-interference' for pragmatic reasons.
,,t V/iilíam Wa¡d, in the Preface to his famãus early nineteenth-cenhrry, three-volume tome on the Hindus,

colnmences thusly: "It mr¡st have been to accomplish some very important moral changes in the Eastem

world, that so vast an empire as is comprized [sic] in British India, containing nearly One Hundred Millions

of people, should have been placed under the dominjon of one of the smallest portions of the civilized

*oìl¿, an¿ that at the other eitremity of the globe. . . . Great Britain is the only country upon eafl¡ from

which the intellectual and moral improvement of India could have been expected." (Ward, vol. 1, xvii.)
232 Gospel of Sri Ramakrishtta,615.
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change meant the introduction of another distinction between his own approach and

that espoused by the mainstream historical Advaita sources. One need only consider

Sankara's own careful confinement of non-dualistic knowledge to selected advanced,

male, brahmin pupils, to understand just how notable an act Vivekananda's transglobal

'publicisation' of Advaita actually was. Further, his advocacy of this form of Vedãnta as

an instrument for morally oriented action in the world constituted a significant

philosophical reorientation that has since become a characteristic feature of most modem

'neo-Vedãnla' movements.

yet, in attempting to rurderstand the genesis of Vivekananda's perspective in this

regard, we must be wary of limiting and stereotyping Advaita based upon the Orientalist

infatuation with Sankara's variety thereof and its subsequent brãhminical textual

expressions. The unconventionality of Vivekananda's Advaita may in part be explained'

as Basu has suggested, by approaching it not from the perspective of Sañkara's lineage

(from which Vivekananda was technically excluded on account of his non-brahmin

origins), but from that of Ramakrishna's tantrically oriented non-dualism't" Walte'

Neeval, in his incisive study of Ramakrishna's religiosity, argues that Vivekananda's

approach to Vedãnta philosophy is more strongly rooted in Ramakrishna's teachings than

is generally acknowledged by scholars, and that he was deeply indebted to his guru as an

"extra-Sañkarite but traditionally Hindu source of a monist understanding that was

dynamic and life-aff,irming."234 Through an increased emphasis upon approaching all

phenomena as brahman rather than focusing more starkly on representations of the

world as nxaya,Vivekananda creates a space in which social action becomes, by its very

233 Basu, 76.
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nature, religious performance. Situating the swami's 'worldly Advaita' in a context

that acknowledges and incorporates the egalitarian spirit of the bhahi traditions, we can

perhaps better r¡nderstand his coalescence of these unlikely partners into an system which

appealed to Saùkara's prestige and authority, and yet changed the emphasis to "views that

in varying degrees divinize man and the world and set forth a monistic basis for ethical

.. -235aclron.

It is clear from Vivekananda's work that his ethical thought, though not presented

in the systematic manner of a moral philosopher, is deeply intertrvined with his

conviction thal all beings are parts of the same ontological Reality, afact rvhich finds

repeated expression in his discourse through the rhetoric of"universal brotherhood'"236

(Though a convenient and appealing phrase, vivekananda himself admits its limitations,

preferring the non-dualistic accuracy of "uriversal oneness'")"t At Indian philosopher

Tirthanath Bandyopadhyay has indicated, from the standpoint of Vivekananda's Advait4

this brotherhood "is a reality not to be achieved but to be grasped"z38-¡'"', it is an

already-existent truth, requiring realisation and, subsequently, concrete expression'

Vivekananda,s own comments lend credence to Bandyopadhyay's assessment; the swami

himself explains that "all that we call ethics and morality and doing good to others is also

but the manifestation of this oneness" (italics added).z3e This perspective imparts to the

rhetoric of .brotherhood' a somewhat different meaning than it had acquired in the

234 Neeval, quoted in ibid.
,r5 Ibid.
,,u foi"*u*ple, "The Way to the Realisation of a Universal Religion," CW, vol' 2,367', "The Problem of

Modern India and Its Solution," CW,vol' 4,401'
237 "Is Vedanta the Futrue Religion?" CW,vol' 8,129'
238 Tirthanath Bandyopadhyay, "Vivekananda's Notion of Morality: A Reconst¡uctioru" In 19't' Centuty

rn"røt in Bengal, ed.ruíyu" sengupta and Ti¡thanath Bandyopadhyay (Allied Publishers & Jadavpw

University, 1998),71-
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various orthodox Christian ethical discourses of the day, the latter principally

associating it with a perception of rurity with (only) one's fellow believers ("one in

Christ"), or, more ambitiously, of the association of all (but only) human beings tmder the

patemal 'Fatherhood of God'.2a0 Vivekananda asserts, though, that it is the Vedãnta

philosophy that has exposed the true, deeper basis of ethics:

Taoists, Confucianists, Buddhists, Hindus, Jews, Mohammedans, Christians, and

Zoroastrians, all preached the golden rule and in almost the same words; but only the

Hindus have givén the rationale, because they saw the reason: Man must love others

because thosJ others are himself. There is but One.2ar

Vivekananda here chalks out for Hinduism-in its Advaitin form-a site of

hermeneutical privilege because of what he asserts is its ability to explicate the

connection between what he posits is a universal moral principle and the fundamental

condition of reality in which that principle is rooted (even if unrecognised). Thus

morality. for Vivekananda, stems inextricably from a condition of Reality, be that

directly perceived (asby jvanntttktas), explicitly acknowledged (by Advaitins), or merely

intuitively sensed (by non-Hindus, he suggests)'

As we have already mentioned, the power embedded within Westem discourses of

personal and social improvement, and their deployment by both Christian critics and

colonial authorities as a means of discrediting Hinduism as a sound moral agent and a

viable socio-political force, were important sources of motivation for the construction of

23e '<The Spirit and Influence of Vedanta," CW,vol. 1,389-
,oo The tanguag" of nineteenth-century Christian tracts aimed at Hindus dehnitely suggests a strongly
.dualistic, undãrsunding of the human-God relationship. For example: "A child should love, honour, and

obey his earthly father; a subject should respect his rightfr.rl king, render to him hisjust service, and obey

his laws. God stands to us in-both relations. . . . He is the rightful Lord of the universe which He has created

His laws are holy, just, and good. To worship any other than Himself, is rebellion' To ascribe to Him

human vices, is to be guitty ãf Utasphemy" (Caldwell, and others, Christianity Explained to a Hindu, ot,

Christianity and Hiniuism Compared [Madras: Christian Literature Society, 1893], 24-5).
2ar "Inspired Talks," CW, vol. 7, 96.
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aHindu 'social Gospel' by Indian thinkers of Vivekananda's time. Certainly,

religiously motivated social welfare activities were not by any means unknown in Indian

history-for instance, the construcTion of dhannaíalas for pilgrims by Hindu benefactors,

Buddhists' establishment of hospitals for humans and animals, the creation of langars

(commurity kitchens) by Sikn groups, and the offering of food, clothing, and other

chantable gtfts (dana) by householders to religious mendicants of all faiths and sects.

Horvever, the marrying of a candidly Advaitin perspective with a strong social-

improvement mandate seems to have little precedent in pre-modern Hindu thought. As

Karl Potter has argued, pre-colonial Vedãntic sources do not stress personal or social

altruism specifically as a counter to aha¡ikara, the often-used English translation

'egoism' gives the term a Westemised psychological meaning-and thus an implicit

philanthropic remedy-not generally found in the term's earlier metaphysical

interpretations.'o'I-portantly, by structuring his socially oriented ethics around an

Advaitic core, Vivekananda is able, concurrently, to align himself with an authoritative

and fertile indigenous religious tradition and to courter Orientalism's construction of

Hinduism as essentially 'world-denying' and amoral in its approach to life. (It is worth

observing here that, given the binary structure that characterised conventional Westem

ethical discourses, the label amoral was really little more than a rhetorical artifice, which

generally amounted to immoral.)

The method by rvhich Vivekananda went about constructing a positive Vedãntic

ethic can be better urderstood through considering his contestations ofless-favourable

representations of Hindu morality. As mentioned, in the sphere of ethical theory-itself a

2a2 KarlH.PotTer,Presuppositions of India's Philosophies (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1991),254.
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Westem division of human culture which was subsequently discursively

universalised-Hindu beliefs have often been subject to etic criticism on account of their

supposed moral relativity, as u'ell as their soJabelled 'negative' approach to ethical

action (contrasted against a normative model of Judeo-Christian socially oriented moral

imperatives, of course). Frequently, these condemnations have centred upon claims of the

superiority and ruriqueness of Jesus as a moral exemplar and teacher. Consider, for

example, the Madras Christian Literature Society's 1893 publication entitled Christianity

Explained to a Hindu, or, Christianity and Hinduism Compared, in which the authors

contrast one of their preferred targets, Krsna, with Christ:

Krishna's life on earth, as given in the Bhagavata Puran4 cannot be said to have been
for the 'establishment of piety', it rvas rather for the encouragement of vice. Very
different was the conduct of the Christian Incamation. He came also-not for the
destruction of sinners-but to save them.2a3

Else*,here, Bishop Robert Caldwell, a tum-of-the-century missionary to south Indi4

bluntly declares, "The stories related of Krishna's life do more than anything else to

destroy the morals and corrupt the imagination of the Hindu youth."244

From a Hindu perspective, trvo obvious avenues of contestation of these arguments

were: (1) to criticise the exalted views of Christians regarding Christ, or (2) to claim for

Ihe avataras a moral status akin to that of Jesus. Although some nineteenth-century

Hindu thinkers opted for the first approach,2as Vivekananda-who often proclaimed his

'o'Bishop Caldrvell and others, Christianity Explained to a Hindu: Or, Christianity and Hinduism
Compared,2nd ed. (Madras: The Ch¡istian Literature Society, 1893), 33.
2aa 

Quoted in John A. Sharrock, Hinduism: Ancient and Mode¡n: Viewed in the Light of the Incamation
(Aberdeen: the University Press, 1913), 198.

"' On" such person was a Maratha, Narayan Rao, who, in the early nineteenth century, composed a

treatise, Svadeíadharnnbhinúni, in which he claims the New Testament portrays Jesus as a powerless
figure, who is responsible for the mass-murder of infants by Herod, and thus cannot "be either the Son of
God, or bear any relation to God whatever." Quoted in Sita Ram Goel, History of Hindu-Christian
Encountet's (NewDelhi: Voice of India, 1989),46.
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great esteem for Christ-chose the second, making claims for the ethically

paradigmatic nature of the behaviour of Krsna, as well as Rãma, Buddha, and other

divine figures from Indian history.

Yet, the perceived need, on the part of Vivekananda and others, to defend the

¿n¡ataras as paraJleling (or even surpassing) Jesus as a moral model required a

refashioning of traditional understandings of the nature and role of divine incamations in

relation to Hindu ethics. In particular, the assumption of the missionaries that an

incamation need be fitting not only of worship but also of emulation is not necessarily

bome out by pre-colonial indigenous Indian hermeneutics. Arguably, many of the acts

attributed to the deities in the 'Epics', Ihe Puranas, and even the more-recent devotional

texts rvould indeed be considered anything but morally acceptable ifjudged according to

formal Hindu codes of conduct such as those expressed in the iãstric literature.2a6

H olever, the conv enti onal Hindu all otment of different-ev en dispar ale-svadhar ma s,

or pattems of prescribed behaviour, to persons according Iovartta, gender, community,

occupation, and stage of life, has generally comfortably acknowledged unique and

incomparable roles for divine manifestations as well, which need not coincide with

human ones. One of the clearest and authoritative mandates for this view is found in the

Bhcigtwata Purana, where the legendary sage Sukadeva defends &gla's amorous acts

with the gopls, but also offers a stem waming: "One who is not the Lord (tívara) should

never, even in thought, perform such deeds; if, out of folly, he behaves in this way, he

rvill be destroyed, just as would a person who drinks deadly poison, if he is other than

206 Indeed, texts such as The Manusmrfí a¡e oftentimes quite strict and exacting in their declination of
permissible behaviour and of suitable reprimand for infractions.
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Siva."zai In addition to this standpoint, fhe bhakti traditions can also lay claim to a

long-standing, sophisticated tradition of symbollc interpretation of avatãric deeds (for

example, the stress placed by the Gaudryã Vaiinava tradition upon the erotic dalliance of

Rãdhã and Krsna as a metaphor for the relationship between the human soul and God),

thus, even for the most 'orthodox' of Hindus, the events of ascribed to the divine 1¡7¿

need not be urderstood literally.

Vivekananda, however, does appear to propound the view hhat avatãra.r may-even

should-be approached as religio-ethical models: "Every one of these Incamations came

as a living illustration of what they came to preach. Krishna, the preacher of the Git4 was

all his life the embodiment of the Song Celestial; he was the great illustration of non-

attachment."248 At the same time, though, he acknowledges that the lives of all great

spiritual personages (including Jesus) have undergone at least some degree of

modification and mythologisation. Speaking again of Krsla, Vivekananda (recorded in

fragmented notes) states:

Some believe that (the rvorship of K¡ishna grew out of) the old sur worship. There
seem to be several Krishnas: one was mentioned in the Upanishads, another was king,
another a general. All have been lumped into one K¡ishna. It does not matter much.
The fact is, some individual comes who is unique in spirituality. Then all sorts of
legends are invented around him. But, all the Bibles and stories which come to be cast
upon this one person have to be recast in (the mould oÐ his character. All the stories
of the New Testament have to be modelled upon the accepted life (and) character of
Christ.... In all of the Indian stories about Buddha the one central note of that whole
life is kept up-sacrifice for others.2ae

)¿1'"' n ai t a t s anñc ar ejj ã t u t nan as ã' p i hyanllva rah ll

vinadyatyãcaranrnaudhyãdyathã rudrobdhijam visam ll (Srïmadbhãgavatatnahapuranam fDelhi: Nag
Publishers, 19871, skandha I 0, chap. 33, verse 3 1 [vol. 3, page I 09].)
248 <cThe Sages of India," CØ/,vol.3,256.
ton "K.ishna,- CI4t, vol. I , 438-9.It is worth remarking here upon Vivekananda's essentialised reading of
Indian religious figures in this instance. In likening trksna and Buddha to Christ in the above regard, he
paints a homogenised picture ("inlo one Krishna", "a//... stories about Buddha") that neglects or occludes
localised narrative traditions, regional variatiors in representation, and sectarian interpretations ofthei¡
lives and import (not to mention his very 'Christ-like' portrayal of the Buddha as the model of self-
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Though asserting that such 'supplementary' tales generally follow the figure's 'essential'

character as such has come to be widely accepted, Vivekananda's comments on the

formation of divine mythology do clearly give leeway for the dismissal-as legendary

accretions-of aspects of these characters which do not accord with accepted, modem

conceptions of ethical conduct. "There may be many historical discrepancies, there may

be interpolations in the life of Krishn4" he acknowledges; "all these things may be true,

but, at the same time, there must have been a basis, a foundation for this new and

tremen dous departure [from pri or reli gi ous teachings]. "2s0

Yet for all the inspiration which an aspirant may derive from such figures,

Vivekananda maintains that morality must ultimately transcend anthropical

manifestations and other limited conceptions. During the course of an 1896 lecture in

London, Vivekananda appeals to familiar Westem philosophical territory, yet with a

Veclãntic twist. He explains, alluding to Platonic conjecture:

None of us have yet seen an 'Ideal Human Being', and yet we are told to believe in it.
None of us have yet seen an ideally perfect man, and yet rvithout that ideal we cannot

progress. Thus, this one fact stands out from all these different religions, that there is

an Ideal Unit Abstraction, which is put before us, either in the form of a Person or an

Impersonal Being, or a Law, or a Presence, or an Essence. We are always struggling
to raise ourselves up to that ideal... . To manifest the hrfinite through the finite is

impossible, and sooner or later, man leams to give up the attempt to express the

Infinite through the finite. This giving up, this renunciation of the attempt, is the

background of ethics. Renunciation is the very basis upon which ethics stands. There

never was an eùical code preached which had not renunciation for its basis.25r

Thus, for Vivekanand4 ethics-though they may be linked with a prototypical deity, or

human sage, or even non-anthropomorphic embodiment or representation of universal

sacrifìce). Note, too, that in this passage, Vivekananda rejects the first-mentioned position-that Hindu

deities like Krsna are entirely human creations.
250 'cThe Sages of India ," Cd/,vol.3,259.
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principles-are ultimately grounded not in manifested forms, but in the act of

transcending the limitations of "the finite." The swami is not reticent about asserting that

this does ultimately mean-as Hinduism's critics often alleged-transcendence the good-

versus-evi I distincti on :

Both good and evil are different aspects, or manifestations of the same thing ... both
good and evil belong to the relative world, to phenomena... . The Impersonal God we
propose is not a relative God; therefore it cannot be said that It is either good or bad,

but that It is something beyond, because It is neither good nor evll.252

Yet, at the same time, he dispenses with the criticism that the rejection of this binary

opposition equals a state of ethical confusion; rather, he avows that this transcendence

alone is capable of sustaining true moral strength and conviction:

Worship of the Impersonal God is through truth. And what is truth? That I am He. ...
I am one u'ith the air that surrounds me, one with heat, one with light, etemally one
rvith the whole Universal Being, who is called this universe, who is mistaken for the
universe, for it is He and nothing else, the etemal subject in the heart who says, 'I
am', in every heart-the deathless one, the sleepless one, ever awake, the immortal,
whose glory never dies, rvhose powers never fail. I am one with That.

This is all the worship of the Impersonal, and what is the result? The rvhole life of
man will be changed. Strength, strength it is that we want so much in this life, for
rvhat u'e call sin and sorrow have all one cause, and that is our weakness. With
r,r'eakness comes ignorance, a¡rd with ignorance comes misery. It will make us strong.
Then miseries will be laughed at, then the violence of the vile will be smiled at, and
the ferocious tiger rvill reveal, behind its tiger's nature, my owlì Self. That will be the
result. That soul is strong that has become one with the Lord; none else is strong.2s3

This position is very much in contrast to the usual understandings of Christian morality

espoused by the evangelical missionaries of Vivekananda's day. According to the latter,

not only are ethical precepts God-given absolutes, but personal acceptance ofChrist's

historical reality arid soteriological role plays a crucial part in an ethic that is not subject

to 'transcendence'-that an individual 'without Christ' could live a truly moral life was

25r "The Necessity of Religion " CØ/,vo\.2,62t" "Reason ancl Religion," CI4/,vo\. 1,376-7.
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deemed an outright impossibility, Jesus' sacrificial act being regarded as the key to re-

establishing humanity's primordial righteousness."o How"ver, it is unlikely that many

who attended Vivekananda's talks in the West ascribed to these highly conservative

religious viervs, indeed, even 'mainstream' liberal humanist thinkers of the period were

often highly critical of such missionaries and their interpretations of Christianity, not to

mention Vivekananda's many theosophical and transcendentalist admirers.2s5 In the

lectures quoted above, the srvami cleverly draws his British and American audiences

from ideas rvhich rvould be familiar and broadly acceptable to them-incamation as

moral proto¡,pe; modem theories regarding the origins of mythology;the Platonic quest

to a¡ain unseen ideals-torvards positions which not only accommodate but privilege

more-traditional Vedãntic perspectives, stressing the necessity of transcending and

relinquishing the limitations of finite forms and ideals.

Rather than phrasing moral aims in terms of the Christian ideal of agapé (against

which Westem critics of Hinduism so often implicitly measured all non-Christian ethical

systems), it is the very aspect of his orvn tradition which commonly bore the harshest

disparagement from critics, renunciation,Ihat Vivekananda upholds as universally

foundational to ethics: "Ethics always says: 'Not I, but thou.' Its motto is 'Not self, but

non-self.'...The senses say, 'Myself first.' Ethics says, 'I must hold myself last.' Thus, all

codes of ethics are based upon this renunciation... . Perfect self-annihilation is the ideal of

ethics."256 As this passage suggests, however, the crux of renrurciation, for Vivekananda,

tt' Ibi,l., 380-1.

"o For un exarnple of the then-prevalent evangelical Christian perspective in Indian context, see Caldwell

and others, 32-40.
255 Consider, for example, Charles Dickens' famous declaration that "Missionaries are perfect nuisances

and leave every place rvorse than they found it" (quoted in Goel, vi).
256 'cThe Necessity of Religion " CI4/,vo|.2,62-3.
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Iies not in the giving up of outward objects and attachment thereto, but of ego and

(false) individuality. Such an understanding is certainly in accordance with conventional

Advaita Vedãnta (as well as some more-modem systems of thought, especially

Theosophy);tt' bufVivekananda claims universal applicability for this vierv-even if

some (in Westem societies, it is implied) who endorse ethical ideals may be "startled if

they are asked not to think of their individualities."258 As he has done elsewhere with

respect to Advaita philosophy. Vivekananda appropriates for himself a site of epistemic

privilege, not refuting or deriding Judeo-Christian values as such, but instead claiming

that they a¡e made intelligible, and their underlying 'universal' nature demonstrated, only

from the panoptic perspective of his own tradition.

It rvas not only the relationship between his Vedãntic views and those of

Christianity's 'vocal' representatives rvhich required negotiation by Vivekanand4 but

also the secular philosophies that had come to prevail among more-liberal thinkers,

especially in the Westem nations. ln particular, he takes direct aim at the Utilitarian view

that was so u,idespread, especially in Britain, during the nineteenth century, which

advanced the 'Enlightened' notion of persons as self-determining and self-interested

agents.2se While 'secular' colonial discourses presumed the natural superiority of the

rational thinker (who could justifu behaviour through an appeal to reason a¡rd the good of

human society) over the benighted native (forever under the sway of tradition and

superstition), Vivekananda refutes the idea that the superhuman element is dispensable in

257 Consider, for instance, this verse (VIIL4) from the classic post-Saúka¡a Advaitic treatise, Astavakra
Santhita'. yada naham tada ntokso yadãham bandhanam tadãl matveti helayA kiñcit ma grhalta vimuñca
ma ll "When the¡e is no'I' (aham), then there is liberation; when there is 'I', then there is bondage.
Thinking in this way, one should easily stop both grasping and loathing" (translation mine).
258 "The Necessity of Religioq" CI|/,vol.2,63.
25e 

See van der Veer, I 6-20.
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moral reckoning, for rvithout metaphysical underpinnings, morality appears devoid of

rationale. "The Utilitarian... asks us to ta-ke up ethics and do good to society," he

observes. "Why should we do good? Doing good is a secondary consideration. We must

have an ideal. Ethics itself is not the end, but the means to the end. If the end is not there,

why should we be ethical?"260 Although Utilitarianism argues for a merely pragmatic

basis for morality, Vivekananda finds this insufficient for the construction of an enduring

ethic:

All the current social forms and methods are derived from society as it exists, but

lvhat right has the Utilitarian to assume that society is etemal? Society did not exist

ages ago, possibly will not exist ages hence. Most probably it is one of the passing

stages through which we are going torvards a higher evolution, and any law that is

derived from society alone cannot be etemal, cannot cover the rvhole ground of man's

nature. At best, therefore, Utilitarian theories can only rvork under present social

conditions. Beyond that, they have no value. But a morality, an ethical code, derived

from religion and spirituality, has the rvhole of infinite man for its scope.261

Here rve witness an interesting adaptation and (re-)application of the modem notion of

the ever-progressive society. It is true that this reading ofethics depends heavily upon an

acceptance of a persistent essence underlying the changing manifestations of human

social organisation, evident both in the swami's assertion that a proper ethic ought to

encompass "the whole of man's nature" and in his assumption that moral dicta should be

"etemal," rather than shifting and circumstantial. This position is, of course, in

accordance with conventional pre-colonial Hindu perspectives, according to which ethics

are considered rooted in comprehensive ontic structures and reaiities that are thought to

be essential ly frxed,262 and are not simply a matter of interpersonal contracts and

260 ((The Necessity of Religion," CW,vol.2,63.
2ur Ibid.,64.
262 Interpretations of ethics, of course, have changed substantially between texts and movements throughout

Hindu history. Nevefheless, in theory, the underlying order of Reality (¡ta) remains a constant.
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consequence-based choices. What is of interest here, horvever, is Vivekananda's

espousal of these essentialist positions while articulating them in such a way as to

sidestep Orientalist constructions of Hinduism. While the West, employing its own

version of essentialism, faults the'etemalOrient' on accou'ìt of its allegedly r-rnchanging

and stagnant nature, Vivekananda here re-inscribes 'etemal' to suggest not 'existence

without change'but, instead, 'capable of encompassing all future possibilities.' Thus, a

society that depends upon a transcendent marker for its ethics is not, in this vierv,

retarded in its scope for growth and change but rather is best equipped for it. And implicit

here is the claim that a faith-based, 'traditional' society-like his orm-is able to claim

the fullest knowledge of that "infinite" point of reference, in contrast to the temporal

(and, thus, temporary), socially constructed reference points of the modern West. By so

arguing, Vivekananda rhetorically resists the constructed authority of the imperial (:

modem) centre over its Indian (: traditional) periphery. Yet, in these passages, he also

remains at least partially within the West's paradigm of modemity by upholding the

theme of progressive human improvement ("we are going tou,ards a higher evolution")-

although, as we have considered earlier, this 'progress', for Vivekananda, is but one

segment of a larger cycle of growth and decay. His Advaita-inspired ethic, while

remaining faithfi¡l to many of the core metaphysical ideas of that tradition (and, thus,

cha¡acterised by some of the same features for which Hinduism was often disparaged) is

presented as a trans-cultural entity u'hich can respond critically-yetthoughtfully to the

modem age, as well as ftmction as something of a meta-ethic, integrating particular

religio-ethical systems into a coherent, holistic philosophy.
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Vivekanand4 while not the first Hindu interpreter to attempt to rework Vedãntic

themes into a contemporary, socially relevant form, distinguished himself from many of

his predecessors and contemporaries by his extremely active efforts to transplant these

ideas into a Westem context. The Vedanta Societies n'hich he founded in America came

to expound a perspective invoking an Advaita philosophy stripped of many of its cultural

and religious accoutrements (a largely de-ritualised, idealistic, and lext-centred Vedãnta),

and which, simultaneously, could act as avehicle for planting the 'essentials' of

Hinduism in the soil of Westem consciousness. Vivekananda's project rvas therefore

more than merely a Vedãnticisation of Hinduism, but also, in tum, a universalising of

Advaita Vedãnta.

It is this so-called 'universalism' for which Vivekananda is perhaps best known

today, at least in the West, where he delivered the greater part of his lectures on the

subject.263 In articulating this "universal religion," as he terms it, Vivekananda draws

heavily upon concepts from the Vedãntic textual corpor4 intermixed with modem ideas

about the natue of religion. There seems no reason to doubt that Vivekananda's

convictions in this regard were genuine and deeply held, the product of a combination of

his personal religious experiences, Ramakrishna's teachings regarding the

interrelationship ofvarious sects and faith+raditions, and ca¡eful and critical study ofa

rvide array of literatu¡e, ancient and modem. Yet, the particular approach to the

articulation of these ideas, and especially his invocation of discursive elements

263 In present-day India, by contrast, his so-called 'nationalism' is equally, if not more, likely to be the
focus of attention and esteem.
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characteristic of modemity, place these aspects of his thought in a significant

rel ati onshi p wi th col oni allOri ental i st themes and rhetori c.

Vivekananda's perspective on inter-religious matters is dominated-as in the case

of ethics-by a confident-yet-inclusive non-dualism. The crucial point, in Vivekananda's

view, is that all religions share a common essence, in that they all seek the same goal,

though their approaches to and conceptualisations of this target a¡e manifold. In his

discourse, "The Ideal of a Universal Religion," delivered in New York in 1896, as rvell as

in another, "The Way to the Realisation of a Universal Religion," delivered in Pasadena,

Califomia in 1900, he sets out what are perhaps the clearest expositions of his perspective

on the nature of the relationship betrveen religions. In the former, Vivekananda identifies

the locus of religious union using his characteristic theistic-cum-Advaitic Ianguage:

That universal existence is God, the ultimate Unity in the universe. In Him rve are all
one. At the same time, in manifestation, the differences must always remain... . It is
this difference, this differentiation, this losing of the bala¡rce between us, which is the
very soul ofour progress, the soul ofall our thought.26a

That all religions, and all human beings, have the same ultimate goal, is taken as a given

by Vivekanand4 as rve have seen in our earlier discussion of his freedom-rhetoric;

acceptance of this point becomes a necessary starting point for acquiescence to the rest of

his argument. This understanding is a logical consequence of his Advaitin convictions,

undergirded by the idea that no other reality (and, thus, no other aim) besides God (as

brahman) even exists. (This worldview accounts for the radical difference between

Vivekananda's assumptions and those of his 'dualistic' evangelical Christian

contemporaries; while the latter spoke of Hindus' "false gods" and "devil worship,"

2ó4 "The Ideal of a Universal Religiorì," CØ/,vol. 2,381
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cotid anything, in the final analysis, be other than "the one true God" from the

perspective of a staunch Advaitin?)

ln discussing this purportedly universal human quest, Vivekananda situates it within

an evolutionary framework: "Thus it has been throughout the ages, in all corurtries. Man

has wanted to look beyond, wanted to expand himself, and all that we call progress,

evolution, has been always measured by that one search, the search for human destiny,

the search for God."26s To the ears of his Westem audiences, this assertion would

certainly not have sotulded radical. The idea that human beings were situated within a

stream of progress towards ever-greater manifestations of God was a central theme of

Enlightenment Deism; it had subsequently been incorporated into the more-liberal

Christian discourses of Vivekananda's day,266 as well as, in a more-veiled fashion, those

of Theosophy, as van der Veer has explored.267 While the conceptualisation of some form

of 'realisation' as a personal teleology is indeed a long-established theme in many

streams of Hindu thought, framing the same in the language of collective human

'progress' and 'evolutis¡'-1s1ry¿¡'ds a Being that is itself named here in English

terminology, with the particular religio-cultural features that the word 'God' inevitably

evokes-is a consequential reinterpretation informed by central themes within modem,

Westem civilisation.

2ó5 
'<cThe Way to the Realisation of a Universal Religion.," CW,vol-2,359'

2uu The aim iowards greater sovereignty over the material world and increased freedorn and order in society

were not conceived of Uy ttr" Enìightenment thinkers as being at odds with the quest for personal

betterment; rather they were inseparably linked by Divine design. To quote the famous Essay on Manby

Alexander Pope (1688-1744), an eloquent spokesperson for the contemporary ethos: "Thus God and Nature

linked the general frame; And bade Self-Love and Social be the same."
2ó7 van de úeer, "The Spirits of the Age: Spiritualism and Political Radicalism," chap. in Imperial

Encounters,55-82.



Yet, while seeking to reconcile Hindu religious goals with the modemist

paradigm in this way, Vivekananda's approach simultaneously offers a challenge to

nineteenth-centu-ry power relations by its identification of the 'spiritual quest' as the pivot

of human evolution. This is in marked contrast to what had become, by Vivekananda's

time, increasingly secularised, materialist, and 'scientific' hierarchical schemata of

human development, which Europeans were not loath to employ as justification for their

colonial ventues: the technologically advanced West ruling over the primitive, tradition-

bound East out of patemal(-istic) responsibility.'ut Ar we have already seen, however,

Vivekananda argues in favour of the view that India has historically been-and remains

in essence-particularly proficient in religious achievements, thus, we may identify a

subtext in his 'spiritualising of evolution' which implicitly claims an evolutionary lead

for Indian society over the Westem rvorld, on account of the former's orientation towards

the true goal of 'human destiny."26e (We will retum to this theme again in subsequent

chapters.)

Taking an explicitly historical perspective on religious universalism, Vivekananda,

in a lecture to one ofhis British classes, asserts that all 'great religions' (an oft-used

phrase of his, which we shall consider further below) have participated in this

evolutionary process, through the regular emergence of "universal thoughtwaves" which

seem to recur every five hundred years, when invariably the great wave typifies and

swallows up the others. It is this u,hich constitutes a prophet. He focuses in his own

mind the thought of the age in which he is living and gives it back to mankind in

tut See, for exanrple, Thomas Metcalls discussion of the West's self-conception as a civilised saviou¡ of
non-Westem peoples from the spectre of 'Oriental Despotism' (lr4etcalf, 2-15).

'ue In the case of the Theosophists, especially under the leadership of An¡rie Besant, this privileging of India

over the West in terms of human evolution took on a decidedly political cast, with strong Theosophist

opposition voiced with respect to British colonial govemance; see van der Veer, 65'
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concrete form. Krishna, Buddh4 Christ, Mohammed, and Luther may be instanced
as the great waves that stood up above their fellows.270

(It appears, incidentally, that Luther's inclusion in this list is due to his proforurd

influence on European history at the 'expected' five-hundred-year interval, not because

of any particular admiration on Vivekananda's part, as he elsewhere blames Luther for

"[driving] anail into religion when he took away renunciation and gave us morality

instead.")271 This theory of Vivekananda's clearly presrrnes some form of divine agency

or order, according to the design of which the rvorld is structured into definite historical

epochs, each marked not by a technological innovation or a development in the realm of

secular philosophy-ideas which would be more germane to many of his European

contemporaries-but by the appearance of a religious figure who arrives with a

temporally appropriate message for humanity. One carurot overlook the resemblance

between Vivekananda's 'prophets', as expressed here, and the Hindu concept of

avatíiras, especially as epitomised in the Bhagavaclgrtã's oft-quoted passage regarding

God's manifestation in every age (yuga).2'2 Yer, it is not the Purãnic accounts of the

escapades of the devas and dwts in bharatavarsa, ot The daía-avatara scheme of the

Vaisnavas, but a worldwide dhantza-ksetra of sorts that Vivekananda proposes, in which

the Occident and Orient are linked together in a collective human spiritual evolution. This

type of globalised spiritual thinking was a relatively new paradigm for nineteenth-century

Hindus,273 a product of the heightened consciousness of the world beyond the

"0 "Lessons on Raja-Yoga ," CIl,vol. 6, 134.
27r "Inspired Talks," CIf ,vol.7 ,80.
2'2 Bhagøradgltd (IV.8): paritrãnãya sadhanãnt vinasã1,6 ca duskrtãnt I tJhantmsamsthapanãrrhãya
sanúhavãnti yuge yuge ll "I manifest myself in every age for the protection of the righteous, for the
destruction of the wicked, and for the re-establisbrnenl of dhatma" (tanslation mine).
"' This is not to diministr the importance of cosmological schemata in pre-colonial Hindu thought, which
did indeed take a 'broad' view of the world, but only to contrast this emerging perspective with that of the
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subcontinent brought about by European colonialism, as well as of the perceived need

to integrate the cultures ofthe colonisers and the colonised into a coherent conceptual

whole-much as nineteenth-century race-theory did for vivekananda's European

contemporaries.

Vivekananda's socio-religious 'puncfuated evolution' schema as presented here

obviously assigns a special role to India (no Africans, East Asians, or indigenous North

Americans, for example, figure in his above list of prophets), and emphasises that Indian

religious culture partakes in the process of historical evolution in an important and

meaningful way. It could be argued, of course, that his sequence of 'prophets'

(Indian)Middle Eastem)European) merely colludes with the visions of Westem

thinkers like Hegel, who, though he also ascribed to India an essential role in humanity's

development, placed it in the sphere of imagination (Vorstellung,'representation'), the

ideal of a past time, in contrast to that of Europe, rvhich was coming to dominate the

modem world through the agency of reason (Verstand, 'understanding')."0 yet, given

Luther's nearly five-century antecedence to Ramakrishna, and Vivekananda's unshakable

conviction in his guru's avatara-hood27s (and particularly, in the latter's role as a

reconciler of inter-religious discord),"u the locus of this 'Hegelian synthesis' is, for

Vivekanand4 evidently on lndian terrain, both geographical and conceptual. To claim

that the prophet-representative of the present-day "universal thoughtwave" was a poor,

rural, unschooled Hindu KãI1-bhakta, then barely known outside of his small circle of

so-called 'orthodox' Hindu views, which were largely content to class en masse those persons outside of
the Indian-Sanskritic tradition as mlecchas.
tto Itd".t has discr¡ssed the role ofHegel's viervs in the Orientalist construction ofIndia; see Inden, 93-7.tt'This theme is a frequently t"o""rrrrirrg one, primarily in Vivekananda's Indian talks and writings, and
also in his private conespondence. For one particularly effusive example, see Vivekananda's short piece,
"Hinduism and Shri Ramakrishna," CW,vol.6, 181-6.
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Indian disciples, significantly contests both Christian and colonial assumptions,

frameworks and hierarchies, even if it does harmonise with the modem west's

enthusiasm for systematising the world's disparate societies and their respective histories

into comprehensive master narratives. Even more significantly, Vivekananda's account

coalesces two disparate approaches to understanding the temporal world into a single

narrative: on the one hand, an itihasa-type perspective from r.vhich human events are

viewed as fundamentally interlwined with cosmic order, sacred figures, and divine will,

on the other, an invocation of the modem European knowledge-form of historicism,

which he deploys to frame these occurrences as natural stages rvithin a dialectic of

globalised evolution. In this instance, we witness a striking example of Vivekananda's

negotiation ofthe intersection ofconventional Indian conceptualisations ofpast and

present rvith the ways of understanding history that were characteristic of modem

Western thought-these being the subject of great interest and debate rvithin Bengali

intellectual circles during the latter pa-rt of the nineteenth century.277

ln enunciating his vision of a'universal religion', Vivekananda forthrightly refutes

the idea that all humanity should share "any one universal philosophy, or any one

universal mythology, or any one universal ritual."278 vivekananda strongly and

consistently endorses the persistence of the multiplicity of religious traditions in his

writings and discourses. He decla¡es that not only is this arrangement beneficial ("every

sect has a meaning, a grea| ide4 imbedded within itself, and, therefore it is necessary for

276 For Vivekananda's attribution of this latter role to Ramakrishna, see "My Master," CI\/,vol. 4,154-8i.
277 

See historian Dipesh Chakrabarty's discussion of colonial and post-colonial Indian approaches to the
concept of 'history' in "Globalisatior¡ Democratisation and the Evacuation of History?" in At Home ín
Diaspora: South Asían Scholars and the Il/est, ed- Jackie Assayag and Veronique Benei (Delhi: Permanenl
Black,2003), 127-47.
278 "The Ideal of a Universal Religior¡" CW,vol. 2, 382.



the good of the world"),27e but also maintains that this is a divinely ordained state of 
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affairs ("urity in variety is the plan of the universe').280 This suggests that a Spencerian-

style progression from homogeneity to heterogeneity was perceived by him as being a

natural evolutionary pattem among religions as far as their social manifestations are

concemed, even if the philosophicat ideal is a unitive state of consciousness. This view

certainly accords with-and legitimates-the historical and present existence of the many

diverse component-traditions of 'Hinduism'; it also speaks in a not-so-subtle manner to

the conversion-minded Christians with whom Vivekananda frequently clashed, and in

this sense may be construed æ an apologia- (Evangelical Christian thinkers at the tum of

the century were themselves knoi'i'n to employ the rhetonc of 'universal religion' to

advocate a global tum toivards their ovin faith, claiming that other religions-not least of

all Hinduism-lacked "that element of universality which is Christianity's distinctive

glory.")ttt

Thus, despite the implications of the phrase "a universal religion," rather than

advocating collective acceptance of a single religion as such, Vivekananda's universalism

took the form of a profession of acceptance of the veracity and validity of many faiths, or,

at least, of aspects thereof. In all faimess, however, the urqualified phrase that

Vivekananda uses in his first speech before the Pa¡liament of Religions-"We accept all

religions ¿51¡¡¡s"282-somervhat obscures the subtleties of his position. Further, his

ascription of this position to Hindus as a whole (the "we" on whose collective behalf he

1ll"f¡" Way to the Realisation of a Unjversal Religion," CW,vol.2,360.
'fo 

*Th" Ideal of a Universal Religion," CW,vol. 2,3g1.

]ll It Slater, The Higher Hinetiism in Relation to Christianity,2"d ed(London: Elliot Stock, 1903), 2g3
""'I{esponse to Welcolne," CIIl,vol. 1,3.



boldly claims to be speaking) is, as he himself was aware, more ideal than real.283 
""r. 

t"

his representation of Hinduism as all-embracing and all-absorbing was an important

element in his repositioning of the same as a privileged site of reconciliatory

hermeneutics.

Throughout his body of work, Vivekananda often refers to what he calls the'great

religions'-though nowhere does he erplicitly set out the criteria according to which a

paficular religion merits or does not merit, in his view, the appellation 'great'. One can

gamer from an analysis of the various contexts in which he uses the phrase, howeveq that

the category of 'great religions' encompasses Hinduism, Christianity, Islam, Buddhism,

Judaism and Zoroastrianism,2sa it is usually to these'great religions' that he actually

refers when speaking of the commonalities among "all religions." Vivekananda notes

that, except for zoroasrrianism, "all the great religions are living, spreading, and

increasing";285 that "all the great religions of the world are very ancient";2s6 and that

"every religion of the world owes its origin to the country between the Ganga a¡rd the

Euphrates, not one great religion has arisen in Europe, not one in Americ4 not one, every

religion is of Asiatic origin and belongs to that part of the world."287 Elsewhere, he

283 Consider, for example, his words regarding 'orthodox' Hindus to a Califomia audience in 1900: ..What
do Hindus do? Ifone ofyour [Christian] missionaries chance to touch the food ofan orthodox person, he
would th¡ow it away. Notwithstanding our grand philosophy, you note our weakness in practicå" (.,The
Great Teachers of the World," CI4/,vol. 4,134); and, again, his discourse on 'Buddhism and Vedanta':
"What we call the Advaita philosophy of the modern school has a great many conclusions of the Buddhists.
Of course, the Hindus will not admit that-that is the orthodox Hindus, because to them the Buddhists are
heretics" ("Buddhism and Vedanta," CIV,vol.5,279).It is also unlikely that Vivekananda was unaware of
missionaries' complaints regarding Hindus' disregard (or, at least, unappreciation) for the Ch¡istian faith-
manifest by, for exanrple, the widespread use of the leaves of donated Indian-language Bibles as wrapping
or waste paper (childs and williams, An Inn'oducrion îo Post-colonial rheory, l33).
28a For the basis of including these last two faiths, which Vivekananda labels 'racial'religions, in this 1ist,
see "Buddhistic India," CW,vol. 3, 51 1.
285 "The Way to the Realisation of a Universal Religior¡" CI4¡,vol. 2,361 .ttu rui¿., ¡oz.
287 .The Way to the Realisation of a Universal Religion,,, CW,vol. 2,361 .
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'races'.288 Thus, the 'great religions', for vivekanand4 appeil to be those r.vhich have

endured for a significant temporal span and which sha¡e a common region of origin. (His

inclusion of Zoroastrianism suggests that continued numerical and geographical

expansion are not essential qualities of 'great' traditions, but merely common ones.)

ln drawing a distinction between 'great'religions and others, Vivekananda is well

in accordance with the practices of Westem scholars of his time. In general, the lists of

'great religions' that they formulated were similar to Vivekananda's, with the inclusion

or exclusion of the 'ethnic' religions of Judaism and Zoroastrianism (and, occæionally,

Hinduism) being the primary variable elements.2se It seems probable that in formulating

his standards for a 'great religion', Vivekananda was influenced by these customary

classifications-especially likely given his considerable acquaintance with the Westem

academic study of religion. For example, Vivekananda's comment on the connection

between scriptures and the endurance of religious traditions reveals much common

ground between his own conception of the nature and value of a textual canon, and those

ideas of the same which were advanced by European scholars:

One fact stands out prominently-that only those religions which had one or many
scriptures of their own as their basis advanced by leaps and bounds and survive to the
present day notwithstanding all the persecution and repression hurled against them.
The Greek religion, with all its beauty, died out in the absence of any scripture to
support it; but the religion of the Jews stands undiminished in its power, being based
upon the authority of the Old Testament. The same is the case with the Hindu
religion, with its scripture, the Vedas, the oldest in the world.2e0

288 "Vedanta as a Factor in Civilisatior¡" CII/,vol. 1,383.
28e 

See Jonathan Z. Smith, "Religion, Religions, Religious" in Critical Tetms, ed. Taylor, 269-84.
2e0 (The 

Religion We Are Born Ir¡" C14t,io1.3,455.
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In this respect, Vivekananda retraces the pattem set by his Religionswissenschrtft

predecessors and contemporaries, whose text-centred categorisation informed their

perspectives on otherreligio-cultural phenomena. Vivekananda's adoption of this

intrinsically biased great-versus-other Westem taionomy in his approach to inter-

religious questions manifested its consequences in his choices regarding the religions

rvhich require/deserve serious consideration in the context of constructing his 'universal

religion'. Indigenous varieties of 'religion', be they Indian, American, Autralian,

African, or otherwise-though the subject of much anthropological study during this

period-are strikingly absent from Vivekananda's affirmative discussions of religious

commonalities, granted mention only as the practices and beliefs of "primitive men" and

rendered in stark contrast to the elevated tenets ofthe "superior religions."2el

It is also significant that, in his discussion of'great rerigions' quoted above,

Vi vekananda appropri ates the prev ai ling, I ong-establi sh ed European geographi cal -

ideological divisions of the world into 'Asia' and-it is implied-'the west' (here,

comprised of Europe and America). Although the grouping together of India and the

'Middle East' into a single 'Asiatic' unity was hardly a topographical, cultural, religious

or linguistic given (nor, of course, was the demarcation of 'India' itself); nevertheless,

during vivekana¡rda's time this 'orient' remained a virtually unquestioned, if

contradiction-riddled, discursive entity. In this case, however, Vivekananda utilises the

same homogenising construct (which had been employed by Europe for its own ends) to

present the Orient as a united entity that, in contrast with the West, has a special role as

the geographical and cultural birthplace of the world's major religions-including

2er <cThe Soul and God," C.t4t,vol. 1, 491.
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Christianity, that grand possession of the 'civilised' n'orld. This idea sets the stage for

Vivekana¡rda's assertion that "the Nazarene himself was an Oriental of Orientals,"2e2

whose thoughts and ideas reflected the urique nature of "the oriental mind," which, he

claims, stresses renunciation and the inner quest for realisation.'n' He contrasts this with

what he perceives to be the West's Greek-influenced extroversion and cultural

chauvinism,'no onaccount of which "the most profound and noble ideas of Christianity

were never understood in Europe."2es Hefurther explains that

the oriental mind looks with contempt upon the things of this world and naturally
wants to see something that changeth not, something rvhich dieth not, something
which in the midst of this world of misery and death is etemal, blissful, undying. An
oriental Prophet never tires of insisting upon these ideals; and, as for Prophets, you
may also remember that without one exception, all the Messengers were Orientals.2e6

The passage accords well with van der Veer's assertion that Vivekananda was among

those nineteenth-century thinkers who utilised the concept of 'spirituality' as a vehicle to

contest established Westem discursive authority through an appeal to altemative forms of

'scientific knowledge'.'e7 From the standpoint of the above quotation, for example, the

same essential differences that Orientalist thinking and colonial race theories posited to

exist between the'Eastem' and 'Westem' mentalities (introverted/extroverted,

renunciant/worldly; stagnanldynamic) a¡e maintained, and yet are transformed from

ideologies of oppression into qualities which privilege Hindus as interpreters of Jesus

(their'Oriental' sibling) and his teachings. As we shall see in the follorving chapters, the

2e2 "Chist the Messenger,- CW,vol. 4,142.
2e3 rbid., r44.
2eo rbid,.,14z-4.
2e5 "Soul, God and Religion," ClIt, vol.1, 321 . Vivekananda does claim that, to Europe's credit, dwing the
Middle Ages, "an order of Ch¡istian soldiers of Italy and other corntries, corresponding to our Nagas,
began to leam philosophy; and one of their sects, the Knights Templars, became confimred Advaita
Vedantists, and ended by holding Christianity up to ridicule." ("The East and the West," CI\t,vol.5, 530.)
"' "Christ the Messenger," CW, vol. 4, 144.
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constructive reinterpretation of this alleged East-West distinction is a theme rururing

throughout Vivekananda' s discourse on a vari ety of subj ects.

Despi te thes e underlying power-rel ati onshi ps, Viv ekananda openly criti cis ed thos e

who, in their desire to reconcile the various belief systems of the world, sought to

construct an explicit hierarchy of faiths. As he explains, the idea that all religions are

'true'

is not [merely] a theory, it has to be recognised, but not in that patronising way which
we see with some people. 'oh, yes, there are some very good things in it. These are
what we call the ethnical religions. These ethnical religions have some good in them.'
Some even have the most wonderfully liberal idea that other religions are all little bits
of a prehistoric evolution, but 'ours is the fulfilment of things.' One man says because
his is the oldest religion it is the best, another makes the same claim because his is the
latest.2es

This cutting remark is obviously targeted at the Christian theological perspectives on

other religions, including Hinduism, which prevailed ¿ìmong moreliberal religious circles

in Vivekananda's day. Aware of the typologies used by scholars to distinguish betu,een

'ethnic' or 'race' religions, in contrast to the so-called 'high', 'universal', or 'world'

religions, such as Christianity, Islam, and Buddhism, Vivekananda was also cognisant of

the deprecatory implications thereof However, the fact that Vivekananda himselt as we

have seen, sometimes employs such labels and classifications introduces some ambiguity

into the view expressed above. In this case, his professed refutation of hierarchy does not

fully accord with his actual treatment of other faiths. This is at least partly attributable to

the very structure of the modem Westem discou¡ses which inform his inter-religious

considerations; as Chatterjee has indicated, "there is a relation of power involved in the

tnt 
See 'ua., der Veer, chap. 3: "The Spirits of the Age," in Imperial Encounters, 55-gZ.

2e8 ('íMy Master," CI|/,vol. 4,182.
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very conception of the autonomy of cultures,"2ee depending as it does upon the

subjecVobject (Self/other) dichotomy, a site of inherent dispanty and hierarchy.

Although he generally avoided speaking directly or extensively about his own

religious teacher, Ramakrishn4 in his Western public discourses, the swami did attribute

the origins of his 'universalism' to his guru, declaring this idea to be the raison d'être of

Ramakrishna's incamation.300 Van der veer has noted the highly problematic nature of

this ascription, however, arguing that

there was no way [Vivekananda] could even begin to translate the beliefs and
practices of Ramakrishna into a Hindu univeralism. The Goddess KãlI [around whom
Ramakrishna's devotion centred], with her protruding tongue and her necklace of
skulls dancing on the corpse of Siva, stood perhaps for everything a victorian
Britisher would find abhonent in Hinduism.30t

Thus, despite the transcendental authority on inter-religious questions that Vivekananda

fourd in Ramakrishna, the latter's approach required radical transformation and

sanitisation, a process which necessarily involved a significant re-contextualisation of the

latter's inclusivist religious ideas within the framework of a hybrid modem-brãhrnitical

Hindu tradition.

Beyond this, however, Raychaudhuri observes that the very belief in Ramakrishna

as a divine incarnation "locates Vivekananda in a curious relationship to the Hindu

tradition. The very acceptance of a notion lÍhe avatara concept] peculiar to that tradition

is mobilized to transcend all allegiance to any particuJar creed."302 Indeed, not only the

idea of avatãras, but also certain other characteristically Hindu concepts-such as

satìuara (rebirth) and moksa (liberation)-are elements regarding which Vivekananda

'ne Chatte¡ee, Nationalist Thought, 17.

'oo See "My Master," CW',vol. 4, 187.
3or van der Yeer,72.
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seems unwilling to compromise, despite the fact that they fail to gamer much assent

from adherents of some of his so-labelled 'great religions'. He attempts to negotiate these

difficulties by a combination of historical claims, reasoned arguments, and appeals to

'authoritative' sources, in an effort to convince his Westem audiences of the validity of

these phenomena For instance, in his article, "Reincamation," which he submitted to the

Nev-York-basedMetaphysical Magazine in 1895, he asserts that, frrstly, all ideas of an

immortal soul originate from the 'Aryan' peoples, subsequently spreading from Indians

to the Egyptians, Greeks, and others; secondly, that certain notable Westem thinkers-

among them, Hume and Schopenhauer-seem to endorse 'palingenesis' (a favourite term

of the Theosophists); and thirdly, that logic favours the idea that the inborn tendencies

associated with beings/souls have their origin in conscious efforts undertaken in a past

Iife.303 Beyond these points, Vivekananda is not above an appeal to pure numerical

strength: 'the greater portion of the human race, having organised religion, believe in

[reincamation].":o+ In the course of a lectu¡e delivered in Hartford, Connecticut that same

year, Vivekananda also advances a claim that the ancient Hebrews, including Jesus, held

to the idea of rebirth as well.305 As such explanations intimate, Vivekananda situated his

'universal religion' on an ontic basis that was, in some important ways, fundamentally

Hindu. In this instance, certainly, the ground of interfaith reconciliation that he advocates

is one which places a substantial burden of doctrinal elasticity upon religions of extra-

302 Raychadhuri, "SV's Construction of Hinduism," in Radice, 4.
303 

See "Reincamation," CIl,vol. 4,257 -71. His debt to Western scholarship for this material is
acknowledged in the lecture itself; also, in a letter written a month prior to this lecture to his acquaintance,
Harvard professor John H. Wright, he requests information and books on the concept of 'soul' among the
ancient Greeks, Egyptians, Babylonians, and Jews. ("Letters (hfth series)," cI|t,vol. 9,52-3.)
'u" "Reincarnalion " CW,vol. 4, 258.
305 "Soul, God and Religior¡" CW, vol. 1, 321.
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Indian origin, particularly the 'three monotheisms', while simultaneously reinforcing a

perception that acceptance of reincamation is the cross-cultural, pan-historical norrn.

As a thematic basis for his synthetic perspective on a variety of religious traditions,

the sr.vami appeals to an Advaitic reading of the relativity of tn¡th-claims, telling his

Pasadena audience: 'Man never progresses from error to truth, but from truth to truth,

from lesser truth to higher truth."306 The Vedãntic notion of the qualified nature of

phenomenal reality allows Vivekananda an avenue from which to approach the question

of religions' 'validity' from a perspective outside of that offered by the binary structure

imposed by many prevailing Westem discourses (though he was not, in fact, so far from

the spirit of Hegel's less-oppositional, but still-hierarchical, divisions of Vorstellung and

Verstand). *We are all looking at truth from different standpoints," continues

Vivekananda,

which vary according to ou¡ birth, education, sunoundings, and so on. We are
vierving truth, getting as much of it as these circumstances will permit, colouring the
truth with our own heart, understanding it with our own intellect, and grasping it with
our o\\¡n mind. We can only know as much of truth as is related to us, as much of it as
we are able to receive.3oT

while vivekalanda's assessment of the "colouring [of] the truth" by sunoundings and

circumstances accords well with Sankara's philosophy,30s his stress on higher and lower

degrees of 'truth' appears to owe more to Ramakrishna's inclusivist interpretation of

Advaita than to Sankara's more-sharply delineate dvidyã-versus-avidyã explanation.30e

306 '<The Way to the Realisation of a Universal Religior¡" CIV,vol.2,365.
'ot lbid., 366.
tot 

See, for example, Sankara's A¡rz abodha, verse l4: pañcakÐsadiyogena tattannrcya iva sthitah I

luddhãnna nrlavastradiyogena sphatiko yathall "The pwe ãtman ass;r)mes the guise of the five sheaths
(kolas), etc., because of its association with them, just as a clear crystal appears blue when near a blue cloth
or other blue object" (translation mine).
30e Consider, for example, Ãtmabodha,verse 6: samsã.rah svapnatulyo hi ragadvesãrlisankulah I st,a¡ç¿¡"
satyavadbhaü prabodhe satyasadbhavet ll"samsãra, filled with desires, aversions, and so forth, is like a
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are not necessarily negative, unless they degenerate into bigotry and fanaticism.3t0 They

are, in his reading, simply realities of the human mind and constitution, and religions

must, of necessity, cater to them. In response to this perceived need, he articulates a four-

fold typology of human nature: the active individual, the emotional person, the mystic,

and the philosopher.3lt The goal of religion, ideally, is to cater simultaneously to both

human diversity and existential oneness: "That plan alone is practical, which does not

destroy the individuality of any man in religion and at the same time shows him a point

of union with all others."3l2

In this respect, Vivekananda again retums to his argument that rvhat he aspires to,

however, is not a 'new religion' in the sense of an institution, set of beliefs, or system of

practice, but a recognition and an acceptance of the commonality that he claims already

underlies present-day religions. "Universal religion... already exists,'J13 Vivekananda

asserts, or, at the very least, something approximating it is already to be found. The ideal

'religion' ivhich he envisions, "rvill be equally philosophic, equally emotional, equally

mystic, and equally conducive to action,"3la so that it might ftrlly aid those of each

inherent temperament. When one follows the argument set out before his Westem

audience in "The Ideal of a Universal Religion," the value of 'Hinduism' as a construct

dreant, appearing to be real so long as it continues; but, upon awakening, (only) the Real exists"
(translation mine). Contrast this with Ramakrishna's expressed perspective: "The Nitya [eternal] and the
Lrlã [God's dynamic play in the world] belong to the same Reality. Therefore I accept everything, the
Relative as well as the Absolute. I don't explain away the world as mãyã" (Gospel of Sri Ramalvishnrt,
652).Il is arguable that these views are not opposed per se, but merely constitute different approaches to
the same perception that the only existent reality is brahman; nevertheless, the attitude towards the world
resulting from each would likely be quite different.
3r0 

See "The Ideal of a Universal Religior¡" CW,vol. 2,377-82.t" Ibid., 389.

''t Ibid., 394.
3r3 '¿The Way to the Realisation of a Universal Religior¡" CW,vol. 2,367.
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becomes clea¡. The paradigmatic example of such a'balanced' religion, he suggests,

is that amalgamation of multiple strands of belief and practice known as Hinduism-for

the very reason that Hinduism incorporates a variety of approaches to realisation!3r5 In

the course of this lecture, he subsequently launches into detailed explanation as to how

each of the four 'Yogas' that he identifies lvithin Hindu tradition-Æanna- bhakti, rãja,

and jñãna-meets the needs of the active, emotional, mystic, and philosophical

temperament, respectively. 3 t6

Here, rve see an example of Vivekananda constructing a ta,\onomy of human nature

which is actually based on his own four-fold division of Hindu tradition into coherent-

but-not-exclusive paths (Although he has undoubtedly drawn some degree of inspiration

from the Bhagavadgl¡li's articulation of spiritual practice in terms of various yogas,his

divisions do not directly correspond to the latter's more-elaborate typology ) In tum, he

uses these categories to indirectly assert that these 'Yogas' make Hinduism the closest

existent entity to a 'universal religion'. In vivekananda's defence, this approach-

defining human needs based on one's own analysis thereof, and then claiming that that

one's own religion best fits those needs-is not very different from the strategy of many

Christian apologists of the time, who, for example, were wont to criticise rvhat they

perceived to be Hinduism's 'impersonal' conception of God for failing to satisfu what

they posited was a basic human need for a personal Deity. Unlike the proselytising

Christians he encountered, however, Vivekananda repeatedly denies that he desires

religious conversion per se. In his concluding address at the Parliament of Religions, he

3r4 <'The Ideal of a Universal Religion " CI|t,vol. 2,387.
315 

See ibid., 375-96.
316 See ibid.
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famously decla¡ed, "Do I wish that the Christian would become Hindu? God forbid.

Do I wish that the Hindu or Buddhist would become Christian? God forbid.:>3r7 g',

approach does, however, place Vivekananda and his construction of Hinduism in a

position of power relative to other traditions, as he is really claiming his own faith as the

ideal site of intersection for inter-religious conciliation. Again, the strategic adoption and

deployment of a rhetorical tactic often used by his Westem/Christian critics is utilised as

a tool to bolster the swami's own subjugated religio-cultural tradition.

Viv e kananda' s Re li gi on and C o loni al C on s i der at i ons :

Some Concluding Thoughts

From our discussions of Vivekananda's urderstanding of 'religion' as a concept,

and his approaches to explicating the nature of that body of religious ideas, texts, beliefs,

and practices he claims as his own (as well, to some extent, those of others), the impact of

Orientalist perspectives and colonial power relations becomes evident, both in terms of

influence upon his ideas about religion/s as such and in the shaping of his rhetorical

techniques. The importance of understanding the relations between Vivekananda's

religious discourse and the currents of colonial power, and the significance thereof,

should be obvious. There is every indication that Vivekananda's incorporation of

Orientalist scholarship, themes and frameworks within his discourse and, particularly, his

methods of articulation, were, in at least some respects, based upon conscious, reasoned

choices, and were often designed to respond strategically to his critics, real and imagined.

3't "Address at the Final Session [of the Parliam enl]," CI4t,vol. 7,24.The strength of his opposition to
conversion can be seen in his oft-quoted comments to an Indian interviewer in 1899, in which he refers to
Hindu converts to Christianity and Islam as "perverts" ("On the Bor¡nds of Hinduism," CLI¡,vol.5,233).
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In vivekananda's discourse, Hindus are no longer marginal figures whose

'othemess' is invoked to establish the centrality of the Christian and/or secular West, but

are discursively re-centred as privileged interpreters ofthe essence behind the aJlegedly

uriversal human phenomenon 'religion' (the understanding of which Vivekananda posits

is key to true knowledge and power), as well as granted the role of advantaged viewers

and critics of the coloniser's own religious and moral æsertions. Vivekananda's

astuteness in appropriating for himself shifting subject-positions as an interpreter, critic,

and preacher of religion-at times assuming the mantle of a European-style scholar; at

others that of an Eastem mystic-reveals something of the ingenuity and zeal which

utderlay his 'mission'. Like Bhabha's colonially produced 'mimic' (whose ambivalent

and unsettling blend of similarity and difference with respect to the coloniser-pithily

phrased by Bhabha as "not white/not quite"3r8-may be intentional or not),

Vivekananda's mastery and manipulation of Western discourses on religion inevitably

interrogate some of the veiled assumptions about the source and nature of the West's

authority over the East, and thereby expose before his American, British, and Indian

audiences the tenuous character-in fact, the inauthenticity-of many Orientalist

constructions.

Regardless of the degree of cognisance on Vivekana¡rda's part, the effects of his

efforts are rurdeniable. Basu, considering the Indian context, takes the view that

Vivekananda's amalgamation of conventional and widely acknowledged Hindu ideas

ivith the perspectives and discursive structure of modemity was of critical importance for

ensuring the enshrinement and popular acceptance of the themes and thought-forms

3ì8 
See "Bhabha's hybridity ," inAn Intrducfion to Post-Colonial Theory,ed. Childs and Williams, 130-7
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introduced by the modem West into colonial Indian society, especially in Bengal.3re

From the perspective of the world outside of India, especially Europe and North America,

this same fusion ensu¡ed a reasonable and fair-minded hearing for Vivekananda's ideas

from a large body of educated persons with an interest in religious, philosophical, or

cultural matters. His appropriation of 'scientific' discourse as a vehicle to present Hindu

ideas attracted the receptive consideration of a segment of that population-in lndia as

well as in the West-which had become increasingly alienated from traditional forms of

religion, and was seeking a more-concrete understanding of the world through the

empirical sciences coupled rvith reason-based deliberation. In effect, Vivekananda's

framing of his message in the rhetoric of modemity allowed him a level of incursion

through the filter of the colonial/Orientalist machinery which was virrually unprecedented

for a'native'; for although many of his conclusions explicitly challenged the assertions of

these powerful Westem discourses, his ideas were presented in such a way that they

superficially did not appearto threaten to destabilise the binary categories ofthought-

west and East, civilisation and primitivity, progress and stagnation, autonomy and

authority-upon which these discourses depended. This fact paved the way for the

willing acceptance by some prominent Orientalist figures (including, during his lifetime,

Müller and Deussen) of some aspects of his construal of Hinduism. As Bhabha notes, the

partial resemblance of 'the other' to the coloniser is often the real menace to the latter's

power and authority,3'o and Vivekananda demonstrates that, indeed, such resemblance

3re 
See Basu, I -1 1.

320 
See Bhabha's essay, "Of Mimicry and Man: The Ambivalence of Colonial Discourse," inThe Location

oJ Culture , 85-92.
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may provide the former with othenvise-unavailable access to the formative ground of

the very discourses to be contested.

None of the preceding is intended to suggest, however, that Vivekananda invariably

lacks conviction in the representations he presents. Indeed, his energy and enthusiasm for

communicating his religious ideas around the world bespeaks of an assurance in their

veracity-or, at the very least, in their efTìcacy. Yet, the profound consequences of this

synergistic approach upon Vivekananda's own views of so-called Hindu 'tradition'-and,

in a broader sense, upon the modem interpretation of Hinduism in general-cannot be

overlooked. For example, the modem, Westem pattems of thought that Vivekananda

incorporated into his discourse did not simply facilitate the transmission and

popularisation of Advaitic ideas and brãhminical texts, but regulated and shaped the

nature of the 'Hinduism' which emerged through his talks and writings. The historical

Indian focus on distinctive regional and ancestral traditions, personal and private

devotional acts, local deities, popular vemacular texts, and multiple religious

communities structured by considerations of language, secl, vanta, jãti,language, and the

like, was problematised by Vivekananda's claims of a common, pan-Indian 'Hindu'

identity, unified by Hindus' supposed acceptance of a shared textual corpus and an

Advaita-based worldview. The combined infiuence of Vivekananda's ideas and those of

other influential expositors-Hindus, as well as others, including Western academics,

philosophers, and Theosophists-during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries

contributed to the creation of a neo-Hinduism that proudly represented itself as a

thoroughly 'modem' entity in its outlook, yet claimed to be merely a natural

manifestation of timeless 'tradition'. (FIad the influence of the more-orthodox Hindu
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contenders prevailed among the Indian elite during the late colonial period, Hindus

would have likely come to conceive of themselves, and their relationship with the

contemporary rvorld, in quite different ways.) In this sense, the conciliatory approach to

westem modemity set forth by vivekananda and other Hindus of his ilk was

instrumental in creating a widespread perception, among both Hindus and sympathetic

others, of Hinduism as an all-embracing, forward-thinking, unified religion-in-the-

singular, that could claim to be structured arould a collection of fiurdamental themes and

ideas. As we rvill see in the following chapter, this hybnd conception of 'Hindu unity'

was to become a key component of then-emerging conceptions of Indian nationhood.



CHAPTER FOUR

POLITICAL RELIGION:
VIVEKANANDA'S NATION AND NATIONALISM

"But for English rule I could not be here now," said the monk, "though your lowest
free bom American Negro holds higher position in India politically than is mine.
Brahmin and coolie, we are all 'natives'. But it is all right, in spite of the
misunderstanding and oppression. England is the Tharma [sic] of Indi4 attracted
inevitably by some inherent weakness, past mistakes, but from her blood and fibre
will come the nerv national hope for my countrymen. I am a loyal subject of the
Empress of India!" and here the Srvami salaamed before an imaginary potentate,
bowing very lorv. perhaps too low for reverence.

-Vivekanand4 
excerpt from an American interview, 18901

It wll. no doubt, be obvious by this point that, while Vivekananda was a man of

deep personal devotion and conviction, his faith was shaped by a variety of concrete

realities and ideological forces. Further, the ways in which he chose to articulate his

perspectives were, likewise, profoundly impacted by a network of interpenetrative and

interconstituent discourses which we may well label 'political' in the broadest sense-

that is, in their embodiment of porver dynamics as well as in their potential to effect

changes (ideological and, ultimately, concrete as well) in the social/cultural/political

order. "By resisting the type ofrepresentation that colonial discourse gives about the

colonised people," writes Lahcen E. Ezzaher, "and more important by writing a counter

I Interview frorn the San Francisco Chronícle, "Conversations and Interview s," Complete Works of Swami
Vivekananda (CI4), vot. 9, 326.

253
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narrative in which the dignity and the voice of the oppressed/colonised is restored,"

the critic of colonial discourses unavoidably "make[s] a serious political statement."2

In the previous chapters, we have already considered some of these discursive

forces, for example, the impact of the competing constructions of Hinduism advanced

particularly by Orientalists and Christian missionaries during the late nineteenth century.

It is, however, impossible to form a thorough and accurate picture of Vivekananda's

religious thought without considering several other important factors which extend

beyond the boutdaries of 'religion' as defined and delimited by modemity, and that also

comprise essential ingredients of colonial ideologies and discou¡ses. A critically aware

reader cannot encounter Vivekananda's work without being struck by the themes of

nation, race, caste, and gender, as well as the semiotic depth of the language in which

these concepts are articulated. Understanding the unique role of each of these coordinates

of knowledge, as well as their profound interconnections as "articulated categories"3

within the colonial project is critical to comprehending the processes by which colonial

discou¡ses perform their acts of subjugation and the ways in which these discourses

perpetuate themselves through time and space. These categories frequently come into

play explicitly (as in the case of Vivekananda's 'nation'-focused speeches to the Indian

public upon his retum in 1897, or his Califomia lecture on the "'Women of India" in

1900) as well as implicitly (for instance, the impact of his own jati's disputed position in

the Hindu caste hiera¡chy on his perceived authority, or his coalescence of spiritual

t Lahce., E. Ezzaher,I|rriting and Cultural Influence: Studies in Rhetorical History, Orienfalist Discout.se,
and Post-colonial Crilicism Qrlew York: Peter Lang Publishing, 2003),12.
3 This phrase has been invoked by Anne McClintock to describe the interconstituent natwe of the
categories of race, gender and class. See McClintock, Imperial Leather: Gender and Sexuality in the
Colonial Contest Q'lew York: Routledge, 1995), 5.
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aspiration and notions drawn from western discourses of masculinity). while

Vivekananda may have framed 'true religion' in his public lectures as a rarefied enti¡,

beyond the reach of such 'mundane' forces, the reality is that, just as in the case of

colonial and Orientalist constructions of Hinduism and Vedãnta, the discursive

formations of nationalism, race, caste, and gender impacted his engagement with religion,

and forced him to make strategic choices in his presentation thereof. This chapter, and the

ones that follow, rvill examine these themes in colonial-era discourses and in

Vivekananda's work specifically, with attention also given to their points of intersection.

The Birth of the 'Nation'

It has become increasingly recognised by scholars that the idea of 'nation' is itself

socially constructed and, in some sense, a relatively recent human phenomenon, despite

the antiquity of the term. In studying the history or discourses of Vivekananda, it is

important to distinguish between the history of nationalism and the histories that nations

rvrite for and of themselves. "History," observes Shamita Basu, "becomes a great

discursive terrain of nationalism, because it is through the discourse on history that the

nation is able to speak about the origin and authenticity of its collective self."a As this

suggests. 'nation' is a constructed urit, not anatural, cross-cultural entity; the genesis,

growth and development of a 'national consciousness' among a particular people-group

necessarily involves the creation and adoption of a complex assortment of ideology and

rhetoric, upon lvhich the acceptance and persistence ofthe psychological idea of

'nationhood' depends. Its "authenticity" is forurd not in objective historical truth (if such

4 Shamita Ba*, Religiotts Revivalism as National Discourse Qrlew Delhi: Oxford University press, 2002),
41.
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a thing could even be definitively identifred), but formed through a process of

discursive interpellation ofits collective self-consciousness, and its narrativisation ofits

own past, present, and future.s

While politically united groups of the pre-modem age often identified themselves as

republics, kingdoms, or empires, 'nation', in its present configuration, is considered to be

a phenomenon of modemity.u The term itself represents much more than simply a

collection of persons urited by a common territory and political authority, autonomous

from other govemments' control. While intimately cor¡rected to issues of political power

and govemance, the concept of 'nation' is not to be conflated with the modem 'nation-

state' per se, though the two are profoundly interconnected. Rather, to postcolonial

scholars, the term nalion embodies a wide range of ideological implications. Partha

Chatterjee has highlighted the fact that, in Westem discourses, "nationalism goes hand-

in-hand rvith reason, liberty and progress"T (and, consequently, those historical cases of

nationalism rvhich do not exempliô,these ideals are branded 'deviant').8 As Homi

Bhabha has written, beyond the reference to an autonomous political community, nation

suggests "something more ancient and nebulous-the cns¡is'-¿local community,

domicile, family, condition of belongin g,"e alegacy of the term's Latin meaning: a group

5 Benedict Anderson is generaliy credited rvith the popularisation of the idea of the nation as an 'imagined
comrnunity', rather than as a sociologically determined product. See Anderson,Imagined Communities:
lelections on the Origitt and Spread of Narionalism Q-ondon: Verso, 1983).
o This was recognised as early as the late nineteenth century, by French theorist Emest Renan. See Renan,
"What is a Nation?," InNatiott and Naration, ed. Homi K. Bhabha (London and New York: Routledge,
1990),8-22.
7 

Partha Chatterjee, Nationalist Thought and the Colonial World: A Detivative Discoutse? (Tokyo: United
Nations University, 1986; reprintedinThe Partha Chatterjee Omnibus,Oxford: Oxford University press,
1999),3.
srui¿, t-0.
e 

Quoted in Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tifñr¿ Key Concepts in Post-Colo¡tial Stsclies
(London and New York: Routledge, 1998), 150.
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rooted in consanguinity. It is this striving to identifir-in reality, to create-a

'condition of belonging' among an often-diverse collection of persons and communities

that underlies the quest for the formation of a nation.10 In one sense, the existence of a

nation-that is, the recognition and acknowledgement (both by those 'ol the nation, and

those 'outside' of it) of a rurified identity-is a prerequisite to the formation of a nation-

state. Even those 'nationalists' who have the latter as their express goal often tactically

focus the greater part of their attention and efforts on the construction of the former,

recognising the fundamental importance of the 'myth of nationhood'-which includes

common acknowledgement of ostensibly universal (within a given national community,

that is) traditions, narratives, characteristics and goals.

Further, while nationalists may not always recognise or acknowledge it, the idea of

'nation' is one of the factors that has undergirded the practice of colonialism itself, and in

tum, has been strengthened and extended cross-culturally by the imperial project. The

development of the modem nation-state in Europe during the modem period lvas

necessary to provide economic capital and expanded markets for colonial ventures, and,

in tum, fostered the same. More importanTly, aunified national identity helped to bolster

ideas of intrinsic superiority among the various European people groups who were

inherently bound to the imperial quest for power over colonised societies. For some

nation-states, particularly Britain, the quest for expanded world dominion functioned as a

'national narrative' that provided cohesion for the diverse ethnic, social and class groups

l0 This phenornenon will perhaps be most familiar to Canadians in the form of the recent self-identification
of North American aboriginal peoples as members of the 'First Nations'-a phrase that also obscures Ìhe
modern construction of the concept.
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within the boundaries of the British isles, and, in fact, for the Empire as a whole. li

Ho\4,ever, the colonial mission to 'civilise' by 'saming' the other to itself via the

institutions and discourses of colonialism brought British authority into a position of

destabilising self-conflict and ambivalence; as postcolonial scholars like Benita Parry

have observed, by so doing, the coloniser became the source of the very apparatus (both

structural and ideological) which mrght be used by the colonised to assert parity and,

consequently, the right to self-govemance and self-determination. 12 ln many cases, this

resistance and subversion was undertaken indirectly, through the use of various

transformative approaches to the rhetorical strategies of the hegemonic discourses of

colonialism

As in the case of colonial resistance to other imperialist concepts, Spivak's

'strafegic essentialism' comes into play in understanding the tactics of nationalist

movements in subject societies. By adopting the nationalistic conceptual framework of

the coloniser(s) and the ideological apparatus that accompanied it, many communities

during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries rvere able to stimulate sufficient patriotic

zeal among the masses as well as the elites to eventually achieve the creation of

independent, self-goveming countries. Even prior to the achievement of this end (or even

without its accomplishment at all), the discou¡ses that have accompanied the modem

European manifestation of the nation were put to use as a tactic to claim 'authentic'

nationhood, be it politically acknowledged or not. Chatterjee has argued that, in the

" Fo, u more in-depth discussion of the linkages betrveen imperial expansion and nationalisrn, see Bhabha,
Nati on and Nat'rati on, 1 -7 ; 29 1 -322 passim.
12 

See Benita Parry, "Resistance TheoryÆheorizing Resistance: Two Cheers for Nativism' in Colonial
Discourse/Postcolonial Theory, ed. F. Barker, P. Huhne, and M. Iversen (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, I 994).
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emergent stage (or, as he terms it, the moment of departure) of nationalist thought in

non-Westem societies, the rhetorical maintenance of one particular Orientalist division

has proved especially important: that of the'material' West versus the'spiritual' East'13

The assertion of the historical supremacy of 'Oriental' societies and cultures in the realm

of spirituality is, he posits, an important aspect of these nationalists' simultaneous

attempts to assert pafity with, and yet difference from, Westem nations, as well as to

refashion 'modemity' in a way that synthesises material prosperity with spiritual

achievement.la

Many of these emerging nations have framed their efforts in the language of

revival, invoking a retum to a distant past in which, it r'vas claimed, a wholly indigenous

.nation' functioned according to enlightened and democratic principles until its conquest

and destruction by colonial powerstt (thereby deffing the Orientalist characterisation of

the uncolonised East as a land of inevitable uncivilised despotism). Often, these

atìachronistic national myths asserted a cohesive religious identity as one of the

fturdamental unifuing factors during the nation's purported past golden age' However' the

newly created national communities were actually firmly rooted in the modem European

model of the nation-state, and, in the case of those groups which attained political

independence, the colonisers' govemmental, legal, economic and other institutional

forms were commonly appropriated virtually wholesale, substituting indigenous

leadership without altering the power Structures themselves' Along with these structures

came their ideological baggage, which defìned power in terms of the now-familiar binary

'' Chutt"¡e", Nationalist Thought, 51.
u Ibid.
15 See ibid., 9.



oppositions of colonial thought; this meant that, in order for the newly empowered ,o'UO

uphold their positions, someone had to be slotted into rhe place of the demonised other

which they themselves had formerly occupied.16 Often, this resulted in the creation of

new 'enemies' within the national boundaries, usually vulnerable minorities (such as an

already-marginalised religious community, gender, or other socio-ethnic group) to whom

were ascribed the same 'deficiencies' that the colonialists had previously attributed to the

members of the subject society. (In some cases, these internal tensions were great enough

to cause a splintering of a single colonial possession into muttiple independent nations.)

In effect, while the central political aims were often achieved by the nationalists, the

existing model with its weaknesses was coûrmonly retained. Even rvithout the existence

of a recognised political nationhood, however, the ideological correlates of the nation-

idea have profoundly shaped and constrained communities' self-representations.

The Construuion of Indian Nationhood

India's emergence from colonial rule as an independent nation-state in 1947 was

preceded by many years of nationalist striving. The quest to form a'nation' out of the

extremely heterogeneous ethnic, cultu¡al, religious and language groups which were

subsumed under the moniker 'British lndia' was perhaps one of the most challenging

nationalist projects yet undertaken in the modem world. rT Prior to the imposition of

colonial rule by the British, all of the regions which comprise India as it is known today

'u Chatte¡ee has discussed this theme throughout his work; see especially "Histories and Nations," chap. in
The Nation and lts Fragmenß,95-175.
17 A project whictr, to be fair, was never completely successful, in the sense that a nunrber of religious,
regional, and caste communities within what is today India have continued to call for independent, self-
governing communities not beholden to the political and legal conshaints of Indian governance (e.g., the
efforts within some circles of the Sikh community to establish a separate nation-state, Khalistar¡ comprised
of India' s Punj abi-speaking areas).
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had never been a single, unified tenitory by aty criteria except perhaps roughly

connected geography; certainly, true political, ethnic, linguistic or religious unity had

never existed across the region. (W-hile some previous South Asian empires had sought to

politically gnite large portions of the population of the subcontinent, the unsurpæsed

trans-cultural scope of this modem effort was distinctive. Nevertheless, it is interesting to

note that the word used for'nation' in modem Indian discourse-rastra-is a Sanskrit

term historically used to denote 'kingdom', suggesting a perception among lndians of at

least some degree of conceptual continuity between earlier Hindu govemmental

structures/roles and the modem'secular'nation-state ) The delineation of India's borders

and boundaries w¿ìs principally a British undertaking, producing an 'India' in accord with

the sites of Britain's own political and military successes, and the metropole's economic

prioriti es. 
I I

The arbitrariness of India's cartographical space and the multiplicity contained

therein presented the region's nationalistically minded indigenous social elite with a

dilemma. To accomplish the construction of a single nation-state out of most of this

foreign-defined territory,t' th. creation of a nation in the psycho-ideological sense w¿N

clearly necessary. The British played an important part in this process, through their

characterisation of the region in monolithic descriptives-such as those advanced by

'authoritative' writings like Mills' History of British India-fhalhelped to foster in

Britain's Indian subjects a perception of themselves as a cohesive whole, with a common

tt This *ur, of course, merely part of a much more extensive colonial project, which saw the greater part of

the globe divided and partitiónèd into territories, the 'possession' of which was negotiated by various

European powers.
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history, a shared culture, and a mutual physical, psychological and moral character

(albeit most often articulated in depreciating, racial terms). This portrayal allowed the

British to claim that their rule over Indian territory was merely the long-needed-even

divinely mandated-control of aunified entity, all parts of which (including the 'defiant'

princely states which resisted acquisition to British govemance) were rightfully under the

jurisdiction of the British Crown.20 The theme of a historically united India came to be

treated as a'natural' object in Westem discourse, and was almost universally utilised by

scholars and writers, British or otherwise, in discussing 'Indian' religion, culture, and

people, consequently shaping the knowledge produced thereby. Indians, too, adopted the

concept of a 'united India' to invoke a unified front against foreign rule, and the idea

came to be deployed as a central trope in nationalist discourse.

Thus, 'India' and its historical, cultu¡al, social and religious narratives were

constructed (not discovered, as the discourses themselves often posited) by both

European and Indian nationalist thinkers. In the case of history especially, this process of

nationalist representation was remarkable; for the very principles and presuppositions of

Westem historiography, * well as the authority which historical discourses carried-as

the source of scientific and'objective' forms of knowledge-were among the more-

consequential appropriations from European thought on the part ofthe Indian

intelligentsia.tt History was to become an important site upon which the struggle to

identif'the 'true India' was carried out by nationalists;however, though the debates

re The boundaries of colonial India do not conespond completely to the modern Indian nation-state; for
example, the areas now identified as Sri Lanka (Ceylon), Pakistan and Bangladesh @ast Bengal) were
under British control, but have since attained the status of separate nations.
20 

See Thomas MeTcalf,Ideologies oJthe Raj, The New Cambridge History of India, III.4 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, I 995), 127.
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often centred upon the contestation of Orientalist exegeses of Indian texts, the

conceptual framework out of rvhich these disputed interpretations arose was rarely deeply

questioned. Similarly, 'science' also served as a site upon which competing parties

sought to justifu their claimed cultu¡al authority, with both British and Indian factions

striving to assert their superior mastery of this potent symbol of power, while often only

minimally interrogating the legitimacy of the modem thematic in which this symbolic

value was rooted.22

In fact, even during much of the nineteenth century, when relatively few members

of the Westem-educated urban middle class were actively seeking, or even envisioning, a

separate nation-state, there were many efforts by Indians (keeping in mind the vague

nature of this moniker at the time, given the lack of a definitive 'India' per se)23 to

identify criteria by which a 'national spirit' might be fostered and India's people thereby

'improved'-be that improvement conceptualised in terms political, economic, religious

or otherwise. In reality, it was not so much the construction of a sovereign Indian nation,

but rather of 'Indianness' itself that was the subject of much of what we have

retrospectively come to label 'nationalist discourse' in the mid+o-late nineteenth century.

(We would do well here to invoke the observation of Sudipta Kaviraj that modem Indian

nationalism had ancestors which were not themselves 'nationalistic' in the narrow sense,

2r 
See Chatterj ee, Nationalist Thought,58.

" For a fuller discussion of the role of 'science' in colonial India, see Gyan Prakash , Anorher Reason:
S-cience and the Imagination oJModem India Qnncefon, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1999).
23 As Dermot Killingley has pointed out, the widespread and, particularly, exclusive application of the term
'Indian' Io the indigenous inhabitants of the region within the context of modem British discourse was
itself largely a nineteenth-century innovation; prior to this period, 'Indian' had been primarily applied by
the English Io British citizens living in India (despite the term actually having an antecedence denoting
India's 'natives' that stretched as far back as the Greeks). See Killingley, "Modemity, Reform, and
Revival" inthe Blaclavell Companion to Hinduism, ed. Gavin Flood (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 2003),
509-2s.
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but rvere- in fact, "patriotism for somethiûg elss"2a-e.g., for social/religious/inter-

caste accord, rather than national independence.) Although the explicit focus of such

nation-building discourses might well be upon the unity of the'Indian people', their

polemical character constitutes an inevitable subtext, as national identity must inexorably

be defined at least partly in opposition to anlother.

From the side of the Indian nationalists, this quest for advancement was often

couched in revivalist terms, as, for many nationalist thinkers during the period of British

rule, it w¿ìs a given that India had 'fallen' from the heights of an earlier period, one in

which the people had been united spiritually, and had prospered materially as well. This

idea of a past golden age of Indian civilisation, though it does have some foundation in

ancient Purãlic sources and their cosmological vision of a'world decline'from an idyllic

scttyayugct to the presenT kaliyuga,2s owes much of its authority and widespread

acceptance to the early Orientalists. particularly Henry Thomas Colebrooke in the

eighteenth century, and Ma.r Müller in the nineteenth, who situated post-Vedic Indian

history in a narrative of cultural degeneratio.t.'u In many cases, the first 'disruption' of

this contentment was attributed to the Muslim invasions beginning at the close of the first

millennium and the subsequent Moghal rule, events which not only upset the existing

political and social order, but were na¡rativised by Hindu nationalists as the first major

'foreign' ruptures into the harmonious indigenous religious life of India, and thus

ascribed much liability in upsetting the unity of the Indian proto-nation. (It is interesting

to Sudipta Kaviraj, "The Imaginary Institution of India," in Subaltetn Srudies VII: l|tritíngs on South Asian
Histoty and Socíety, ed. Partha Chatterjee and Gyanendra Pandey (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1993),
8.
t'Fo. 

a brief outline of this cosmological process, see Klaus K. Klostermaier,A Sumey oJHinduism,2"d ed.
(Albany; State University of New York, 1994), 126-7.
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to note that feu,Hindu historians have found such fault with the reign of the Buddhist

emperor Aíoka, despite the profourd transformations that were introduced into South

Asian religion and society during his rule. His empire, considered by many Indians to

have been an apex in the land's 'national history', is generally perceived to be a natural

part of India's indigenous evolution, not a disruption of Hindu rule-a telling example of

the strategic deployment of malleable cultural boundaries.) By 'classicising' modem

Hindu-Indian culture-selectively designating as integral parts of modem lndians'

cultural ancestry those aspects of South Asian history regarded as civilisational piruracles

(an evaluation influenced in part by Orientalism)-the nineteenth-century Indian elite

constructed a past for their Indian nation. Beyond the impact of these various historical

constructions themselves, the very act of doing so was highly significant; for, as

anthropologist and historian Bemard S. Cohn has observed, "The power to define the

nature of the past... [is] among the most significant instrumentalities of rulership."27

Thus, for the Indian nationalist project to rvield discursive authority, the right to historical

self-definition needed to by appropriated from the colonisers by the colonised.

Defning the Indian

During the latter part of the nineteenth century, there was much ambiguity

surrounding the relation between the quest for an Indian national identity in the broader

sense, and the attitude adopted by Indians towards the legitimacy of the Raj. For ffiffiy,

particularly those of the nerv intelligentsia whose fluency in English and introduction to

26 
See Tony Ballantyne, Orientalísm and Race: Aryanism in the British Emprie (Hampshire, U.K.:

Palgrave, 2002),30-1.
27 Bemard S. Cohn, Colonialism and lts Forms of Ktowledge: The Bt'itish in India (Princetor¡ NJ:
Princeton University Press, I 996), I 0.
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the tenets of European-sfvle rationalism rvere the products of a Westem-style

education, the colonial govemment was vierved largely in a positive light-as a basis of

societal stability, a provider of legal and legislative discipline, and a source of liberal

ideals, 'enlightened'thought, and modem technologies.2s lof course, the British put

much effort into ensuring the persistence of this positive perception-belying, as it did,

their frequently oppressive and illiberal treatment of their colonial subjects-as it was

indispensable in ensuring Britain's continued hegemonic authority over a populace which

outnumbered its own by many-fold.) However, British rule, though conceptualised by

many socially advantaged Indians as a revolution which brought with it many beneficial

alterations in various aspects of national life, was simultaneously perceived as an

incursion by those extemalto the boundaries of Indians' ou.n collective life-history. In

order to restore what rvas felt to be the glory of India's past, the Indian nation had to first

be united under a common banner-some signifier of homogeneity that would identify

what made Indians 'Indian' (and u'hat made others 'other'). Thus early nationalism, in

this respect, was largely a project carried out rhetorically; as Kaviraj aptly puts it, "words

were the terrain on which most politics were done.'2e Importantly, this 'rhetorical

nationalism' necessarily addressed multiple audiences simultaneously and self-

consciously-the Indian intelligentsia (schooled in Westem thought and wielding some

degree of porver, often in a comprador fashion); the Indian 'masses' (whose support was

needed for concrete nationally oriented action); the local representatives ofthe British

govemment (whose authority to impose harsh sanctions upon those suspected of sedition

28 
See Chatterj ee, Nationalist Thought, 26. ln facr, Chatterjee goes so far as to argue that, for nineteenth-

century Indians, "sentiments of nationality flowed out of an r¡nconcealed faith in the basic goodness of the
colonial order and the progressive support ofthe colonial state" (ibid.,28).
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needed to be minded); the metropolitan seat of power itself (where decisions affecting

the periphery were made on the basis of British priorities); and the potentiaìly vast

readership of the increasingly globalised print media (both English and vemacular; in

India as well as overseas). Consideration and circumspection with respect to these

different parties were therefore necessary in the formation and framing of any variety of

nationalist discourse.

The nature and scope of the sought-after 'national adhesive', so to speak, differed

between various proponents. Their efforts were not centred upon a single fundamental

social or political project, but were inspired by various perceived deficiencies in the

existing conditions of Indian life, and they proposed a rvide variety of remedies.

Nevertheless, the majority of the prominent social reformers-themselves mostly of

Hindu background-advanced some vision of the Indian nation which, to a greater or

lesser extent, was intertwined with, and legitimised by, religious themes. In pragmatic

terms, any reform movement seeking widespread acceptance had, of necessity, to defend

its basis in Hindu sources, concepts and values, whether or not its genesis actually lay in

the religious sphere (this fact accounts for the failure of the iconoclastic Bengali

'Derozian' movement-popularly known as 'Young Bengal'-to sustain a vigorous

following into the latter decades of the nineteenth century). Nativist themes, invoking

golden-age mythological narratives, and intermixed with 'progressive' ideas in complex

and often-ambivalent ways, played a significant role in the rhetoric utilised by many of

these reform-minded figures, and rvas one of the important avenues through which the

2e Kaviraj, 10
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support of more-orthodox Hindus rvas secured.30 lThis bi-temporal character of

Indian nation-thought recalls Tom Naim's assertion that nationalism is inherently 'Janus-

faced', simuÌtaneously looking into the past and towards the future.)3r

Examples of the invocation of religious themes, Ianguage and imagery are abundant

in Ihe thought and writing of otherwise widely divergent colonial-era Indian thinkers.

Rammohan P.oy (1772-1833), though not an advocate of nationalism in the narrow

political sense, asserted that Indians of all faiths-Hindus, Muslims, and others-could

find concord through the Upanisadic idea of ekant sat vipralJ bahudhavatlatzti ('Truth is

one; sages call it by various names'). While Roy himself had a particularly close affinity

with Unitarian Christianity, he no doubt recognised that an indigenous theme rvould be

the most-effective raJlying point. Rather more forthright in his patriotism, religious leader

Dayananda Sarasrvati (1824-83), fourder of the Ãrya Sarnãj, chose Íhe Vedas (excluding

the Upanisads and other post-santhita texts) as his raJlying point for Indian identity.

While he asserted that these scriptures advanced a monotheistic perspective, he rejected

all traditions not based on the Vedic texts (including Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity and

Islam) as inauthentic, and focused his national aspirations on Hindus alone (he was, in

fact, widely known to be a great admirer of the seventeenth-century Hindu ruler Sivajr,

whose anti-Muslim sentiments are renowned). Bengali writer Bankimchandra

Chattopadhyay (1838-1894), on the other hand, was more forthcoming about the debt his

nationalism owed to European thought. The revolutionary themes in his novels are

intertwined with 'spiritual' themes, but particularly advance the concept of the

'o For mo.e background on the relationship between Hindu reformers, revivalist themes, and Hindu
orthodoxy, see Amiya P. Sen, Hindu Revivalism in Bengal (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1993).
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motherland itself as a deity. Mother Indi4 to rvhom Indians orve their first and most-

fervent allegiance.32 Au¡obindo Ghose (1s72-1950), Vivekananda's contemporary, a

fervent independence fighter in his earlier years, generally de-emphasised the role of

religion in the nationalist struggle; however, he too advocated liberation of the 'spiritual

geography' of Mother Indi4 through violence if necessary, and upheld 1he Bhagavadgttã

as a Hindu license for 'just war'.33 Very different was Mohandas Gandhi's (1869-194S)

spirituality-centred approach (the full elaboration of rvhich postdates Vivekananda),

which interpreted oppressive foreign rule of India as a moral evil, which could be

overcome by non-violent resistance rooted in spiritual practice and satyãgraha,'holding

fast to Truth'. Gandhi's 'nation' crossed religious boundaries, and identified devotion to

God as the common factor uniting India's Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs and Christians.

Placing less stress on the 'uniqueness' of India than did many other nationalists, Gandhi

emphasised the inhumane nature of British govemance and appealed to a'¡niversal'

moral conscious and the inevitability of the victory of Truth (satyam evtt jayate)to justifii

his support for svaraj, 'self-ru-le'.34 Many more individuals could certainly be cited as

important exponents of Indians' evolving consciousness of nationhood.

The great diversity of the views expressed by such reformers helps to illustrate what

Bhabha has identified as the transitional and continuously shifting nature of the concept

3r William Goúd,, Hinetu Nationalism and the Language of Polirics in Late Colonial India. (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2004), 168, n. 3 I .
32 Bankimchandra was the author of the well-known nationalist hymr¡ "Bande Mataram" ('Hail Mother,);
the role of his work in the construction of Bha¡at-Mãtã is discussed by Sumanta Banerjee in Logic in a
Popular Form: Essays on Popular Religion in Bengal (Calcutta: Seagull Books, 2O0Zt, lg9-200.
" For more details on Aurobindo's perspectives onthe Bhagat adgtta, including its nationalist implications,
s,ee Aur-obindo [Ghose], Essays on the Gita @ondicherry: Sri Aurobindo Ashram, 192g).
'" See Chatterjee's discussion of Gandhi and nationalism in Chatterjee, Nationalist Thought,chap. 4: ..The
Moment of Manoewre: Gandhi and the Critique of Civil Society," g5-130.
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of the nation.35 Though collectively subsumed under the 'nationalist' label and

invoking religious themes in some fashion, the nation to which each above-noted

individual aspired was, to some extent, a urique conceptual entity. For example, Roy's

ambition for a scientifically minded, English-educated India utder secure British

govemance contrasts markedly with Gandhi's vision of a village-centred politically

independent nation economically reliant upon traditional small-scale industry. In general,

those rvith nationalistic sentiments needed to carefully and strategically position

themselves with respect to ever-shifting boundaries between 'protecting' Hindu religion

and culture, and appropriating elements from Westem discourses. Ironically, both the

forward- and backw ard-looking movements-not that these constituted di screte, binary

entities-were prefaced on the acceptance of the'modem'tenets of rationality and

liberalism, the Hindu nation envisioned by revivalist forces was actually a palimpsest,

inevitably bearing the imprint of British imperialism and modem European discourses, in

addition to the selected elements of India's imagined past.

As Chatterjee has noted, the inherent conflict between the thematic of modernity-

emphasising freedom and advancement-and the reality of the Indian middle class's

debarment from true socio-economic clout made the political status of Indian nationalism

ambiguous; loyalty to British rule as an instrument of social stability coexisted with

frustration over lack of autonomy and autho.ity.'u The result of this was that schemes for

moral and social improvement often occupied the sites where agitation for political

revolution might be expected." often these strivings after'national upliftment',

35 
See Bhabha, "Introductiorq" Nation and Narration, 1-7 passim.

36 
See ibid., 25-6.

tT rb;d.,26.
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particularly in urban Bengal, centred arourd discourses that were charged r,vith

porver-laden racial and gender themes appropriated from Westem ideology. advocating

various methods for the improvement of the 'Indian race', and the acquisition of strength

and courage via 'physical culture' and moral self-regulation to bolster the 'masculinity'

of the subcontinent's people. Through such methods, it was thought, Indians cou-ld

achieve some degree of progress and advancement (as measured against the slandards

expounded by the añgrelt-lok), and thereby share in the material prosperity of the West-

yet without risking the feared turmoil of political independence. (That the British

administrators were instrumental in fostering these improvement-minded schemes should

come ¿ìs no su¡prise; they stood to gain much from a colonial populace that rvas strong

and s elf-di s ciplined yet politi cal ly apatheti c. )

Another common rallying point for nationalists was language. The imposition of

English-the foreign tongue of the colonisers-as the principal channel for education,

communication and business in the latter part of the nineteenth century, following the

Anglicist victory in colonial Indian educational policy in 1835, rankled for many Indians.

Recognising, at some level, that language inevitably codes a¡rd transmits particular

ideological concepts and values, and that English's pervasive presence in India rvas part

of the colonisers' agenda of (delimited) assimilation,3s many reformers encouraged the

promotion of indigenous tongues; in resistance to the English-medium educational

system, public lectures and debates on contemporary ideas and social issues were often

carried out in the local language(s), in addition to a growing vemacular publishing

38 See, for example, linguist E. A¡rnamalai's discussion of the relationship betrveen language and
colonialism in the Indian colonial setting, in "Indian Languages in the Modemization Discourse in



industry rvhich made translations of European rvorks cheaply available to the masse ,,t"

or at least the literate portions thereof. These activities did much to spread 'Westem'

knowledge (though now appropriated into a community's own nñtr-bhãsa and, thus, to

some extent, shaped by indigenous conceptual frameworks) in a manner that bypassed

the institutional structures of the colonial education system, and allorved ideas to be

disseminated in a manner that was less-intensely scrutinised by the British authorities. In

the sphere of political nationalism, some favoured the adoption of a modem pan-Indian

language (such as Hindi or Hindustani), while others advocated the revival of Sanskrit as

the living national language of the (Hindu) Indian nation.3e

In contrast, others, including the bulk of the higher-class Indian population, stressed

the practical benefits of English, and desired the appropriation of at least a share of the

'modem knowledge' (and the power and prestige attributed to the same) which it

conveyed. Competence in English clearly permitted varieties of engagement with

European ideas (as well as alarge potential Westem audience for one's viervs) that were

simply not fully available to Indian thinkers without stepping into the linguistic realm of

these concepts' origin. Doing so, however, meant that in order to deal with these ideas in

a comparative fashion, Indians had to translate their own indigenous knowledge into a

European idiom (introducing an implicit modem, Western, secular frame of reference),

a¡rd this had consequences for the ways in which they conceived of and structured their

oi+'n cultu¡al realities. Because of this ambivalence surrounding language usage in the

colonial context, there is no single 'reformist' position with respect to the contested roles

Colonial India, " in Netu Developments in Asian Studies, ed. Paul van der Velde and Alex McKay (London:
Kegan Paul Intemational, 1998), 255-84.
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of English and native languages in the emerging Indian nation, but rather, a variety of

complex and intenelated perspectives.

Some important common foundations, however, underlie the nationalist

perspectives set forth by a large share of the prominent Indian thinkers during the late

nineteenth century. As most came from a background that was upper-caste

(predominantly, though far from tniversally, brahmin) and upper-class (in Bengal,

bhadralok), their perspectives reflected the concems, priorities and traditions of these

sectors of Indian society. This resulted in a situation in which the public bourgeoisie face

of Indian nationalism was actually quite divorced from the concems of the subaltem

masses. Thus, in addressing issues such as women's rights or untouchabilty, the real

interest of such reformers was not always the lived reality of the majority of Indian

women or the condition of outcastes, so much as the significance which the

representations of these groups held for the emergent elites' own fragile position in the

coloniser-colonised hierarchy. a0

Also, among those nationalists who advocated the idea of a politically independent

India-a goal which was not, at the time, the aspiration of the majority-their conception

thereof tended to follow the lines of the modem Westem model of the autonomous

nation-state, with its characteristic identification of distinctive'national' structures,

modes of organisation, and symbolic markers. As Chatterjee's work suggests, such a

nationalist project is fraught rvith problematic intemal incongruity, especially for non-

European societies, which have also long served as the 'other' for Western nationalism.

3e Nationally minded Muslims in colonial India did not, by contrast, strongly advocate Arabic and/or
Persian as a candidate for the position ofa pan-Indian national or pedagogical tongue.
a0 

See Chatterj ee,The Nation and lts Fragments, chap.3: "The Nationalist Elite," 35-75.
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He elucidates the basic dilemma by explaining that "there is... an inherent

contradictoriness in nationalist thinking, because it reasons within a framework of

knowledge whose representational structure corresponds to the very structure of power

nationalist though seeks to repudiate."al It is these intrinsic ambiguities and anomalies

embedded within the colonial/postcolonial nationalist project which result in the

emergence of discourses that seek to subvert imperial epistemological and ethical

frameworks through the application of the ideological tools of modemity, resulting in, in

Chatte{ee's words, "a different discourse, yet one that is dominated by another."a2

Lest Chatterjee's somewhat-pessimistic thesis overshadow the consideration of

anti-colonial nationalist efforts in their entirety, howe'r'er, we should observe that, as in

the case of religion and its (re-)appropriation by its marginalised subjects, the structures

imposed by colonialism and its discourses do not completely determine the content of the

response of the colonised. While they do profoundly shape the forms and, to a great

extent, the substance of nationalistic rheloric, some avenues yet remain open to creative

acts of subversion, as has been mentioned above, for example, via mimicry, or the altered

reproduction/representation ofthe coloniser by the colonised, the purported certainty of

colonial discu¡sive formations is challenged and destabilised. It is this potential for

transformative engagement of the hegemonic narratives of colonialism that makes the

examination of a¡rti-colonial nationalistic discourses an intriguing venture.

ot Chatte¡ee, Nafionalist Thought, 38.
o'rbid.,42.
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So prominent is the coupling, in the modem Indian consciousness, of

Vivekananda with the idea of Indian nationhood that it would not be incorrect to assert

that a large share of present-day Indians are familiar with Vivekananda's work primarily

through a few choice quotations on 'India's greatness', bandied about by political figures

and others bent upon bolstering the 'national spirit' for whatever cause is at hand. It is not

an exaggeration to say that Vivekananda's ascribed nationalism is his principal

acknowledged legacy in contemporary India. (The militant twentieth-century Indian

nationalist Subhas Chandra Bose, for example, boldly asserted: "Swami Vivekananda

may be regarded as the spiritual father of the modem nationalist movement.")43

In fact, Vivekananda's expressed perspectives on India and the nationalist

movement are much more complex, and decidedly more critical, than these popr:lar

images would suggest. Further, his work illustrates the multiple levels of meaning

embodied by the concepts of 'nation' and 'nationalism', and the complex

interrelationship between these aspects.

As the quotation at the commencement of this chapter suggests, Vivekananda was

well aware of the paradoxical situation of the colonial subject in Indi4 and, in particular,

of his own ambivalent relationship to empire. The implication of satirical irony in that

statement, conveyed by thejoumalist's decoding of the'text' of the swami's physical

display (presuming the reporter's observation to be a faithful, not fanciful, one),

complicates what would othenvise be read as a straightforward assertion of India's

failings, acceptance of the necessity and inevitability of British rule, and profession of
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loyalty to the Crown. Whether Vivekananda was aware that his somatic performance

would be understood and included in the published interview is uncertain; had it not, of

course, the message would have been inverted, and the (most likely intentional)

ambivalence lost. As this example illustrates, Vivekananda's discourse on 'nation', like

those engaging other subjects, encompasses ambiguities and anomalies, some of which

are perhaps the result of the displacement and transmission of his statements from one

spatial and temporal context to another, from deeply contextualised utterances to

dislocated and disembodied records, from the conventions of orature to those of the

rvritten word, from particular sites of enunciation and reception to different ones, and

sometimes from the conceptual framework of one language to that of another. Further

complicating the deciphering process, he often speaks to different audiences

simultaneously in a self-conscious and strategic fashion. (In this latter respect, he is very

much the product of the emerging globalisation of public discourses in his day; a

comment made to the American medi4 such as the one above, could-and likely would,

were it deemed of political significance-soon be (re-)presented to a British audience,

and even, in turn, an Indian one.) These factors need to be bome in mind to appreciate the

compl exiti es and contradi cti ons of vivekananda's nati onali st di scourse.

An Evolving National Cons ci ousnes s

In all likelihood, Vivekananda first came in contact with nationalistic ideas during

his childhood. Although his formal education in European-govemed institutions is

unlikely to have been a fertile source of encounters with ideas that challenged the

a3 
Quoted in Sibranjan Chatteljee, "Swami Vivekananda and Indian National Congre ss," inThe Congress

PartyinIndia,editedbyN. S. Gehlot(NewDelhi: Deep&Deeppublications, I99I), 195.
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political status quo, it no doubt inculcated in him an acceptance of the conceptual

framework of 'nationhood', embedded within the very discourses of colonialism. At the

very least, he would have been familiar, though perhaps not consciously, with the modem

assumption of the nation-state as the natural manifestation of the perception of a people-

group's shared history, cultu¡e, and territory. However, his extensive personal reading,

cosmopolitan family associates, and educated contacts through the Brahmo Sarnãj were

probably among his first avenues of exposure to current debates over colonial rule and

potential hdian independence. Although outright nationalist sentiments had not yet

reached the height of their popularity in Bengal during the time of his youth, the future

Vivekananda would certainly have been aware of their growing permeation of Indian

society, regardless of whether he felt any particular affinity with them during this early

period in his life.

From the evidence of the texts, it seems that Vivekananda's conceptualisation of

Indian 'nationhood' evolved gradually, an organic development out of his accrued

experiences. During his initial travels through lndia from 1890 to 1893, he obtained first-

hand experience with the diversity of the region's physical and human geography. The

reputable biographical accounts, however, include scant mention of an interest in political

affairs on his part during this time. To what extent Vivekananda had, by this time, begun

to draw a connection between colonial rule and the abject poverty and subjugation of

large sections of the Indian masses is unclear. A ra¡e media report of his ideas during the

latter part of this period-an English-language interview with a reporter from the Indian

Social Reformer in January of 1893, preserved only in extracts subsequently published by

lhe Madura Mail-does include a passage in which Vivekananda is claimed to have
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asserted that "through the slavery of a thousand years, Hindus have at present

degenerated,"44 apparently ajoint indictment of Moghal and European rule. Contrasting

the sense of pride and importance instilled within British youth with the Hindu's alleged

perception that "he is bom to slave,"4s the swami is quoted in the article as stating that

Hindus "can't become a great nation unless we love our religion and try to respect

ourselves, and respect our country men [slc] and society"ou litalics added). However, a

Iater letter of Vivekananda's, written in 1894 to his fellow monk, Swami

Ramakrishnananda-in which he claims that during his visit to Kanyakumari in

December, 1892, he became overwhelmed by the poverty and desperation of India's

people, and there began to formulate his plan of social service-contains scant mention

of the role of foreign rule in India's suffering.aT Rather, in this instance, Vivekananda

seems to place the blame squarely on the backs of the indigenous elite who have kept the

impoverished in ignorance, and he asserts that"we have for all ages been sucking their

blood and trampling them underfoot" (italics added).a8 The remedy he posits is practical

education, not political revolution.ae It is notable that, in the same leïter, he disavows the

explanation that religion is to blame for lndia's miseries, however, he claims that "the

force to raise [the masses] must come from inside, that is, from the orthodox Hindus."50

aa "A Bengali Sadhu," CI|t,vol. 9,526.t'Ibid.

'u Ibid.
a7 Vivekananda does write that the Indian masses have been "trampled... underfoot" by "the Hindq the
Mohammedan, [and] the Christiar¡" the last apparently alluding to the British; but otherwise he usually
locates the source of India's social problems in the people's lack of education and lost 'individuality'-
o^nìy, at best, an indi¡ect reference to English imperialism (see "Letters," CW,vol. 6,250-6).
ot "Letters," CW, vol. 6, 254.
oe Ibid, 254-5.
to lbid., 255.
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In this respect, Vivekananda clearly recognises the strategic importance of anchoring

ideas regarding Indian development and liberation in 'traditional' religious authority.

AII of this does provide some suggestion that Vivekananda had, prior to his

overseas travels, already begun to conceptualise the Indian people as anation in the

broader, psychological sense as alluded to by Bhabha, above. Indeed, it is likely that,

given his extensive reading in world history during his youth, he was already predisposed

to think of his land in terms of Westem models of nationhood, or at the very least, as

something of a united entity with 'national' characteristics. As we have seen, by the time

he spoke ro the Indian social Reþrmer in early 1893, vivekananda was already

describing Indians (more precisely, Hindu Indians), as a "nation,"tt o. at least noting the

potentiality for this condition. However, the remainder of the limited accounts by others

rvho kneu' or met Vivekananda during his pre-America travels tend to stress his interest

in discussing religion, philosophy, arts, and sciences-not nationalism.52 1Aìthough

during his early joumeys he once chanced to meet the then-aging Bengali nationalist

Ieader Rajnarain Bose, there is no record as to whether or not nationalism or politics

figured in their brief discussions.)s3

vivekananda's subsequent exposure to the contrast between the people and

lifestyles of America (md, subsequently, Britain and other parts of Europe) and those of

India no doubt brought to his mind an increased consciousness of the nation-idea- The

defences of Indian religion and customs to which he was goaded by missionaries and

5r "Letters," Ctrlt, vol. 6, 255.
s2 

See The Life of Swami Vivekananda: By His Eastern and IV'estent Disciples,vol. 1, chapters l3-20, for
9ftailed descriptions ofhis Indian travels and activities.
" S. N. Dhar, A Comprehensive Biograplty of Swami Vivekananda, vol. I (lr4adras: Vivekananda Prakashan
Kendra, 1975),287 .
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other critics would naturally have encouraged him to think and to speak of India as a

urity, in order to enhance the impact of his positive assertions and to shore up his own

standing as a'representative of his people'. (As we have seen, his sometimes-srveeping,

idealistic assertions about the'true'nature of Indian practices and beliefs often led to

obfuscation of the less-savoury actualities.) Further, the strong emphasis that the

American culture of the day put upon that country's own blossoming nationhood, and the

affirmative values which were paired with this evolution-a spirit of progress, autonomy,

and youthful vigour, for example-could not have failed to impact Vivekananda in this

respect.

If India was indeed a nation, Vivekananda freely admitted in his conespondence

with his Indian associates and, later, to his Indian audiences, that it w¿ìs a nation facing

great challenges. (As rvith other aspects of his discou¡se, Vivekananda's expression of

nationalistic ideas was heavily shaped by the constraints and considerations of their

particular enunciative circumstances.) Much of his discussion of India, particuìarly when

directed towards Indians, continued the theme of locating liability for 'native' misery

principally with Indians themselves. In an 1894 letter to some admirers in Calcutta, he

explains:

To my mind, the one great cause of the downfall and the degeneration of India
was the bulding of a wall of custom-whose foundation was hatred of others-round
the nation, and the real aim of which in ancient times was to prevent the Hindus from
coming in contact with the surrounding Buddhistic nations.

whatever cloak ancient or modem sophistry may try to throw over it, the
inevitable result-the vindication of the moral law that none can hate others without
degenerating himself-is that the race that was foremost amongst the ancient races is
now a byword, and a score among nations. We are object lessons of the violation of
that law which our ancestors were the first to discover and dissemi nate.sa

5a 'Reply to the Calcutta Address," CI|t,vo|. 4"365.
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This theme of collective self-improvement, rather than insurgency, as the proper

strategy for national betterment is, as we have seen, typical of bhadraloÃ discourses of

the period. In Vivekananda's emphasis on moral failings as the root of India's problems,

rve also see foreshadowed the intimate association that he, in his later writings and

discourses, rvould come to posit existed between the religious life of India and the

people's national destiny. While placing the blame for India's problems upon Indians'

own alleged weaknesses and faults might appear, on the surface, to be evidence of the

extent to which the colonial attribution of negative qualities to lndians had become

ingrained in Vivekananda's thought, we should also take notice that, by situating the

source of the predicament in the Indian sphere, the swami also locates fhe loan for

change within Indians themselves. In other words, the remedial capacity need not be

seized (politically. militarily, ideologically, or otherwise) from the colonisers, but it

already lies lvithin the Indian grasp. This is consistent with Chatterjee's observation that,

for the colonial Bengali middle class, 'the domain of the inner was proclaimed a domain

of autonomy,"s5 one in which sovereignty from British imperialism was thought possible,

in contrast to the colonial control of the extemal sphere of Indian life. Vivekananda's

analysis reiterates in sociologicalterms his Vedãntic vision of all spiritual potential as

located within the microcosm of the individual.

If Vivekananda's first consciousness of the predicament of the Indian nation was not

explicitly anti-colonial in nature, there is, nevertheless, evidence that, during the time he

spent in America from 1893 to 1894, he had also begun to ascribe at least some blame to

s5 Partha Chatte¡'ee, "A Religion of Urban Domesticity: Sri Ramakrishna and the Calcutta Middle Class,"
tn Subaltern Studies VII, ed. P. Chatte4'ee and G. Pandey (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1993), 67.
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the British rulers for the 'downfall' of India "lndia has been conquered again and

again for years,"56 he reportedly related to some American acquaintances in 1893,

and last and worst of all came the Englishman. You look about Indi4 what has the
Hindu left? wonderful temples, everywhere. what has the Mohammedan left?
Beautiful palaces. What has the Englishman left? Nothing but mounds of broken
brandy bottles! . [The English] have theirheels on ournecks, they have sucked the
last drop of our blood for their own pleasures, they have carried away with them
millions of our money, while our people have starved by villages and provinces. And
now the Chinaman is the vengeance that will fall upon them, if the Chinese rose
today and sl,_ept the English into the sea, as they well deserve, it would be no more
than justice.5T

Elseivhere during this same conversation, Vivekananda allegedly stated that the English

rvere "barely emerging from barbarism."58 As this conversation has been reconstructed, it

appears, from memory by an American listener, we should perhaps be circumspect about

the accuracy, especially given its fiery tenor. However, it is important to keep in mind

that in Vivekananda's private talks, he was apt to be much sharper in his tone and less

constrained by standards of decorum than when delivering public lectures. While perhaps

caught up in a moment of emotional excess, this conversation nevertheless strongly

suggests that he consciously, if not always publicly, attributed to Britain a role in India's

'degeneration'.

At other times, in more-carefully considered expositions, the swami was more apt

to identify the source of Britain's success as a colonial power as lying in the collective

character of that nation's people. In his 1899 Udbodhan arficle"Bartatnant Bharat"

("Modem India"), he ridicules the British tactic of achieving loyalty to the Raj by

tu "Vengeance of History," CIf ,vot. 7,279
'' Ibid., 279-80.
tt Ibid., 278.
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attempting to convince Indians of "the mighty prestige and glory of the British

nation."5e The real power upholding the British Empire, vivekananda posits, is "that

fortitude, that perseverance, and that intense nationa.l urity of purpose" 60 which

characterises the collective cha¡acter of the English. The waxing or waning of British

power over India and its other coìonies depends upon the maintenance of these qualities,

he asserts, not its display ofgrandeur or the generation ofa sense ofshallow prestige

among its subjects.6t His criticism reflects the particular hegemonic strategy that

characterised European imperialism in India in the late nineteenth century, and

demonstrates that the swami was rvell aware of the active campaign by the colonial rulers

1o inculcate loyalty in the Empire's subjects through selective and sanguine self-

representation of the metropolitan culture.

Hinduising the Nation

Upon his retum to India in 1897, more fully developed and religiously linked

nationalistic sentiments emerge in Vivekananda's lectures. To be fair, the congratulatory

rvelcomes he received throughout the land were themselves couched in discourses of

nationalism, and framed Vivekananda's accomplishments as victories for the cause of the

Indian nation.62 That these prompted responses along the same lines should not therefore

come as a surprise. Nevertheless, his talks in India collectively present a picture of a man

able and willing to turite religious perspectives and nationalist exhortations. Further, by

utilising the discwsive power of history-which was represented by colonial thought as a

tn "Modem India," CØ/,vol. 4,474.
uo Ibid., 475.
6tlbid.
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"privileged domain of knowledge... [claiming] an epistemological position that it was

capable of making objective and truthful statements about social ¡¿61s"63-1þe swami

bolstered his authority in speaking to Indians who rvere then seeking a collective self-

representation rvhich conformed to the pattems of Westem historical discourse. And yet,

as Basu points out, according to the conventions of what she terms Vivekananda's

"structural history,"6a the value lies not in the details, but in their pattem and meaning:

"Events are not really important in this narration because it is the structure that endows

the events with significance.... Here 'history' only becomes a metonym for tradition."65

The crux of these historical nanatives is the assumption of, in Gyan Prakash's words,

"the ontological being of India as a nation"66-leading, in fact, to a circular line of

reasoning n'hich employed a history rvhich ivas itself based on the idea of nationhood to

prove the legitimacy of India's status as a nation.

In particular, Vivekananda represents India as the symbolic and historic al axis

mundi of spirituality and virtue, as rvell as a soteriological force on the world stage. As he

declared 1o a u'elcoming audience in Colombo in 1897:

If there is any land on this earth that can lay claim to be the blessed Punya Bhumi
[land of spiritual merit], to be the land to which all souls on this earth must come to
account for Karm4 the land to which every soul that is rvending its way Godward
must come to attain its last home, the land where humanity has attained its highest
towards gentleness, towards generosity, towards purity, towards calmness, above all,
the land of introspection and of spirituality-it is India.... Here is the life-giving
water with rvhich must be quenched the buming fire of materialism which is buming

62 
See, for example, the welcome given him upon his landing in Ceylon in January 1987 ("First public

Lecture in the East," CIl,vol.3, 103-4).
63 Basu, 48.
uo lbid., 53.
u'Ibid.
u6 Gyan Prakash, "Writing Post-Orientalist Histories of the Third World: Perspectives from Indian
Historiography," incontemporaty sÍudies in society and History 32 (April 1990): 390.
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the core of the hearts of millions in other lands. Believe me, my friends, this is
going to be.67

If skirting the issue of Indian political autonomy, Vivekananda nevertheless sets forth a

conception of India rvhich is profoundly nationalistic, in that it seeks to unite India's

people by constructing a discursive narrative rvhich articulates India as a primordial

entity possessed of (and defined by) a common history, shared values, and an overarching

purpose in the global context. Like the visions of many of his nationalist contemporaries,

it is proforurdly religious in character, and Vivekananda explicitly includes historically

important Hindu concepts (like kanna nd pur.tya) as foundational ideas in his

construction of Indian nationhood. Basu succinctly summarises the relationship between

the srvami's religion and his nationalism rvhen she writes: "Nationalism, to Vivekanand4

was an act of self-revelation, a going back to the origin of this Hindu self, and a

Hinduism ri si ng to self-consci ousness. "ó8

A significant, if slightly tangential issue deserves mention in this respect-that the

importance of language in fostering this national consciousness was clearly recognised

by Vivekananda. In "The Future of Indi4" he acknowledges the social porver imputed to

the Sanskrit language when he declares: "sanskrit and prestige go together in India As

soon as you have that, none dares say anything against you. That is the one secret, take

that up."6e The ideological status of Sanskrit in the minds of many reformers of

Vivekananda's time had less to do with the actual contemporary popularity of the

language (indeed, enrolment in Sanskrit schools had declined sharply during the mid-

ut lbid., l05.
68 Shamita Basu, Religious Revivalísm as Nationalist Discourse (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002,
39.
óe "The Future of India,- CØl,vol.3,299.
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nineteenth century).70 as it did with the prestige that Indians read into philological

theories conceming Sanskrit's role as the parent-l¿mguage of modem European tongues.

According to one newspaper report, Vivekanand4 on the basis of these theories, went so

far as to claim in the course of an American lectu¡e that "all European languages. . . are

nothing but j argoni sed S anskrit. "Tr

Vivekananda, however, also did not deprecate the value of the English language as

such. In his letters, he repeatedly advises his fellow sannyasins to leam both Sanskrit and

English to a competent standard, lest they be unable to teach and preach effectively

throughout India and the West,72 and so that they mght successfully coì.rnter Christian

"missionary schoìars" who u,ould be impressed by a "display of eloquence."73

(Vivekananda's own experience in this regard clearly influenced his evaluation of the

importance of proficiency in English, as it was among his most-praised cha¡acteristics in

Westem media reports.)7a Holever- he maintains that Sanskrit has an inestimable value

for maintaining the vitality of Hinduism and generating national cohesion. This is not to

say that Vivekananda put his support behind conservative Hindu efforts to institute

Sanskrit as the spoken 'link language' of modem India, for he recognises that the

complexity of Sanskrit would make the difTiculty of such a proj ect prohibitive.T5

"Therefore," he asserts, "the ideas [of Hindu spirituality] must be taught in the language

of the people; at the same time, Sanskrit education must go on along with it, because the

70 E. Annamalai, "Indian Languages in the Modernization Discou¡se in Colonial India," in New
Developments itt Asian Studies: An InÍrodttction, ed- P. van der Velde and Alex McKay, (London: Kegan
Paul Int., 1998),260.
t' "India's Gift to the World," CW,vol.2,5l2.
72 

See, for exarnple, CW,vo1.6,288, 321,330;vol. 8, 352.
73 "Letters," CI|/,vol. 6, 341 .

7o 
See, for example, CW,vol. 2, 484, 4g2, 4g8.

75 "The Futu¡e of India," CI(,vo1.3,290.
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very sound of Sanskrit words gives a prestige and a power and a strength to the

Íace."16 He was also in favour of "recasting" the Bengali language, for he felt that it

shared in the purported process of cultural degeneration, and had "become lifeless and

monotonous in course of time,"77 a detenoration which, he believed, mirrored what he

perceived as the physical weakness of the Bengali people.78 These statements illustrate

Ranajit Guha's assertion that, by the middle of the nineteenth century, Bengali "was

beginning to be recognized by its educated middle-class speakers as an index of their

identity.... A language-consciousness was allou,ed thus to stand in for self-

consciousness."Te The linguistic reforms ivhich Vivekananda advocated, however-

particularly the reduction of the frequency of verb-usage-would seem to place him in

the company of those of his contemporaries u'ho sought to create a 'high' form of

Bengali by adopting more-'English' structures.to The actual end results of the latter

reform project, however, were a radical reduction of the previously existent linguistic

diversity of eastem India and an increasingly stark hierarchical distinction between the

speakers of 'lorv' dialects and those 'cultured' enough to use the elite, 'normative'

language forms.8l

Although he disavowed efforts to Sanskritise the structue of his mother tongue (he

favoured, if anything, a'Pali-ising' of it, due to that language's perceived similarity with

Bengali),82 Vivekananda advocates the translation of "technical terms" into Sanskrit

words for Bengali-speaking audiences-coining new ones, if necessary, composed of

tu Ibid.
tt "Frorl. the Diary of a Disciple," C 14/, v ol. 7, 133.
tt Ibid., 134.
7e Ranajit Guha, Dominance Without Hegemony (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1997), 188
80 Kaviraj,24.
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Sanskrit elements, rather than adopting foreign words into the language. t' (Thir *,*

a position shared by other nationalist figures, particularly Rajnarain Bose, mentioned

above, whose abhorrence of the adulteration of Bengali speech rvith English rvords

reportedly resulted in an amusing incident during Bose's meeting with Vivekananda- in

which a'plus' sign had to be made with crossed fingers in lieu of an appropriate Bengali

term for the idea.)8a While such an effort to introduce Sanskrit terminology into Bengali

rvould seem not to entail, to use Guha's phrase, "any progress from signality to

semioticity,"85 we may also approach it more positively as an opening up of the sphere of

technical discourse as a liminal space, in which Sanskrit-Bengal hybridity could help to

mediate the gap between the socially privileged language of brãhminical philosophy and

the'mundane'vemacular, perhaps providing an avenue of admission into the elite sphere

of the former for marginalised speakers of the later (something which Vivekananda, in

his plan for uriversal education in Sanskrit, seems to have aspired torvards). On the

practical side, Vivekananda's own experience ¿ìs a translator of Sansknt texts, and his oft-

expressed frustration with his inability to convey the full meaning of essential Hindu

concepts through the medium of English,s6 was no doubt also instrumental in generating

a respect for the indispensability of the Sanskrit, and he praised the intricacy of the

8' 
See ibid., 23-5.

8t "On Language," CØ/,vol. 5, 259.
t'Ibid. Th" contention that Sanskrit is the most-suitable language from which to d¡aw technical vocabulary
would seem to distinguish Vivekananda's position from that of Shyamacharan Sarma Sarkar, who, in I850,
r,trote: "The Bengali is a truly noble language, even in its present state, able to convey almost any idea with
precisior¡ force and elegance. Words rnay be compounded with such facility, and to so great an extent that
any scientific or technical term of any language may be rendered by an exact equivalent-an advantage
which, amongst the dead and living languages of Europe, is possessed by Greek and German" (quoted in
Guha, 190). However, it is doubtful whether Sarkar's technical tenninology would, in practice, constitute
anything more than'Bangla-ised' Sanskrit conrpounds.
to Dha., vol.1,287.
tt Guha, 174.
8ó See, for example, CIlt, v ol. 1, 21 9 ; v ol. 2, 245;vol. 3, 30 l
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language and its philology as a vehicle for philosophical discussion and debate.87

Thus, the use of Sanskrit brought prestige, power, and precision to Indian discursive

efforts, and its promotion was ¿üì integral part of the swami's vision of a strong and

united nation.

Throughout the initial lectures he delivered upon returning to Asia from the West,

we see an ideology set forth that is to underlie all of Vivekananda's subsequent

discussions of India's nationhood-the portrayal of India as the fourtainhead of all

religion and spirituality, and thus the source of the (materialistic) West's redemption:

This is the theme of Indian life-work, the burden of her etemal songs, Íhe raison
d'être of her very existence-the spiritualisation of the human race. In this her life-
course she has never deviated, whether the Tartar ruled or the Turk, whether the
Mogul ruled or the English.8s

The fact that this collective spiritual identity is actually tnodern, however-a point that

would destabilise its authority-is disguised by the conventions of the 'revivalist'

nationalisl discourse itself, which grourds itself in its appropriation of the imagined past.

Vivekananda implies that India can legitimately lay claim to an ahistorical condition of

spiritual virginity, the inalienable possession of a rarefied essence ulsullied by the harsh

reality of imperial subjugation, and beyond the power of colonial desecration. That the

swami recognised the potential instrumentality of this idea is suggested by his comments

in his Bengali essay "Pracya o Pãícãtya" ("The East and the west") on India's

ostensibly enduring veneration of "spiritual liberation": "Rob [the Hindu] of everything

87 "Vedanta in its Application to Indian Life,- ClIt,vol. 3,233.
88 "India'sMessage to the World," CW,vo1.4,315.
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he has, kick him, call him a'nigger' or any such name, he does not care much; only

keep that one gate of religion free and unmolested."se

Note the implication in these passages, horvever, that the primordial, undeviating

India of which Vivekananda speaks is aHindu India, subject at various periods to

'foreign' Muslim and Christia¡r govemance, but clinging tenaciously to its indigenous

wisdom. We have already seen in the preceding chapters horv Vivekananda positions

Hinduism as a privileged site of religious hermeneutics. Here, in his more

nationalistically oriented writings, we observe his application of these ideas to the Indian

people themselves. It would appear that the extent to which adherents of other faith

communities are regarded as full participants in this ideological 'nation', rvould depend

largely upon their willingness to accept the centrality of Hindu spirituality to the national

narrative, and to disavow, for example, an altemative Islam-based classicising of Indian

history. As Basueo and Chatterjeeet have both observed, Vivekananda and many other

nationalist thinkers reconciled the concept of a Hinduism-based nation with the reality of

the Muslim presence in India by presenting Indian Muslims as a unique, 'Hinduised'

community, who had absorbed and assimilated Hindu ideals. (The failure of this

approach to engage Muslims in way that they themselves found meaningful is made

evident in hindsight by the political reality of the Partition.) The resemblance between

this rhetorical strategy-which lumps together significant religious and cultural

differences into a single homogeneous entity, with an identity that can be objectified and

discussed in totalising terms-and the reification that characterises traditional Westem

tn "Th" East and the West," CW,vol. 5,458-9
eo Basu, 126.
e' Chatte¡ee, Narionalisf Thought, 7 3-4.
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discourses about the Orient, should not be overlooked; in both cases, its effect is to

bolster the hegemonic position of the interpreter, silence dissenting voices, and

'commodiflr' the discursive object in a way which permits its deliberate manipulation for

a particu.lar goal. For nineteenth-century Hindus, the construction of Muslims as the

dissimilar other was a deeply rooted psychological and social reality, and one which was

not easily overcome, especially as the entity which had the potential to displace Islam as

the 'new other', the British Empire, was still too much an object of desired emulation to

fulfil that role satisfactorily. In the end, it appears that Muslims are not really among the

natural subjects, or intended recipients, of this national story; the "narrative contract,"e2

in this case, implicitly exists befween Vivekananda and his Hindu audience, and it is only

with pragmatic but unconvincing effort that he seeks to draw non-Hindus within its

bormdaries.

The theme of India's intrinsic 'missionary' role in the global context, which

reoccurs throughout Vivekananda's work, provides an interesting counter-discourse to

the colonial expansionist and civilizing rhetoric. The profound interpenetration of

Christian conceptions of the 'evangelical imperative' and the master narratives of

imperialist territorial, political and cultural expansion resulted in a pervasive discursive

force in Britain's colonised peripheries, as well as a selÊdefining narrative of the

metropolitan society itself.e3 (In America, these perceived prerogatives were formulated

into a self-asserted 'manifest destiny' of the white, Christian settlers to expand, conquer,

nt Fo, *or* background on this idea of a 'narrative contract' between the source and the recipient of
n¿tional narratives, see Kaviraj, 33.
e3 Interestingly, Christian missionaries themselves often voiced cornplaint that the British govemment's
oflrcial policy of religious non-interference in India was akin fo sttpportingHinduism; see John Marriott,
The Other Empíre: À[en'opolis, India and Progress in the Colonial Imagination (Manchester: Manchester
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and convert ) That Vivekananda's discourse, whether addressed to Westem or Indian

audiences, was shaped and constrained by these considerations, must be taken into

account in understanding his o\'\,n personified construction of India as a messianic figure.

If the West, in its interactions rvith India, cast itself in the role of moral and material

saviour of the benighted,ea Vivekananda critically evaluated and appropriated elements of

this rhetorical strategy. In an 1896 interview, given to a London reporter, the srvami

responds to a politically charged question, "Is India finally to conquer her conquerors?"

'Yes, in the world of ideas,"es he replies, and draws an implicit analogy between the what

he regards as Hindu India's ideological transformation, and cultural assimilation, of its

earlier Muslim conquerors, and the like fate that he anticipates for India's present

colonial rulers.e6 He observes with pride that already educated members of the British

and Anglo-Indian populace have come to appreciate Indian philosophy.eT Thus, an

awareness of the vital role of spiritual (rather Íhm religiou.r, per se) conquest in

Vivekananda's conception of the Indian nation is essential to understanding his reading

of Indian history, as rvell as his vision for India's future relationship with the colonial

metropole.

University Press, 2003), 196-7. Some even posited 'Divine wrath' over this failure to explicitly foster

Çhristian prosel¡ism to be the cause of the I 857 Rebellion (see Ballantyne, 45).
ea 

See Michael Mann, "'Torchbearers Upon the Path of Progress': Britain's Ideology of a 'Moral and
Material Progress' in India: An Introductory Essay," inColonialism as Civilizíng Mission: Cuhural
Ideology in British India, ed. Harold Fischer-Tine and Michael Mann (London: Anthem Press, 2004), 1-26
passim.
nt "lrrdiu and England," CI|t.vol.5, 195.

'u lbid., 195-6.
etlbid., l96.
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The Colonial Criric

While, however, Vivekananda is not Ioath to grant Europe and America their

claimed status as materially superior civilisations,e8 the assertions of moral ascendancy,

which are embedded in colonial discourse and were crucial to the justification of foreign

rule in India fail to receive his acquiescence. The West, in Vivekananda's opinion, as we

have discussed earlier, has long aimed only at the 'lower', ephemeral good of dharma

(and its worldly ends), while India sought the higher, etemal goal of moksa, spiritual

liberation.ee A nation, he maintains, will direct the essential current of its collective

energy to fulfilling its 'national purpose', and that this accounts for the differing areas of

strenglh and development that characterise each society.t0o While England has

historically been driven by a desire to acquire and maintain wealth, ftIindu) India seeks

spiritual independence above all else, and thus their respective cultures reflect this. If he

concedes that Indians can leam much from Westem science and technology,t0t and even

certain 'social graces',102 it would seem that Europe has little groturds, in Vivekananda's

view, for claiming moral supremacy. In "The East and the'West," Vivekananda pulls no

punches in his analysis of the much-extolled 'civilisation' and 'morality' of the West:

What is the meaning of the'Progress of Civilisation' which the Europeans boast so
much about? The meaning of it is the successful accomplishment of the desired object
by the justif,rcation of wrong means, i.e. by making the end justify the means. It
makes acts of theft, falsehood, and hanging appear proper utder certain
circumstances, it vindicated Stanley's whipping of the hungry Mohammedan guards
who accompanied him, for stealing a few mouthfuls of bread; it guides and justifies
the well-known European ethics which says, 'Get out from this place, I want to come
in and possess it', the truth of which is bome out by the evidence of history, that

nt "Th" East and the West," CW,vo1. 5,474-5.
nn lbid., 446-50.

'oo lbid., 457.
r0r <<The Infìuence of Indian Spiritual Thought in England," CI4¡,vol.3,443
r02 "The East and the West," CW,vol.5,413-4.
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wherever the Europeans have gone, there has followed the extinction of the
aboriginal races. In London, this 'progress of civilisation' regards rmfaithfulness in
conjugal life, and, in Paris, the running away of a man, leaving his wife and children
helpless and committing suicide as a mistake and not a crime.103

This passage gains significance when it is read not simply as a vehement commentary on

Westem morality (or the alleged lack thereof;, but rather as a deconstruction of colonial

discourse. Vivekananda's recognition and acknowledgement of the contradictions and

ambivalence embedded in colonial moral rhetoric, and the underlying themes of conquest

and exploitation, demonstrate his critical awareness of the ideological milieu in which his

nationalistic ideas are articulated. Further, he undercuts the central discursive claims of

morality that supported and justified the continuation of British rule in India; while

material power gave England the means to rule the land and its people, moral discourses

were needed to rationalise. validate and stabilise the colonial project, both in the

metropole and in the colonies themselves, regardless of British afiempts to inculcate in

Indians consequentialist utilitarian rationales for their colonial activities.

Cross-cultural experience, however, led Vivekananda to conclude that these

hegemony-sustaining discourses were flawed; as he boldly declares to an audience in the

south Indian commrurity of Kumbakonam:

Let me take this opportunity, my countrymen, of telling you that in comparing the
different races and nations of the world I have been among, I have come to the
conclusion that our people are on the whole the most moral and the most godly, alrd
our institutions are, in their plan and purpose, best suited to make mankind huppy.too

This is not, by any means, to say that Vivekananda was satisfied with the condition of

Indian society and its structures as they existed during his time; as we shall see in

subsequent chapters, he did criticise such social problems as 'casteism' and the

r03 lbid., 531-2.
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disempowerment of women frequently, and on many points. However, he

conscientiously divorces his own position from that of the 'social reformers', whose

efforts he brands superficial, and characterises them as an elitist, upper-caste project

unable to touch the masses of the Indian public, as they did not spring from the genuine

collective will of an educated populace, but from a class with self-centred political

interests.105 True, enduring reform, he asserts, must have its fundamental roots in

individual spiritual self-transformation, through which others are inevitably uplifted.t06

Nevertheless, his views gamered the most attention and interest, at least during his ou.n

lifetime, from precisely those of this very elite background.

It is also evident, especially from his Bengali writings, that Vivekananda well

understood the duplicity and brutality that undergirded the colonial project, as well as the

shifting Indian response thereto, and the potential for deploying diverse strategies of

resistance. In the course of his Bengali monograph "ParibrajaÈ" ("Memoirs of European

Travel"), for instance, he addresses the restrictions instituted by the British govemment

on travel abroad by 'native' p¿ìssengers due to the Calcutta plague in 1898. His sfyle

recalls the mocking tenor of the 1900 San Francisco interview, but this time

Vivekananda's words are much more openly sardonic. He contrasts Britain's earlier

policy of discriminating between upper- and lowe¡-class lndians in the matter of required

travel documentation, declaring his joy that now a// Indians are regarded as "natives":

Maharajas, Rajas, Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas, Shudras-all belong to one and
the same class-that of 'natives'. The law, and the test which applies to coolies, is
applicable to all 'natives' without distinction. Thanks to you, O English Govemment,
through yorÌr grace, for a moment at least I feel myself one rvith the whole body of

r04 (<The 
Mission of the Vedanta,- CW,vol. 3, 195.

r05 "My Plan of Carnpargr-" CW,vol.3,276.
t06 "Lessons on Raja-Yoga ," CII/,vol. 6,129.
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'natives'.... Blessings to you, O English Govemment! You have already become
the favoured child of Fortune; may your prosperity increase ever more! We shall be
happy once more to wear our loin-cloth and Dhoti-the native dress. Through your
grace we shall continue to travel from one end of the country to the other, bare-
headed, and barefooted, and heartily eat our habitual food of rice and Dal with our
fingers, right in the Indian fashion. Bless the Lord! We had well-nigh been tempted
by Anglo-indian fashions and been duped by its glamour. We heard it said that no
sooner did we give up our native dress, native religion, and native manners and
customs, than the English people would take us on their shoulders and lionise us. And
we were about to do so, when smack came the whip of the Englishman and the thud
of British boots-and immediately men were seized by a panic and tumed away,
bidding good-bye to English ways, eager to confess their 'native' birth.

'The English ways we'd copy with such pains,
The British boots did stamp out from our brains!'

Blessed be the English Govemment! May their throne be firm and their rule
permanent. l07

As this passage illustrates, Vivekananda was frequently critical of rvhat he regarded as

"cowardly imitation" l08 of the West by Indians, in what he considered a misguided

attempt to achieve social parity ("An ass in a lion's skin never makes a lion,"l0e he

declared). He perceived the existence of the 'glass ceiling'that prevented Indian

advancement under the colonial system, and, further, recognised the ambivalence that

Bhabha has identified as inherent in colonialism. The desire on the part of the coloniser

for subjects who imitate or mimic British culture, yet the discomfort produced by the

very challenge this imitation poses to the difference and inequality that 'must' be

maintained between therrq is evident in the pithy couplet quoted by Vivekananda.

Whereas, in much of his work, he encourages strategic mimicry of Westem discourses,

here Vivekananda assumes a different approach to colonial resistance. He circumvents,

and thus subverts, the attempted colonial hegemony by refusing to 'play the game' of

tot "Memoirs of European Travel," CI4¡,vol.7,318-20.
r08 '(The Common Bases of Hinduism ," CW.vol. 3.381
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colonial imitation altogether, and instead valorises the derogatory category 'native' as

a marker of Indian solidarity. The inspiration for this form of resistance he somewhat

satirically ascribes to the British authorities themselves, suggesting that it is their very

imposition of oppressive legislation which is the impetus for this trans-class sense of

national camaraderie (which, incidentally, collides with the unspoken 'divide and

conquer' approach of colonial govemance). Given that the text is written in Bengali, it is

clear that Vivekananda's intention in this p¿ìssage is not to invoke in the colonisers fear of

'natit'e' solidarity, but to highlight for his fellow countrypersons the deception implicit in

colonial power, and to suggest, in spite of the recent intensif,ication of British control over

the movement of Indians, the continuing vulnerability of this authority to subversive

destabilisation.

Vivekananda, in his other writing and lectures, takes his argument another step

beyond the insinuation that Europe is not morally fit to govem 'the Orient', and suggests

that India's rarefied moral and religious position obliges Hindus to assume the duty of

spiritual emissaries to the West-a role in which he prominently situated himself. "We

Hindus," he declared to an assembled crowd in Pamban, Tamil Nadu, in 1g97,

have now been placed, under God's providence, in a very critical and responsible
position. The nations of the West are coming to us for spiritual help. A great moral
obligation rests on the sons of India to fully equip themselves for the work of
enlightening the world on the problems of human existence.rl0

The paficular phrasing of the above statement, with 'Orient' and 'Occident' transposed,

is nearly identical to that used to articulate the basis of the so-called 'white ma¡ì's burden'

'on lbid.
rr0 "Reply to the Address of Welcome at Pamban," CW,vo|.3,139.
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and to justifu the civilising mission of the British Empire towards the non-West.rrr

Thus, in these respects, Vivekananda does not attempt to break away from the Westem

paradigms of 'national destiny' and'civilising imperative', but, rather, strategically

inverts them.

Further, the swami himself acknowledges that, in this project, he is actually utilising

the \,ery structures instituted by imperialism. With respect to his second round of

preaching efforts in England in 1896, he explained to a British joumalist:

It is worth one's rvhile to plant an idea in the heart of this great London, surely the
greatest goveming machine that has ever been set in motion. I often watch it working,
the power and perfection with which the minutest vein is reached, its wonderftil
system of circulation and distribution. It helps one to realise how great is the Empire
and horv great its task. And with all the rest, it distributes thought. It would be worth a
man's while to place some ideas in the heart of this great machine, so that they might
circulate to the remotest part.tt2

This very act of speaking to the British press, in fact, may be characterised as an example

ofjust such an infusion into the nucleus of the Empire-in so doing, Viveka¡randa

permits his India-privileging interpretations of religion and civilisation to begin a process

of dissemination viathe mechanisms (media a¡rd communications, in this case) of the

imperial 'machine', to a Western audience as well as to members of his own society and

culture (where the message is uldoubtedly received with an added prestige due to the

privileged geo-political site of this enunciation). Recalling Bhabha's assertion of

colonialism's inherent instability, we encounter here an incidence of the colonised subject

utilising the structures of the colonial power (access to which, ironically, was made

ìì | Consider, for example, the words of nineteenth-century Indian Viceroy, Lord Cu¡zon: "Remember that
the Almighty has placed your hand on the greatest of his ploughs... to feel that somewhere among these
millions you have left a little justice or happiness or prosperity, a sense of manliness or moral dignity, a
spring of patriotism, a dawn of intellectual enlighterìrnent, or a stirring of duty, where it did not before
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possible in part by ùe exotic appeal of his 'othemess' to the British public) to

destabilise the same via the deployment of counter-imperial discourses.

Nationhood Wthout a Nation-State

The construction of a national narrative framing India as a civilisation of

unwavering religious commitment and a repository of etemal spiritual truth, coupled with

the articulation of India's collective destiny as being that of a world-saviour, made

Vivekananda's nationalistic discourse a powerful and attractive one for Indians of his

day. That he did not fully extrapolate these ideas into a call for open political resistance

or an independent Indian nation-state should not be grounds for underestimating their

appeal and impact on the formation of a'national' consciousness. As has been mentioned

earlier, the nationalist movement in India during most of Vivekananda's lifetime was not

yet strongly oriented towards political independence, but rather focussed on schemes for

bolstering the country's position and power via'improvement' of the Indian populace.

More importantly, Vivekananda repeatedly and frankly professes a distrust of politics and

e\/en goes so far as to asseft thai such efforts run contrary to the national spirit and

purpose of India: "Let others talk of politics, of the glory of acquisition of immense

wealth poured in by trade, of the power and spread of commercialism, of the glorious

fourtain of physical liberry,"r13 he decla¡ed to an audience in Ramnad, Tamil Nadu.

Continuing, he explarns:

But these the Hindu mind does not understand and does not want to urderstand.
Touch him on spirituality, on religion, on God, on the soul, on the Infinite, on

exist. That is enough, that is the Englishman's justification in India" (quoted in Harold Fischer-Tine and
Michael Mann, 25).

"2 "lndia and England," CW,vo\.5, 200-1.
rr3 "Reply to the Address of Welcome at Ramnad", CW,vol. 3,148.
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spiritual freedom, and I assure you, the lorvest peasant in India is better informed
on these subjects than many a so-called philosopher in other lands. I have said,
gentlemen, that we have yet something to teach to the world. This is the very re¿ßon,
the raison d'être, that this nation has lived on, in spite of hundreds of years of
persecution, in spite of nearly a thousand years of foreign rule and foreign oppression.
This nation still lives; the raison d'être is it still holds to God, to the treasure-house of
religion and spirituality. I ra

Vivekananda himself rvas apparently arvare that, in making such assertions, the values

and priorities he ascribes to the Indian nation are the very same ones upon which

modemist and colonial discou¡ses laid the blame for India's 'backwardness'. In his

Kumbakonan address. he makes it evident that he is consciously and intentionally

'inverting' Westem assessments of India and of Hinduism:

Do you not knorv how for the ìast hundred or two hundred years you have been
hearing again and again out of the lips of men who ought to have known better, from
the mouths of those rvho pretend at least to know better, that all the arguments they
produce against the Indian religion is this-that our religion does not conduce to
well-being in this tvorld, that it does not bring gold to us, that it does not make us
robbers of nations, that it does not make the strong stand upon the bodies of the weak
and feed themselves with the life-btood of the rveak. Certainly our religion does not
do that. It cannot send cohorts, under whose feet the earth trembles, for the purpose of
destruction and pillage and the ruination of races. Therefore they say-what is there
in this religion? It does not bring any grist to the grinding mill, any strength to the
muscles; what is there is such a religion?

They little dream that that is the very argument with which we prove our religion,
because it does not make for this rvorld. Ours is the only true religion because,
according to it, this little sense-world of three days' duration is not to be made the end
and aim of all, is not to be our great goal.lls

It is significant that Vivekananda does not refute the assessment of Indian culture as

espousing religion above politics, but maintains that this very fact gives it a pre-eminence

on the world stage-as the spiritual quest, for Vivekanand4 is the sine qua non of human

Iife. This technique of maintaining the essentialist binary typology (West: worldly;

Orient: otherworldly) of his colonial critics, yet inverting its value on the basis of

"'Ibid.
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traditional Indian ideals (as he perceives them). is one that ive have already

encountered in relation to other aspects of his discourse. Vivekananda's articulation of

what he perceives as India's character and strengths-in which he closely interlwines

national and religious themes, as did colonial critics of India and Hinduism-acts as a

means for national self-assertion.

There is, horvever, a definite reluctance on his pafl to explicitly conflate political

nationalistic effofis u'ith religious aspiration, rvhich would seem, from his perspective, to

be an act of contaminating the latter rvith the former. Political matters, characterised by

Vivekananda as the sphere of even the common man in the Westem world, he holds as

too base a preoccupation for Indians.ttu It is this aspect of his perspective that makes

Vivekananda's 'Hindu nationalism' an ambiguous matter when considered in concrete

political terms. No doubt, his conception of the Indian nation rvas inextricably

intertwined u'ith a constructed narrative of the Hindu people and their religious traditions.

However, it would be difficult to realistically identi$ Vivekananda as an explicit

advocate of national Independence. This is not to say that he was necessarily a supporter

of continuing British rule, merely that he generally maintained tacitum on the subject.rrT

When asked point-blank by an English interviewer about his views on the emerging

Indian National Congress movement, the swami was somewhat reticent, replying, "My

work is in another part of the field," though stating that he "wish[ed] it success."lt8 That

r15 "The Mission of the Vedanta," CI4/,vol.3, 179-80.
t'u See, for example, Vivekananda's attribution of widespread political knowledge to the masses in
America and Europe, versus religious concem to the Indian populace ("First Public Lecture in the East,"
CIï/,vol.3, 107-8).

"t Many post-Independence Indian Hindus have been fond of pointing to Vivekananda's statement, in
1897, that India's only god for the next fifty years should be 'Mother India', to suggest that he had a
p¡^esentiment of the end of British rule in 1947 (see "The Future of India," CW, vol. 3, 300).
"8 "India and England," CI4/,vol. 5,199.
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is quite certain. In a Maniist-style critique, he writes in "Modem India" that where

a republican form of govemment rules the conquered race, there a wide distance is
created between the ruling and the ruled; and the most part of that power, which, if
employed solely for the rvell-being of the ruled classes, might have done immense
good to them within a short time, is wasted by the govemment in its attempts and
applications to keep the subject race under its entire control.

Given his broad perspective on historical forces and the cyclical rise and fall of nations,

Vivekananda may perhaps have felt that approaching political changes actuaJly required

little active effort on the part of Indians to be brought into being.

Altematively, to what extent his virtual silence on Indian nationalist agitation may

have been primarily a strategic choice is difTicult to gauge. It is rvorth observing that

Vivekananda was not subject to the Brìtish censure and even legal prosecution that some

of his more-vocal nationalist contemporaries encountered, u'hile still managing to help

imbue the Indian people with the sense of nationhood which would later be instrumental

in achieving an independent India. one the whole, however, we may categorise

Vivekananda's nationalism as acultural critique ratherthan an outright political project

in the nanow sense-a protest against humiliation at the hands of 'foreigners' and an

assertion of a collective identity, strength and destiny for Indians which countered their

pervasive, colonially inculcated sense of alienalion and inferiority.At any rate, his

appropriation and deployment of the authority to (re-)construct nationalistic discourses on

behalf of the lndian people \4/as an important step towards establishing a perception (most

vitally, among his compatriots themselves) of Indians' capacity and entitlement to

understand and articulate their oivn history, 'spirit', and destiny.

t'e "Modern India," CW,vol. 4- 473-4.



CHAPTER FIVE

SvÃ¡øÃ ntÃ xt tuÃn xttoz:
RACIAL THINKING AND VIVEKANANDA'S ARYANISM

Norvadays rve hear it from the lips of people of all castes in India that they are all full-
blooded Aryans-only there is some difference of opinion amongst them about the
exact percentage of Aryan blood in their veins, some claiming to have the ft¡ll
measure of it, rvhile others may have one ounce more or less than another-that is
all... And it is also reported that they and the English race belong to the same stock-
that they are cousins-german to each other, and that they are not 'hatives". ... Their
religion also is of the same pattem as that of the English! And their forefathers looked
just like the English, only living under the tropical sur of India has tumed them
black! Now come fornard rvith your pretensions, if you dare! 'You are all natives,"
the [British] Govemment says. Amongst that mass of black, a shade deeper or lighter
cannot be distinguished. The Govemment says, "They are all natives."

-Vivekanand4 
"Memoirs of European Travel," I899-19001

The concept of 'race' appears repeatedly throughout Vivekananda's work, and is

closely interlinked with his ideas of religion and nation, as well as with the themes which

ivill be explored in the chapters that follow. In speaking and writing of 'race', the swami

displays an extensive acquaintance with Westem ethnological thought, and he utilises a

number of its important race-based constructs. Given the historical, social and political

contexts in which he lived, and the discourses that characterised them, Vivekananda's

inclusion of 'scientific' conceptualisations of race in his discussions of human nature

NoIe'. Syfi¡n¿ l4a Ki Amdr Kãlo?: literally, "Is my Mother Syãma (KãlI) really black?"-the title of a
fàmous Hindu devotional song by the Bengali poet Ramprasâd, and which was surely well-known to
Vivekananda; Ramak¡ishna is recorded inlhe Kathamrta as singing it himself (Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna,
trans. Swami Nikhilananda [Madras: Sri Ramakrishna Math, n.d.], 136).
I "Menroirs of European Travel," Complete I4/orks oJSwam¡ V¡vikanaida (Cl/),vol. 7, 318-19.
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culture and societv is not unusual. However, in his critical engagement of racial ideas,

he also incorporates distinctly Hindu themes in ways that set his own work apart from

that of Westem anthropology and its allied disciplines.

C ontemporary Race -The ory

The late nineteenth century for.md the discursive formation of 'race' at the height of

its influence in colonial thought. "The major historical reason for the emergence of the

concept of 'race'," as postcolonial scholar Marion O'Callaghan has noted, was to justifu

"the full onslaught of colonial rule."2 Indeed, the invention of race, as Anne McClintock

demonstrates in her influential work hnperial Leather, was a furdamental constituent of

modem Westem imperialism and modemity.3 this connection, in fact, has been

recognised by scholars since the appearance of Frantz Fanon's pioneering work on the

colonial construction of race, Peau noir, masques blancs (Btack Skn, IZthite MasÆs) in the

1950s, rvhich examined the social and political factors underlying the formr¡lation and

deployment of 'blackness' as a narrative trope.a Race provided a convenient and

ostensibly rational basis for the hierarchical classification of human beings and cultural

groups, an acT upon which the colonialist project depended. It also, just as importantly,

provided ajustification for the perception of white, middle-and-upper-class superiority in

the metropole, and the exercise of domination and control of subaltem minority

communities therein.

2 Marion O'Callaghan, Sociological Theot'ies: Race antl Colonialism (Paris: Unesco, 1980), 7.

'Anne McClintock, Imperial Leathet': Gender and Senality in the Colonial Contest Qrlew York:
Routledge, 1 995).
a FranlzFanon, Black Skin, White Masks, t¡ans. Charles Lam Markmann (New York: Grove Press, 1967).
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The invention of the so-called 'science of race' was largely aproduct of the

Enlightenment project. rvhich sought to classify and control nature through human

agency. In fact, the notion that humanity could be systematically classified into discrete

sets based upon identifiable biological characteristics became a virfually unquestioned

tenet in Westem discourses-academic, popular and political-and was the subject of

much scientif,rc investigation and discussion, particularly throughout the nineteenth

century.

As the rvork of Said, among others, has demonstrated, European racial theory was

one of the primary bases upon rvhich ideas of Oriental inadequacy were constructed (and,

simultaneously, Anglo-Saron superiority established).s While earlier indigenous Indian

typologies recognised variations in complexion and even character,6 race was a

distinctively Westem social construct, and one that had profound consequences for the

way in ivhich India and its inhabitants were conceptualised and dealt with by European

powers. (The closest indigenous Indian conceptual equivalent would likely bejali-
<ç¿5{s'-lryþich, ivhile suggesting human divisions based upon shared ancestry, does not

possess the particular historical and cultwal accretions associated with the term 'race' in

European thought.) The prevailing Westem racial theories posited not only a clea¡

demarcation in physical qualities between the 'oriental' and the 'occidental', but

distinctive, inherent, fixed collective mentalities.T The language of contemporary

European-authored texts was often blatant in its equation of societal ills with Indian racial

features, a fact further highlighted by the ease with which the term 'race' flowed between

5 
See Edwar<l Said,, Orientalisn (New York: Vintage Books, lg1,g),206-j.

6 See Tony Ballantyne, Orientalism and Race: Aryanism in the British Empriz (Hampshire, U.K.: Palgrave,
2002),172.
7 laia., qq-l.
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scientific and popular contexts, altering its intended scope and precision. but rarely its

association of paficular human populations (race ìn the broadest sense) with valueladen

physi cal, psy chol ogi cal, and emoti onal characteri sti cs.

The European conviction in the inextricability of the connection between race and

collective cultural character rvas fed by a number of events during the mid-nineteenth

century, particularly the 1857 Indian Rebellion a¡ld the 1965 black uprising in Jamaica's

Morant Bay, both of 'nhich seemed to lend credence to claims that true reform of the

minds and character of the 'non-rvhite races' was impossible.s Assertions like that of

Scottish missionary William Campbell that "the whole [Indian] race is destitute of that

spìrit and firmness, and that courageous daring which distinguish their European

conquerors,"e were typical of fhe cavalier deployment of racial rhetoric in the service of

maintaining the colonial status quo. The underlying theme of 'survival of the fittest',

ivhich characterised the Social Danvinian thought advanced by Spencer and his

contemporaries, became transformed, in the colonial context, into 'conquest by the

fittest', and is clearly evident such statements. The Oriental's alleged irrationality,

otherworldliness, cunning, and other negative qualities \4/ere coÍtmonly ascribed a racial

basis, which, it was claimed, made Asian populations, arnong others, constitutionally

unfit to govem themselves. to While this idea of Oriental cultural decline existed long

before the advent of Victorian-era (pseudo-)scientific race theories, the attribution of this

collective degeneration to racial factors was a more-recent innovation. The fundamental

t Thomas R. Metcalf, Ieleologies of the Raj,The New Ca¡nbridge History of India, IIL4 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, I995), 52-3.
e 

Quoted in John Marriott, The Other Empire: Merropolis, India and Progress in rhe Colonial Imagínalion
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2003), 187.
to lbid.,52-7.
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inferiority of these 'others' was confirmed. for proponents of this view, by the

anthropometric methods of European ethnographers, who placed great confidence in the

association of somatic features rvith mental and emotional qualities.rr From these

conclusions, it was a simple step for colonial authorities to argue that "since the Oriental

was a member of a subject race, he had to be subjected"t2-uconvenient justification for

an already-existent political desire forterritorial expansion, conquest, and control.t3

(Bhabha pulls no punches in his own analysis of colonial discourse in this respect,

forthrightly characterising it as impelled by the desire "to construe the colonized as a

population ofdegenerate types on the basis ofracial origin, in ordertojustiS'conquest

and to establish systems of administration and instruction.")Ia The racist values of

imperialist discourses-particularly the'white man's burden' to 'civilise' the inferior

peoples of the ivorld, usually by placing them under colonial govemment and European

control-u'ere thus much in evidence in Britain's approach to its colonies and their

subj ugated inhabitants.

As a correlate, the themes of interacial contact. miscegenation, and racial hybridity

were fascinating and troubling ones for ethnologists of the period, and the source of much

anxiety for many European populations in general. To understand the source and depth of

rr Although Max Mtiller's more-idealistic perspectives on Indian history and civilisation are usually not
associated by later scholars with this anthropometric approach, generally regarded as the realm of empirical
social science, Müller reveals something of his agreement with the same u¡hen he states, "The skull, as the
shell of the brain, has by many students been supposed to betray something of the spiritual essence of man;
and who can doubt that the general features of the skull, if taken in large averages, do correspond to the
general featrues of human character?" (Cited in Inderl 6l ). This demonstrates the way in which quite-
d^isparate streams of thought could easily coalesce within contenrporary racial discourses.
" said,zoT.
t'Bhabha articulates the implicit circularity of these discou¡ses well when he states: "By 'knowing' the
native population in these [stereotypical] terms, discriminatory and authoritarian forms of political control
are considered appropriate. The colonized population is then deemed to be both the cause and the effect of
the system, imprisoned in the circle of interpretation." See Bhabha, The Location of Culture (London:
Routledge, 1 994), 83.
t4lbid., 70.
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this concem, it is helpful to once again invoke Bhabha's notion of ambivalence and

the destabilising power invoked through the transgression of boundaries and binaries. The

psychological discomfort resulting from this 'turnatu¡al' breach of what was regarded as

the absolute difference between Europeans and the 'other',15 as well as the practical

difficulties of situating mixed-race persons in the sharply dichotomised structure of

colonial racial thought and practice, helped to make the regulation of interpersonal

contact a pressing concem in British colonial thought. Westem ethnology was eager to

press racial ideology into service to condemn the effects ofinterracial procreation,

asserting that it led to the'contamination' of bloodlines and thus inevitably to collective

racial degeneration. This theme was especially dominant in the context of British

discourses on Indi4 as close contact between Britons and 'natives' (even if most

commonly occurring within the circumscribed roles of master and servant) raised the

spectre of miscegenation in the European consciousness.tu ln fact, even the extended

residence of a white Briton within the Indian setting r,vas feared to potentially result in a

Lamarckian-type of acquired racial degeneration. (Lord Lytton mocked such 'de-

rs Consider, for instance, Max Müller's statement: "There is and always has been a mutual antipathy
between the white and the black man....The white man can never completely overcome the old feeling that
seems to lurk in his very blood, and makes him recoil from the embrace of his darker neighbor. And even
where there is no distinction ofcolor, an analogous feelirg, the feeling ofrace, asserts its influence, as if
inherent in human nature" (Max Müller, "Caste," in Chips from a Gennan [4/orkshop, vol. 2 [New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 18901, 318). Müller attributed the prohibitions on interpersonal interaction
between castes in part to this so-called inherent "feeling ofrace" (ibid).
16seeE.M.Collingham,lmperialBodies:ThePhysicalExperienceoftheRaj,c. 

1800-1947(Malden,MA:
Blackwell Publishers, 2001), 181-5. The tenn 'Anglo-lndian', though originally referring to Inclia-retumed
Britons, later came to denote the ethnically mixed offspring of (most often) British fathers and Indian
mothers. Prior to the construction of the Suez Canal in the nineteenth century, few European wo¡nen were
willing or able to join the growing numbers of nrale settlers in India, and thus, marriages between British
men and Indian women (often Muslims or low-caste Hindus) were tolerated, even encouraged, by the East
India Company. As greater numbers of white women joined the male settlers rnid-century, however, such
mixed unions became increasingly ruracceptable, particularly in light of the increasing concern regarding
the supposed deleterious effects of miscegenation upon the 'British race'. With these changes, the position
of the 'Eurasian' Anglo-Indians within both Hindu Indian and British Indian society experienced a high
degree of fluxio4 and was often marked by a degree of ambiguity.
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Europeanised' persons as "rvhite baboos," a term rvhich conveniently assailed the

offenders along racial, national, class, and gender lines simultaneously.)17 As a result,

interactions between British and Indian persons were highly regulated through strict and

complex social conventions, official and unofficial behaviou¡al codes, and, in some

cases, actual laws, all designed to guard against the European's "going native," as well as

to prevent the Indian from overstepping crucial bourdaries, the observance of which was

incumbent upon the colonial subject.rs

Aryanism: Shared Discourse, Disparate Purposes

Of particular relevance to the question of race in the colonial Indian context is the

concept of 'Aryanism', advanced by some of the leading figures of European

Orientalism-perhaps most notably, Vivekananda's acquaintance, Ma.r Mülter-dunng

the decades leading up to the twentieth century. This theory came to undergird much

thinking about India, both by Europeans and by Indians themselves, on topics ranging

from focused questions ofrace and caste to broader issues ofreligion and nation. The

importance of Aryanism to colonial discourses, holever, involves not merely its

ascription of a particular racial heritage and set of characteristics to Indians, but its

instrumental role in providing justification for imperialism through the attribution of

racial superiority to the white European. Through the discourse of Aryanism, "Indian was

implicated with Britain, somewhat paradoxically, in a common origin, and yet was

't H. Yul" and A. c. Bumell, Hobson-Jobson (London: John Murray, 1886; reprint, l9o3),44;cited in
Emma Tarlo, Clothing Matters: Dress and ldentity in htdia (London: Hust & Co., 1996), 36.
18 Bemard S. Cohn has produced an interesting study on the role of clothing in rnaintaining these
distinctions within the colonial Indian context; see his essay, "Cloth, Clothes, and Colonialism: India in the
Nineteenth Century," trt Colonialism and lts Fotms of Knowledge: The British in India @rinceton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1996), 106-62.
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fundamentally different."te A vivid illustration of Bhabha's assertion that colonial

representation is marked by an ambivalent vacillation between delight in that rvhich is

familiar and fear of that which is urknown,to 'Aryan' discourses were riddled rvith

inherent anomalies and served as liminal sites upon which socio-political power was

contested.

The production, dissemination, and deployment of this concept, and its intersections

with Westem discourses, have been treated in detail by historian Tony Ballant),ne in his

monograph Orientalism and Race: Aryanism in the British Empire. As Ballantyne

demonstrates, the Vedic Sanskrit ferm ãrya (originally a tribal self-appellation, the

meaning of which was expanded and amplified in Iater Sanskrit usage to denote 'noble'

or 'honourable') was recast by Westem scholars as a racial designation, primarily upon

the basis of comparative philological analysis of Indian and European languages." The

Aryans were inte¡pellated out of the early Vedic literature as a race of Sanskrit-speaking

pastoral nomads rvho invaded the subcontinent from the northwest in ancient times,

violently conquered the indigenous populace, and constituted the coÍlmon ancestors of

both modem Europeans and modem Indians (the latter to varying degrees, depending

upon caste-status and/or other supposed racially distinguishing features).

For Europeans who were outside of the limited arena of sympathetic Orientalism,

the importance of the establishment of the Aryan narative in Indian history was not so

much the acknowledgement of a shared origin with the Indian people, but rather, a new

re Metcalf,66.
'o Fo. a fuller exposition of this aspect of Bhabha's theory, see "Bhabha's hybridity," inAn IntroducÍion to
Post-Colonial Theory, ed. by Peter Childs and Patrick Williams (London: Prentice Hall, 1997),124-9.
2r 

See Ballantyne,42-4;also 170-1. As Metcalf observes, \ililliam Jones, with whom the theory of a shared
Indian-European linguistic heritage originated, was not himself responsible for its transformation into a

race-based theory. lt was through the work of later scholars, including Müller and others, that the linguistic
'Aryan'theory assumed an explicitly racial dimension (Metcalf, 82).
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way in which to establish and explain Westem superiority. Firstly. it reaffirmed

Europe's image of its own denizens' descent from the much-admired ancient Greeks

conceptualising this relationship in terms not simply of cultural transmission, but of

(superior) racial inheritance. Also, it gave Europeans intellectually legitimated grounds

for drawing a hierarchical dichotomy between themselves and other non-European

groups, particularly the 'Semitic' cultures, who, as Said has shown, took the brunt of

Orientalist 'Othering', and, consequently, rvere instrumental figures in the West's

construction of its own identity.22 Aryanism provided, as rvell, ahistorical precedent for

the conquest of India by a'racially superior' group and the imposition of their'advanced'

civilisation, reducing their vanquished opponents to the status ofa subjugated servant-

class; and the British, by this time, had little doubt conceming the applicability of this

hierarchy to the relationship between themselves and their Indian contemporaries.

Fu¡ther, by asserting that non-European Aryan communities, particularly in Indi4 had

degenerated (due to miscegenation, climate, and/or other societal or geographical factors)

from a past condition of grandeur, Europeans (who considered themselves the closest

heirs of their 'pure' Aryan ancestors) found further justification for maintaining colonial

control of India.

That Indians themselves also embraced these accounts of Aryanism with eagerness,

however, should not be surprising. "The belief that the white masters were not very

distant cousins of their brown Aryan subjects," writes Tapan Raychaudhuri, "provided a

much needed salve to the wounded ego of the dependent elite."23 In explaining the impact

22 See Said, Orientalism,gg.
" Tapa., Raychaudhuri , Europe Reconsidered: Perceptions of rhe I4/est in Ninereenlh Century Bengal
(Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1988), 8.
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u,hich this concept of shared ancestry had upon the Indian populace, Ballantyne

quotes a Bengali correspondent in an 1874 newspaper article, addressing the reformulated

relationship with Europeans: "[Before the Aryan theory] we were niggers.... we now

become brethren."2a It was the hope of many Indians that, as their membership in the

'Aryan race' was increasingly recognised, they might come to be considered properly

heir to the 'positive' racial qualities that Europeans attributed to themselves, while being

conceived of as distinct from the other, 'inferior' racial groups of the Orient. Elements of

the Aryan discourse were critically and selectively adopted by many reformers (most

notably Dayananda Saraswati, who made the concept of Aryanism a comerstone of his

Ãrya Samãj revivalist movement) and utilised in the service of defending Hinduism and

fostering a sense of Indian nationhood. These affìrmative Orientalist views gave Indians a

'scientific' tool of resistance, one which they could use to positively situate themselves

w-ith respect to the rest of the global community, and, pafiicularly, their colonial rulers.

However, this ide4 while it did provide an affirmative, scientifically sanctioned

counterpoint to the existing racial denigration of the Oriental by the West, nevertheless

remained within the larger framework of biologically based explanatory ethnographic

theories. Thus, most discourses on Aryanism actually left untouched the ftrndamentally

biased racial thinking embedded within the thematic from which the colonial project

drew its strength.25 The theory continued to bolster race-based thinking in the context of

India, and, in particular, fostered the deepening of the division between those of northem

India (who were thought to be primarily Aryan in racial heritage) and south Indians

(regarded as of Dravidian-or, at least, of heavily intermixed Aryan-Dravidia¡r-

2a Bal\anlyne,44.
25 For a discussion of a selection of the aspects of the Aryan myth which follow, see Ballantyne , 44-55
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ancestry), with the latter considered racially inferior. (Recall that the 'mixing' of

races w¿ts thought by ethnologists of the time to have a particularly baneful effect on the

human constitution.) So, too, did it increase the demarcation and disenfranchisement of

India's 'tribal' peoples, who were universally branded non-Aryan. Caste distinctions,

particularly between brahmins and non-brahmins, which carîe to be conceptualised in

racial terms, were also impacted by the popularity of the Aryan myth. As rvell, Aryanism

fostered the creation and maintenance of discursive boundaries betrveen indigenous

'Aryan' religio-cultural traditions (i.e., Hinduism and Hindu-offshoot faiths like

Buddhism and Jainism) and foreign-birthed 'non-Aryan' ones (particularly Islam),

leading to an increasing discursive marginalisation of certain religious communities in

India. Further, since the ideology of decline and degeneration was embedded within the

work of Müller and other Orientalist exponents of the Aryan theory, the privileging of the

'classical' Hindu tradition and consequent disparagement of 'popular' devotional strands

of Hinduism (which included the forms of faith to rvhich the vast majority of Hindu

Indians subscribed) were interlinked with the same. The basis that Aryanism came to

provide for the construction of a sense of unified Hindu nationhood was also deployed by

the British to advance their own constructions of a collective narrative for the colony,

which emphasised the supposedly beneficent role of coloniatism in 'uplifting'the

degenerate Aryan culture of India. India was, in a sense, conceived of as a living

representation of Europe's feudal past, a community iviihout change, devoid of history;

would not then Europeans, who had themselves climbed out of this state to the heights of

the Enlightenment and beyond, be ideal the rulers to guide Indians' own socio-cultural

development and improvement? Also, as Metcalf urderscores, the distinctions drawn by
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the colonial govemment between 'martial' and 'non-martial' races, that reshaped the

regional composition of India's military forces (and, thus, altered India's economic and

social structures), were undergirded in part by Aryan/non-Aryan distinctions.26 The

resultant regional and caste-based'gendering' of India's people-groups, ¿ß we shall see in

later chapters, had profound consequences.

As many of these examples suggest, the production of Aryanism, as with other

Orientalist concepts, was dependent upon the simultaneous construction of an other to

whom the negative ('non-Aryan') qualities could be attributed, and above whom the

Aryan could be elevated. In the Indian context, this other was, variously, the south

Indian, the indigenous tribal, the non-brahmin, the Muslim, the Hindu bhaha,the

Bengaìi, and the 'effeminate' male. The contextually flexible nature of the Aryan-concept

was thus mobilised to serve a wide range of purposes and agendas, both pro- and anti-

colonial.

Vivekananda and Race

Vivekananda, well-read as he was in contemporary Westem thought, was quite

familiar with the intellectual discourses of the period on the subject of race-in addition

to his first-hand experiences of the impact of these as a colonial subject-and he engaged

them with the critical interest of a schola¡ ,27 .ln anumber of his discourses and writings,

Vivekananda directly addresses questions of racial typologies, as well as the matter of

Aryanism specifically.

26 Metcalf, 122-28 passim.
" See, for instance, Vivekananda's explanation ofthe racial typologies ofcontemporary ethnology in his
"Memoirs of European Travel," CW, vol. 7, 364-66.
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Vivekananda invokes the language of 'race' frequently, paficularly when

seeking to classify (or to distinguish between) the forms of cr¡ltwe or religion found

among various people-groups. In doing so, he sometimes appears to accept certain racial

divisions advanced by Europeans ofhis day; in other cases, he uses the term to denote

what we would today label 'ethnic groups' or something more akin to religiously or

linguistically defined commrurities. This variable usage of race-language was common in

nineteenth-century discourse,2s and reflects not only the imprecise a¡rd inconsistent nature

of racial rhetoric, but illustrates the degree to u,hich racialised thinking and language

have uncritically penetrated multiple discursive spheres. We find references in his work,

for instance, to the 'semitic races''n and the 'Indian races'3O; the 'Jewish race'3l (or the

'Hebrew race');32 the 'Hindu race'33; and, perhaps somewhat tongue-in-cheek, the

'American race'34 and the 'race of the Bengalees'35 lthough the last of these groupings is

also found in colonial discursive contexts in which a distinction was sought between

Bengal's inhabitants and other Indian communities on physiological/racial grounds).36

The 'Aryan races' are likewise acknowledged, which includes, for Vivekananda as for

many Orientalists, the 'ancient Germans' and the Scandinavians,3T and, of course, the

Indians. While it is true that during the late nineteenth century, 'race' possessed many

tt Note here Jeffrey Cox's explanation that, at the time, "race was sometimes interchangeable with
language; at other times it vr'as an off-hand code word for what we would now refer to as 'national
character'." See Cox, Imperial Fault Lines: Christíanity and Colonial Powet'in India, 1818-1940
(Stanford, Califomia; Stanford University Press, 2002), 95.
2e "Soul, God and Religior¡" CW,vol. 1,317.
to "The Future of India," CW,vo\.3,297.
3r "Buddhistic India," CW,vol. 3,512.
" "The Soul and God," CW,vol. 1,493.

" "The Women of India," CI|/, vol. 9,193.
'o "Address of Welcome Presented at Calcutta and Reply," CI|/,vol.3,3lO.
" "Lette.s," Cl4t, vol. 6, 240.
36 

See Mrinalini Sinha, Colonial Masculinity: The 'Manly Engtishman' and the 'Effeminate Bengali' in the
Late Nineteenth Century (lr4anchester: Manchester University Press, I 995) I 4-1 6.

" "The Necessity of Religior¡" CW,vol.2,59.
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shades of meaning beyond simply biological inheritance,3s the ease with u'hich

Vivekananda equates societies and racial groups is illustrative of the ubiquitousness of

racialisation as a ta,\onomic device during the period in question.

Regardless of the particulars of his classif,rcations, the imperialistic idea that a

religio-cultural group can be characterised in collective, homogenous, ranked generalities

is very much in evidence in Vivekananda's work. Vivekananda often speaks of the

growth or degeneration of a race in toto,3e as well as of a shared racial nature or

aspiration: "Each race... has a peculiar bent, each race has a peculiar raison d'être, each

race has a peculiar mission to fulfil in the life of the world. Each race has to make its own

result, to fulfil its own mission."40 Vivekananda further claims that, while the sphere of

success of the Occidental has hitherto been the extemal physical world, Orientals have

historically excelled in their "researches of the intemal,"4l i.e., of the spiritual or yogic

realm. For example, in his introduction To Raja-Yoga, he describes this divergence:

"Different races take to different processes of controlling nature. Just as in the same

society some individuals want to control the extemal nature, and others the intemal, so,

among races, some want to control the extemal nature, and others the internal ."42 We

have already encountered Vivekananda positing similar distinctions between nations on

the basis of collective material/spiritual aspirations; here we find the collusion of racial

classifications with national ones, with the suggestion that these can be approached as

38 
See Vasant Kaiwar, "The Aryan Model of History: The Politics of Identity in an Age of Revolutions,

Colonialism and Nationalism," InAntinomies of Modemity: Essays on Race, Orient, Nation, ed. K. Vasant
and S. Mazumdar @urham: Duke University Press, 2003),23.
3e see, for example, "The Powers of the Mind," cl4¡,vol. 2, 19;"pracrical vedanta: part 4," cw,vol.2,
352.
oo "Fi¡st Public Lecture in the East," CW,vol.3, 108.
ar "Cosmology ," CI4t,vol. 2,432.
a2 "Introducto ry" (Raj a - I o g a), C IV, v ol. l, 1 33 .
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trans-historical continuities. As Valsant Kaiwar observes in his essay, "The Aryan

Model of History and the Oriental Renaissance," the racial theories of the period

depended upon the reading of history as "the biography of a people," an approach which

"personifies a civilisation, or a nation, and makes it legitimate to look for its

beginnings."a3 In this respect, Vivekananda's human ta,ronomies clearly owe a debt to the

norrns of modern Westem historiography. Further, as we have seen, Vivekananda's

comparative approach to religions, cultures and societies is permeated by an assumption

of the superiority of spiritual concems over material goals. Thus, in asserting that the

sphere of dominance of the 'Oriental race' is the former, and the 'Occidental race' the

latter. there is a clearhierarchy of racial groups implied, even if not explicitly stated.

Thus, ihe purported racial differences between the East and the West are not, as such,

refuted (even the colonial theme of the 'otherworldly' Orient and the'this-worldly'

Occident remains intact), but the evaluation of these groups' respective collective 'racial'

characteristics is transformed, and the East thus implicitly elevated. If Victorian-era racial

discourses had served to "disqualif[y] the systems of knowledge of a whole race,"44 then

Vivekananda's seek to 're-qualify' and, in fact, privilege, the epistemological heritage of

the putative 'Hindu race'.

Racial Ambiguity

In asserting the existence of these types of racial differences, Vivekananda might

appear to differ little from many mainstream European theorists of the time-excepting,

of course, in his failure to denigrate the Oriental and extol the Occidental thereby.

43 ,,Á-arwâr, tô
aa Lahcenl. Ezzaher, Writing and Cultural Inflttence Q.Jew York: Peter L ang, 2OO3), 1l .
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Horvever. the perspectives that he expresses on questions of parity betrveen different

racial groups a¡e actually riddled with apparent inconsistencies. ln the essay "The Ideal of

Karma Yoga," delivered as a lecture in New York in December of 1895 and first

published in February of 1896, vivekananda does seem to adhere closely to the

conventional racial ideology of the day. In explaining the motive power of inequality

betrveen human beings, he states:

What makes the difference betrveen man and man? It is largely the difference in the
brain. Nowadays no one but a lulatic will say that we are all bom with the same brain
power. We come into the world with unequal endowments; we come as greater men
or as lesser men, and there is no getting away from that pre-natally determined
condition. The American Indians were in this country for thousands of years, and a
few handfuls of your ancestors came to their land. What difference they have caused
in the appearance of the country! Why did not the Indians make improvements and
build cities, if all ivere equal? With your ancestors a different sort of brain power
came into the land, different Þundles of past impressions caûte, and they worked out
and manifested themselves. a5

Vivekananda's mention of inherent discrepancies in 'brain power' between Eu¡o-

Americans and North American aboriginal peoples, it is worth noting here, is highly

consistent rvith the ethnological conclusions of the period, and these statements vividly

illustrate the Darwinian themes that permeated mainstream racial discourse.

However, in a London lecture on "Vedanta and Privilege," likely delivered in late

1896,46 the assumption that these collective differences are biologically rooted is

critically assessed by Vivekananda-not so much from a scientific perspective, though,

as from a religious-cum-empirical one:

The idea that one man is bom superior to another has no meaning in the Vedanta; that
between two nations one is superior and the other inferior has no meaning
whatsoever. Put them in the same circumstances, and see whether the same

ot "Th" Ideal of Karma-Yoga," CW,vol. l,ll4.
'6 This date, not given inthe Co-piete Works,has been posited by Marie Louise Burke; see Swami
vivekananda in the llesl: New Discoveries, vol. 4 Qvlayavati: Advaita Ashrama, 1983), 384.
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intelligence comes out or not. Before that you have no right to say that one nation
is supõrior to another.a't

This, in contrast to the previous passage, is a significant point of departure from

prevailing Westem perspectives, which, even when they were couched principally in

terms cultural rather than racial, rarely failed to include suggestions of the biological

inferiority of certain groups. Note that here Vivekananda does not assume a stance of

complete cultural relativism; he does not assert that all societal forms and practices, as

such, are morally or practically equivalent, but merely that, at some level, all human

beings have an equal share of frmdamental human potential. The swami's mention of

'circumstances' suggests an awareness of the crucial role of social, economic and

political environments in shaping the 'racial' groups to which he elsewhere refers. This is

a departure from the more-corrmon zuralytic perspectives of the day, which, as we have

seen, tended to atlribute cultural forms and structures-even political power or

subjugation-in large share to inbom racial attributes.

Obviously, the relatively minor differences in the temporal and spatial

circumstances of the above-quoted lectures seems unlikely to accorurt for the

discrepancies in viervpoint, unless Vivekananda truly perceived such a wide divergence

in the racial views of American and British audiences (which, though possible, seems

improbable) and aimed to accommodate each respectively. Perhaps race, in

Vivekananda's discourse, is best treated as a site of some degree of truly ineconcilable

anomaly (assuming the accuracy of the lecture transcriptions, of course), and as an

example of the rvay in which Vivekananda could occasionally shift theoretical and

conceptual standpoints to suit his purposes-as was so often also the case with the

a7 "Vedanta and Privilege," Ct4t,vot. 1,423-4.
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pragmatically driven incongruities embedded within the colonial discourses to rvhich

he was responding. It is worth noting also that in neither case above does Vivekananda's

language acknowledge the limitedness or incompleteness of the perspectives expressed,

but frames a hegemonic position ('ho one but a lunatic will say... "; "you have no right to

say that... ") without space for contending voices. In this respect, he is actually (though

perhaps unconsciously) appropriating the totalising rhetorical strategy ofcolonialism that,

despite the internal contradictions in its assertions, fails to legitimate any avenues for

critique of, or dissent from, its own authority.48

As these passages suggest but do not directly express, Vivekananda, like many

other Hindus, accepts the tenet of karmic inheritance and its influence on shaping the

individual's capacity ("Our Karma determines what we deserve and what we can

assimilate," he maintains),ae and he adheres to a conventional Advaitic perspective in his

assertion that these differences are a question of deg'ee of mantfestation,no|TnÃy

inherent limitations-as the 'Self of each being is ultimately identical v¡tth bral'man.so

In order to situate this aspect of his perspective with the above statements on human

dis/parity, rve would do well to recall Vivekananda's statements about the characteristic

and unique destinies of races/nations, as well as his 'quality'-based (6aur.tika) typology of

human nature. To say that human beings are equal is not to say that they are the same

(except in the highest Advaitic reading); the fact that areas of personal, cultural, or racial

competence may vary does not, for Vivekanand4 itself negate the notion of ultimate

o8 Consider in this regard the observations of Moroccan uriter Abdelkebir Khatabi who asserts that a

thought not conscious of its or¡n limitations "is always elaborated to dominate" and, more pointedly, "is a
thought of ethnocide" (quoted inBzzaher,2).
on "Karma in its Effect on Character" (Karma-Yoga), CW,vol. 1,31.
50 

See "Vedanta and Privileg e,- Cl4/,vol. 1,423-4.
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spiritual equality. or even. necessarily, the complementarity of groups'relative

strengths and u,eaknesses. As the swami asserts elservhere, the "differences between

beings" are, from the Advaitin standpoint, "fictions and monstrosities";51 i.e., they belong

solely to the realm of mayã. While this understanding does not fully reconcile the

perspectives expressed above (for, in both cases, Vivekananda is speaking of matters

pertaining to existence in santsttra, the 'worldly realm', not to unconditioned Reality), it

does demonstrate his conviction that human beings (indeed, all beings) are, in the final

(Advaitic) analysis, not spirituality disparate, regardless of differences in culture or

religion. That nineteenth-century imperial Europeans would be prepared to make the

same assertion is decidedly less likely.

Mi scegenation and Social Dattyinis m

In keeping rvith the concems typical of the period, Vivekananda's views on the

consequences of 'race-mixing' are a significant component of his racial perspective. In a

lecture on "Buddhistic Indi4" delivered in Califomia in 1900, Vivekananda alleges that

one of the causes of the downfall of the Indian people (a phenomenon whose authenticity

is taken for granted in his nationalistic discourse, as we have seen) was the intermarriage

between "unmirable races."52 Vivekananda, in the course of the above-cited lecture, is

careful to refute the idea that, in claiming the ill-advised nature of racial mixing, he is

suggesting inherent racial inequatiry;53 holever, he maintains that "we know that if

t' "What We Believe In," Cllt,vol. 4, 358.t' "Buddhistic India," CII¡,vol. 3,534.t'Ibid.
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certain races mix up, they become degraded."so It is likely that his American audience

rvould have required little convincing on this point, given the tenets of prevailing racial

discourses. Likely, he himself also took this as something of a proven fact on the basis of

established ethnological research. But, interestingly, Vivekananda introduces a unique

element into the discussion, in his assertion that the degradation that was thought to

necessarily result from this type of interbreeding is but temporary, and "hutdreds and

hundreds years after, out of this mixture will come a gigantic race once more, stronger

thall ever."55 Exactly horv this dialectic mechanism of the delayed fruition of racial

synthesis u'ould function is not clear; at any rate, it sets his perspective apart from the

mainstream of European racialthought (though obviously appropriating the dialectical

thematic from Hegelian historiography), rvhich held long-distant miscegenation

responsible for India's present condition of 'weakness', through the dilution and pollution

of its'Aryan'heritage.

Interestingly, although this position seerns to stands in stark opposition to the logic

ofprevailing European racial discourses, it does, in fact, expose a particularly vulnerable

contradiction rvithin popular Westem theories of race. While the British were quick to

condemn racial hybridity in the case of the'inferior' peoples of its colonial possessions-

especially any suggestion of admixture between these groups and the 'pure-blooded'

Anglo-Sarofl 'Aryans'-as Metcalf has astutely noted, Britons simultaneously 'took

pride.. . in the mixture of racial strains from across northern Europe which were supposed

54 lbid. ¡Vivekananda here illustrates this principle with the example of white Americans interbreeding with
"Negroes" and "American Indians.")

" Ibid.
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to have given the British themselves their exceptional vitality."56 Given

Vivekananda's passionate and sustained interest in European history since his youth, rve

can feel fairly certain the swami was aware of British na¡ratives of their own ethnic

origins. If this rvas the case in the British experience, his claims can be read as implying,

why should it not hold true universally?

Vivekananda's perspective also ruptures in a more-general way the complicity

betu,een racial/ethnic 'purity' and cultural superiority characteristic of colonial discourse;

according to his interpretation of human evolutionary history, those groups in whose

heritage racial fusion figures prominently-such as Indians, according to the predominant

Westem 1,is14,-ss¡¡espondingly have the greatest potential for a phoenixlike emergence

from a degenerate condition rvhich is but temporary. Considering that, by the late

nineteenth century, race had come to be construed as a central and fixed factor in the

determination of a community's (and a¡r individual's) culture, socio-political orientation,

religiosity, and psychology, Vivekananda's hope of a forthcoming cr¡ltural resurrection of

India's 'debased' Aryans provides ãr avenue of discursive resistance to the Victorian

conviction in the inescapability of race. As we shall see, his interpretation also meshes

very favourably with his views on Indian racial history and destiny.

Vivekananda displays a critical awareness of the competitive assumptions typical of

Social Darwinism, part and parcel of nineteenth-century racial thinking. According to the

swami, Westem attempts to describe the advancement of human civilisation in terms of

competition and 'survival of the f,ittest' seem at the least flawed and inadequate, if not an

outright tool of human subjugation:

5ó Metcalf, 85.
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Suppose human knowledge to have advanced so much as to eliminate
competition, both from the function of acquiring physical sustenance and of acquiring
a mate. Then, according to the modems, human progress will stop and the race will
die. The result of this theory is to fumish every oppressor with an argument to calm
the qualms of conscience. Men are not lacking, who, posing as philosophers, want to
kill out all rvicked and incompetent persons (they are, of course, the only judges of
competency) and thus preserve the human racel5T

In this case, Vi't,ekananda's words indicate a very astute awareness of the eugenic

associations and even genocidal potential ofcolonial racial discourse, and ofits power-

driven underpinnings.

Against this Danvinian theory, however, he jurtaposes another perspective, this one

attributed to a Hindu sou¡ce-"the great ancient evolutionist, Patañjali"s8-to whom he

ascribes the vierv that "the true secret of evolution is the manifestation of the perfection

which is already in every being.... These [civilisational] struggles and competitions are

but the results of our ignorance, because we do not know the proper way to unlock the

gate and let the $,ater in."5e This simple statement actually intimates a profound

contention on Vivekananda's part-that the "struggles and competitions" undertaken by

the Westem nations (not The least those embarked upon under the banner of colonial

expansionism) and upheld by the same as the mark of cultural advancement are entirely

enoneous. Rather, it is the race of the "mild Hindu,'ñO adhering to the ancient'Yogic'

quest for spiritual realisation, who understands the real engine of societal evolution-the

very same 'otherworldly Oriental' over whom the West sought dominion by means of

material and martial power. This interpretation of the evolution of global civilisation is in

harmony with his view, expressed elsewhere, that "the mainspring of the strength of

57 "Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisns," Cl\/,vol. l,292.
tt lbi,t.
tn lbid.
u0 "Fi¡st Fublic Lecture in the East," CW, vol. 3, 105.
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every race lies in its spiritualit_v--, and the death of that race begins the day that

spirituality wanes and materialism gains grorurd."6r The 'survival of the fittest' perhaps-

but in Vivekananda's oppositional discourse, the criteria by rvhich the 'fittest' is

ascertained are not those of the modem colonial West, but of the 'spiritual' East.

Rereading Aryanism

We would expect Vivekananda to demonsfrate agreater affrnity for the popular

(and, at least superficially, more-heartening) discourse of Aryanism, and indeed this

seems to be the case, at least at fìrst glance. Basu has noted, however, that Vivekananda's

interpretation of Aryanism differs in a number of ways from the prevailing views of both

Hindu lndians and European Orientalists.62 The presence of the 'Aryan race' in India (in

times both ancient and modern) is affirmed by Vivekanand4 and the term'Aryan' is

utilised ivithout gloss through much of his r,vork to denote the Indian (more particularly,

Hindu) people, particularly to emphasise their connection with an ancient racial and

cultural heritage; he thus is fond of applying the phrase "children of the Aryans"63 to

contemporary Hindus. (Here, he, Iike otherinterpreters of the period, explicitly excludes

India's aboriginal peoples from the 'Aryan' designation.)6a

As he explained to a London class in 1896 in a lecture entitled "History of the

Aryan Race," the foundation of the Aryan-race theory was philological, and it remained a

problematic entity, marred by some unresolved questions, especially with respect to the

reconciliation of the differing physical features of the modem Indian and European

u' "The Necessity of Religion," CI4/,vo\.2,65.
62 

See Basu, I I 1- I 7.
u'*The Common Bases of Hinduism," CØl, vol. 3, 368; "The Vedanta ," CIf ,vol.3,4Z8.
6o "The Women of India," CI|/,vol. 3,507.
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'Aryans'.65 (An article inthe Derroit Free Press. covering one of his local public

lectures in 1894, claims Vivekananda assef ed that it required merely "five generations"

of dwelling in the "scorching sun" to transform fair-complexioned Aryans into "the

bronzed hue of the Hindu of India."66 Though some Victorian-era race-theorists did hold

such Lamarckian views, the reliability of the paper's account appears doubtful-u:rless

the swami made this claim in a satirical vein, as he was often wont to do-seeming to

contradict Vivekananda's statements elseivhere which suggest he attributed differing

complexions to racial admixture.)67

However, Vivekananda was very conscious of the implications of intemal racial

division among Indians (northem versus southem, particularly) that conventional

Westem interpretations of the theory had fostered. He refutes the theory, advanced on

linguistic and orthogenetic grorurds, that the northern Indians were of Aryan ancestry, and

southemers (excepting south Indian brahmins) of Dravidian slock. "The whole of Indi4"

he declared before a Madras audience in 1897, "is Aryan, nothing else."68 This should

not, however, be misread as an assertion that Vivekananda believed Indians to be

"racially pure" in the Westem ethnographic sense, for, as he explains in a 1901 article he

penned for Prabuddha Bharata entitled "Ar),ans and Tamilia¡ls": "This Aryan race [is]

itself a mixture of two great races, Sanskrit-speaking and Tamil-speaking."un This was

ut "Histo.y of the Aryan Race," C\l,vol. 9, 251.
uu "The Women of India," CW,voL 3,507.
ut "It is not a generally accepted theory in the West that a waffn country prorluces dark complexion and a
cold country uàite complexion. Many are of opinion that the existing shades between black and white have
been the outcome of a fusion of races" ("Memoirs of European Travel," CW,vol.7,366).The Detroit Free
Przss statement thus makes little sense, unless Vivekananda does not himself agree with the standard
Westem ethnological view which he expresses he¡e, or if his view changed between the 1894 Detroit
lecture and the composition of his "Memoirs" from 1899-1900.
ut "Th" Future of India," CW,vol.3,292.
6e "Aryans and Tamilians ," CI4t, vol. 4, 3Ol .
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not an entirely novel theory, and Vivekananda openly acknorvledges his debt to (or, at

least, his partial agreemenl with) D. Savariroyan, a Hindu paldit of Íhe same era who,

some time back, had published a paper on Indian racial theories; Savariroyan argued that

the ancient Tamilians were of 'Accado-Sumerian' race, and had intermixed with the

northem Aryan Sanskrit-speakers.70 That these assertions were embedded within a highly

politicised debate over Indian regional racial differences is evident, and that, in

articulating them, Vivekananda was himself aware of their consequences for national

unity, is quite certain from the strategic rhetoric that he deplo-vs in this article.Tl

If the swami concurred with certain elements of the discourse of Aryanism, the

brutality implicit within the widely accepted Aryan-invasion narrative was not among

these. The f g Veda s portrayal of embattled communities of aryas and dasyus (translated

by Indologists into definitive racial groupings: Indo-European Aryans and indigenous

Dravidians, respectively)72 rvas used as a basis for the Orientalist construction of Indian

history as originating in an incursion and conquest of indigenous Indians by incoming

Aryans (a model which conveniently provided a 'pre-capitulation' of British 'Aryan'

subjugation of the modem-day Indian populace). Vivekanand4in"Pracya O Pa.ícatya,"

harshly condemns the prevailing view that Aryan peoples invaded the subcontinent and

forcibly slaughtered and enslaved India's indigenous peoples.T3 In doing so, he plainly

intenogates and destabilises the imperialistic mindset ivhich he perceives as underlying

to lbid.; See also Basu, 1 14.
7l 

See Basu, I 14-5.
72 Ballantyne, 170-72.

'3 "TheEast and the West," CLV,vol. 5,534-36
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this theory: "Whenever the Europeans find an opportunity, they exterminate the

aborigines and settle dor,r.n in ease and comfort on their lands,"74 states Vivekananda,

and therefore they think the Aryans must have done the same! The Westemers would
be considered u,retched vagabonds if they lived in their native homes depending
wholly on their ou,n intemal resources, and so they have to run wildly about the
rvorld seeking horv they can feed upon the fat of the land of others by spoliation and
slaughter: and therefore they conclude the Aryans must have done the same! But
rvhere is your proof? Guess-work? Then keep your fanciful guesses to yourselves!75

In arguing for an altemative perspective, he appeals to central Hindu textual sources,

particularly lhe Rrinn\ta(tl, as contradictin gthe Veda-based Orientalist interpretation. 76

The invasion-narrative of Westem scholars clashed with Vivekananda's (re)vision of

India as a fundamentally peaceful, spiritual and inclusivist society, in which incoming

religio-cultural groups (be thev Aryans, Jews, Christians, Parsees, or Muslims) were

incorporated into the existing'warp and woof of Indian society.TT According to

Vivekananda, the nervly arrived Aryans' approach to India's aboriginal peoples was to

integrate the latter into the vantaíranta system, rvith the aim of "rais[ing them] all up to

their ou.n level."78 He frames the task that faced the ancient Indians as "a question of

Aryanising the other types that were pressing for admission and thus, out of different

elements, making a huge Aryan body"Te-u mission in which, he asserts, the early

Buddhistic kingdoms were particularly successful, at least initially.s0Interestingly,

Vivekananda's attribution to Aryan India the task of assimilating and homogenising

to lbid., 535.
tt lbid.
'u lbid., 535-6.
tt Ibid, 536.
tt lbid, 537.
7e "Historical Evolution of India," CI4/,vol. 6, 164.
80 Ibid.
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diverse and 'less-developed' societies mirrors the expansionist and 'civilising'

rhetoric of European colonialism.

We have alluded above to Vivekananda's conclusion that modem-day Indians (both

northem and southem), though of mixed racial heritage, rightly bear the name 'Aryans'.

In a broader sense, however. Vivekananda positions racial considerations as secondary in

his application of the term. Throughout his work, 'Aryan' is utilised first and foremost as

a religio-cultural designation, and he equates the true import of the term with the Sanskrit

word arya. This appelìation-rvhich, as he notes, may be rendered as 'noble' according

to conventional Sanskrit usagest-he claims properly denotes "only the multitude we

now call Hindus" (italics added),82 and. by inference, not the web of non-Indian ethnic

and cultural communities (including Europeans) which Orientalists subsumed under the

category Aryan. Vivekananda appeals to the antiquity of the usage of the term in Indian

thought. and on this ground gives the conventional Sanskrit meaning, as he ulderstands

it, primacy:

Let the Pmdits fight among themselves; it is the Hindus who have all along called
themselves Aryas. Whether of pure or mixed blood, the Hindus are Aryas, there it
rests. If the Europeans do not like us, Aryas, because \¡r'e are dark, let them take
another name for themselves-what is that to us?83

Here, Arya(n) becomes a cuhural marker for the Hindu-Indian people, rather than a racial

designation per se, and one which actually excludes Europeans, supposedly the'model'

Aryans, from membership in the category altogether. (Where this strategy locates India's

'Hinduised' Muslims is not clear.) This act of semiotic reclamation by Vivekananda

appears to express his deep frustration with the increasing repositioning of the

t' "Aryans and Tamilians," CW,vol. 4,296.t' rbid, 3or.
83 ((The 

East and the West." CØ/,vol. 5,466
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hermeneutical locus for all things lndian in European hands. Most importantly, by

reappropriating Aryan as a marker of cultural identity for Hindus, Vivekananda restores a

coherent image of the collective national/religious self to the dislocated colonial Indian

subject.

Beyond cultural signification, however, Vivekananda also invokes 'Aryan' as a sign

that indicates an elevated, if somewhat imprecise, religio-ethical standard. An Aryan, as

he explained to a Massachusetts audience in 1894, "is a man whose birth is through

religion";8a that is to say, one rvho is the child of a mother u'ho had made herself "pure

and holy" through prayer and spiritual discipline.ss Again, he stated before a crowd in

Lahore in 1897 that a person "whose very conception and whose death is according to the

rules of the Vedas, such is an AÐ,an."86In support of his view, he offers his own reading

of Manu's dicta, contending on the basis of this ancient authority IhaL:'a child who is

bom of lust is not an Ary-."tt Vivekananda laments what he believes to be the ever-

decreasing numbers of such morally upright persons in the presenf knliyugct, and advises

members of society to once again 'take up the principle [of 'Aryan' Iiving] and work it

out better... .Work it out afresh and make a re-formed application."ss llmplicit within this

statement is the assumption that modem society is capable of paralleling the imagined

past, and thus that "history could act as a great counsellor in matters conceming the

present.")8e Thus, in Vivekananda's discourse, 'Aryan' is also assigned an ethical

meaning-which, though perhaps not entirely confined by the bormdaries of ethnic origin

t'"Th" Women of Inclia," CIV,vol.9,203t'Ibid.
tu "Th" Vedanta," Cl4t,vo|.3,409.
tt lbid.
t8 Ibid.
8e Basq 53.
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or sectarian adherence (with respect to the Lahore example, recall Vivekana¡rda's

flexible understanding of 'the Vedas', as discussed in Chapter Three), is inevitably

interconnected with the Hindu-lndian cultural and religious heritage, and the brãhmalical

textual tradition.

By thus shifting the explicit denotation of the discourse of Aryanism from the

biological/racial to the religious/cultural/ethical, Vivekananda exempts himself from the

bonds of European racial and philological theories, thereby freeing himself to ¿ìssuÌne a

hermeneutical prerogative at least somewhat independent of the imperialist construction

of the Aryan and, in a broader sense, of the constraints of biological determinism. This

allows him to employ the term rvith a degree of ambiguity that appears to be intentional,

permitting him to shift between European and Indian discourses as the circumstances

warrant. As far as the question of assenting to any definitive ethnological interpretation is

concemed, he appears to understand something of the complexity of the competing

theories and their evidence, and perhaps even is intentionally reluctant to commit to a

perspective whose veracity he realises to be vulnerable.e0 As well, by transfening the

focus from race to cultu¡al heritage and moral character, Vivekananda becomes able to

makes affirmative statements about, for example, the heart of Aryan religious life,et the

Aryan's peace-lovin gnature,e2 or even the elegance of Aryan dress,e3 while remaining

relatively unfettered by European correlations of race and socio-cultural forms. Yet, his

appropriation of the discourse of Aryanism still permits him to use, to his advantage, the

e0 For example, Vivekananda himself notes that "Pandit Savariroyan is walking over rather insecure
ground, [and] we differ from many of his sweeping explanations of Vedic names and races" ("Aryans and
Tanrilians," C ll/, vol. 4, 301 ).
n' "The Ramakrishna Home of Service Va¡anasi: An Appeal," CW,vol.5,437.
nt "The East and the West,", CI4/,vol. 5,534.
e3 "Conversatiors and Dialogues: IX lshri Priya Nath Sinha]," CIf ,vol. 5,374.
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positive connotations of 'superiority' which the terminologv had acquired through its

use as aracial self-appellation in European circles. Westem racial discourses were

responsible for imbuing 'Aryan' with a privileged status; Vivekananda accepts this status

as legitimate, but alters both its justification and its import to advocate a 'revival' of

ostensibly ancient Hindu religious and cuitural values, and. ultimately, to fortifl'the then-

nascent sense of Indian nationhood.



CHAPTER SIX

CASTE: FROM RACIAL HIERARCHY TO SPIRITUAL TYPOGRAPHY

Once [in America] I was buming with hunger, and went into a restaurant, and asked
for a particular thing, whereupon the man said, "We do not stock it." "Why, it is
there." "Well, my good man, in plain language it means there is no place here for you
to sit and take your meal." "And why?" "Because nobody will eat at the same table
with you, for he will be outcasted." Then America began to look agreeable to me,
somervhat like my own caste-ridden country.

-Vivekanand4 
"Memoirs of European Travel," 1899-19001

The ambiguous construct 'caste' stands as one of the crucial concepts within the

history of identity formation in late-nineteenth-century India. This is not due, per se, to its

centrality as a sociological entity in the historical Indian context, indeed, Robert Inden

has posited convincingly that Orientalists' traditional identification of caste as "the

defining institution of India" from Vedic times onward is historically inaccurate,

politically stimulated, and hegemonic.2 Rather, it owes its import more to the porver,

structures, and values embodied and transmitted by caste-discourses, both European and

Indian, and to the term's widespread employment in nineteenth-century India as a

trope-signifying, variously, religious identity, esteemed tradition, collective racial

heritage, and cultural stagnation, among other shades of meaning. For India's colonial

rulers, caste was much more than simply a curious phenomenon of academic interest

' "Memoirs of European Travel," Cllt, vol. 7, 320.
2 Ronald Inderl Imagining India (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, lgg}),74.

JJJ
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existing in one of their peripheries. It rvas, in fact, a matter of the highest political

concem, to the understanding and representation of which was devoted extensive effort

and resources. As well, for many Westem observers and, especially, alarge share of

Christian adherents (particularly missionaries), caste was conceptualised most often as a

moral evil, and a barrier to the civilising and Christianising of India's 'heathens'.' Thrs,

it was necessarily an important concept for those nineteenth-century Hindus, including

Vivekananda, who were actively involved in the articulation of their own faith and

traditions in the public sphere. These various intersecting discourses made caste an

important and contested site of lndian identity during Vivekananda's time.

Theorising Caste in Colonial Terms

It was clear to the ofTicials of the British Raj that considerations of 'caste'a-the

term was often problematically used in colonial discourse to refer to vanta and/or jail in

an indeterminate, and even undifferentiated, manners-were of great significance in

comprehending and regulating Indians and their pattems of religious, occupational, and

interpersonal behaviour.6 (ln fact, the very introduction ofavague foreign term like

'caste' as the site for discursive struggle over multiple systems of social stratification,

3 Though, as is well known, many Indian Christian communities long maintained quite-rigid caste
distinctions in spite offoreign Christian objections thereto.

' The term cas¡e itself is, of course, not indigenous to India, but rather has its origins in a Portuguese label,
casîa.
5 Max Müller himself recognised this, stating that "[Indians] use, indeed, different words for what we
promiscuously call caste," including not only varna and jãti, but also allied conceptsllke kula ('family')
and gotra ('clan'). (See Müller, "Caste," InChipsfrom a Getman Workshop, vol. 2 [New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, I890], 297.) Further, as John Marriott has indicated, in some circumstances "the tenn
caste was used interchangeably with race, sect, tribe and even nation to denote a population seen to possess

common traits." (\4arrioft, The Other Empire: 
^íeÍropolis, 

India and Progress in the Colonial Imagination

[Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2003], 206.)
6 One early and interesting example of this was Sir William Jones'inability to hnd abralnninpandit
willing to teach Sansk¡it to, and thus accept payment from, an 'unclean' mleccha like himself; he
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thus conceptually displacing the debate from its indigenous milieu into a European

space, demonstrates the way in rvhich colonial authority utilised the 'power to name' as a

strategy for control.) The purported evils ascribed at least in part to 'casteism', such as

untouchability, pre-pubescent marriage, mistreatment of widows , satI, and brãhmanical

privilege, were also matters of concem, as they appeared to thu¡art the Empire's attempts

to 'civilise' India and its inhabitants. In particular, the British authorities slationed in

Indi4 rvho were anxious about the possible threat to their pou,er and hegemony posed by

those Indians who "appeared by their nature to rvander beyond the boundaries of setlled

civil society,"T devoted much effort to developing methods of identifuing and cataloguing

what they termed "criminal tribes and castes."8 Thus, they sought to utilise a knowledge

of caste as one of the tools by which potential 'anti-social' (in actuality, often anti-

colonial) elements could be distinguished amongst the fearfully inscrutable Indian

masses, and placed under special surveillance as a safeguard against activities rvhich

nlght destabilise the mechanisms of British govemance.

Although opinions differed on some particulars, most British authorities seemed to

concur that the deeply rooted caste divisions in lndian society posed not merely an

obstacle to the material improvement and legal discipline of Indian society (along modem

Westem lines, of course), but, more particularly, acted as a ba¡rier to the colonisers'

ability to inculcate European pattems of thought and behaviour in their Indian subjects.

However, as the British Crown had proclaimed in 1858 aguarantee of non-interference in

eventually settled for a vaidya (Ayurvedic physician) who was competent in the language. See Tony
Ballantyne, Orientalism and Race: Aryanism in the British Empire (Hampshire, U.K.: Palgrave,2002),23.
7 Bemard S. Coþ Colonialism and lts Fo¡ms of Ktowledge: The British in hctia @nceron, NJ: Princeton
University Press, I 996), 10.
t Ibid., I t.
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Indian religious life, they faced a quandary. Were caste-based divisions and practices

really an integral part of the 'Hindoo religion'? Or were they simply a social convention

that could be ignored or dispensed with, through legal measures if necessary? (The very

notion that it was indeed possible to draw clear lines of demarcation between 'religious'

and 'social' practices in India itself speaks volumes about the secularisation of public life

that characteri sed post-Enli ghtenment Europe. )

To determine the precise nature of the relationship between caste and religion,

colonial authorities turned to their'Company Orientalists', scholars in Indian culture,

languages, customs, and law, trained under the auspices of the British govemment. In

addition, they supported and utilised the work of many leading academic Indologistse

including, as discussed in previous chapters, Mar Müller, one of the most influential

figures in nineteenth-century Oriental studies. Although Müller's work built upon a well-

established tradition of scholarship on India, a significant share of the ideas which came

to characterise 'mainstream' Orientalist discourse during the period-including those

regarding caste, and its relation to race, religion, and nation-found their most

comprehensive and authoritative exposition in his work, which was more widely

disseminated (in Europe and Americ4 and in India itselÐ than was that of most prior

Indologists. Also, his scholarship is particularly important from the perspective of the

history of ideas, on accorìnt of the fact that Müller straddled the vague and shifting

boundary between scientifrc/empiricist and Romantic/idealist interpreters of lndiai0

Thus, his writings provide a valuable index of the central themes from both of these

n Ballantyn" has provided an excellent summary of the relationship between Orientalist scholarship and
British colonial govemance. See Ballantyne, 18-55 passim.
ro Inden, 67.
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ideologicat camps in European discourses onvanxa and jãti during the period under

consideration. In particular, his 1853 essay, "Caste," to which we shall refer below,

which was originally written primarily for the edification of members of the Indian Civil

Service and allied India-resident British audiences, contains a systematic and influential

elucidation of contemporary caste-theory.

The Racialisation of Caste

As has been intimated in our earlier discussions of race, caste, particularly in the

sense of var¿?a, was theorised by Westem scholars (and, subsequently, by many Indian

thinkers) to be principally a social reformulation of ancient racial distinctions. Drawing

upon philologists' interpretations of the dual meaning of the Sanskrit wordvanta ('class'

and 'colou¡') as evidence, Orientalists posited that the fourfold varna-schemata depicted

in the Rg Veda's Purt¿sa Stlktatt actually had its origins in a derma-chromatic hierarchy.12

With this interlinkage of caste and colour firmly established on the basis of Westem

philologists' self-asserted hermeneutical authority, Orientalists did not hesitate to

extrapolate one Ievel further, drawing corurections between skin tone and racial

composition, thus coalescing the speculative Aryan-invasion theory (with its Aryans-

versus-Dravidians martial narrative) with the reality of the societal divisions existent in

the modem Indian context. Measu¡ements of 'cephalic indexes' and other anthropometric

rl According to this well-known Vedic account, the fou¡ varnas had their origins in the sacrificial
disnremberment of a primordial cosmic manQturusa), out of whose parts the various varnas weÍe created.

This account, coming as it does from a brãhma{rical tex1, naturally presents a strongly hierarchical view of
caste origins, vøttr brãhmanas springing from the mouth of the p urusa, ksatriyas from the æms, vailyas
fronr the thighs, and ludras from the feet.

" Mijller, 320-21. We should note here that more recently, many scholars, such as German Indologist D.

Bernstorff, have argued that the 'colours' referenced by varna are actually those that are traditionally
coupled in Hindu thought with each of the fow directions, and thus with the positions of 'caste-members'
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methods were widely employed by ethnologists during this period (and, in fact, well

into the twentieth century) to determine so-called 'racial afTinities' among and between

various jãris andvantas, rvhich, combined with Orientalist research into the socio-

religious customs and practices of each group, allowed for the construction of a

supposedly defìnitive caste hierar.hy.t' The British approach to caste, in fact, illustrates

vividly the Victorian drive to understand and control the rvorld through knowledge, in the

form of probing investigation and meticulous classification. It was widely believed at the

time that if these diverse features of the subcontinent's human geography could be

coherently and comprehensively systematised, India could be 'known' and managed.

In parlicular, the conflation of 'brahmin' (brahnnlta) varna-staits and relatively

'untainted' Aryan racial-origins is encountered throughout nineteenth-century

ethnological literature on India^ Onto this basis was grafted the idea of a 'natural'

threefold division of society-often theorised as transcultural-into (l) a'priestly' class,

(2) martial rulers, and (3) a plebeian majority who provide the economic base, thus

accounting for the brahntana-ksatriya-vaiíya divisions among The dvija ('twice-bom')

,o*or.'o The brahmins, while increasingly struggling throughout India's history for

privilege and influence, according to MüIler, 'lever aspired to royal power,"ls leaving

this to 1he ksatriyas; instead the former sought (and gradually acquired) the position of

religious authorities. Those 'non-Aryan' aboriginals who acquiesced to the claimed status

during Vedic ritual performances. (Cited by Klaus Klostermaier, A Sumey of Hinduism,2nd ed. [Albany:
State University of New York Press, 19941,334.)
13 See, for example, G. S. Ghurye's detailed discussions of the relationship between race and caste.

(Ghurye, Caste and Race in India [Bombay: Popular Prakashan, 1969]-)

'o Müller, 318-9. V/e should note here that Müller ascribes drya status to the brahmins, ksatriyas and

vai(yas, but excludes the lutlras (315), appealing to the authority of the Brãltma¡td texts (ibid., 329-30),

though these sources do not necessarily themselves conceptualise aryas in unambiguous racial terms.
t5 lbid., 328.
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of bralunanas, ksatrb,as- andvaiíyas, Müller asserts, were subsumed into the fourth

ttante as íudras ('servants'), while even Aryan persons who denied the validity of this

hierarchy and its "brãhmalic discipline" were outcasted (the source of the so-called

'untouchables').r6 Further, Müller ascribes the origin of jatis (endogamous 'castes' in the

stricter sense) to the post-Vedic proliferation of "professional guilds"rT lthereby

discursively 'saming' an Indian social structure to one with which Europeans were

familiar). He attributes the ritual bounda¡ies befween jãti.s to the consequences ofjealous

guarding of social privileges following widespread vanta-sTalus confusion (posited to be

a legacl, of the Buddhist era) and the subsequent reconstruction of 'caste' groups along

occupational lines.l8

Keeping rvith the general trend of Orientalist treatment of Indian history, this theory

of caste-transformation was articulated by Müller and others in terms of cultural

degeneration, from the scripturally legitimated fourfold division of 'Aryan' society into

the present-day heterogeneous and ambiguous convolution ofjalls, along with the

development of additionaltaxonomic schemas (such as gotras, usually rendered as

'clans'). ThesejrTtls were the subject of much study by ethnographers, who, picking up

rvhere academic Orientalist scholarship left off, comprehensively catalogued India's

diverse 'castes' and quantified Indians' somatic features through extensive fieldwork in

order to discem the 'true' interelationship of these groups, so that British administrators

'u rbi'd.,329.
't Ibid., 34r-44.
r8 Ibid.
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might har,e a reliable guide to use in assessing the role and capacity (mental and

physical) of each group within the colonial society.le

Caste, Religion, and the Management of India

These constructs and narratives-like other reified concepts of Orientalist thought

and colonial discourse-reflect the notion that the multifarious social realities of Indian

life could be described (and circumscribed) in rvays that would make them capable of

being'grasped'-bolh intellectually and politically. The historical and contemporary

actualities of varlta and jati fpologies-their flexible and dynamic nature; their striking

regional variations: the disputed character of their hierarchical structue alld of brahmins'

claimed primacy-are obscu¡ed by discourses which conflate social realities with

political desires. Thus, for the Orientalist and the colonial bureaucrat, the 'truth' about

caste lay not in the apparently inconsistent and, more importantly, unmanageable

cacophony of contemporary caste-categories and sub-divisions, but in the uncomplicated

antiquarian vanta-accounts of the Vedas and the orderly jãti-statistics of the Indian

censuses. A dynamic and heterogeneous system ofinterconnected socio-religious

institutions was thus reduced, rvhen filtered through the lens of colonial discourse, to the

oppressive and moribund entity of 'caste', criticised for fostering societal ills and capable

of being encompassed, studied, and manipulated by imperial interests.

In addressing the issue of the relationship between religion and caste, Ma"r Müller

frames for his audience both the practical importance of the matter and the role of

Orientalist authority in the debate:

le See, for example, Ballantyne's discussion of the British desire to identify India's 'martial races' for the
purpose of military recruitment @allantyne, 49-50).
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[Hindus] have the promise [of the British Crown]... that their religion will never
be broken, that their religion is not to be interfered with, except where it violates the
laws of humanity. .. If, therefore, caste is part of the Hindu religion, it will have to be
respected as such by the [Bntish] Govemment. If it is not, it may be treated in the
same spirit as social prejudices a¡e treated at home.

Norv, if we ask theHindus whethertheirlaws of caste areparÍ of theirreligion,
some rvill answer that they are, others that they are not. Under these circumstances we
must clearly decide the question for ourselves. Thanks to the exertions of Sir William
Jones, Colebrook, Wilson. and others, we possess in this country [England] a nearly
complete collection of the religious and legal works of the Brahmans. We are able to
consult the very authorities to rvhich the Hindus appeal, and we can form an opinion
with greater impartiality than the Brahmans themselves.20

As this passage reveals, the notion that Indians were too disunited and/or too biased (or,

as Müller asserts later in this text, too incompetent in Vedic Sanskrit)2I to be accurate

adjudicators of the Vedas' perspective on the 'caste question' was well accepted as

factual in Westem circles.22In contrast, the 'objective' Orientalists-who had collected

(actually- to a great extent, conslrucled) the 'authentic' sources of Hindu larv, and who

were capable of properly understanding their contents (according to their reconstructions

of Vedic Sanskrit grammar) and intenelationships (such as the primacy of Vedic

authority over later Sastric sources)23-could be entrusted with the important task of

analysing the data and making 'impartial' judgements on the genuine relationship of the

caste system to Hindu religion. (Of course, this alleged objectivity of the Westem

20 Müller, 298-9.

'' Ibid.,3or;305.
22 As evidence of the pervasive distrust by Orientalists of traditional Indian authorities and thei¡ agendas,
consider William Jones' assertion that it was necessary for Europeans to leam Sanskrit themselves, so that
"we should never perhaps be led astray by Pandits or Maulavis who would impose on us, when their
impositions might be so easily detected." (Quoted in ldeologies of the Raj, T. R. Metcalf [Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 19951, 23.)
t' Mü11". defends his reliance on the Vedas as an authority in matters of caste by appealing to their claimed
status as lruti ('heard'-i.e., revealed-texts) and to the importance which brãhmanical tradition grants to
their dicta (see ibid, 299-305). However, the simple equation between the Vedic presentation of the
cãturvarlta schema and the religious validity of modem caste structìres is a gross oversimplif,rcation, and
does not accord with the more-common Hindu perspective that the later Dhanna ãstra literature, such as
the Manusntrtl (with its more-elaborate conception and regulation of varnas, jãtis and inter-caste
interactions), holds an authoritative place in its elaboration of Vedic ideas and injunctions.
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scholar, \/ersus his Iess-credible brahmin pa¡tdit counterpart, conveniently overlooked

the role of lhe British govemment's sponsorship of scholarship on India.) Ironically, the

very scriptural sources from which Müller and others of his ilk gathered their textual data

and upon rvhich they bestowed such authority rvere almost invariably products of

brãhmar.rical traditions; thus, their analyses in fact rested to a substantial degree on the

hermeneutical efforts of brahmins, regardless of who'decided'the questions of caste and

religion through later study and interpretation ofthe texts. Paradoxically, then, a system

much maJigned for its sustenance of brãhmalical privilege was studied via a

methodology that privileged brãhrnalical philosophy, religion, and hermeneutics. Yet,

the inevitable filtration of these ideas through the lens of Orientalist scholars ensured that

the Hindu was not-to emplov Bhabha's assonant phrase-"the active agent of

articulation. "24

For the nineteenth-century Orientalist, as we have already seen, Hinduism, in its

'authentic' form, was most accu¡ately revealed in texts, not (degenerate) præris, and the

more antediluvian the sources, the better. Given the undeniable presence of the verna-

genesis narrative in the Vedic co{pus, the conclusion which the scholars (and thus, the

administrators) reached was something of a compromise. Caste, in the Vedic period, was

concluded to have been, as described above, arace-based social division (as, in the

prevailing Social Darwinian spirit, societal characteristics could almost inevitably be

reduced to racial factors), which had some signifîcance for Hindu religion, rather than a

ftmdamentally religious division lvhich had social consequences. Thus, particularly in its

existing form, caste was not religious per se, nor was it legitimated by the vedas, and



thus, b-v 'authentic'-i.e., brãhmanical and textual-Hinduism.25 In the fìnal analys,r, 
tO'

Müller pragmatically declares that "the govemment lvould be perfectly justified in

declaring that it will no longer consider caste [that is, jati] as part of the religious system

of the Hindus,"26 thus legitimately opening it to manipulation and even, in some

circumstances, rvhat would amount to partial eradication-precisely the conclusion that

the Bntish administrators desired. In fact, Müller, though an academic philologist, does

not hesitate to lay out in particulars the ways in which colonial administrators should and

shoutd not attempt to alter existing caste practices." Further, he optimistically posits that,

if strategically utilised, "Caste, which has hitherto proved an impediment to the

conversion of the Hindus [to Christianity], may in future become one of the most

porverful engines for the conversion not merely of individuals, but of whole classes of

Indian society."28 This latter idea must have seemed a great encouragement to the

evangelically minded, for, as Thomas Metcalf has observed, by the middle of the

nineteenth century, "missionary zeal was fast waning" in the face of the apparently

hopeless prospect of Christianising Indians, given the Raj's persistence resista¡rce to the

project.2e

The agendas that supported the colonial representati ons of vanza and jati, however,

were not always so blatant. Utilising the insights of postcolonial scholarship, colonial

constructions of caste may be read as a manifestation of the process of Othering, upon

2a Homi Bhabha, The Locatíon oJCulture (London: Routledge, 1994),31 .

25 
See Müller, 305-6.

tu lbid.,3t6.
" rbid.,349-53.
" Ibid., 353.
te Thomas R. Metcalf, Ideologies of the Raj (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, I 995), 47
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rvhich Westem selfhood depended.30 Thus, at one level, discursive formulations of

caste were not really about Indi4 but about Europe. We have already established that a

fundamental aspect of the West's vision of itself in the modem age \ ias the notion that

Europeans (and, subsequently, Americans) were responsible for upholding and advancing

the humanistic values of individual freedom and autonomy on the world stage. To

distance themselves from the unsavoury social realities of European life that impeded this

vision.3r these aspects were projected outwards as the defining qualities of Western

constructions of the Oriental other. In the sphere of caste, as in those of religion, nation,

race (and, as we shall see in Chapter Seven, gender), India became one of the contested

sites of Europe's disavowed aspects. If Europe was a land of social autonomy, India was

authoritarian; if the former was structured according to the principles of enlightened

rationality, the latter was govemed by degenerate tyranny; if the West permitted, and

even encouraged, social mobility, the East kept its denizens entrapped in rigid, iniquitous

factions; if Occidental societies were advancing towards ever-greater liberty, Oriental

ones had degenerated and perhaps rt ere continuing to do so' Consider, for example,

Müller's intimation that the narrative of social differentiation which he finds embodied

by the Indian caste system is auniversal one.32 (This essentialist vision ofcaste's

expression of uriversal human structures \ i as an important theme, especially among the

Romantic Orientalists, in whose eyes caste became "the embodiment of a holist, organic

30 Although in Orienralism Said does not directly address the issue of 'caste', the following analysis draws

on his insights in a general waY.

't On" n."ã only co-nsider, for example, the masses of impoverished and practically enslaved workers in

lower-class Victorian England, or the disenfranch-isement of women from real social, economic, and

political power in most European societies, to realise that 'liberty' and 'self-determination', were more

idealistic discursive constructions than concrete realities for vast numbers of those living in the 'modem'

West.
32 

See Mülìer, 318-320,343 347.
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vision of human community,"33 albeit a highly anti-individualistic one.) If this is

indeed the case, the discrepancy betrveen the present forms of 'castes' in India and

European societies can be accounted for, he asserts, by the 'fact' of the former society's

stagnation in the equivalent of Eu¡ope's Middle Ages; whereas, "with the progress of

civilization and true religion in Europe, all the barriers of caste became more and more

levelled."3a

Importantly, caste-membership was regarded as a social structure that, in Inden's

phrasing, "precluded or displaced citizenship";35 in other words, Hindus rvere considered

to be incapable of constructing a nation (as the West conceived it) because caste, by its

occupation of the socio-political, and even psychological, site of national formation, and

its producrion of "perennial fragmentation,"36 persistently negated the possibility. (While

the etymological connection between the words jati and 'nation'-both terms suggesting

a commr¡nal connection forged by birth-is mirrored in the ability of each, even into the

present day, to command a significant degree of political allegiance, membership in one

rarely has actually precluded parlicipation in the other in the Indian context; in fact, caste

concems have often served as useful tools for generating political/national involvement.)

The ambivalence embedded within Orientalist discourse is quite evident in this case; the

East may resemble the West, sharing with it some basic elements and patterns of human

civilisation (as discovered and articulated by Westem scholars)-however, the

fundamental difference, the essential inequity, must remain, lest the West's own self-

concept (and, therewith, its authority) be destabilised.

33 Inden, 74.
t'Ibid., 319-20.
35 Inden, ó5.
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The Indian Engagement of Caste

During the late decades of the nineteenth century, caste emerged as a matter of

widespread concem and contention within Indian society, especially among the growing

Hindu middle class, in Bengal and elsewhere. The imposition of British rule and its

accompanying formulations and evaluations of caste impacted Indians' 'caste

consciousness' in novel and profourd ways, as Basu indicates.3T Social anthropologist

Susan Bayly, in her article "Hindu Modernisers and the 'Public' Arena,"38 gives attention

to a commonly disregarded impetus to the Indian re-evaluation of caste and its

relationship u'ith Hinduism, that of the ideological and sociological restructuring which

resulted from the (re-)constitution of 'Hindu client' kingdoms urder the authority of the

British Raj. As Bayly demonstrates, the public discussion and debate over pan-Hindu

values, which arose during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as a result of the

changes in social and religious pattems stemming from "the ambivalent mixture of

constraint and sponsorship emanating from the colonial state and its clients,"

substantially reshaped Hindus' conceptions of caste-membership and its significance as a

bond of "moral afTinities."3e ln particular, the ways in which the role of the Hindu

ksatriyarulers, as well as the religious patronage and "conspicuous piety"ao thereof, were

'u lbid.
" For a fuller background on Indian formulations of caste preceding and contemporaneous with
Vivekananda, see Shamita Basu, Religious Revivalism as Nafionalist Discourse Q'trew Delhi: Oxford
University Press, 2002), 95-l 1 0.
38 Susan Bayly, "Hindu modemizers and the 'public arena: indigenous critiques of caste in colonial India,"
inSwami Vivekananda and the Modetnization of Hinduism, ed. William Radice @elhi: Oxford University
Press, 1 998), 93-137 .

tn lbid., loó.

'o Ibid.
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reformulated and expressed acted as crucial determlnants in thetransformation of the

religious tenain of India.

More directly, the growing Hindu concem rvith caste, and its increasing theorisation

within public Indian discourse, was also heavily impacted both by popular

Westem/Christian cnticisms and by rvidely disseminated European scholarship on the

Aryan theory and its relationship to Íhe vanta-iciti complex. As rvell, the increasing

production of sociological documentation of jãtis and their relative statuses, suggests

Basu, brought about among the Indian populace a "ne\\,mode of understanding [caste]

generated by this enumerated form of knorvledge,'/1 and, in fact, an increasing degree of

affinity with these divisions as markers of Hindu identity. This is not, of course, to assert

that Hindu reconceptualisations of jati alitdvanta can be reduced to responses to Westem

discourses on caste, but merely that these were one crucial element in stimulating the

debate, and that these discourses played a vital role in creating and delimiting the sites

and boundaries ofthe discussion.

Hindus, in attempting to situate caste (itself, like 'Hinduism', a foreign and

relatively novel term), disputed over the genesis, antiquity, historical flexibility, and

socio-religious significanceofvanta and,jañ categories. In particular, the question arose

as to whether the institution of 'caste' (in either or both forms) should be maintained,

radically transformed, or simply abolished in the'modem age' into which India was

viewed as entering. As many Orientalists and ethnologists of the time held the caste

system itself responsible for 'enervating' and degrading the moral consciousness of

Hindus (particularly Bengalis, in opposition to rvhom were branded the more 'casteless',

al Basu, 99.
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and thus, more'manly', northem religions of India).42 as rvell as for preventing them

from attaining national status,43 this r,vas a crucia-l pragmatic issue, not simply an abstract

theoretical one. For a community that was in the process of conceptualising its own

nationhood and beginning to formulate politically nationalistic aspirations, reconciling an

institution which was widely characterised by Westem observers (and an increasing

number of Indians) as degenerate and dissolute with the ideological vision of a united and

morally advanced nation was crucial to gamering u'idespread support. The intertwining

of discourses on caste and race, particularly those of the 'Aryan' narrative, was of

particular significance to this project, for the Orientalist assertions ofsha¡ed lndo-

European origins had, by this period, become a crucial element in much 'native'

theorising of Indian nationhood. Most significantly, as Bayly notes (and as, to some

extent, rve have already seen), by the late nineteenth century, "the phenomenon of caste

came to be regarded both by many Indian modemisers and by European theorists as a

defining feature of Hindu ethnicity, morality and even biology."aa Keeping in mind that

'Hindu' fi¡nctioned as a polysemantic sign, overdetermined by religious, nationalistic,

racial, gender and other discourses, one can hardly fail to see how the positing ofcaste as

an essential aspect of 'Hindu-ness', twinned with the disparagement of the former, would

not have profourd and wide-reaching consequences upon Hindu self-identity across

multiple spheres.

a2 Maniott, 208.
a3 

See Marriott,207,and Bayly, 110. Even the more positive views of the caste system's historical and

social value, expressed by a few Western interpreters, did little more than posit its role as an instrument to

keep Indian society from falling to even greater depths of decrepitude and 'barbarism' (see Marriott,
2O5|-hardly an effective rallying point for an emerging nation.
aa Bayly,96.
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Within the larger questions around the origins, history, and religious and moral

'validity' of caste, a number of more-specific issues rvere deemed significant 1o the

debate. As already mentioned, concems over the role of varlta andlor jãti in the creation

and perpetuation of matters such as untouchability, caste-privilege, and a host of matters

related to the so-called 'woman problem' in India, \vere among those raised by foreign

critics. These issues, rvhich served as rhetorical tropes for larger questions ofpower,

privilege, and control, rvere paired with concem for advancing national urity, and thus

uravoidably served as embattled sites for Hindu thinkers and reformers. The situation

was further complicated by the fact that there was much less unifornlty of opinion

among Hindus than among Europeans over the moral evaluation of these social questions

themselves. To admittedly oversimplify the situation: for some'reformist' Hindus, many

of their own positions harmonised with those of Westem critics: whereas for those

Indians envisioning a more atavistic nation, certain of the 'evils' identified by non-Hindu

observers were not necessarily considered to be so.a5 Nor did all Hindus uncritically

agree with the prevailing Orientalist perspective that the authoritative sources for all

questions of caste and religion were primarily (or exclusively) the Vedic texts.

Still other factors increased the ambiguilv surrounding caste in the Indian

perception. The presence of the British, as mlecchas (foreigners-more precisely,

'barbarians'), was the cause of much ambivalence and uncertainty in even everyday

circumstances; while social interaction with-and emulation of-the English brought

increased social status in some quarters, it also resulted in religious impurity, especially

for brahmins. Likewise, questions of the position of Indian Muslims in Hindu society,
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and thus their role in the emerging nationalistic vision, were interlinked rvith

representations of their location with respect to the caste system.

Therefore, when Vivekananda formulated and expressed views in an Indian context

that touched upon questions of caste in any of its forms, he did so in an environment of

competing social, political, scientific and religious discourses on the subject. This was

equally true when he addressed the topic before American and British audiences, for

whom lndia's 'casteism' was considered a mark of its backrvardness, representing

authoritarianism and cultural stagnation in the view of the self-described 'modern West'.

The inevitable presence of such power dynamics rvithin caste-discourses, a fact of which

Vivekananda was certainly aware, naturally shaped the positions, in form and in content,

which he articulated.

Recasle-ing India : Vivekananda's Criti que

Although he publicly disavowed the fact,a6 caste was indeed a matter of

unavoidable concem for Vivekananda, as it was for other Hindu reformers and Indian

religious leaders of the period. As we have sketched out above, caste served as a

contentious site of intersection between religious concems, political agendas, and racial

and gender constructs. The subject was repeatedly raised by both his Indian inquirers and

his British and American ones, the former wishing to know where he situated himself

with respect to the politically charged 'caste question', and the latter curious as to

whether Orientalist writers' and/or Christian missionaries' unsympathetic accorurts of the

Indian social order were accurate. It was also a matter Vivekananda often took the

'5 For a much more in-depth exploration of contemporary Hindu positions on these questions and the

correspondence of the same to the caste debates, see Bayly, 93-131 -
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initiative to address, interweaving it into discussions and arguments regarding

manifold aspects of Indian religion and society.

Vivekananda as a Contested Site

Vivekananda's o\^'n disputed vanta status should be bome in mind when situating

his discursive position. The caste system in Bengal has long exhibited a structure unique

in certain ways from its forms in other areas of India. In particular, the trvo'middle'

.¿antas-lqatriya andvaiíya-of the Vedic account have long been virtually non-existent

in the region (a fact which highlights the problematic natue of accepting scriptural

accounts of caste as ahistorical or transregional prototypes). The historical circumstances

that led to this condition are thought to be compler,aT though Purãlic texts from the

twelflh and thirteenth centuries testify to the antiquity of this situation.a8 The practical

consequence, however, is that the bulk of the Bengali Hindu population became

identified either as brahnmnas (a minority in numerical terms) or íudras (Íhe

preponderance).

The kayastha caste, into which Vivekananda was bom, is among thosejãds whose

position is marked by a long history of disputation, even before the incursion of the

British. While generally regarded by Bengali Hindus as a 'high caste', with social status

and privileges ranking just below the brahmins, fhe sntrti texts and Purãnic literature

classifu kayasthas as íudras-albeit as sat, or'(ritually) clean', íudras, in contrast to the

aset,'wrclean' , íudras, whose interactions with upper-caste Hindus were much more

a6 See, for instance, "The Mission of the Vedanta,- CW, vol. 3, 194.
a7 See, for example, Amitya P. Ser¡ Swami Vivekananda (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2000), 73.
a8 

See Amitabha Mukherjee, "Swami Vivekananda and the Institution of Caste in Bengali Hindu Society,"

Quarterly Reviet of Hisîorical Studies [Kolkata] 39 (Oct. 1999-Ma¡. 2000): 19.
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restricted.ae Thus. although Orientalist interpretations of Indian caste-literature would

suggest that a wide rift should exist in practice between brahmins and íûdras- the reality

in the Bengali context was that a division of at least as much (if not more) significance

also existed between 'lower-caste' and 'higher-caste' íudras, the latter's rank being more

akin, in terms of ritual purity, to the textually ascribed status of Bengal's absent luãtri1,e5.

The 'superior' socio-religious position of the kayasthas was perhaps due to the 'clean'

(i.e., non-polluting) nature of their'oflicial' occupational sphere, that of rvriters or

scribes, under Muslim rule, kayasthas were often employed as court record-keepers or

administrators, and, in colonial times, their literary skills commonly gamered them

'service' positions such as clerks or accountants in the Anglo-Indian bureaucracy (This

concem over professional purity/pollution may account for the widespread perception

fhat katasthas'position inthe jati-hierarchy lay above Thaf of vaidyas-the lafler

described in lhe Manusrurti as the offspring of mixed brahmin patrilineage andvaiíya

matrilineage, and traditionally employed as physicians.)sO Nevertheless, an atmosphere of

ambivalence surrounded, kãyasthas ' status in nineteenth-century Bengal, due to the

incongruity and tension between fhe jati 's 'official' (religious/textual) éüdrahood, and the

reality of its members' high social standing and growing power and influence under the

British administration, rvhich situated many kãyas¿å¿ Hindus securely in the rank of the

Bengali bhndralok. As this situation illustrates, 'caste' and 'class' in colonial India rvere

two distinct, though intenelated, systems of social hiera¡chisation. The ambiguity which

thus surrourded the caste-position of the kãyasthas gave them scope to participate in the

on lbid., l9-20.
to Note the ranking implicit in the account given by Sekhar Bandyopadhyay, Caste, Protest and Identity in
Colonial India: The Nannf udra oJBengal, 1872-1947 (Swrey, U.K.: Curzon Press, 1997),59.
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mobility-seeking 'sanskritisation' movements,5t asserting that their line of descent-

and therefore their proper vanxa-status-rv as ksatriya, no| íudra.sz

According to widely (though not uliversally) held Hindu norms,t'Vivekanand4

upon taking lhe sarutyãsa-vrata of a monk, abandoned his vanta and idti of birth;

however, his self-positioning as a scholar and religious teacher who challenged points of

Hindu orthodoxy still made his non-brahmin origins a vulnerable point in the eyes of

many of his critics.5a Indeed, that Vivekananda had a personal interest in the conceptual

reconstruction of caste and that his own authority as an interpreter of Hinduism was

affected by the same are not in doubt. As Amitya Sen has demonstrated, Vivekananda

was not an anomaly, but part of a larger trend torvards the inclusion of non-brahmins in

the prominent roles of religious figures and leaders, a result of the destabilising influence

of colonialism on existingHindu institutions.ss Vivekanandahimself makes arare

reference to his own caste in his Bengali-language European travelogues, acknowledging

that, "because this body of mine having come of a Kayastha family, I have become the

5' This process of 'caste elevation' (via the process of ' Sanskritisation') has been extensively discussed by
the late Indian sociologist M.N. Srinivas. See M. N. Srinivas, Social Change in Modent htdia (Berkley:
University of California Press, 1966).
52 5ery74.
53 This notion ofrenunciation as a form of'caste leveling' was characteristic ofthe Indian bhakti
movements to a much greater degree than in the case of tbe jñana-based ascetical kaditions. 1Recall, by
way of exanrple, the refrxal of Sarìkarãcãrya to take low-caste persons under his tutelage, or even admit of
the possibility of thei¡ attaining muhi).
5a Ser¡ 74. Even today, some more-conservative Hindu sarypradãyas refuse to recognise Ramakrishna

Order sannyãsins as 'legitimate' Hindu monks, as the latter order is considered to have been founded by a

ludra.The Order itself traces its founding back to Ramakrishna himself, not Vivekananda, for reasons of
both religious authority-foundation by a supposed avatara being no small matter-and social acceptance,

as Ramakrishna was himself both a brahmin and initiated by a member of a recognised sampradoya,the
wandering monk Totapuri.
55 Sen, 74.
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target of attack of many sections."56 Vivekanandahimself thus became a contested

site of embattled caste conceptions.

In this respect, then, it should perhaps not be surprising that Vivekananda also

became a participant in the reinterpretation of his own jãti's vannt status. In a Madras

lecture in 1897, he made a public refutation of this ascribed 6udrahood, saying, "l trace

my descent to one [Citragupt4 the legendary progenitor of the kayasthasl at whose feet

every Brahmin lays flowers. . . and whose descendants are the purest of Kshatriyas. "5T He

also reportedly convinced Sister Nivedita of his certainty that the modem Bengali

kãyastltas are the descendants of the pre-Mauryarì ksatriyas, though on precisely what

grounds he made this argument is not known.58 It seems that Vivekananda intentionally

cultivated the identification of himself with fhe ksatriya lineage, clearly a much more

advantageous position, as far as pan-Hindu socio-religious authority is concemed, than

that of a íudra.In addition, his association with The ksatriya heritage of royal, militaristic,

and 'masculine' ideology alid motifs countered the British charges-as we shall explore

in the next chapter-of 'effeminacy', which continually situated Bengalis in a site of

embattled gender constructions.5e If Vivekananda could not, by virtue of his birth, lay

claim to the position of a brahntarsi (brahmin sage) he could at least try to align himself

in the consciousness of his fellow Indians with that of the rãjarsrì, the ancient ideal of the

religiously-inclined ruler (exemplified by the legendary Hindu king, Janaka), who both

56 "Memoirs of European Travel," CØt,vo|.7,318.
5t "My Plan of Campaigr¡" Cll¡,Yo1. 3,211.
)u Sister Nivedita, "Notes of Some Wandering With the Swami Vivekananda: Chapter III - Moming Talks
at Almora," CW, vol. 9, 347 .
50^"' Consrder, f'or instance, his adoption oî the pagrt, or turbar, as part of his usual monastic d¡ess. While
certainly not unknou'n article of dress to Indian s¿7dft¿s, it also functioned as a signifier, paired as it was/is
in Indian tradition with the legacy of the ksatriya rulers, and was one of the most-remarked upon featwes of
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ensured material prosperity and security for his subjects and sought realisation with

the dedication of a monastic.

An Equivocal Stance

Beyond his concem for his own caste-position, Vivekananda's discourse is

peppered with numerous strongly worded, often apparently contradictory, assessments of

the value of caste in the context of Indian society. (In his English-language discourses,

he, in the manner of Westem authors, generally uses the term 'caste' to signify, variously,

vanxA ot jati or both simultaneously-and thus addressing Indian actualities from a

foreign conceptual site.) on the one hand, at times the swami made quite positive

statements about caste. For example, he sanguinely told a Boston audience in 1894:

"Caste has kept us [Indians] alive as a nation, and rvhile it has many defects, it has many

more advantages."60 While this position harmonises with that expressed by nineteenth-

century colonial ethnographer H. H. Risley, that caste "forms the cement that holds

together the myriad units of Indian society,"6l contrast this also with the conviction of

many European scholars and colonial administrators, as discussed earlier, that caste made

Indian nationhood an impossibility. (In fact, even Risley himself sha¡ed this view,

asserting that, due to caste, "no nation or even nationality in the ordinary sense ofthese

words"62 had ever emerged in India^) Vivekanand4 in contrast, elaborates his more-

positive perspective by comparing India favourably to America in terms of societal

cohesion and progress:

his appearance by the media during his stays in America and Europe, where it was perceived as rather
'kingly'.
60 "The Manners and Customs of India," CW,vol.2,489.
ór 

Quoted in Metcalf, I 19.
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Jealousy, hatred and avariciousness are bom of money-getters. Here [in America]
it is all work, hustle and bustle. Caste saves a man from all this. It makes it possible
for a man to live with less money, and it brings work to all. The man of casie has time
to think of his soul, and that is what we wa¡rt in the society of India.63

The incredulity among Westem audiences that greeted even moderate challenges to the

established discourses on caste is evident from the ambivalent statement of a press review

of another of his American lectures, according to which Vivekananda "mildly defended

the caste system of India which keeps three-fourths of the people in utter and humiliating

subjection"6a-the author seemingly unwilling or unable to step outside of the paradigm

of 'true' knowledge about caste, even in the act of framing Vivekananda's divergent

assessment.

While enunciative context should certainly be a consideration in this case, it seems

that his positive sentiments cannot be reduced simply to concern for India's 'good

publicity' in the West, for Vivekananda made similar statements before his Indian

audiences. In Madras in 1897, for instance, he told the assembled crowd: "Caste is good.

That is the only natural way of solving life. Men must form themselves into groups, and

you cannot get rid of that. Wherever you go, there will be caste."65 He even went so far as

to declare that "Indian caste [is] one of the greatest social institutions that the Lord gave

to man."66 It seems evident that his appreciation of caste, in some respects at least, was

quite genuine.

Despite these supportive words, however, Vivekananda's preserved work brims

with at least an equal quantity of denunciatory analyses of caste and what he asserts are

62 
Quoted in ibid., t 22.

u'Ibid.
uo "Hindu Civilisation," CIT, vol. 3, 480.
65 "Vedanta in its Application to Indian L ife,- CØt, vol. 3 , 245 .
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its ruinous consequences and its approaching fate. "Modem caste distinction," he told

a London interviewer in 1896, "is a barrier to India's progress. It narrows, restricts,

separates. It will crumble before the advance of ideas."67 Again, this was not just a

performance for the expectations of the 'modem' West, for, in a private letter perured to

his friend Pramada Das Mitra in 1897, Vivekananda presents a similar and perhaps more-

considered vierv: "The conviction is daily gaining on my mind that the idea of caste is the

greatest dividing factor and the root of Maya; all caste either on the principle of birth or

of merit is bondage."68

As should be evident from the above passages, Vivekananda's discourse on caste is

characterised by a bifurcation into two chief strands of thought: a sympathetic one,

which, as we shall see, w¿ts constructed around an idealistic vision of what caste once

signified and into what it could yet be transformed; and a critical one, reflecting his

frustration with both the historical and present state of affairs in India. Neither of these

perspectives was unique to Vivekanand4 of course. The idealist view of caste as a

valuable social and national prop w¿ìs not wholly unknown to modem Western analyses

of India, though such themes tended to be rarer and more-restrained than the converse

perspectives, as they collided with the hegemony of the dominant imperial discourse.

However, the true base of support for these standpoints was to be found among a

significant portion of prominent contemporary Indian reformers-for example, M. G.

Ranade, Justice of the Bombay High Court, who argued that caste had, and could still,

serye as a foundation for the promotion of shared morality, Hindu solidarity and national

uu "Aryatrs and Tamilians," CII|,vol.4,299.
o' "India and England," CW,vo\.5,198.
ut':I-etters," 

CW¡, vol. 6, 394.
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integration-6e Such persons, asserts Bayly, "perceivedTä ti and, vantaafïiliation as

something analogous to a liberal political thinker's definition of citizenship,,To-¿r.,¿

therefore a suitable ground for rerigious and nationarity unity

Regarding Vivekananda's more-critical commentaries, his position resembles that

expressed by a large segment of his Western critics, as well as a number of .anti-caste,

Indian reformers and movements. He shared some (though not full) ideological ground

with, for example, the members of India's National socialist conference, 7r who

denounced the baneful influence of caste in aìl its forms, promoting the recognition of

India's noble shared heritage and even, in some c¿ìses, the .readmission, 
of Indian

Christian and Muslim converts-and their descendents-to the Hindu fold, an act that

Vivekananda also explicitly endorse d.72 rn the case of such reformers. the emphasis

tended to be placed upon the identification (or creation) of 'pan-Indian' aspects of Hindu

faith and society; according to this'view, full participation in this collective Hindu faith-

community was conside¡ed to be impeded by caste divisions.

In order to appreciate the reasoning behind these apparently contradictory positions,

it is necessary to consider in more detail what meanings Vivekananda actually imputes to

'caste', and the various ways in which it functions as a rhetorical trope and a discursive

phenomenon.

Caste as Constraint

Vivekananda was not reticent, especially in his Indian talks and Bengali writings, to

condemn the present-day use of caste as a tool of brãhmar.rical 'tyranny'. In this respect,

6e 
See Bayly, 112-16.

to lbid., t 16.
7r 

See ibid., 97-101 .
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he shares a limited degree of ideological space with James Mill-whose wntings

were a standard part of the curriculum for students of colonial educational institutions,

like those he himself attended. The latter saw in caste (such as he had come to understand

it through the work of the Orientalists)73 only oppressive despotism in the guise of

religion. (Mill, however, unlike Vivekanand4 posited no past .golden 
age' of

constructive caste divisions.) In particular, Vivekananda rvas distu¡bed by the contrast he

encountered between the restrictions imposed by caste on social mobility and personal

betterment in Indi4 and the professed ideals of equality and freedom that he met with in

the socio-political discourses of America and Europe, as well as through his personal

experiences during his travels outside of South Asia- In a Bengali letter, penned from

Chicago in 1893 to his friend Haripada Mitra, he laments: "If anybody is born of a low

caste in our country, he is gone for ever, there is no hope for him. why? what a tyranny

it is!"7a ln the years following, his rhetoric on this dimension of caste became even more

intense; in a talk delivered before a Pasadena- Califomia audience in 1900, Vivekananda

exclaimed: "As soon as a child is bom [in India], he knows that he is bom a slave: slave

to his caste, first; slave to his nation, next. slave, slave, slave.,,tt (Hi, deployment of the

rhetoric of slavery is particularly interesting, given the political context of this talk-in a

country not far removed in time from its own battles over the enslavement of African-

Americans in concrete practice.) The intensity of his statement is intriguing, speaking as

he does from an ambivalent privileged/subaltem site: as a paradoxically advantaged

72 "On the Bounds of Hinduism,,, CI4/,vol. 5,233.
73 Marriott notes that Mills' most-important ,o*"", for information on the caste system and its features
were the Orientalists'research on Vedic religion, and, particularly, Sir William Jones'rendering of the
M an u sm rt i (Marrìott, 206-7 ).to "Letteis,-'C l\t, vol'. 5, 26.
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bhadralok íudra, a 'native' colonial subject,T6 and a renowned religious leader. On a

number of occasions, Vivekananda even forthrightly likens intra-India caste-based

oppression to the subjugation and disenfranchisement of Indians by the colonial

govemment.TT ln this respect, he, like many of his Bengali Hindu contemporaries, faced

the difficult challenge of negotiating amongst the thematic of modemity, with its

emphasis on personal autonomy; the emphasis of devotional Hindu movements on the de-

accentuation of caste and other social distinctions (within a limited sphere, at least), and

that of the particular vision of societal and cosmological order which underlay historical

brãhmanical interpretations ofcaste, both as an abstract discourse and as a concrete

institution.

Vivekananda's frustration over what he perceived to be the intemalised or

psychologised form of social constraint and cultural stagnation imposed upon lndians by

caste is equally evident throughout his work. Contrasting Hindu caste-concem with the

'progressive' social attitudes he encountered among the Japanese upon his first trip off

Indian soil in 1893, for example, the swami, in a letter to several of his friends in the

Madras Presidency, harshly condemns his countrypersons:

Sitting down these hundreds of years with an ever-increasing load of crystallised
superstition on your heads, for hundreds ofyears spending all your energy upon
discussing the touchableness or untouchableness of this food or that, wiih ali
humanitv crushed out of you by the continuous social tyranny of ages-what are
you??s 

'

75' tsuddhistic India," CW', vo|. 3, 516.
tu Dutittg Vivekananda's second voyage from India in 1899, he himself-though one of the leading
religious figures in India at the time-had to negotiate the bureaucratic hurdles which the British
governrnent had placed in the way of"natives" (and not white Britons) traveling abroad from Indian ports,
as well as the refusal of several steamer companies to book any "nalive" passenger for fear, it was cláimed,
of the then-raging plague epidemic. (See "Memoirs of European Travel,'; CW,.tãt. z, :ts.;
77 

See, for example, "Vedanta in its Application to Indian Lit",- CW,vol. 3,244;"Modern Indi a,,, Cl[¡,vol.
4,474.
tB ':I-etters," CI4t,vol. 5,10.
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It is clear that, to at least some extent, Vivekananda concurs with the assessment, offered

by his European contemporaries, of the present configuration of caste as an instrument of

oppression. However, as this passage suggests, he conceptualises caste not merely in

terms of the barriers to religious resources that it presents and the constraints upon

interpersonal interactions that it enjoins, but also critiques its ability to inculcate a

mentality of enslavement and its power to divert attention towards 'trivialities' Iike diet

and social practices and away from sentiments of national unity and collective social

aspirations.

In his statements on the association between caste and religion per se, however, we

glimpse a greater consistency and a more moderate and judicious perspective. In

articulating his thoughts regarding caste, Vivekananda draws an implicit distinction

between religious origin and religious sanction. He refutes the idea, upheld by some

contemporaneous orthodox Hindu defenders of caste, that the 'caste system' in its

existent form has its legitimate basis in the Vedic scriptures. Caste is "continuously

chatrging,"Te he afürms, whereas the 'etemal' natue of the Vedas'authority lies in their

unchanging substance and principles.s0 "It is in the books written by priests," he asserts to

Pramada Das Mitr4 "that madnesses like that of caste are to be found, and not in books

revealed from God."tt we might be tempted to theorise that the 'caste, of which

Vivekanandahere speaks critically is that of jati,rather lhanventa, and the implied

textual distinction that of sources such as the Manusmrti versus those of the Vedic

corpus. However, bearing in mind Vivekananda's idealist position on the Vedas as

]n "tire Abroad and the Problems at Home," C14t,vo|.5,215.
to lbid.
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revealing universal Iaws, not specific religious realities (though just where he

inscribes this boruldary is not altogether certain), it is possible that even the textual

account of the genesis of the caturvanza system is implicated in this disavowal. Indeed,

as we shall see below, while Vivekananda stops short of an outright refutation of the

Vedic vanta-schema, he radically reinterprets it, elucidating it via a symbolic, rather than

a historical, hermeneutic.

Further, to make the interpretation of his views on The jati-vanta relationship even

more difÏicult, in those cases rvhere he speaks with open approval of ïhe jail system, he

often appears to virtually elide jati andvanta, implicitly invoking other criteria as more

fundamental areas of distinction. In"Pracya O Pãícdtya," he speaks of the jatidhctrnta

(roughly, duties based upon one's jati, or birth-position) as "the path of welfa¡e of all

societies in every land, the ladder to ultimate freedom,"82 and asserts that it is the neglect

of the same that has led to India's dorvnfall. s3 Yet, as his referenc e to jãtidhanna's

existence in "all societies in every land" suggests, Vivekananda has something olher than

the present Indian jati-configuration in mind. While he does not articulate the meaning of

jãtidharma per se in forthright terms-perhaps he has a na¡rowly delimited meaning,

such as occupational categories, in mind-he makes it clea¡ that his criticisms that follow

refer to the "hereditary caste system," not one based upon "qualitative distinction," or

differences in gunas, 'natural qualities'.84 (This demarcation is more explicit in some of

his other work, and will be discussed in greater detail below.) He has ha¡sh words for the

'higher castes" who mistalie "their own village customs as the etemal customs laid down

t¡ "Letters," CW,vol. 6, 3g4.t' "Th" East and the West," Cll,vol. 5,455-6.t'Ibid.
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by the vedas,"8s and exploit others for their own advantage. what lends even more

ambiguity to Vivekananda's position is his direct and repeated equation in this passage of

jãtidharnta wjlh svadharma (literally, ..one,s own duties,). While the term jat idhamta

has, obviously, historically been associated with duties based on one's jati, svadharma js

linked by authoritative Hindu sources-most notably, Íhe Bhagavadglta8,-wrth the

responsibilities of one's varna-status. (Indeed, in the same context, Vivekananda evokes

the Bhagavadgtta's notion of varna-santkarya,"t,anza-mixrilg,,,87 to explain India's

degeneration.)88

we know that, given Vivekananda's cha¡acteristically complex lines of

argumentation, as well as the considered nature of the act of composing a rvritten essay,

this confusion is unlikely to be the result of chaotic thinking or careless expression on his

part' Though the text certainly remains open to multiple readings, it becomes evident

upon closer reflection that his line of demarcation between beneficial/detrimental forms

of caste, to the extent that a somewhat-consistent one is discemable, does not follow a

simplistic vanta-versrrs-jãti binary, nor one of status acquired by birth contrasted with

that achieved through effort. Rather, it appears that he is articulating a boundary of

judgment located between guna-based caste (be that caste manifested in the form of jati

s¡ sf vaTnq-though, again,the distinction is not fully elucidated in this context), and

that status which is based solely upon the caste-identification of one's ancestors and

to lbid.,456.
t'Ibid.
86 Bhagavadgttã 2.31: st adharmamapi cãvelqrya na vikantpitunnrhasi I dltarnryaddlti
yttddhãccbeyo'nyatksatriyasya na vidyate ll - "You should not shrink f¡orn attending to your own ¿lharma
(svadharma);for-a.l;at!ya, there exists no higher good than a righteous war" (translátion mine).
''" Bhagavad gltã I.41 -43.
"" "The East and the West," CØt,vol. 5,456.
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immediate family, irrespective of the individual's own qualities. By doing so,

Vivekananda complicates the evaluative reading of caste, and distinguishes his

perspective in subtle but consequential ways from the typology suggested by Orientalists

like Müller (who, as we have seen, reads vanra as religiously legitimat ed,bul jrtti as the

product of cultural degeneration).

Divorcing Caste from Religion

As discussed in Chapter Three, Vivekanand4 through his redefinition of 'religion',

seeks to draw boundaries between 'ideal religion' and historical socio-religious practice

in cases where fhe latter is decidedly less praisewofhy. In asserting, as he starkly does in

an 1894 lecture given in Detroit, that "the caste system has nothing to do with religion,"se

a sentiment repeated throughout his subsequent work,eO it seems clear that Vivekananda

is speaking with reference to his construction of 'true' religion, and not referring to the

conventional linkage of Hindu religion and the vanza-jãti complex. Vivekananda does

not deny that, historically, there has been much complicity between the two; for example,

in an 1894 letter from Chicago, addressed to an Indian admirer, prof. Singaravelu

Mudalia¡,et the swami writes: "social laws were created by economic conditions under

the sanction of religion. The terrible mistake of religion was to interfere in social

matters."e2 He is clear that condemnation of caste should not be equated with wholesale

denunciation of Hinduism-as some of caste's harsher critics, particularly in Europe and

Americ4 were wont to do. "A man's occupation," he explained to his Michigan

89 -,--lhesamephlaselsgivenverbatimintwodifferentaccountsofthislecture:CW,vol.4,200,andvol.g,
205.
e0For.example: "vedantism,"cw,vol.3,132,'lndia:HerReligionsandcustoms,,,cIV,vol.3,465.
'' Addressed in correspondence by Vivekananda by his nickname, .Kidi,
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audience, "is hereditary: a carpenter is bom a carpenter; a goldsmith, a goldsmith; a

workman, a workman; and a priest, a priest. But this is a comparatively modem social

evil, since it has existed only about 1,000 years."e3 In this respect, his views echo

Müller's reading oî jatis and their social interdictions as rooted in the development of

occupational groups and the efforts of the same to protect their respective privileges.

(This is almost certainly not a coincidence, since, as we have discussed in previous

chapters, Vivekananda gives the impression of being very well acquainted with, and also

an admirer of, Müller's work.)ea The above statement of Vivekananda's is notable not

only for his Marxist-leaning interpretation of the caste-system's origins as embedded in

economic relations, but for his tacit assumption that the 'religious' can be separated from

the 'social'-a claim more aligned with the convictions of European modemity than with

those of Hindu traditions, be the latter considered textually or otherwise. In fact, as

mentioned earlier, the very question as to whether or not caste is 'religious' is profoundly

rooted in Enlightenment categories, demonstrating the ways in which pervasive Westem

discourses influenced not simply the content of debates such as those over caste, but

placed firm constraints upon the very questions that could be asked.

On a more-practical level, there is some indication that Vivekananda feared that the

conflation of the caste system with Hindu religious convictions would result in the failure

of any efforts to reform caste in beneficial ways.nt conversely, vivekananda's

construction of boundaries a¡outd caste as 'other than essentially Hindu' can be

nt "Whut We Believe lru" CW¡,vol. 4, 358.
n' "Irrdiu," CII¡, vol. 8, 205.
ea See, for instance, Vivekananda's review of Müller's book, Ramakt'ishna: His LiJe and Sayings,published
in the Udbodhan in 1899, in which the swami speaks at length of Müller's contributions to scholarship on
India and effusively praises the same (CW, vol. 4, 409-21 passim).
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approached as a strategy to protect Hinduism from a frequent and demora.lising

avenue of criticism. Of caste and religion, there can be little doubt that it was the vitatity

of the latter that was his principal concem, though Vivekanand ahad agreat conviction in

Hinduism's ability to endure in spite of assaults thereto, he cor¡Id hardly wish to invite

ì.mnecessary or 'misguided' opposition to the same. He writes to Alasinga in 1893 that, in

his vierv,

all the reformers in India made the serious mistake of holding religion accountable for
all the horors of priestcraft and degeneration and went forthwith to pull down the
indestructible structure, and what was the result? Failurel Beginning from Buddha
douryl to Ram Mohan Roy, everyone made the mistake of holding caste to be a
religious institution and tried to pull down religion and caste all together, and failed.e6

The site of contestation, Vivekananda asserts, has traditionally been mis-/displaced; for

caste, in his vierv, is not fundamentally embedded within religion, but only

conventionally justified by it (This perspective meshes with Müller's conclusion of

caste's 'non-religious' nature, which Müller himself invoked to justify colonial and

mi ssionary intervention therein. )

While Vivekananda does in some ways seek to problematise caste, he does not wish

to intenogate (and thus destabilise) Hinduism en masse, as many caste-critics of his day

forthrightly did. However, he is quite willing to critically examine the historical processes

and agendæ behind caste. Far from being a timeless and unchanging entity established by

divine agency, Vivekananda acknowledges the socially constructed nature of the caste

system, and the flexible and conflicting nature of its hiera¡chy, when he makes reference

in "The Future of India" to the successful efforts of many jãtis to elevate their varna-

e5 In an 1893 letter to Alasinga, Vivekananda noted the rapid disappearance ofcaste that was
acconrpanying "the introduction of modern competition" in India ('Letters," CIlt,vol. 5,23).
e6 "Letters," CW,vol. 5, 22.
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status through collective contention.et As has already been mentioned, Vivekananda

himseìf partook in this endeavou¡ via his 'ksatriya-ising' of kãyasthas' heritage.

We get further intimation of Vivekananda's belief in the shifting and even

transitory character of caste in his statement, excerpted from an 1897 lecfure in Jaffna,

Ceylon, that, "though ou¡ castes and our institutions are apparently linked with our

religion, they are not so. These institutions have been necessary to protect us as a nation,

and when this necessity for self-preservation will no more exist, they will die a natural

death."e8 Yet, if he agrees with the decoupling of religion and caste suggested by Müller,

he seems to have become consciously aware of the Enlightenment thematic of

'modemisation' out of which originated much of Westem caste-critique, and on this

account has rethought the nature of the problematic. In the course of the same lecture, he

states:

There was a time s'hen I used to think that many of these ['time-honoured'
institutions] rvere useless and worthless, but the older I grow, the more I seem to feel
a diffidence in cursing any one of them, for each of them is the embodiment of the
experience of centuries. A child of but yesterday, destined to die the day after
tomorrow, comes to me and asks me to change all my plans; and if I hear the advice
of that baby and change all my surroundings according to his ideas, I myself should
be a fool, and no one else. Much of the advice that is coming to us from different
countries is similar to this. Tell these wiseacres: 'I will hear you when you have made
a stable society yourselves. You cannot hold on to one idea for two days, you quarrel
and fail; you are bom like moths in the spring and die like them in five minutes. You
come up like bubbles and burst like bubbles too. First form a stable society like ours.
First make laws and institutions that remain undiminished in their power through
scores of centuries. Then will be the time to talk on the subject with you, but till then,
my friend, you are only a giddy child.'ee

Through these assertions, Vivekananda is actually constructing a complex counter-

discourse which 'ansrvers back'to that advanced by colonialism (while simultaneously

nt "Th" Future of Indi a,- CW,vol. 3,296.
e8 "Veclantism ," CI|t,vol.3,132.
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obfuscating India's own intemal discord over these supposedly "stable" institutìons).

He maintains Orientalism's fundamental (and quite simplistic) opposition between the

unchanging Orient and the dynamic West. Yet, his 'agreemsll{'-¿5 we have seen in the

case of much of his religious and philosophical reinterpretation-may be read as

fundamentally mimetic, for he repeats the coloniser's narrative with an evaluative shift.

He refuses to affirm the metanarrative of progress embedded within the Orientalists'

critiques; the orient is not stagnant but stable, resisting not forward change but

ephemeral change. In doing so, Vivekananda implicitly calls upon a Hindu

historiography which approaches the chronicled human past not in Judeo-Christian units

of centuries or, at the most, millenni4 but in lakhs of years, over the course of which, as

Indian itilzasa sources have suggested, the fturdamental principles of dharmahave

endured. 
r00 From this perspective, Westem 'modemity' appears a very short span indeed,

and one whose constantly changing attributes seem in opposition to the'etemal values'

ascribed to Hindu tradition. The very advances which entitle the West to issue judgment

upon caste and other aspects of India's 'ancient'traditions are invoked by Vivekananda

as evidence of the instability of those same societies, and, consequently, of their

epistemologies and values.

From Racial Relic îo Universal Social Structure

Vivekananda further distinguishes and unyokes his perspective on caste from the

predominant Orientalist ones through his refutation of the racial-derivation theories

advanced by his European contemporaries. Rather than (pseudo)biological origins-the

ee lbid.,t 32-3.
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percentage of Aryan blood, as the predominant racial theories maintained-

Vivekananda links bhe caturt¡arnalypology rvith the triguna classification proposed by

ancient Hindu philosophers, explainingÍhalvarlta groupings are attributable to "the

prevalence, in greater or lesser degree, of the three qualities of Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas

in man."101 This idea is not unique to Vivekanand4 but has its root in the orthodox

Sãrnkhya literature; the theme is encountered in subsequent prominent Indian texts, such

as the Bhagavadgtta, as well.r02 What is most significant here about Vivekananda's

attribution of caste to the preponderan ce of gttltas, is that he uses it as a basis upon which

to universalise the phenomenon of caste, at least in the sense of v¿rna divisions. Because

the typology upon which it is based corresponds, in his view, to fundamental qualities of

human nature, he is able to posit with the Romantic Orientalists thalvarlza is not a

culturally specifìc feature of Hindu-Indian society, but a riniversal element of human

civilisation. "There is no country in the world without caste,"103 he asserts in an 1897

Madras interview, he further writes, in an article published tnThe Udbodhanin 1899, that

bralunnnas, ksatriyas,vaiíyas and íudras "are everywhere present at all times, in all

civilised societies."l0o (Th" significance of the implication that caste is an essential

characteristic of civilisation-versus the Western critique that it is precisely caste that

establishes India's uncivilised nature-should not be overlooked.) In this respect, he-

along with certain other Indian contemporaris5r05-¡¡6ves beyond the typical perspective

'oo For u discussion of the ways the therne of dhatma was utilised by Hindus within counter-colonial
discourses, see Guha, 34-9;55-60.

'ot "Moder., India," CI4t, vol. 4, 449.
102 

See Bhagavadgttã 4.13'. caturvamyatf mãya srstam gunakar-mavibhãgaßaþ l"BV Me was the fourfold
varna system created, through the differentiaTion of gunas and karma" (translation mine).
r03 "The Abroad and the Problems at Home," CW,vol. 5,214.
roa "Modern India," CI4¡,vol. 4,449.
ro5 

See Basu, 95-1 10.
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of European ethnologists and other colonial-minded thinkers, who tended to brand

caste a characteristically Hindu feature, contrasting it unfavourably rvith the supposed

'egalitarian'spirit of the modem West.r06

If caste is conceived by Vivekananda as a cultural universal, however, its Indian

manifestation differs in consequential ways. In the article, "Aryans and Tamilians,"

discussed previously with respect to the swami's views on race, Vivekananda sets out

rvhat he considers to be the "two points" of divergence:

The fìrst is, in every other country the highest honour belongs to the Kshatriya-
the man of the sword. The Pope of Rome will be glad to trace his descent to some
robber baron on the banks of the Rhine. In Indi4 the highest honour belongs to the
man of peace-the Sharman, the Brahmin, the man of God... .

The second point is, the difference of unit. The law of caste in every other
country takes the individual man or woman as the sufTicient unit. Wealth, power,
intellect, or beauly suffices for the individual to leave the status of birth and scramble
up to anyrvhere he can.

Here, the unit is all the members of a caste community.l0T

Although he couches these assertions in unassuming language about how caste, cross-

culturally, "will not be found so very different,"ro8 this would be true only in terms of the

most basic structwal analysis. Indeed, Vivekananda is constructing a significart

dichotomy betrveen Hindu society and "other nations," one which speaks back in a

mimetic fashion to the assumptions of colonial discourse. As in the case of his comments

on the endurance ofcaste-divisions versus the rapid societal changes in Europe, he

explicitly appropriates two critical pillars of the Orientalist paradigm: that India is

essentially 'spiritual' and otherworldly-whereas the "other nations" are oriented

torvards political and martial conquest-and that Indian society restrains individual

r06 Bayle, 96.

'ot "Aryunr and Tanlilians ," CW, vol. 4,2g7.
'ot Ibid.
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autonomy in the name of collective order. Vivekananda restates these criticisms, but

inverts them into praise for India. we have already seen much evidence of the

pen'asiveness of the material-spiritual hierarchy in Vivekananda's discou¡ses; here, he

couples with it an implicit counter-critique of Westem individualism:

In India, you cannot, on account of your wealth, power, or any other merit, leave your
fellows behind and make common cause with your superiors; you cannot deprive
those rvho helped in your acquiring the excellence of any benefit therefrom and give
them in retum only contempt. If you want to rise to a higher caste in lndia, you have
to elevate.al^l your caste first, and then there is nothing in your onward path to hold
you back.loe

As this passage suggests, in comparing and contrasting caste with European and

American social structures, it is the caste-class distinction upon which Vivekananda's

critique tums. If, as he is rvilling to admit, the existing Indian sociaÌ order has failures a¡rd

drawbacks, the prevailing economic-based class stratification which he identifies as

dominating the Westem nations seems no better and at least equally rigid in its

hiera¡chical tyranny. "With all the criticism of the Westemers against our caste," wrote

vivekananda from chicago, to the Maharaja of Mysore, in 1894, "they have a worse

one-that of money."lt0 This unfavourable analogy between Indian caste a¡rd Euro-

American class is deployed by the swami in his public talks as a strategy for ridiculing

and refuting Westem 'India-bashing'. As he declared before a large audience in Boston:

You say we are heathens, we are uneducated, uncultivated, but we laugh in our
sleeves at your want of refinement in telling us such things. With us, quality and birth
make caste, not money. No amourt of money can do anything for you in India. In
caste the poorest is as good as the richest, and that is one of the most beautiful things
about it.11l

'oe lbid.,29g.
rr0 "Our Duty to the Masses ," CIl,vol. 4,361.
lrr "The Manners and Customs of India," CIl,voI.2,489.
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While- as Amiya Sen has pointed out, Vivekananda's decoupling of caste from class

in the Indian context is rather "utopian" and inaccurately dismissive of the complex

interrelationship betrveen caste, ritual status, class, and social power,ttt it is also a crucial

pivot for his destabilisation of the moral ground claimed by his Westem critics, and

thereby may be read as an attempt to silence the perpetual critical voice of the coloniser

towards the colonised. In fact, he is sometimes even more explicit in his dismissal of the

right of the West to speak about the matter of caste in India^ Appropriating the language

of Orientalist discourse, and couching his criticism in a tone quite condescending, he told

the aforementi on ed S an Franci sco i ntervi ewer:

Caste in India is an institution hardly explicable or intelligible to the Occidental mind.
It is acknowledged to be an imperfect institution, but we do not recognize a superior
social result from your attempts at class distinction. India is the only country which
has so fa¡ succeeded in imposing a peÍnanent caste upon her people, and we doubt if
an exchange for Westem superstitions and evils would be for her advantage.l13

The West's authority to speai< on matters pertaining to India is sharply cufailed by the

gap betu,een the "Occidental mind" and the rxrique epistemological and sociological

structures of 'the Orient' which are implied in this statement. This is precisely the reverse

of the significance imputed to the alleged fundamental East-West difference by

Orientalism, ivhich, as we have seen in the case of Müller, adopts the same as a basis for

privileging the West as an authorised speaker for all matters Indian. The enduring

institutions of Indi4 such as caste, are favourably juxtaposed by Vivekananda against the

fluctuating social norrns of Euro-American culture. The very resilience and persistence of

the former are valorised; the shifting class-based hierarchies of the latte¡ reproached.

tt2 5ery77.
rr3 "Conversations and Interviews," CW, vol. 9, 324.
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The Reþrm Ouestion and the Redefnilion of Caste

In practical terms. Vivekananda was more reticent to directly address the various

Indian propositions for'caste reform'. He declared to his listeners in Kumbakonam: "I

alll no preacher of any momentary social reform. I am not trying to remedy evils... I only

ask you to work to realise more and more the Vedantic ideal of the solidarity of man and

his inbom divine nature."lla ln fact, he ridicules the efforts of contemporary social

reformers in India to eliminate caste in conjunction with their endeavours to advance

other societal causes, such as widow remaniage. India's "ancient larv-givers," he states,

also were breakers of caste, but they were not like our modem men. They did not
mean by the breaking of caste that all the people in the city should sit down togerher
to a dinner of beef-steak and champagne, nor that all fools and lunatics in the country
should marry when, rvhere, and whom they chose and reduce the country to a lunatic
asylum, nor did the1, þs1¡.r. that the prosperity of a nation is to be gauged by the
number of husbands its u,idorvs get. I have yet to see such a prosperous nation.l15

An audience comprised of his Indian contemporaries would, no doubt, have readily

recognised his allusion to the liberal Hindu organisations-most notably, the Prãrthanã

Samãj-that rvere prominent in India's major urban centres during the late nineteenth

century, and rvhich employed inter-caste banquet-style dinners ¿ìs a means by which to

publicly flout ritual dining taboos, as well as to gamer support for their allied social

causes.tt6 While these groups tended to be professedly religious, their Christian-

influenced Hindu theism obviously struck Vivekananda as spiritually inadequate and

(probably conectly) as secondary to their social agendas.

Vivekanand4 for his part, opts for a Iess ostentatious and more psycho-spiritual

approach to caste reform, one which he claims, in his lecture on "The Future of Indi4" is

I14 (<The 
Mission of the Vedanta,- CW,vol. 3, 196.

"'Ibid.
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not in opposition to, but rather, is built upon, traditional Hindu foundations. The crur

of the solution, he posits, lay "not by bringing down the higher, but by raising the lower

up to the level of the higher."rrT He defends this position as authenticatly Hindu by an

appeal to the scriptures:

And that is the line of work that is found in all our books, in spite of what you may
hear from some people whose knowledge of their oum scriptures and whose capacity
to urderstand the mighty plans of the ancients are only zero. They do not understand,
but those do that have brains, that have the intellect to the grasp the whole scope of
the work. They stand aside and follow the wonderful procession of national life
through the ages. They can trace it step by step through all the books, ancient and
modem. What is the plan? The ideal at one end is the Brahmin and the ideal at the
other end is the Chandala [Untouchable], and the whole work is to raise the Chandala
up to the Brahmin. Slorvly and slowly you find more and more privileges granted to
them. There are [Hindu] books r'vhere you read such fierce words as these: 'If the
Shudra hears the Vedas, fill his ears with molten lead, and if he remembers a line, cut
his tongue out. If he says to the Brahmin, 'You Brahmin', cut his tongue out.' This is
diabolical old barbarism no doubt; that goes without saying, but do not blame the
law-givers, who simply record the customs of some section of the community... .

Accordingly, you rvill find that later on, this tone is modified a little, as for instance,
'Do not disturb the Shudras, but do not teach them higher things'. Then gradually we
find in other Smritis, especially in those that have full power now, that if the Shudras
imitate the manner and customs of the Brahmins they do well, they ought to be
encouraged [W]e find that all the castes are to rise slowly and slowly. There are
thousands of castes, and some are even getting admission into Brahminhood, for what
prevents any caste from declaringihey are Brahmins? Thus caste, with all its rigour,
has been created in that -anner.tt*

As is evident from these statements, Vivekananda's affirmative perspectives really

depend upon a reconstruction of the very meaning of 'caste'. Basu, drawing on insights

from Chatte{ee, observes that by semantically transforming terms such as caste,

Vivekananda and other Hindu nationalists found a strategy 'to question the self-image of

the West, making the degraded and discredited features of colonised society look at least

rr6 
See Bayly, I 07.

I t 7 ccThe Future of Indi a,- CW, vol. 3, 295

"8Ibid., 295-6.
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like the residual features of the metropolitan centre."rre As a result, imperial criticism

of India's caste system could be deflecled back at the critics'own societies as rvell,

levelling the Occident-Orient hierarchy implicit in colonial discourse. Also, because of

this semantic alteration, the 'caste' of lvhich Vivekananda speaks and writes is not

invariably the 'caste' targeted by critics. be they indigenous or foreign-though it

remains, like theirs, an essentialised construct. Thus, an implied dichotomy is discemable

in Vivekananda's work between 'good' (flexible, practical, socially and personally

uplifting) caste and 'bad' (stagnant, unjust, degrading) caste. 'True' caste, for

Vivekanand4 was not a petrified entity that justified social and religious discrimination

(which, he admits rvith great distress, "is now filling the atmosphere of hdia with its

stench").120 Rather, caste, in its'original'form, "was the most glorious social

institution,"l2l asystem designed to group persons according to their personal qualities

(into vanms) and occupation skills (into jrTlzs), and which thus provided a "set of duties

prescribed for man according to his capacity and position."r22 It is this form of caste-

meritocratic, rather than hereditary, and integrative, not oppressive-which Vivekananda

ma-tntains prevailed during India's Vedic period, and which the Vedic texts endorse.r23

Although most of his talks and writings seem to uphold the conventional

brãhmanical sequence of the four vanns (brahrnana, ksatriya, vaiíya, íudra), rather than

any of the altemative non-brahmin-centred hiera¡chies, there are certain places in his

discourse that he appears to exalt the historical role and importance of the ksatriya above

rre Basu, 105.
r2o "Letters," CW, vol. 5, 23.
12r "India and England," CW,vol. 5,198.
r22 (<The 

East and the West," CI|/,vo1.5,455.
r23 Ibid.
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that of the brahmin (a counter-hegemonic position long maintained by many ksatriya

communities).t20 The s'wami ascribes the deterioration of caste's role Iargely to the

subsequent splintering of the original fotx vantas into a plethora of subcastes. He

advises-though how this is to be accomplished is not clear-that the numerous

subdivisions be re-divided and regrouped into the fow vantas, "as was the case in Vedic

times,"r25 to reduce rhe infer-iati squabbles which he saw as fracfuring the 'original' unity

of Hinduism. Thus, caste, rightly understood and utilised, becomes one of Vivekana¡rda's

tools for the amalgamation of Hindus across regional and sectaria¡r divides into a united

religion. Holever, he remains basically silent on the question of the place of non-

Hindus-parti cul arl y Musl i ms-r,vith respect to these reformul ated castes.

Yet, Vivekananda goes a step beyond these ideas for caste-system reform, positing

that the qualities that characterise each group rvithin fhe caturt,arna may be abstracted

from the same, and can stand on their own merits as beneficial and necessary for a

balanced, harmonious society. On the societal level, the brahmin represents leaming and

education, Íhe ksatrb,a, strength, energy, and military power; Íhevaiíya,wealth; and the

íudra, service.t26 Each civilisation, he explains, though comprised of all four'castes' in

various forms, at any given time predominately manifests the characteristics of one of

these ruriversa) varltas.It follows that a society's process of evolution can be chronicled

as a series of caste-changes. He outlines some of these in an 1899 Bengali article:

r2a See, for example, the talk that he delivered to a San Francisco audience in 1900 onthe Bhagavadgttã:
"The second is the caste of the kings. . . . All the Upanishadic philosophy is from the brains ofiings,"not
priests. There [runs] an economic struggle through every religious struggle. This animal called min has
some religious influence, but he is guided by economy. Individuals are guided by something else, but the
mass of mankind never made a move unless economy was [involved]." ("The Gita I,,, Cw,lol. 1,454.)r25 "Conversations and Dialogues: ]XV,- Cw,vol. 5, 406.
''u"Atyunr and Tamilians," C W, v ol. 4, 298; "Mode¡n India," C W, v o1. 4, 467 .
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Europe, once the land of Shudras enslaved by Rome, is now filled with Kshatriya
valour. Even before our eyes, porverful Chin4 with fast strides, is going down io
Shudra-hood. while insignificant Japan, rising with the sudden start of à rocket, is
throwing off her Shudra nature and is invading by degrees the rights of the higher
castes. The attaining of modem Greece and Italy to Kshatriya-hood and the décline of
Turkey, spain, and other countries, also, deserve consideration here.l27

America and Europe, for their part, "have now attained to Kshatriyahood."l2s India has

historically maintained and ma¡lifested the ideal of brahminhood, he explains, but

Indians, under British rule, are being shunted into the role of ítzdras, subservient to the

colonial rulers who have appropriated the roles and duties of the other three ,,orrnr.t'e

This is in accordance with Vivekananda's broader construal of history as a cyclical

process of growth and regression, as we have observed in previous chapters. Here too, the

implication for a forlhcoming end to Indians' present "Sudra-hood," and, by inference, a

conclusion to Britain's colonial control thereo.r,er, is clea¡.

Likewise, on the individual level, Vivekananda transforms caste into a label

signifying personal qualities rather than hereditary decent. This rvas a coÍrmon strategy

by Hindu revivalists of the time who sought to reform caste .ivithout refuting the validity

of the Vedas'varlza-scheme-¿ìs the latter act would imperil their acceptance by more-

conservative Hindu quarters. In particu-lar, the swami stresses the importance of

'Brahmanya qualities,'r130 -¿ maintains that a predominantly 'sattvika'nature may be

equated with brahminhood.r3l (In this respect, Vivekananda concurs with his influential

Gujarati predecessor, Dayananda Saraswati, who, in his influential work, satyartha

Prakaía-' The Light of Truth'-advanced the notion of vanta vyavastha, the conviction

r27 "Modern India," CW,vol. 4, 468,
r28 "Conversations and Dialogues: X [Shri priya Nath Sinha],,' CW,vol. 5,3:'7
"' "Modern India." CW- vol. 4- 466-7
r30 "Conversations and óiutogrr.rr X lshri priya Nath Sinha],,, CØ/,vol. 5,37: .
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thatvarlta-labels properly refer to the character and accomplishments of individual

Hindus, not to a status determined arbitrarily through one's natal family.)r32 Among these

brãhmalical qualities, Vivekananda includes serenity and purity,l3' introspectiveness and

illumination,t'o *d development of spiritual culture and renunciation.l35 These qualities

mirror the values espoused by the Sanskrit yogic texts, particularly Patañjali's Yogasutras

and associated commentaries. ln "the original Vedantic conception,"l36 Vivekananda

maintains, the brahmin is one who is filled with spiritual wisdom, devoid of rvorldliness,

and free of selfishness. 
t" Further, he extrapolates,

if a comtry is altogether inhabited by such Brahmins, by men and rvomen who are
spiritual and moral and good, is it strange to think of that country as being above and
beyond all law? what police, vi'hat military are necessary to govem them? why
should any one govem them at all? Why shor¡ld they live rurder a govemment?l38

The political significance of the ideas expressed in this passage is difficult to overlook.

Vivekananda's portrayal of personal, moral self-mastery (ãtntcn,aiya orvitllzeyatnza) as

the sufflcient precondition for self-govemability, in light of the persistent contention on

the part of the British that Indians required colonial rule to ensure social stability.

bespeaks of the possibility of resistance through collective moral reform (a

'brahminisation' of society, one might say), an approach seemingly allied to that which

Gandhi would advocate several decades later in the context of his campaign for Indian

svaraj, self-rule.

t'' Ibid.
r32 Gavin Floo d, An Intt'oduction to Hinduisn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, I 996),255.
'" "Narada Bhakti Sutras," CIlt,vol.6, 153.
r3a "Inspired Talks," CI4t, vol. 7, 12.
r35 ¿<The Mission of the Vedanta," CW,vol. 3, 197.

''u Ibid.
'tt Ibid.
't8 Ibid.
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On the basis of this culturally disembedded and ahistorical reading of

brahminhood, Vivekananda posits that not only are brahmins not confined to Hindu

society, but that they may be found throughout other nations (even among the so-called

mlecchns), insomuch as individuals possess these definitive characteristics. (In this

regard, Vivekananda likens his own perspective to that of the Buddha, who employed

brahntana in the sense of a spiritually accomplished person.)r3e Further, in

Vivekananda's interpretation of the Hindu scriptures, spiritual brahminhood (and, to

some extent, temporal brahminhood as well) is cyclical-beginning rvith the universal

possession of brãhmanical qualities by all persons (as at the time of the satyayuga, The

legendary 'golden age'), going through a period of decline, and currently in the process

of once again tuming towards this ideal.rao h the 'spiritual' sense, his goal is thus the

"raising [of] all humanity slowly and gently towards the realisation of that great ideal of

the spiritual man who is non-resisting, calm, steady, worshipful, pure, and meditative"ral;

in the Indian context, this further means working in solidarity, without animosity, for the

common good of all of the nation's people.la2

Despite his repudiation of any essential link between religion and caste,

Vivekananda's representation and reconstruction of the caturvanta system, as well as of

the concept of 'caste' as such, are quite obviously significant components of his vision of

Hindu unity, and also possess clear linkages with the ideals set forth in brãhmalical

literature. The swami expresses an idealist vision that seeks to engage, yet subvert, the

hegemonic discourses of caste that permeated existing Orientalist/colonial discourses. On

13e "True Buddhism" [newspaper report], CW,vol. 2, 508.
r40 '(The Mssion of the Vedanta,- CW,vot. 3, 197-8.

'n' Ibid., r98.
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the one hand, in so doing, Vivekananda re-inscribes caste as a defining feature of

Indian life and thought, with a definite high-caste bias embedded in the particular

formulation he accepts. Yet, rve u'itness how'caste', despite its strongly essentialised

construction and frequent deployment by the colonial authorities for the sake of securing

their own dominant position, was also thus capable of being strategically pressed into

service by Vivekana¡rda as an important tool to further his national, sociaì, and religious

goals.

'42 lbid., 199.



CHAPTER SEVEN

BENGALI BABUS AND BHÃRAT MÃTÃ:
VIVEKANANDA'S GENDERED DISCOURSES

In each nation, man or woman represents a¡l ideal consciously or u¡rconsciously being
rvorked out. The individual is the extemal expression of an ideal to be embodied. The
collection of such individuals is the nation, which also represents a great ideal;
towards that it is moving. And, therefore, it is rightly assumed that to understand a
nation you must first understand its ideal, for each nation refuses to be judged by any
other standard than its own.

-Vivekananda, 
"Women of India," delivered in Califomia, 19001

One of the most-significant manifestations of the power embedded within imperial

discourses may be glimpsed through the examination of colonial concepts of gender.

Gender-related constructs themselves are deeply interpenetrated by themes of nation,

race, caste, and religion, and speak volumes about the ways in which colonial pattems of

thought have sought to order the world and, in tum, make it manageable. This is certainly

true in the case of Vivekananda's work, and, indeed, of almost all colonial-period

discourses, both those created by the metropolitan culture and those constructed in

response by Indians.

Masculinity, Gendered Bodies, and rhe BengaliBabu

As in the case of other areas of thought, nineteenth-century Bengali society \rr'as a

site of encoltnter between competing notions of masculinity and femininity. These
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concepts did not arise ¿x nihilo in colonial Bengal. but, rather, were overdetermined

by a host offactors in the respective cultural traditions and social practices oflndia and

England. Further, Bengali and British constructions of gender did not operate in isolation

from each other, but were integrally involved in a dynamic process of mutual

formulation. As historian Mrinalini Sinha notes in her monograph, Colonial Masculinity,

gender needs to be approached as not simply a field for the expression of colonial power

dynamics, but as one of the ares along which power was actually constructed.2

During the middle to late decades of the nineteenth century, the British govemment

faced the challenge of maintaining its control over India's huge and diverse body of

persons, while avoiding a repeat of the 1857 upheaval thar had brought an ¡nwelcome

awareness of the ease with which Britain's power and authority over its prized colony

might be destabilised. Thus, to preserve its control, the imperial centre sought to employ

more subtle strategies of power, frequently via the deployment of hegemonic discursive

strategies Iaden with racialised and gendered rhetorical tropes. The awa¡eness of the

fragile hold that the British government had over its far-flung subjects was the source of

much anxiety to the rulers in the metropole, and fears of racial degeneracy aroused

concem to preserve and enhance the physical, menfal, and moral strength of the imperial

race in an attempt to ensure its continued status as an agent of global conquest and

control.3

' "Women of India," CW,vo|.8,55.
' Mrinalini Sirha, Colottial Masculinity: The Manly Englishman' and the 'Effeminate Bengali' in the Late
Ninefeenth Century (Manchester: Manchester University press, 1995), 11.
'Thomas Metcalf, Ideologies oJthe Raj,The New cambridge History of India, IIL4 (cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1995), 44-59.
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This aim was a correlate of the then-prominent conviction that the human body

was ft:ndamentally dynamic and, thus, that individuals-and, by extension, collective

racial and social entities-were subject to "anever-ending process of bodily decay and

renewal."4 To counteract the potentially deleterious effects of this process, care and

attention had to be paid to conscientiously maintaining both racial and somatic

superiority. In addition, the ever-present perceived threat ofnational destabilisation by

the 'othered' minorities within British home territory (particularly the exploited English

rvorking class and the so-imagined 'barbaric' Irish), acted as a further impetus for the

engineering of discourses that melded race and gender into powerful instruments for the

assertion of a middle-class, rvhite, Anglo-Saron supremacy needed to bolster confidence

in the persistence and stability of the Empire.5

In the Indian colony, there was growing concern among the colonial administrators

that the English-educated Bengali bhadralok were becoming a source of undesirable

competition as well as potential Indian nationalistic aspiration.6 In order to counter this

threat, asserts Sinha, the promotion of a belief in the fimdamenlal ffirninacy of the

Bengali people was undertaken with vigour by British writers in India and others

involved in colonial knowledge production.T This supposed effeminacy was constructed

and ascribed to Bengalis by colonial discourses in a variety of ways, many of rvhich have

o Joyce L. Huft "A 'Horror of Corpulence': Interrogating Bantingism and Mid-Nineteenth-Century Fat
Phobia," in Bodies out of Boutds: Fatness and h'ansgression, ed. J. Braziel and K. LeBesco @erkeley:
University of California Press, 2001), 43.

'This process is discussed in detail by Anne McClintock throughout her book, Imperial Leather: Gendet

?r{r#:::+, in the Cotoniat Contest Q'trew York: Routledge, 1ee5).

t lbid., I ¿. Revathi Krish¡aswamy has aptly branded the concept of 'effeminism' an icleologeme (a
neologism ascribed to Fredric Jameson), for its ability to assume varied manifestations, including a
concept, a value, a prejudice, or a 'protonarrative'. See Krishnaswamy, Effeminism: The Economy of
Colonial Desire (Ann Arbor; University of Michigan press, 1998), 6.
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been described in detail by sinha.8 Terms like 'feeble', 'enervated'- 'languid',

'passive', 'soft', and'delicate'pepperthe colonial representation of the Benga)i babd.

and sit comfortably beside such qualities as untruthfulness, money-hunger,

licentiousness, and cowa¡dice, all attributed to the same.n The b¿ibn's interest in the

language and ideas of his colonial masters is consistently represented therein as merely a

shallorv, slavish imitation, an aping for the purpose of social and economic

advancement;to he is Bhabha's 'mimic man' par excellence. This persistent criticism of

Bengali character rvas also impregnated with westem assumptions about the

interconnection between race, caste, and somatic type. The bãbù, mos|commonly hailing

from a particular ia¿i-the kayasth.a, which was traditionally devoted to literary (and rhus,

sedentary) pursuits-was considered to be physically bred for a life of indolence, in

contrast, for example, to the ksatriya'martial races' of India's northwestern provinces.l1

Through the creation of the stereotype of the effeminate Bengali, the Raj had an avenue

by rvhich to attack and ridicule "the grandiose pretensions and the economic importance

of the potentially disloyal Anglicised or English-educated Indian in particular."12In this

way, the British could 'defuse' the threat by providing an ideologicaljustification for the

exclusion, via a rhetorical strategy founded upon systematic feminisation, of Bengalis

t sinha, l-32, passiur.

'Ibid.
r0 

See Joya Chatterji, "The Construction of Bhadralok Communal Identity: Culture and Communalism in
Bengal," in Bengal Divided: Hindu Communalism and Partition, 1932-1947 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, I 994)- 162-3.
" sinha- 5-8.

'' Iui¿., iz-ls.
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from positions of real power, the latter represented as solely the proper domain of the

'manly Englishman'.r3

To accomplish this, a ivilling ally was found in the European sciences of ethnology

and anthropometrics, which declared that the Bengali race's 'physical degeneracy' was

embedded in their biological composition, included their claimed 'mixed Aryan' blood,

and further fostered by deficiencies of diet, climatological stress, premature marriage,

early sexual activity and childbearing, sedentary lives, stifling social organization (i.e.,

caste), and perverted religiosity. to llt is important to note here that rhe batbu-

characterisation was almost exclusively applied to Bengali Hindus, and of these,

principally to the clerical-'cãkri'-class, such ¿ìs w¿ìs typified by vivekananda,s own

kayastha jati.)1s

These constructions were consistently contrasted with the self-representation of the

'masculine' Englishman, whose alleged superiority rvas attributed to both a superior

(read: unadulterated) racial heritage, as well as environmental factors opposite to those

invariably experienced by the Bengali: a'strengthening' meat-based diet, an invigorating

climate, restrained patterns of sexual expression and Iate reproduction, competitive games

a¡rd other forms of athleticism, an egalitarianism which fostered healthy social

competition, and the'muscular Christianity' of Victorian Protestantism.16 These

emphases were not simply the products of a desire to dominate colonised 'others', but

* As Krishnaswamy explains, "The ultimate goal of authorizing a European claim to ownership through a
feminization of India(n) was to establish the dolninance of white men.ròt over brou,n women but over
brown men, who were seen as the legitimate owners of brown women and as the real objects of colonial
rule" (Krishnaswarny, 3).
ro sinha,2o-21.

'' Fot u discussion of kã1,a5¡þ6 status in Bengal, see Amitabha Mukherjee, ..Swami Vivekananda and the
Institution of Caste in Bengali llindu Society ," Quarterly Review of Historical Studies 3 9 (Oct. I 999-
March 2000), l9-35.
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were part of a broader Westem attempt, as feminist scholar Joyce L. Huff explains, to

fend off "the bwdens of embodiment-the uncertainties, flux, and grotesqueries of

embodied existence... . [whereas] a 'well-managed' body denies its orvn embodiment,

assuming the role ¿5 ids¿1"17-an ideal which simultaneously emphasised and negated

the role of the body in defining self and personhood. As well, a strong current of anti-

intellectualism, which stressed the importance of the pursuit of physical prowess (at a

time in history when, ironically, due to the Industrial Revolution, it had never been /ess

necessary) and the degenerative bodily consequences of excessive bookish pursuits,

helped to bolster British perceptions of their own cultural superiority and the

corresponding inferiority of the 'literary' Bengali bãbu.ts (In fact, the attribution of

'degenerate' and 'effeminate' qualities to the babu-who served as a critical discursive

other for Britons in India-soon became an essential buttress to the maintenance of a

sense of colonial British mascuJinity ) That the 'manly Englishman' was entitled, and

even morally obligated, to rule over an 'effeminate race' was generally accepted among

the British as a natural fact, deemed part and parcel of the 'white man's burden'.re In fact,

nineteenth-centwy constructions of imperial masculinity are replete with the suggestion

that, for the white middle-class male Briton, participation in the colonial project was

tó si¡ha, 2o-21.

't Hufg 52.
l8 This attitude is obvious in a quote by Sir George Campbell, Bengal's lieutenant govemor in the 1870s: ..I

spared nothing to make that college [the College of Engineering, Calcutta] complete, but the Bengalis
seemed infrnitely to prefer literatu¡e, Iaw, and politics to anything that required some physical as well as
mental exertion." (Quoted by Paul Dirneo, "sporting and the 'Civilizing Mission' in India," ínColonialísm
as Civilizing Mission: Cultural ldeology in Brifish India, ed. H. Fischer-Tine and Michael Mann. [London:
Anthem Press, 20041, 168.)

'e sinha, l4-16.
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itself a vital aspect of developing his true manhood.20 The act of testing one,s

physical prowess and mental agility in an 'untamed' land, amid a homosocial

environment isolated from the domestic (feminine) realm-which threatened to weaken

the fragile nascent masculinity of the young British male-became a trope deployed for

the practical purpose of enlisting in overseas govemment service the substantial numbers

of men needed to keep Britain's colonies nurning effectively. (This simuJtaneously

minimised the sha¡e of power and authority that need be transferred to the native

compradors, whose loyalty to the Empire was always somervhat suspect.)21

The British rulers' façade of inherent superiority over their Bengali underlings

(perceived as their primary contenders for administrative power) rvas further bolstered by

their (mis)application of precolonial Indian concepts of physicat prowess, endurance, and

martiality to various caste and 'racial' groupings rvithin India itself. The identification

and valourisation of certain groups as 'martial races' was, postcolonial scholars have

noted, a projection of Victorian Britons' own aspirations to identify themselves with

particular images of masculinity, and to disavow rvhat were perceived as

feminine/effeminate qualities.22 Thus, certain Indian people-groups, such as the Jats and

the Gorkhas, were fêted ostensibly for their admirable 'manly' qualities (but the approval

they received was, in reality, dependent upon their loyalty and service to the British),

'l t* Beynon has provided some insightful and syncretic discussion of this theme in his essay
"Masculinities and the Imperial Imaginary," chap.2 of ltúasculinities and Culîure (Buckingham: Open
University Press, 2002), 26- 52.

'' sinhu, g; 17-18.
22 Mercalf, 127.
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while Bengali babus were almost invariably situated at the bottom of the hierarchy-

del egitimised, di sempowered, and di scursi vely castrated. 23

Efeminate Religiosity

Not merely Bengali men, but also Bengali religious forms themselves were

frequently conceptualised by Europeans in terms of effeminacy. The dominance of

goddess-based devotional movements, rvith what were considered to be their sensuality

and generally degenerate character, was regarded as a particularly potent marker of the

depth of the Bengali male's lack of masculinity. So too were the Vaislava counterparts to

these traditions, which-though of decreasing influence in urban Bengal during the mid-

to-late colonial period, partly as a result of the nationalism-fuelled growth of dsy¿ cults-

were considered representative of a superficial emotionalism that pervaded the Bengali

characrer.za Further, for the British, who were inordinately concemed with maintaining

sharply defined male and female roles,25 the Caitanya-influenced bhakti traditions

embodied a disturbingly ambiguous and transgressive sense of gender identity, with male

devotees sometimes donning female attire to better emulate the gopls in their love for

Kn+u (In particular, the fear of homosexuality, the culmination of gender hybridity and

sex-role transgression, loomed large in the British psyche.)26 Metcalf has commented

upon the selÊperpetuating circularity of these arguments: "Hinduismlvas of necessity

" Some Bengalis themselves openly engaged this colonial effeminisation. See, for example, Partha
Chatterjee's discussion of Bankimchandra Chattopadhyaya's treatment of the theme of the Bengali bãbu,in
Chatte¡'ee, "A Religion of Urban Domesticity: Sri Ramakrishna and the Calcutta Middle Class," in
Subaltem Studies WI, ed. P. Chatterjee and G. Pandey (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1993), 61-4.
2a Sumanta Bane¡'ee, "The Ambiguities of Bharat Mata: A Bhadralok Goddess in Colonial Bengal," in
I'ogic in a Popular Form: Essays on Popular Religion in Bengal (Calcutta: Seagull Books, 2OOOZ),210-11.
25 Metcalf, I 11.
tu John B"ynon, "Masculinities and the Imperial Imaginary," chap. inÀûasculinities and Culttn e

(Buckingham : Open University Press, 2002), 49.
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effeminate because it was degraded, and degraded because it was effeminate."2T

Hotl'ever, as in the case of other dimensions of colonial discourse, such incongruity rvas

concealed in the interest of the more-pressing project of perpetuating the image of a

feminised Orient.

Iilomen and Empire: InÍersections of Gender, Cuhure, and Race

AII constructions of masculinity and 'manhood' are, of course, interwoven with the

formation of the concepts of femininity and 'womanhood', and the situation in colonial

India was no exception. Two groups of women were the especial objects of gender

discourses in colonial Bengal-India's indigenous-'nativs'-1rye¡¡s¡ (primarily Hindus

and Muslims) and women of British origin (almost wholly Christians, save for a few

Theosophists and the like) resident in the colony, respectively. As Sinha demonstrates,

the subjugation of Hindu women became a prominent theme in the British construction of

the Hindu male's effeminacy (based upon the British postulation that 'real men' were

chivalrous and protective towards women), and was commonly used to justifu the

continuing denial of power and authority to Indian males. In particular, the theme of the

India¡r woman as in need of continued protection by the 'gentleman' coloniser on account

of the comrption, degeneracy and effeminacy ascribed to the'native' male, fr¡nctioned

throughout the colonial period as a powerful reinforcement of Britons' perceived

necessity for their own continued patemal presence and govemance in India.28

" Ibid., lo1.
æ This achieved a particularly notable and public manifestation in the late-nineteenth-century 'Age of
Consent Act', which sought to legally establish the age of permissible consummation of marriage at twelve,
in the interest of protecting 'child brides'. The intense opposition that this bill generated in many Indian
circles-where it was regarded as a foreign transgression upon private domestic rights-was considered
fi¡rther evidence oflndian men's sexual debasement. See Sinha, chap. 4, 138-g0.
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(Postcolonial scholar Sangeeta Ray has argued that this "rhetoric of benevolence

extended towards the subjugated 'native' woman by the British" was inherently fraught

with paradoxical contradiction, because "the female 'native' body is the nonliminal site

of othemess that makes possible the realization of the imagined fBritish Indian]

commurity."¡2e The Indian-and, particularly, Hindu-woman was generally represented

in British colonial discourse as little more than a one-dimensional oppressed subject of

male tyranny'o-a portrayal which prompted many Hindu reformers to counter these

Westem constructions with representations of their own. The'oppressed'Indian woman

became the 'protected' lady; the 'child-bride forced into early childbearing' became the

exalted representation of divine Motherhood; the 'slave of her husband' became the

model of saintly fortitude in all circumstances.3r

In particular, the notion of ideal womanhood' loomed large on the screen upon

which ideological and practical debates on gender, race, and nation played out in colonial

India-or rather, to a significant extent, the 'ideal woman' was that screen itself. The

concept of ideal womanhood' presupposes, of course, the existence of an ideal woman

or women, to whom may be attributed the qualities desirable of emulation; it also

simultaneously points to the presence of one who ascribes these qualities, and the motives

out of which this is done. Femininity, for the Hindu woman in male reformers'

discourses, was largely constituted by her adherence to 'tradition'-in particular, her

2e Sangeeta Ray, Engendering India: Il/oman and Nation in Colonial and Postcolonial Nanatives
@urham: Duke University Press, 2000), 8.
30 See, for example, BrianK. Pennington, Was Hinduism Invented?: Britons, Indians, and the Colonial
C.onsttaction of Religion (Oxford: Oxford University press, 2005), gl.
'' See Judith E. Wals[ "What Women Leamed: Rewriting Patriarchy, Writing the Nation and the Self,"
chap- in DomesticiÐ) in Colonial India: ll/hat Women Learned When lt:len Gaie Them Aclvice Ç,artham:
Rowman & Littlefield, 2004), 1 41 -6l passim.
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emulation of benign and beneficent mythical types (such as Srtã, Sãvjtn-, and

DraupadT),32 her perpetuation of the noble role of the faithful wife (dhanttapafit),and her

manifestation of matemal dignity.33 Even in instances in which these discourses lauded

the growing power and independence of the middle-class educated Hindu rvoman, they

tended to concurrently delimit this autonomy by stressing that rvomen's primary duty

remained in the domestic sphere, in fulfilling their responsibilities to their husbands,

children, elder relatives, and homes.3a In particular, this theme of woman as 'Mother'

(Ma or Mdtdiù was a dominant one in Sakta-dominated Hindu Bengal, where the image

and power of Mahadev¡loomed large. In many c¿ìses, the theme of ideal womanhood'

rvas incorporated into the larger revivalist narrative ofa retum to a past 'golden age' of

ideal Hindu society (which, naturally, served as a site for the deployment of such gender

roles and rhetoric as well).

In reality, in much of the debate surrounding social reformation policies affecting

women, such as widow remarriage and female education, the position of women served

as a trope deployed to shore up embattled concepts of mascu.linity. The push for

'women's upliftment' among nineteenth-century Indian reformers, as Sumit Sarka¡ has

pointed out, was driven by men-primarily those of the middle-class-a¡rd not by women

themselves.35 Indeed, the 'women' at the centre of these debates were often, by the

West's standa¡ds, no more than children; Raychaudhuri has drawn attention to the fact

that the widows whose 'right to remarriage' ivas sought by the Hindu reformers were

32 Prabhati Mukherjee has provided an informative, if largely urinterrogated, overview of the major'ideal'
figwes from Hindu mythology which have been raised up as nrodels for modem Hindu women in her
monograph-É/indu Women: Notmative A[odels (NewDelhi: O¡ient Longman, 1978).
33 

See Walsh, 141-61.
3a Banerjee, "The Ambiguities of Bharat Mata," 205.
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commonly pre-adolescent girls.36 The advocation by many bhadralok males,

particularly among the Brahmo Samãjists, of increased levels of female education-

preferably tailored specifically to women's 'needs', ¿ìs men perceived them37-was, no

doubt, in part driven by concem regarding women's potential contributions to society as a

whole, and even, at times, their genuine well-being as individuals. However, another

stimulus may be identified in the emerging pressure within wban middle-class public

(i.e., male) society to remake women, especially wives, according to the models espoused

(even if not always practiced) by British culture, stressing their role as 'companions',

rather than simply domestic supports and sources of offspring.38 As a result, middle-class

Hindu men, who were usually older a¡rd better educated than their wives, were

encouraged to assume the role of teachers, and educate their spouses with the help of

domestic guidebooks and manua.ls-what Judith E. Walsh terms "advice literature"-

written specifîcally for this pu.pose.'o Yet, here too, the reformers' 'ideal woman' tended

to be based upon uridimensional and constraining stereotypes, imposed by males and

crafted to meet their needs, not necessarily those of the women concemed.a0 Much of the

anxie$, over the lack of education of a family's female members, for example, was

actually driven by a perceived need to demonstrate the 'modem' outlook of the men in

question, permitting males to prove their own 'advancement' by altowingthewomen

over whom they had domestic authority to move freely outside the home, acquire literacy

t5 Sumit Sarkar, "The Cont¡olled Emancipation of Wives," insocial and Religious Reþrm: The Hindus of
Eritish India, ed. by Amiya P. sen (l.trew Delhi: oxford university press. 2003), 162-9.
'o Tapan Raychaudhuri, "Love in a Colonial Climate: Marriage, Sex and Romance in Nineteenth-Cenh¡ry
Þengal," Modern Asian Studies 34 (no. 2,2000): 352.
" Ibid., 370.

'8lbid., 369.
3e 

See Walsh; also, Raychaudhuri, "Love in a Colonial Climate," 369-70.
ao SeeBasu- 158-9.
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skills, and even, occasionally, become schooled in specialised knowledge.al Thus, the

real aim of much of the nationalist reformers' discourse on gender, asserts

K¡ishnaswamy, "was to reclaim the lost manhood of Indian men, [while its] material

effect [was] to recontain women within a reconstituted patriarchy."ot ln effect, the

discourse remained a phallocentric one even when ostensibly centred upon women.

The British (and, to a lesser extent, American) woman's position in colonial

discourses during this period was quite different from that of her Hindu sister, something

which homogenising feminist discourses have often been apt to overlook. As Anne

McClintock observes, although white Westem women were, to some extent, complicit

with imperial efforts, they were barred from decision-making roles, experienced few of

the benefits that colonialism bestowed upon white males, and were, in fact, restricted by

its practices and discourses.ot The idealisation of the (u'hite Westem) woman had become

an especially powerful feature of British thought during the nineteenth century with the

growth of 'domestic ideology', serving to regulate female participation in various spheres

of life (according to their deemed propriety for the rarefied 'English lady'). It also

became an integral part of British thought and practice in India, and the 'ennoblement' of

women was widely upheld as an index of a civilisation's advancement.aa Paradoxically,

however, the perception on the part of the British male that it was especially necessary to

defend 'ladies' in India from any possible affront (or worse) by 'degenerate' Indian men

strengthened the importance and authority of discourses on what Sinha has termed the

myth of 'white womanhood', which, in tum, actually increased the social restrictions on

ar Raychaudhwi, "Love in a Colonial Climate," 369-70.
a2 Krishnaswamy,4.
a3 Anne McClintock, Imperial Leather (New York: Routledge, 1995), 6.
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women's lives.a5 colonial conceptions of European women in India were thus

decidedly overdetermined: women were both revered by, and required the protection of,

European men (who thereby proved their masculinity), and these women were also

considered to have a special responsibility for upholding the pride and purity of the

'white race' (by upholding British ideals of femininity and domesticity, and avoiding

'improper' contact with'natives').a6 As well, the emerging women's rights movement in

England that threatened to challenge masculine power and authority in the metropole

made it imperative to locate the essence of the ideal Englishwoman in her'traditional'

feminine and domestic spheres, which lacked the potential for destabilising the status

quo.47 Interestingly, Sinha notes, Anglo-Saxon women also served as models to which

Bengali male 'effeminacy' was unflatteringly likened and with which British male

'masculinity' was favourably contrasted.4s While such qualities as public difüdence and a

physically indolent lifestyle were considered befitting for a woman, and, in fact, were

even deemed essential ingredients of her 'femininity', they were 'unnatural' and

blameworthy qualities when attributed to the Bengali man.

It is noteworthy that, although the constructions of Indian and English women and

their respective, characteristic 'femininities' diverged in their particulars, and were

formulated differently by Indians and Britons, both were characterised by abstracted

portrayals. The women of India became 'the India¡r woman'; their British counterparts

were representatives of 'white womanhood'. In both cases, women's 'womanhood' was

aa Metcalf, 94.
a5 

See Sinha,46-56
ou rbid.,46-7.
a7 Beynory 40.

'8 lbid., 34-5.
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largely constructed for them- nof by them.ae As is typical of imperialist discou¡ses,

shades of difference and plurality lvere homogenised into idealisations that cor:.ld be

invoked for whichever purpose-religious, national, racial, or the like-required them.

The portrayals of English and Indian women were also intimately interconnected. The

British woman in India was constructed as both 'not masculine' and 'not Indian'. (The

fear of 'going native', or losing cultural superiority through contamination by the other,

remained an ever-present concem for the British in this regard.) The Hindu woman, for

her part, was represented as simultaneously 'not male' (i.e., as characterised by a unique

strrdharma, or woman's duty) and 'not white' (and, therefore, still requiring the

intervention of colonial forces to 'uplift' her), and thus was doubly disempowered.s0

Hindu and white women both served as symbolic guardians of domestic and

national spaces. By her faithfulness to her husband and to 'Hindu tradition', the Indian

woman maintained the continuity and sanctity of the Hindu home and, by extension, the

Hindu nation. The rvhite woman preserved the separation and superiority of British

civilisation, which remained encircled by the ever-present threat of intrusion by the

native, threatening to destabilise the coloniser's hegemony. In these roles as

'protectresses', both the Indian Hindu woman and the British Indian woman ensured not

just the preservation of their respective cultures, but also defended the masculinity of

their respective male counterparts (whose maleness was perpetually constructed against

the women's femininity), and the purity and strength of their respective 'races' and

49--' .For a dlscussion of women's lack of voice in the debates on the position of Indian women, see Barbara
Southard, The Women's Movement and Colonial Politics in Bengal: The Questfor Political Rights,
Education and social Reþ'm Legislation, I92l-1936 (New Delhi: Manohar, 1995), I I -13.
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castes/classes (by preventing miscegenation and other'improper' social admixture).

That these idealistic constructions did not take into account the immense diversity of

actual women's daily lives in modem Indian, British, or Anglo-Indian society-or, in

most cases, even desire to do so-hardly needs mention. Their importance, rather, lay in

the ways in which Hindu women and British \ iomen both served as contested sites for a

multiplicity of powerful discourses within the colonial setting.

Sexual Otherness

Closely related to considerations of gender as such, sexuality marked another

ground upon which questions of colonial authority and hegemony were fought.

Nineteenth-century English author Charles Kingsley and his fellow proponents of

'manly' or 'muscular' Protestantism gave a prominent place in their writings to the role

and regr:Jation of sexual expression, a theme that found resonance in the veiled social and

sexual desires of Victorian Britain. For Kingsley, all aspects of 'human nature', including

sexual drives and desires, were 'spiritual' and, according to David Rosen's analysis, were

regarded as "sanctified force[s] of male behaviour."5r Provided they were regulated and

expressed within 'lawful' boundaries (in this case, meaning heterosexual Christian

marriage), the satisfaction of sexual urges was not merely considered morally tolerable,

but virtually a holy necessity, a manifestation of "the divine spirit moving with."52 It will

perhaps come as no surprise that Kingsley and other'muscular' Christians tended to

to This theme is explored most notably in the work of Gayatri Spivak. See Spivak, "Can the Subaltern
Speak?" inì4atxism and the Interpretation oJCulture, ed. C. Nelson and L. Grossberg (Urbana and
Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1988), 271-313.
5l David Roser¡ "The Volcano and the Cathedral: Muscular Christianity and the Origins of primal
Manliness," ín Muscular Christianity: Embodying the victorian Age, ed. D. E. Hall (Canrbridge:

9ambridge University Press, 1994), 26.
" Ibid-25.
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display a quite-strident anti-catholicism, for reasons including, among others, the

Catholic stress on the value of celibacy. This perspective was evident in certain Protestant

missionary criticisms of Hinduism, the espousers of which-when they were not,

paradoxically, condemning Hindus as sexually perverted, uncontrolled, and licentious-

were given to invoking Indian religiosity as a screen onto which to project sectarian

diatribes against 'priest-ridden' religion and the sexual repression it was regarded as

fostering.53 This position drew further support from pronouncements regarding human

sexuality from the emerging field of psychoanalysis, as well as the growing Westem

ethos of scl¿nlia sentalis.to Thus, the colonisers'sexual exotification of Indians could

fake the form of either an attribution of moral degeneracy and wantonness to the Hindu

'race'- or the branding of the same, via'scientific' discourses, as pathologically

repressed; in both cases, the Indian's sexually remained fixrdamentally 'other'.

Gendering rhe Nation

In recent decades, gender and sexuality as categories ofanalysis have been

incisively applied by feminist and womanist scholars not merely to the construction of

human identities, but also to the formulation and representation of ideas, concepts, and

other phenomena- "Sexuaìity as a trope for other power relations," notes McClintock in

53 Marriott notes this phenomenon of Protestant transference of anti-Catholic sentiments to brãhmanical
Hinduisnl in a general sense (Marrioït,2O7). Consider, for example, Mill's conviction that India's 'priest-
dominated' social order was a manifestation of its primitiveness, in implied contrast to the 'enlightened'
religious autonomy of Protestant Europe. (lr4ill's views are discussed by Robert lndeninlmaginíng Intlia
[Oxford: Basil B]ackrvell, I 9901.)

'o Onc", in the course of an American lecture delivered in I 900, Vivekananda railed against the growing
emphasis on interpreting chastity as 'sexual repression' in Westem rnedical circles, exclaiming: "You
doctors in this country, who hold that chastity is against the law of nature, don't know what you are talking
about. You don't know the meaning of the word purity. You are beasts! beasts! I say, with the morals of a
tomcat, if that is the best you have to say on that subject!" (quoted nLfe of Swami Vivekananda,,vol.2,
sl 8).
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this regard, "was certainly an abiding aspect of imperial power."5s ln paficular, in the

contexl of unpacking the rhetoric of colonialism, an examination of the application of

gendered language and thought to ideas of place, space, and nation often reveals much of

significance. Commonly, the gendered language and imagery which is deployed contains

deeply ambivalent signifiers. As Christopher E. Gittings reminds us, "the British empire

aJlegonsed its hegemonic relationship to its colonies in a mother-daughter image"56-¿1

image rvhich disguised and displaced the masculine narrative and brutal reality of

colonial imperialism with a benign, matemal representation of the deific frgure

Britannia.5T Gendered discourses were an even more dominant feature of the Indian

cultural terrain, even in pre-colonial times. The notion thaf. bhanzi (a term embodying a

different set of connotations than does the English rvord'land') is feminine, even itself a

divinity (Prthivr), has long been an accepted tenet within Hindu religious thought. The

deployment of the rhetoric of Bhãrat Mãtã ('Mother India') by Hindus in the nineteenth

century to refeq in a minimally differentiated sense, to the 'Indian nation', the

geographical territory and topography of India, and a particu.lar manifestation of the

Divine, reflects not merely this ancient identification of the land with the Goddess. It also

embodies a perception of India's 'inviolability', and an implication of the profound moral

consequences of the (colonial) breach and desecration of the same. (After all, the

juxtaposition of matemal imagery and imperialist 'rape' could hardly fail to be a

powerful motivator of colonial resistance.) As Sumanta Bane{ee has noted, the concept

of Bhãrat Mãtã r:ndenvent a shift towards the close of the nineteenth century, with her

55 Mcclintock, 14.
56 Christopher Gittings, ed.-, Imperialism and Gender: Constructions of À.lasculinity (Sydney: Dangaroo
Press, I 996), 2.
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earlier conception as a benign frgure of collective prosperity (much like Annapurnã-

devr) recast in the fì erce image of Kãh, a model of aggressive power bringing

transformation through lhe embrace of death, and reflecting a shift in nationalistic

striving from the rhetorical to the militant.5s Thus, in the Indian setting, the imbrication of

gender and nation was often discursively displaced onto the 'authoritative' terrain of

religion.

Vivekananda's Manly Men: Muscular Hinduistn

Vi'r,ekananda, as has been discussed in the previous chapter, rvas himself bom into a

Bengali ka¡re5¡t. family whose hereditary occupation was clerical and legat work. In this

respect, at least in his pre-monastic days, he belonged to the very socio-cultural group

that ivas the main target of imperial discourses of masculinity and the unfortunate object

of babrt-rhetoric. That he did not remain tmaffected by the psychological and practical

consequences of these discourses, even in his youth, is apparent. Consider, for example,

young Narendra's fondness for akharAs-,gymnasia-and his efforts to cultivate his skills

in a number of aggressive sports, including the Indian Nt of 'lath-play', boxing, and

wrestling.5e While these activities might not be considered urusual for an energetic male

youth, their prominence and popularity as pastimes in colonial Bengali society was

fostered in part by the ethos of 'spiritual athleticism' which had emerged in the colonial

metropole as rvell as its satellites during the nineteenth century. As was typical in

Calcutta akharas, the choice of yor:ng men's sporting activities exhibited a'martial' cast

s1 Banerjee,2ol-2.
58 lbid., 203.
tn Th, Li¡, of Svami l/ivekananda: By His Eastem and Ilestem Disciples,6ù ed, vol. I (Mayavati: Advaita
Ashrama, 1989), 35.
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that made them all-the-more appropriate counters to the assertions of middle-class

Bengali physical degeneracy. 60

Even a casual reading of Viveka¡randa's work will reveal the dominant role of

discourses of mæculinity in his thought. The binary pattems of imperialism are

particularly visible in the intense and recurring rhetoric of 'strength' versus 'weakness'.

'Strength', for vivekanand4 is-as it was for the victorian Britons of his day-a

physical, mental, moral, and spiritual quality, and one that rvas perceived as a necessary

support for achievement in any area of life. In this respect, Vivekananda was well in

accordance with the personal, social, and religious ideals advanced by nineteenth-century

Anglo-American 'muscular Christianity', referred to above, which constructed the male

body as a site of personal strength, competence, and self-control, mirroring the central

thrusts of the imperialist project, with rvhich it was contemporaneous.ut This construction

of the 'manly Christian Englishman', as we have discussed above, was instrumental in

forming Britain's perception of itself as "a land of rugged rvarriors far removed from

metropolitan life with its unhealthy, politically restless men,"62 suited instead to

adventure and conquest in fa¡-off lands. The British discourse of masculinity intimately

and explicitly linked this image to ideas of national vigour and cohesion, moral and

religious superiority, and racial pudty Beyond its manifestations through colonial

apparatus and evangelical British Protestantism, its ethos rvas also appropriated, in

uo sinha, 21.
6' The term 'muscular Christianity' had its origins in T. C. Sandars' review of Anglican clergyman Charles
Kingsley's book,Two Years Ago, published in 1857. For more background on the concept, see Donald E.
Hall, ed., Muscular Christianily: Embodying the Victorian Age. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
19e4).
62 C. J. W.-L. Wee, "Christian Manliness and National Identity: The Problenatic Construction of a Racially
'Pure' Nation," in Hall, 67 .
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subtler ways, by other writers on spirituality (including Emerson,63 of rvhose work

Vivekanandawas fond).6a As rvith all colonial self-representations, however, an 'other'

was required upon rvhich to project the disavowed opposing qualities of delicacy,

effeminacy, and cerebralism-and, as mentioned, the Indian (particularly, the middle-

class Bengali) became a particularly advantageous object for this.

The influence of these discou¡ses upon Vivekananda was not insignificant. In

particular, the various accounts of his'parivrajaka' days in India during 1890-93, which

he related to various audiences and acquaintances throughout the subsequent years ofhis

life, are suffused with the theme of personal improvement through adventurous living in

the rugged outdoors, surviving by wits and endurance. His stories emphasise incidents

such as his courageous response to a troop of threatening wild monkeys in Varanasi,65 or

walking miles amongst snowy Himalayan peaks without sufTìcient food.66 As in the case

of contemporary British literature invoking imperial masculinity, \ryomen are almost

completely absent as active agents in his Indian travel narratives; his significant and

transformative encounters generally take place alone or, occasionally, in the company of

other males. Similar to the military and 'survival' narratives produced for young male

British readers of the period,67 Vivekananda's accounts of his days as a 'wandering

¡¡e¡lç'-¿¡d even moreso the secondary biographical writings on this period of his life-

often read like patriotic adventure stories for Hindu boys dreaming of an escape from the

63For 
a discussion of the modified form which muscular Christianity assumed in the thought of Emerson,

see Susan L. Roberson's essay, "'Degenerate Effeminacy' and the Makings of a Masculine Spirituality in
the Sermons of Ralph Waldo Emersory" in Hall, 150-72.
6a Vivekananda himself makes reference to Emerson's work in "The First Steps" lAddresses ot¡ Bhalctí-
Yogal,CØ/, vol. 4, l6 and "The Mahabharata," CIít,vol.4"95.
ut "What is Religion?" CI4¡,vol. 1,338.
uu "My Life and Mission " CW,voL.8,84.
ó7 Beynoq 30-38.
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harsh reality of imperial rule, and rediscovering the'real' rintamed (and unconquered)

India. (ln fact, the institution of the 1871 'Criminal Tribes Act', designed to stamp out the

practice of ¡hagl,had made all such habitual 'wanderers',living outside of the boundaries

of settled and respectable society, suspect as potential criminal agents-not excluding

sadhus, despite their substantial numbers.¡68 This theme emerges most strongly in

Vivekananda's famous "Song of the Sannyasin,"6e whose lines are replete with idealised

portraits of the unfettered parfurajaka life, largely drawn from earlier Sanskrit hymns:

Wake up the note! the song that had its birth
Far off, where worldly taint could never reach,
In mountain caves and glades of forest deep,
Whose calm no sigh for lust or wealth or fame
Could ever dare to break; where rolled the stream
Of knowledge, truth, and bliss that follows both.
Sing high that note, Sannyasin bold! Say-
'Om Tat Sat, Om!'

Have thou no home. What home can hold thee, friend?
The sþ thy roof, the grass thy bed; and food
What chance may bring, well cooked or ill, judge not.
No food or drink can taint that noble Self
Which knows Itself. Like rolling river free
Thou ever be, Sannyasin bold! Say-
'Om Tat Sat, Om!'

Few only know the truth. The rest will hate
And laugh at thee, great one; but pay no heed.
Go thou, the free, from place to place, and help
Them out of darkness, Maya's veil. Without
The fear ofpain or search for pleasure, go
Beyond them both, Sannyasin bold! Say-
'Om Tat Sat, Om!'

The ironic circumstances of this poem's composition-Vivekananda penned it during a

stay at a comfortable retreat home at Thousand Island Park, New York, in 1895-

68 Metcalf, 125.
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illustrates its nature as an artifact of the imperial imaginary: not so much an accor¡nt

of lived experience, as an atavistic dream of an uncomplicated, heroic, 'man-making'

spiritual life in an India which was never really encountered by a young man brought up

in a socio-political environment in which foreign hegemony was all-pervasive, and in

which 'masculinity', in the case of its native subjects, was a glorified ideal always

discursively deferred.

Vivekananda's appropriation of the central themes of muscular Christianity are

perhaps most apparent in one of his best-ktown ma.xims, expressed to a Madras audience

upon his return to India in 1897, that 'Juou will be nearer to Heaven through football than

through the study of the Gita."70 His specific mention of football (North American

'soccer') is not insignificant, as J. A. Mangan has observed that, in the context of colonial

India, football "was considered by the colonisers to carry rvith it a series of moral lessons,

regarding hard work and perseverance, about team loyalty and obedience to authority and

indeed involving concepts of correct physical development and 'manliness'."71 As such,

its promotion was an integral part of the colonial mission civilisatrice. Football, and its

twin British obsession, cricket, were "directly linked with the development of skills for

Empire service,"72 in the discourses of the period. Not only the muscular development

(and thus, the prevention of racial degeneracy) that it fostered, but also the more-abiding

values of competition, 'fair play', consciousness of masculinity, and sublimation of

sexual energy that such sports were believed to encourage \^/ere part of the British push

un "Sorrg of the Sannyasin," CW,vol.4,392-9.
t0 "Vedanta in its Application to Indian Life,- CW,vo|.3,242.
7r Paul Dimeo, "Civilizing the Sporting Body: Fear and Anxiety in the Colonial Project," ln Colonialism as
Civílízíng Mission: Cultural ldeologt in British India, ed. H. Fischer-Tine and M. Mann (London: Anthem
Press,2004), 166.
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behind the promotion of these games. Not only (male) British citizens in Indi4 but

also Indian youth took to these sports with great enthusiasm. Impofantly, the

accompanying colonial values were-ideally-intemalised by participants in a way that

allowed these sports to ftmction as agents of coercive disciplinary power while lacking

the appearance of extemal dominance and control.

In the context of his 'football' exhortation, Vivekananda further elaborates his own

perspective on the importance of physical culture:

These a¡e bold words; but I have to say therq for I love you. I know where the shoe
pinches. I have gained a linle experience. You will understand the Gita better with
your biceps, your muscles, a little stronger. You will understand the mighty genius and
the mighty strength of Krishna better with a little of strong blood in you. You will
understand the Upanishads better and the glory of the Atman when yow body stands
firm upon your feet, and you feel yourselves as men.tt

The extent to which the rhetorical style expressed in this passage and its surrourding text

mimics that of muscular Christianity cannot be overstated. The stress on athleticism,

bodily health, and physical competence as foundations for spiritual development is rvell

in the vein of the popular British Protestantism of the day. That Vivekananda's

appropriation of this discourse did not dispense with its embedded ethnologic ideology

and implicit stress on national identity formation is clea¡ from the statements with which

he prefaces the above selections. Condemning Indians' "physical weakness" as the cause

of the centuries of mental occupation with petry religious and inter-caste squabbles to

which he claims Indians have fallen prey,74 the lecture is infused with blunt words and

sweeping racial and cultural criticism:

7_2 Beynon,42.
'' "Vedanta in its Application to Indian Life," CW,Yo\.3,242.
7o lbid.
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Compared to many other races, I must tell you lhat we are weak, very weak. First
of all is our physical weakness. That physical weakness is the cause of at least one-
third of our miseries. we are lazy, we cannot work; we cannot combine, we do not
love each other; we are intensely selfish, not three of us can come together without
hating each other, u'ithout being jealous of each other.Ts

The agreement between the sentiments expressed by Vivekananda in this passage and the

recurrent criticisms of Bengalis articulated through the gendered and racialised discourses

of the colonial rulers is indeed striking. Such explanations suggest the degree to which

Vivekanand4 like his middle-class Calcutta peers, was socialised into an intellectual

environment that espoused a firm linkage between (purported) collective physical

characteristics and mental/emotional/behavioural traits, setting the stage for a perception

of cultural gender identities and roles as intrinsically beholden to physiological

considerations.

Elservhere, in the course of an 1898 discussion rvith his acquaintance Surendranath

Sen, Vivekananda directly employs the colonial concepts of masculinity and effeminacy

to further deplore the present state of the Indian people, this time with an explicitly

religious dimension, as he denounces the supposed effect of the Vaislava focus on prerna

(devotional love):

Look at this nation and see what has been the outcome of such an attempt. Through
the preaching of that love broadcast, the whole nation has become effeminate-arace
of women! The whole of Orissa has been tumed into a land of cowards; and Bengal,
running after the Radha-prem4 these past four hundred years, has almost lost all
sense of manliness! The people are very good only at crying and weeping; that has
become their national trait. Look at their literature, the sure index of a nation's
thoughts and ideas. Why, the refrain of the Bengali literature for these four ht¡ndred
years is strung to that same tune of moaning and crying. It has failed to give birth to
any poetry which breathes a true heroic spirit!76

's rbid.,24r-2.
76 "Conversations and Dialogues [V: Shri Surendra Nath Sen)," Cl|/,vol. 5, 345.
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While the text does not mention whether the recorder has transcribed the dialogue

from Bengali. or if it rvas originally carried out in English, the conceptual thrust of the

characterisation remains unmistakable. Bengali 'cowardice', legendary in the minds of

both the British and the Bengalis themselves, is supposed to have its root in the

'effeminate' forms of Hindu religiosity prevailing among the people of the region. In this

respect, Vivekananda's viervs mirrored the gradualrvithdrawal of Bengalis in the late

nineteenth century from the devotional Vaislava cults that had dominated Bengal's

religious expression in previous centuries, with a corresponding increase in the vitality

and public visibility of the Sakta tradition-a trend which is thought by many scholars to

have been a corollary of the then-emerging Hindu national movement.TT The criticisms

that Vivekananda voices in this passage-the fostering of an emotional effeminacy, at the

implied expense of a devotion that enhanced 'manly' traits (traces of Europe's 'muscular

Christianity' are visible here)-ivere considered by many Indian reformers to constitute

points of Hindu vulnerability which could be exploited by both the colonial rulers and the

Christian missionaries. (One signifrcant political effect of this rise in goddess-centred

religion and its increasing importance in the public sphere, specifically in nationalist

discourses, was the increasing alienation of Indian Muslims from Hindu anti-colonial

efforts.)78

Vivekana¡lda's criticism of the emasculating consequences of these bhnkt¡

movements may perhaps seem quite anomalous, when one juxtaposes it with the

emotionally charged, gender-bending, devotional behaviour of Vivekananda's own gunl

77 
See Sumanta Banerjee, "The Changing Role of Kali in the Bengali Popular Psyche," chap. inLogic in a

Lopular Form (Calcutta: Seagull Books, 2002),31-60.
78 

See ibid., 55-6.
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Ramakrishna. Yet, the social and cultural spaces which Ramakrishna and

Viveka¡randa inhabited differed substantially in the ways in which they were constrained

by the discursive categories and boundaries of colonialism.Te Vivekananda's perspective,

impacted as it rvas by European discourses that presupposed the weakening and

destablising force of effeminacy (and, equally, the unspoken dread of homosexuality),

had little scope to advocate such a fluid approach to masculine and feminine roles (as did

Ramakrishna) and to simultaneously maintain the gendered aspects of the colonial

thematic that he incorporated into his responses to imperiat ideology. (Also, as

chatterjeesO and Basu8r have each pointed out, Ramakrishna, despite his personal

transgression of conventional male gender norÍìs, also equated the feminine, in the form

of kanùnt,'woman', with camal and emotional elements that, he posited, must ultimately

be transcended by the spiritual aspirant.) The discrepancy between Ramakrishna's

feminised religious expression and Vivekananda's persistent emphasis on 'masculinity'

further illustrates the muJtiplicity of possible strategies of resistance, of which the

colonised could and did avail themselves, to the imposition of colonial stereotypes and

restraints upon Bengali society. Even if Vivekananda accepted Ramakrishna's approach,

inclusive of gender ambiguity, as a fully valid one in the religious sense (and we have

7e Rarnakrishna, for example, dwing his years of intense sarlhanã, spent periods of time cultivating the
tnadhura bhava ('swee'r. rnood') of the Rãdhã-Krsna bhaldi tradition, to which Vivekananda here refers; he
even, for some tinre, dressed as and enacted the role of a woman, to spiritually 'perform' the role of a
'female companion' of the Goddess. (See Srvami Saradananda, Sri Ramalo-ishna: The Great Master. vol. l,
chapters 12-14.) Ramakrishna himself, however, is recorded to have remarked on several occasions that
Vivekananda had a 'manly' natr¡e, contrasting this with the 'feminine'persona of certain other devotees
(see The Gospel of Sri Ramalç'ishna, trans. by Swami Nikhilananda [Mylapore: Sri Ramakrishna Mat]¡
19a21, a59); however, in doing so, he did not appear to evaluate these t¡aits hierarchically, but merely
identified them as distinctive characteristics-a possibility of equality which was prohibited by the bìnary
structr¡re ofgender discourses in the colonial social space which Vivekananda inhabited.
80 Partha Chatterjee, "A Religion of Urban Domesticity: Sri Ramakrish¡a and the Calcutta Middle Class,,'
n Subaltem Studies l/il, ed. P. Chatte{ee and G. Pandey @elhi: Oxford University Press, 1993), 40-68.
8r Basu, 159.
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every reason to believe that he did). the srvami likely perceived on some level that,

when addressing rvithin the public sphere lndians' subjugated position, it would be most

effective if his gender ideology meshed with the norms of the dominant discourses

therein. Thus, while Ramakrishna's childlike self-presentation did defy, deliberately or

not, the rigidities of colonial gender roles to some extent, Vivekanand4 for his part,

chose to appropriate the gender-discourses ofthe coloniser and utilised them in

attempting to circumvent Westem hegemonic authority.s2

Vivekana¡lda's ascription of the above-mentioned qualities-weakness,languor,

jealousy, effeminacy, cowardice, and the like-to sections of the Indian populace is, of

course, very much in accordance with British assessments of its colonised subjects' racial

and religious inferiority, and does indeed downplay the systemic natwe of colonial

oppression. However, in the slvami's discourse, the situation is not quite as hopeless for

the Indian as it appears to be in the rhetonc of the coloniser. The'Indian race' may

indeed have 'degenerated' into a state of '\,veakness' over the course of centuries. But-

mlike the viervs advanced by the colonial authorities, r.r,'ho at least in part lay blame upon

the racially 'impure'heritage of the subcontinent's peoples and their'barbaric' religion-

for Vivekananda, neither are Indians condemned by any inherent inferiority nor must

they reject (or even reform along 'modem' Iiberal Christian lines, as claimed the Brahmo

Samãj) their Hindu faith and practices. Rather, he posits the crux of the solution to lie in a

combination of spiritual commitment, moral reform, and social upliftment-much as it

appeared to for exponents of 'manly' Christianity.

82 
See the discussion of Ramak¡ishna's unconventional behaviour in Sumit Sarkar,An Exploration of the

Ramah'ishna Vivekananda Tradition (Shimla: Indian Institute of Advanced Study , 1993), 22-4.
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However. Vivekananda's perspective, shaped by strong roots in parlicular

Hindu traditions, differs somewhat from the Protestants' in a number of rvays. For

example, Vivekanand4 in his various discussions of cross-cultural dietary habits and

their consequences, seems to at least tentatively concur with the prevailing Westem

assessment that a strong physique is fostered by a meat-laden diet83 (his own food habits,

like those of the majority of Bengali Hindus, were not vegetarian, and he prided himself

on the physical agility and stamina which he attributed thereto). However, he makes an

even stronger appeal to the customary Hindu linkage between the consumption of animal

flesh and the increase of rajas (the 'energetic' or 'passionate' quality) in the human

body.sa More than the development of 'strength' per se, Vivekananda sides rvith the view

of the brãhmalical traditions that violence and militarism are the likely end products of

such a diet, especially rvhen taken up collectively by a social group or nation.85 The

emphasis on 'masculine' vigour to the point of framing aggression as a moral virtue,

which colonial agents were wont to construe from ihe tenets of muscular Christianity,86

was a step beyond what Vivekananda seems willing to entertain. "While military power

dominates, meat-eating will prevail," he asserts, "but with the advance of science,

fighting will grow less, and then the vegetarians rvill come in [to power1."87 while

Vivekananda's spirituality is less radically pacifistic than that of a strict ahimsãvãdirz like

Gandhi, he does part ways from the Anglo-saron discourse of masculinity in his

conviction that "spiritual boldness" differs substantially from the aggressive and

83 See, for irstance, his attribution ofthe supposed diffe¡ences in the physical prowess ofthose from
Eastern and Western Bengal to the latter's meat consumption. ("Conversations and Dialogues lXVl," CI|/,
y.ol. V, 402; "Frorn the Diary of a Disciple," CI|/,vol.7,20i.)
8a "Conversations and Dialogues [XV],; CIT,vol. 5,402-3.
85 "Inspired Talks," CIf ,vol.7,29.
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animalistic "courage of a lion or tiger."88 Although he reportedly once admonished an

American follower, "Do you think that a handful of Englishmen could rule lndia if u'e

had a militant spirit? I teach meat eating throughout the length and breadth of India in the

hope that we can build a militant spirit!"8e Vivekananda could also not disregard the

emphasis on non-injury that the expositors of influentialHindu disciplines, such as

Pãtañjala-yoga and the Vaisnavabhakti-nørga,hadhistorically promoted as essential for

spiritual practioners.no (H" accordingly decla¡ed that "we would be disappointed if rve

hoped to see a military nation active on the field of spirituality.")er In this sense,

Vivekananda appeals to Hindu sources in his construction of the body and mind of the

spiritual aspirant as a site delimited and shielded, to at least a certain extent, from the

norrns of 'masculine' aggression-unlike the British colonial mindset, which strove to

conflate Christianity with national and racial conquest.

Asexual Spirittnlity and the Threat of Emasculation

Likewise, the discursive representation of sexuality sen,ed as another point of

difference forVivekananda. Sexual regulation rvas undoubtedly a concem of his, but

fi¡ndamental differences in worldview introduced irreconcilable differences between him

a¡rd his Proteslant critics.

For the latter, sexual desire served as a signifier both ofnatural and 'holy' appetites

for intimacy and procreation, and of the hegemonic narrative of imperialism, which

86 Rosen, l7-44.
87 "Inspired Talks," CW,vo|.7,29
ut "The Real Nature of Man," CI4/,vo|.2,85.
tn Bu.k", vol. 5,256.
e0 See Vivekananda's discussions of the importance of ahintsa, with respect to yoga and bhakti,
respectively: 'Raja-Yoga in Brief," cw,vol. 1, 189; "The Method and the Means." CW,vol. 3,67.
er ' Reply to the Address of Welcome at Shivaganga and Manamadwa-, CW,vol. 3,165.
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exhorted "male colonists... to inscribe their British authority on feminised overseas

territories."n'çNote, however, the ambivalent jurtaposition of. on the one hand,

commingled sexual themes and colonial conquest, and, on the other, the dread of

miscegenation, discussed earlier.) From this perspective, sex, like empire, was a God-

given possession that could be employed for the benefit of those to rvhom the Almighty

had gifted it.

For Vivekanand4 however, sex and sexuality are much less deeply inscnbed upon

the human being, for, according to conventional Advaitic teachings, they belong to the

realm of mãy¿, the cosmic illusion of differentiation. "There is no sex in the soul,'e3 the

swami asserts, therefore, 'hol can they who are beyond everything have any sex idea?

Everyone and everything is the Atman-the Self-the sexless, the pure, the ever-

blessed."ea If biological sex is ultimately unsubstantial, so too, it stands to reason, are

sexual desire and attraction, and the persistence of these illusions is perceived as

hindering ultimate realisation-hence, the stress of the brãhmanical traditions on

brahmacarya, ascetic self-mastery, as the ftnal ãíranta, or stage in an individual's life.

This position is also in accordance with the strong emphasis that Vivekananda's guru,

Ramakrishn4 placed upon complete sexual continence for serious religious aspirants.

Unlike some of his Hindu contemporaries,es Vivekananda seems not to have adhered to

the notion that a male issue was essential for one's salvation through the performance of

obsequies (a belief which never held great srvay within the renunciant traditions,

e2 Gittings, 2.
n' "Th" Atman," Ctrt/, vol. 2, 249.
no lbid.
e5 Raychaudhuri has discussed the enduring importance ofthis beliefin the colonial period. See
Raychaudhwi, "Love in a Colonial Climate," 350-1.
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anyways). For Vivekananda, the stress upon chaste marital relations is interpreted as

only a cultural prerequisite for a society to cultivate the higher ideal of celibacy, not an

end in itself.e6 Though Vivekanand amay not have intended it as such, this assertion-

that even in marriage sexual desire and its expression should and can be sharply

curtailed-conveniently provides a pointed counter to the British disparagement of Indian

men's alleged sexual licentiousness and depravity, a matter of great concem to the

nineteenth-century Bengal i middle class.

Yet, in asserting the asexual nature of the spiritual goal, Vivekananda still continues

to employ the gendered language of colonial discourse, which demonstrates the extent to

which masculinity and strength have been discursively linked in Westem thought:

"Controlled desire leads to the highest result. Transform the sexual energy into spiritual

energy, but do not emasculate, because that is throu'ing away the power. The stronger

this force, the more can be done with it."e7 Even if one's Self is truly devoid of sex, one

must continue to be wary of 'emasculation'! Thus, despite the assertion that religious

aspiration operates in relation to an Absolute that ultimately transcends gender, this

conviction does not, for Vivekananda" abrogate the all-pervasive discourse of

masculinity. This paradox vividly illustrates the intensity and persistence of gendered

thinking as a feature of both the colonial mindset and the Hindu response thereto.

Ideal Women: Mothers and Monastics

As the preceding discussion suggests, despite Vivekananda's disavowal of intrinsic

sexuality on an r¡ltimate plane, gender plays an important role in his discourse, not only

e6 
See "Letters ," CW,vol. 5,180.

e7 "lnspired Talks," CW,vol.7,69.
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with respect to the questions of masculinity to which we have already made reference,

but also to masculinity's 'shadorv' concept, femininity. Throughout the su'ami's u,ritings

and lectures, we repeatedly encounter constructions of 'woman' and 'womanhood',

articulated il,ith respect to both Indian and European/American women. Importantly,

Vivekananda's discussions regarding women help bring to light the ways in rvhich

colonial-era discourses on Eastem and Westem women were interlinked and

interconstitutive.

Vivekananda not infrequently makes reference in his work to the 'ideal woman',

distinguishing between what he asserts are the differing 'ideals of womanhood' found in

'the West' and in 'the East': the former locating the feminine ideal in the 'wife', the lafter

in the'mother'.e8 However, as always, the reality of his own view is rather more

complex. In speaking of Indian women, for example, Vivekananda seems to vacillate

betrveen two disparate ideals. On the one hand, he exhorts women to talçe the initiative in

improving their ou'n condition via moral, spiritual, and intellectual development, and, in

particular, cha¡acter-forming education.ee ln this respect, he is at least partially in

accordance with the Brahmo position, though he differs on account of his disagreement

with that organisation's particular social-reform agenda for women's upliftment.r00 He

condemns Indialr women's "train[ing] in helplessness, [and] servile dependence on

others,"Iol and declares that they must "acquire the spirit of valour and heroism"tO2

('masculine' traits), yet without abandoning such qualities as "feminine modesty and

nt "Women of India," CE/, vol. 8, 57 .

ee "Conversations and Dialogues [IV: Shri Surendra Nath Sen]," CI4t, vol. 5, 342.
r00 Basu's assertion that "Vivekananda was radically opposed to the idea of a strong reform to change the
social position of woman" @asq 1 60) seems a little overstated; see, for exarnple, his statements regarding
the l 89l'Age of Consent' Bill ("From the Diary of a Disciple," CW', vol. 6, 492).
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reserve."103 In particular, he advocates the re-establishment of women's monastic

institutions, but along modem lines, in order to

train some women up in the ideal of renunciation, so that they will take up the vow of
lifelong virginity, fired with the strength of that virtue of chastity which is innate in their
life-blood from hoary antiquity. Along with that they should be taught sciences and other
things which would be of benefit, not only to them but to others as¡¡yell, and knowing this
they would easily leam these things and feel pleasure in doing so.'"-

He also demonstrates his support for Hindu women assuming the role of religious

teachers and missionaries to the West in a letter penned to Indian feminist Sarala Devi

Chaudhurani (who is considered to have been greatly influenced by Vivekananda's

ideas).10s He writes: "lf an Indian woman in lndian dress preach[es] there [in the West]

the religion rvhich fell from the lips of the Rishis of India-I see a prophetic vision-

there will rise a great wave rvhich will inundate the whole westem world."106 The

independent, educated, unma¡ried celibate woman is thus positioned by Vivekananda as a

potential leader in religious, and even national, life.

Yet, despite his strategy to create this "great wave" of dedicated, celibate female

teachers,r0T Vivekananda is recorded as publicly advocating the removal of men from

decision-making porver over women with respect to 'reform' questions:

r0r "Conversations and Dialogues [IV: Shri Surendra Nath Sen]," Cll¡,vo|.5,342.to'Ibid.
to' "Fro* the Diary of a Disciple," CHt, vol. 6, 491 .
r04 "Conversations and Dialogues [IV: Shri Surendra Nath Sen]," CI4¡,vol. 5,343.
r05 

See Bharati Ray, Early Feminiits of Colonial India: Sarala Devi Chaudhurani antl Rokeya Sakhatpat
Hossain Q'Iew Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2002), 33-4.
106 *The Education that India Needs," CW,vol.4,4g5-6.
r07 The 'sarada Order' of sanrytlsi¡x¡s, founded in the middle of the twentieth century, took part of its
inspiration from Vivekananda's ideas for women's advancement as expressed here. Although modeled
upon the Ramakrishna Order of male sannyãsins and its Math and Mission organisations, and representing
itself as the female counterpart of the same, the Sarada Math and Mission have never been under the
jurisdiction ofthe men's Order, and run their own religious and social service centres and activities
independently.
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I am asked again and again, what I think of the widow problem and what I think
of the \voman question. Lat me answer once for all-am I a rvidow that you ask me
that nonsense? Am I a woman that you ask me that question again and again? Who
are you to solve women's problems? Are you the Lord God that you should rule over
every widow and every woman? Hands offl They will solve their own problems.l08

In encouraging men to permit women to act collectively on their own behatt the srvami is

actually assuming a fairly radical position, given the importance atfributed to Indian

women's behaviour and activities in establishing and maintaining the social status of

Indian men in the colonial setting. Vivekanand4 in refuting men's entitlement to make

these decisions on women's behall opens up a space for female agency-something that,

in the debates by men over the details of these 'women's issues', was rarely addressed.lOe

And yet, as we shall see, while suggesting that rvomen be given the right to self-

determination as far as practical gender-based development schemes are concemed,

Vivekananda does not abandon his efforts regarding the construction of ideal' female

gender identities, for the latter remains an extremely important component of his

di scursiv e resi stance to col oni al hi erarchi es.

As mentioned above, the semiotic entities 'mother' and 'motherhood' were

particularly important ones in the Hindu discourses of Vivekananda's lndia. Certainly,

the construction and acclamation of the role of 'mother' has a long history in Hindu

religious thought, onelvhich transcends the actualities of biological and sociological

motherhood. The identification of the devt,in her varied forms, with the role of cosmic

'Mother' has always stood in an ambivalent relationship with the conceptualisation of

actual Hindu women as embodiments of the same. Of the qualities attributed to the

'ot "Vedanta in Its Application to Indian Llfe,- CW,vo|.3,246.
'0e See Chatte{ee's discussionin The Nation and lts Fragments, chap.6: "The Nation and Its Women,"
116-34.
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'divine mother', only the most benign, domestic, and filial of these have

conventionally been exalted as models for emulation by 'real' women (no matter how

appropriate violent or erotic traits and behaviour might be in the ethical context of the

Goddess herself). In particular. in Bengal (r,vhere, incidentally, upper-caste women have

long appended det t as a title of respect to their given names), the predominance of the

Tãntric traditions and of the more-terrific female deities, like Kãh and Durgã, intensified

the ambivalence of the (divine) Molher: (human) mother equation. Nevertheless, the

association, horvever complex, ivas maintained, not least of all, for our concem, in

Ramakrishna's own religious teachings.llo (and, as we have seen, it was also deployed

by Hindus as a nationalist strategl,'.)

Throughout his discourse, Vivekananda often invokes this linkage of women,

motherhood and divinity, and utilises its rhetorical constructions and binary oppositions.

In a rather-apologetic 1894 lecture, deli'r,ered in Cambridge, Massachusetts, on "The

Women of lndi4" Vivekananda elaborates on the theme of rvoman-as-molher, in

opposition to the Westem 'wife':

The very peculiarity of Hindu women, which they have developed and which is the
idea of their life, is that of the mother. If you enter a Hindu's home, you will not find
the wife to be the same equal companion of the husband as you find her here [in
America]. But when you find the mother, she is the very pillar of the Hindu home.
The wife must wait to become the mother, and then she will be everything....The
mother is the God in our family The idea is that the only real love that we see in the
world, the most unselfish love, is in the mother-always suffering, always loving.
And what love can represent the love of God more than the love which we see in the
mother? Thus the mother is the incamation of God on earth to the Hindu. rrr

t l0 In the account of Vivekananda's orvn spiritual developrnent, his 'acceptance' of the reality of the Divine
Mother is given great emphasis as a 'tuming point' in his religiosity, particularly in the eyes of
Ramakrishna, who was reportedly elated at his young disciple's new-found faith (see Saradananda, vol. 2,
921-31).
rrr "The Women of India," CW,vol.9,201-2.
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Here we find the valourisation of the Hindu \\¡oman that is typical of much Hindu

reformist discourse. Not simply her husband's "equal companion" (as is the Westem

wife), she is represented as a rarefied being, of divine essence, set apart from the

mundane rvorld of the public, male sphere (where Westem women have been

mis/placed), free of "many a burden bould with legal tightness on the shoulders of

Western women."l12 The Indian woman's role as "pillar of the Hindu home" situates her

essence in the domestic sphere-feminine yet de-eroticised, outside of the political

arena-and yet appropriates her as a vital support for the cultural and national life of the

Hindu people. The passage above suggests that, forVivekananda, the 'divinity' which is

embodied by women is not fully manifest in all female bodies. Only n'ith the ascription

of the role of motherhood does the (sexual) 'rvife' become the exalted (non-sexual)

'mother'- Vivekananda's positive comments on the celibate brah¡nacarir¿¿-ideal for

women suggest that 'spiritual motherhood' also constitutes grourds for a woman's

inclusion in this lofty category.ttt Basu, considering the matter from a nationalistic

perspective, posits that

this sexless image of woman rvhich Vivekananda borrows from Ramakrishna's
depiction of [Ramakrishna's own wife] Sarada Devi is what he uses successively to
bridge the gap between the trvo opposing ideas of progressive reform for woman as
advocated by the Brahmos against the ideal of restraint and divinity that is contained
in the proposals of the conservative Hindu reformers' views on the role of woman in
the private sphere. r ra

The "incamation of God on earth" that the mother/woman represents is not the terrific

and eroticised demon-destroying Kãh, but the nurturing, benign domestic-goddess. At

any rate, the desexualised aspect of the image of the mother/Mother would seem to

II2 '(On Indian Women-Their Past, Present and Future," ClT,vol. 5,231t'' "From the Diary of a Disciple," CIl, vol. 6, 48g-g}.
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provide an avenue of reconciliation betrveen Vivekananda's promotion of celibate life

(for both men and women) and his extolling of the more-popularly advocated domestic

role for the Hindu woman. In both cases, the concept of 'purity' remains central to a

woman's status, her social position and personal autonomy intimately Iinked to her

relinquishment of sexuality. t t t

Vivekananda's menlion of the woman/mother as sufferer, above, also recalls the

divine figures of itihãsa (religious history) offered to Hindu women by colonial-period

Indian discourses as prototypes for emulation. The swami addresses this matter directly

in a lecture on the Rantaya¿ta delivered to a Califomia audience in I900. "Sita is the

name in India for everything that is good, pure and hol1,." Vivekananda declares; "[and

she isl everything that in woman we call womanly... [Hindu women and girls] are all

children of Sita, and are struggling to be Sit4 the patienr, the all-suffering, the ever-

faithful, the ever-pure wife."116 The suffering and forbearance of the Hindu woman, he

thus suggests, is redemptive, perhaps even a form of tapasl,a (meritorious austerity). The

Indian woman, in this accolmt, though she may indeed be 'suffering', is not in need of

emancipation by foreign interlopers, but is redeemed through her very subordinate status.

Though the divine actors of Srt¡ and Rãma were foreign to Vivekananda's American

listeners, the idea hardly was; indeed, the theme of the ideal woman as she n'ho

renounces all for her spouse, or even for a 'greater good' (such as empire) was a potent

one in Westem literature and social discourses during the period,rrT and served to quell

the male anxiety which stemmed from the growing power and agency of women in

rra Basu, 160.
rr5 See Sarkar, "Women's Emancipation," 166.
rr6 <<The Ramayana," Clll,vol. 4,76.
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Europe and America- The woman's proper, natural. spiritual role, in this account, is

clearly situated in the domestic realm, regardless of any other spheres through which she

may (tres-)pass.

At this point, the collusion between narratives of gender and nationhood in

Vivekananda's discourse becomes unmistakable. "Rama and Sit4" explains the swami,

are the ideal of the Indian nation. All children, especially girls, rvorship Sita. The height
of a woman's ambition is to be like Sita" the pure, the devoted, the all-suffering! When
you study these characters, you can at once find out how different is the ideal in India
from that of the West. For the race, Sita stands as the ideal of suffering. The West says,
'Do! show yotlr power by doing.' India says, 'show your power by suffering.'... Sita is
typical of India-the idealised India.rl8

The fact that this talk was delivered before an American audience rather than an Indian

one suggests that his purpose was not really the exhortation of colonial resistance through

suffering, but rather the exaltation before the Westem gaze of the endurance of Indians

rurder the lived experience of imperial domination. If the indefinite continuation of

colonial rule seemed inevitable (as it did to many Indians in the late nineteenth century),

its subjects could at least be lionised as possessing the moral high ground through their

acceptance of suffering and reluctance to raise a martial challenge to the colonising

power. While the latter representation was itself often depreciatively advanced by the Raj

as evidence of Indians'-and especially, Benga.lis'-deficiency of the very 'masculine'

strength and vigour they would require to govem themselves, in Vivekananda's discourse

it becomes transformed into a confirmation of the collective inner fortitude and courage

of the lndian people. Further, this stance distinguished Vivekananda's 'spiritual

resistance' approach from those of the nascent militant Indian nationalist movement-the

r17 
See Metcalf, 98

"t Ibid., 75.
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portrayal and lauding of which would not have been likely to win from this lecture's

American audience as much sympathy for Indians' plight as might the representation of

India as bearing persecution and undeserved-yet-redemptive suffering in Christ-like

dignity

Yet there are still other significant gender constructs embedded within this same

passage. Not only is the essence of Slm (here explicitly identified r.l'ith the ideal rvoman)

defined by private suffering, she functions as the support-the voiceless impetus, the

íakti-tpon which depends the public life and mission of Rãma, "the most porverful of

mortals,"lle represented by Vivekananda as the masculine face of India.r20 As in the

rhetoric of other Indian social reformers of the time, women are entrusted ivith the

responsibility of preserving the spiritual essence that sustains Indian men in their public

acts, and thus females must carefully protect and fulfil their ou'n 'traditional' familial

roles, only by virtue of rvhich shall India prosper. Contrast this beneficent image of Slra

with that of Bengal's more-familiar Kãh, dancing upon her prostrate male consofl, or

eastem India's equally beloved tiger-riding, demon-slaying Durgã, it thus becomes clear

that Vivekananda's choice of Siø as an ideal female prototype was a strategic choice

r,vhich required sifting through pan-Indian Hindu mythology for an 'appropnate'

representation of domestic femininity, rather than simply an appropriation of the most-

Iogical indigenous cultural model of female divinity available to him. This to-be-

emulated feminine ideal is anything but the macabre black Godds55-"fs¡¡sr is Thy

name, Death is in Thy þ¡s¿1þ"12r-of Vivekananda's private religious devotion. The

"e lbid.,6g.
t'o lbid.,75.
r2r "Kali the Mother" [poem], CW,vol. 4,384.
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Hindu woman, in this case, is portrayed not as slaving deity but as sacrificial victim

for the cause of national uplift, who must accept subjugation for the greater good of the

Indian nation-as srtã accepted banishment for the benefit of Rãma's kingdom.

While mindful of the need to avoid uncritically imposing Westem feminist notions

of oppression upon an Indian context, it must nevertheless be observed that this particular

understanding of gender and nation continues to sha¡ply delimit the sociaJly sanctioned

scope of rvomen's roles and activities, defining ftem primarily in relation to men and

male aspirations. Perhaps of equal importance, in Vivekananda's discourse, Indian

women are nearly always represenled, that is to say, 'spoken for', by him on their behaJf;

this accords with Chaterjee's observation that, with respect to gender, nationalist

discourse is inevitably "a discourse about women; women do not speak here."l22 Further,

and certainly unintentionally on Vivekananda's part, this subtext has the potential to be

read as vaJidating the perception of the colonial power, which, as mentioned above, often

appealed to the need to 'protect' Indian women from the oppression and tyranny of

Indian men as ajustification for maintaining colonial rule.

The perspectives that Vivekananda expresses with respect to Westem women are

laden with even more ambivalence, and æe equally pervaded by nationalist themes.

While still a relative neophyte (and exotic outsider) in American, and, later, British,

society, his admiration for the primarily upper-class women he encountered there seemed

turbounded.r23 Yet, his perspectives became more tempered with the passage of time,

particularly as his growing proximity to western cu-lture and persons made him

'tt Chatte¡"", The Nation and lts Fragments,l33.
't' See, for example, the enthusiastic ãescripúon of American women given in a letter he wrote from New
York to his fellow disciples in India in 1894 ("Letters," CW,vol. 6,272-3).
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increasingly able to penetrate the façade of Westem gender roles and emancipatory

rhetoric.l2a His later statements, delivered in India, almost invariably situate Westem and

Indian women in a relationship of binary opposition, with Indian women assuming the

dominant position. In an 1897 discussion with a follower, Sharat Chandra Chakravarty,

Vivekananda reportedly stated:

Still on this sacred soil of Indi4 this land of Sita and Savitri, among women may be
found such character, such spirit of service, such affection, compassion, contentment,
and reverence, as I could not find anywhere else in the world! In the West, the women
did not very often seem to me to be women at all, they appeared to be quite the
replicas of men! Driving vehicles, drudging in offices, attending schools, doing
professional duties! In India alone the sight of feminine modesty and reserve soothes
the eye! With such materials of great promise, you could not, alas, work out their
uplift! You did not try to infuse the light of knorvledge into them. If they get the right
sort of education. they may well tum out to be the ideal women in the rvorld.r25

These sentiments on Westem women and their Indian counterparts are virtually a

complete inversion of the thoughts he expressed in a¡r 1893 letter from Chicago only a

few months after his arrival in America, in which he praised Western women's purity,

chastity, and independence in pursuing work and studies, and lamented the condition of

Indian women.t26 His later criticism mirrors the concem voiced among the British of the

day about the loss of women's 'femininity' (by which westem men's 'masculinity' was

borurded and defined) supposedly being encouraged among women by the growing

feminist and 'women's rights' advocacy movements in England and America.l2T

speaking again ivith chakravarry on the subject of Indian women's education,

vivekananda criticises "westem style" schooling, advocating a more indigenous

r2a 
See "sayings and Utterances," CW,vol.5,412-13.

'" "From the Diary of a Disciple," CW, vol. 6, 491 .

''o "Letters," CIl, vol. 5, 25-6.
lzt See, for exarnple, Denise P. Quark, "'True Englishwomen' and 'Anglo-Indians': Gender, National
Identity, and Feminism in the Victorian Women's Periodical Press," in Imperial Co-Histories: NaÍional
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approach-in both form and content-to female education.I2s While he counterposes

this ideal of the educated woman with the bleak vierv (one that he ascribes to even

'educated' Indian men) of women ¿ìs merely "manufacturing machines,"l2e he defends his

push for female intellectual and moral training primarily on the grounds that women so

trained provide the necessary family environment for the advent of great men.tto From

this perspective, the \¡r'oman's natural realm once again becomes the domestic space,

where her essential nature finds its proper expression through her "feminine modesty"

and motherhood, rather than her public activities. Thus, we encounter here a dramatic

example of the ways in which the 'cult of domesticity' that characterised Victorian

British culture-and British society in India as well-had entered bhadralok discourse as

a strategy for courtering effeminisation through displacing women from the public realm

(and the public gze), where men 'properly' belonged and in rvhich they achieved their

masculinity. For the nineteenth-century middle-class Bengali male, the faithful, home-

oriented wife served as "the last unconquered space in a universe increasingly dominated

by alien Western values."l3l This appropriated gender rhetoric was rearticulated through

the conceptual framework of Hinduism, cast upon its indigenous domesticated divinities

as prototypes of womanhood ("Sita and Savitri"), and thus nativised.

However, considering the intenelationship that McClintock has demonstrated

existed between domesticity and racialisation in the colonial sefting,r32 Vivekananda's

Identities and the British and Colonial Pt'ess, ed. J. F. Codell (Madison: Fairleigh Dickinson University
Press, 2003), 167-87.
r28 "Conversations and Dialogues," CW,vol.6, 488-90.

"n Ibid.,489.
t'o Ibid.
t,3t Sarkar,An Exploration of the Ramah.ishna Wvekananda Tt.adition,34.
'" See McClintock, "The White Family of Man: Colonial Discourse and the Reinvention of Patriarchy,"
chapter 6 rn Imperial Leafher,232-257.
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acquiescence to the former ultimately. if inad'i,ertently, acted in complicity n'ith the

imperial project, helping to solidiô,. not subvert, European hierarchies. For example, the

privileging of the 'leisured lady' over that of the working-class woman, rvhich is

suggested by the above passage, bolsters the theme of the lower classes as degraded and

degenerated, complicit rvith the racialised 'Othering' project that was occurring in the

metropole.r33 This schema, in tum, helped to foster the intensification of the racial

ideology that was deployed in the colonies. That these gender roles appeared to be agents

of liberation for the colonised (the colonis ed male, at least), however, rvas in keeping

u'ith the inherently duplicitous nature of colonial discou¡se. Thus, perhaps not

coincidentally, as Vivekananda increasingly became a figure of interest to the nationalist

movement in India (even if he himself declined to participate in an explicitly political

fashion), his stress on the value ofconventional (that is, conventional l(estern)

constructions of masculinity increased, as did his emphasis on their corresponding

feminine gender roles.

An Ambival ent Mo ther land

Further, as in the discourses of other nationalist figures, the application of gender

rhetoric to India itself was utilised by Vivekananda, particularly in his public lectures

before Indian audiences, wherein references to 'Mother India' and 'our motherland' are

not to be found lacking. His deployment of highly gendered characterisations of India's

colonial situation in his Indian lectures is particularly striking. During the course of his

lecture, "The Future of Indi4" delivered in Madras in 1897, Vivekananda boldly states:

133 
See ibid., 43-44.
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There is yet another defect in us [Indians]. Ladies. excuse me, but through

centuries of slavery, rve have become like a nation of rvomen. You scarcely can get
three u'omen together for five minutes in this country or any other country, but they
quarrel. Women make big societies in European countries, and make ûemendous
declarations of women's power and so on; then they quarrel, and some man comes
and rules them all. All over the world they still require some man to rule them. We
are like them. women we are. If a woman comes to lead women, they all begin
immediately to criticise her, tear her to pieces, and make her sit down. If a man comes
and gives them a little harsh treatment, scolds them now and then, it is all right, they
have been used to that sort of mesmerism. The rvhole rvorld is futl of such mesmerists
and hypnotists. In the same way, if one of our countrymen stands up and tries to
become great, we all try to hold him dou,n, but if a foreigner comes and tries to kick
us, it is all right. we have been used to it, have we not? And slaves must become
great masters! So give up being a slave. For the next fifty years this alone shall be our
keynote-this, o¡q great Mother India. Let all other vain gods disappea¡ for the time
from our minds.l3a

This dramatic (and oddly urproblematic, it seems, from Vivekananda's perspective)

jurtaposition of the laudatory rhetoric of 'Mother India' and the pejorative equation of

femininity/effeminacy u,ith India's 'slavery' illustrates the deep ambivalence that

characterised the colonial predicament, particularly in the attempted amalgamation of

existing Hindu religious concepts and appropriated imperialistic categories of gender and

nationality. In articulating his position, Vivekananda is cautious not to sully the notion of

'proper' femininity (that of the all-suffering Indian Srtã-esque female), but rather invokes

the 'unnatural' (or rather, comrpted) femininity of the Westem woman, whose efforts at

selfJiberation are deemed ineffective because of mean-spirited interpersonal discord. The

suggestion that the children of "Mother India" must unite under a common ideological

barmer to overcome divisive jealousy and conflict before the "mesmerism" of imperialist

rule can be cast off, is yet couched in language which itself colludes, unfortunately, with

the colonial emasculation of India through the discursive approach of similarising Indian

men to Westem women.
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As in the case of Vivekananda's social reform-minded contemporaries,

constructions of masculinity and femininity (with their exemplary ideal man and ideal

woman), and their attributed origins in ancient religious sources (illustrating their

distinctively 'Hindu' character), assurne an amplifìed importance and visibility in the

swami's work, in accord with his increasing perception of the need to foster in lndians a

unified national consciousness. Faced with the reality of the presence and power of these

discou¡ses, Vivekana¡rda chose to appropriate and deploy them as tools in his efforts to

articulate a persuasive and cohesive modem Hindu identity. That the consequences

thereof were not always wholly in accordance with his professed goals is a corollary of

the convoluted nature of colonial power structures, and of the intemal relations of

opposition between men and women that they inculcate-the roles and identities of each

inextricably bound up with considerations of imperial authority and resistance.

r34 "The Futwe of Indi a,- CW,vol. 3, 300.



CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSION

Throughout the preceding chapters, a number of aspects of the relationship between

Vivekananda and the discursive forms and content that characterised colonialism have

been considered in some depth. Vivekananda u'as a prominent figure hailing from a

society that, during the latter part of the nineteenth century, was in the midst of

significant changes effected by the pressures of the colonial il'eb of power. In particular,

significant ideological contact and conflict rvas acutely felt by that sector of Bengali

society which had received an 'English' education and was exposed to a steady influx of

nerv ideas through other channels as well. ThaL asignificant number of Vivekananda's

contemporaries-persons like Bankimchandra Chattopadhyay, Keshabchandra Sen,

Bhudev Mukhopadhyay, S asadhar Tarkachudamani, Ishwarchan dra Vi dyasagar,

Aurobindo Ghose, and many lesser-known figures as well-gave significant, thoughtful

consideration to possible ways in which the encounter between these oftentimes-

dissimilar streams of thought could be brought together in a coherent and productive

fashion, should leave no doubt as to the perceived exigency of the situation. Clearly,

there was deemed to be a need to negotiate these intersecting rvorlds and their

ch aracteri sti c di scours es.

427
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Further, Vivekananda's extensive overse¿ìs travels, lectures, and writings placed

him in a position u,ith which very few of his nineteenth-century compatriots could claim

panty The impact of these shifts in cultural locale is reflected in the changing character

of his discourse from one situs to another. In articulating his positions, he rvas obliged to

take into consideration the unique power dynamics he encountered in each situation-in

the West, persistent stereotypes of Hindus. widespread interest in a vaguely defined

popular'spiritualism', and the all-pervæive assumptions of modemity; in India, the

influence of a diverse coìlection of religious and cultural traditions, an intemalised

attitude of colonial subjugation, and what he believed to be a collective latent spiritual

power rvaiting to be roused. Yet, these audiences and environments, despite their

dissimilitude, were often not wholly 'separate' from one another-in the sense that

virtually any of Vivekananda's talks and writings, even during his lifetime, had the

potential to reach diverse interested parties in his homeland, in the dominant imperial

centre, and in a country that was fast becoming the seat of trventieth-century neo-colonial

power. The sivami was fully cognisant that his public enurciation rvas a performance for

multiple audiences, and he responded rvith measured expositions of his sometime-

contentious views. In doing so, this exceptionally well-read and widely travelled monk

drew from a large range ofconcepts, ideas, and rhetorical strategies, seeking to utilise

and respond to the expectations, preconceptions, and worldviews of his listeners and

readers as effectively as possible.

Even in the context of urban Calcutta itself, Vivekananda was faced with a complex

social and intellectual environment, especially among his own class of origin. Portions of

the English-educated populace in Bengal had, by the time Vivekananda commenced his
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'mission', already begun to react against the unmitigated enthusiasm expressed in

earlier decades of the nineteenth century for a darvning of a European-inspired 'Age of

Reason' in India- While this strand of thought certainly still remained prominent, its

supporters had to contend with the growing voice of those who sought instead to 'revive'

what was considered to be "the primal state of the Hindu dha.rma."r Vivekanand4 to the

extent that he desired to gamer widespread support for his vision of Hindu unity, rvas

confronted by the task of negotiating the growing discursive division between these

factions-an undertaking which, as Basu has demonstrated in Religious Revivalistn,he

managed with considerable success.'

Gven that the result of this interplay of factors was the inclusion within

Vivekananda's expressed perspectives of elements originating from avariety of

contending discourses, rvhat does this mean for the way in which he is to be situated with

respect to the assumptions and themes of the colonial project? Hopefully. the preceding

chapters have made it clear that the complexity of his discursive positions thq'arts their

classification into simple binary categories. Vivekananda cannot fairly be dismissed as a

naïve colonial clone, merely mimicking back the norrns of these discursive formations in

a different guise. Nor does the representation of the swami as a fervent patriotic

pioneer-an image advanced by many modem Hindu nationalists-suit the sophistication

of his viervs. Yet, at the same time, both of these simplistic assessments hint at elements

that can legitimately said to be present within his discourse.

Vivekananda himself served as a site of encounter and negotiation for the

competing rhetoric, conceptual formations, and religious, scientific, and political

I Shamita Basu, Religious Revivalism as Nationalist Discourse @elhi: Oxford University Press, 2002), 5.
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discourses of the nineteenth-century world-a world in rvhich ideas rvere anything

but confined by national or hemispheric bourdaries. While currents of thought have

always transversed the borders between courtries and cultures, the ideological

interchange during this period, particularly throughout the territory of the British

Empire-a great machine with "its wonderful system of circulation and distribution," to

recall Vivekananda's imagery-was unprecedented in terms of speed, extent, and, most

critically, depth. Furthermore, the varied vehicles through which Westem knowledge and

ways of knowing were transmitted to the colonies, and the complex array of competing

'native' discourses which these encountered, resulted in nerv hybrid forms that were

rarely consistent with the pattems, or the intent, of their original articulation in the

metropole. It shor¡ld not be surprising, therefore, that a figure who was not only the

product of this discursive mélange but who deeply engaged it and intentionally sought to

appropriate from it what he deemed useful, cannot be sloned into a single, definable

position. Vivekananda was an adherent of (multiple) religious traditions with roots

running far back into antiquity, he was also a reformer inspired by the ideas and ideals of

modernity. He was a¡r advocate of a strong and united Indian 'nation' and, at the same

time, rvas a man whose politics rvere deeply informed by religious convictions. He was

profoundly impacted by Euro-American discou¡ses on race, caste and gender, and, by all

indications, accepted some of their tenets as valid-and yet, he believed that the Indian

cultural heritage offered much insight into these concepts where he found elements

lacking or amiss in Westem interpretations. The ever-tempting classihcatory query, "In

which category-Hindu revivalist, religious nationalist, social critic, modem

2 lbid., "Conclusior¡" 193-202.
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philosopher-is it most appropriate to situate him?" (or. put more simply, 'Yes, but

which was he really?") is an erroneous one-illustrative, in fact, of the essentialist nature

of conventional pattems of Westem inquiry, scholastic and otherwise, and the tendency

to divide phenomena into exclusive categories fostered thereby. At the most basic level,

however, both Vivekananda's discou¡se and those of colonialism are intimately

connected through their necessary entanglement in the thematic of modemity.

It is, however, perfectly legitimate to inquire to rvhat extent Vivekananda's critical

and often creative engagement of modem ideas and concepts was able to take him

beyond the limitations imposed by what we have identified as 'colonial' pattems of

thought and their allied discursive formations (Orientalism, post-Enlightenment

philosophy, Westem sciences, and so forth). Was Vivekanand4 despite the decidedly

imperial nature of his historical and geographical circumstances, a'postcolonial' thinker

in at least some respects?

Many of the most important and influential scholars rvhose work is identified with a

consciousness of postcoloniality-including Said, Bhabh a, and Spivak-have

emphasised the remarkable capacity of colonial constructions, and their particular

orderings of human experience, to persist in spite of shifting political forces and even the

concerted efforts of those who have imbibed the deconstructionist leanings of the

postmodem age. While the extent to which colonial and Orientalist representations have

been presented as inevitable and inescapable has lead to criticism of some postcolonial

theorists' work,3 the tenacious nature of these wide-ranging and deep-rooted discou¡ses is

nevertheless evident. Given, then, that the postcolonial, even at the present time, is often
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difficult to disentangle fully from the neocolonial, how much more problematic must

it have been for one who read, experienced, spoke, and wrote amidst the lived reality of

empire to eschew its consequences?

Thus, to reformulate the question in a more precise and nuanced fashion: Was

Vivekananda able to develop and articulate, in an authentic and meaningful way, a

perspective reasonably unrestrained by the suppositions and consequences of

colonialism? The answer, I think, must necessarily entail a degree of ambiguity, and-to

employ Bhabha's cherished term-ambivalence. Disembedding oneself from the

urquestioned assumptions and metanarratives of empire is no easy task, to be sure.

While, granted, in the context of Vedãntic religious practice, Vivekananda sought a direct

experience of 'unconditioned' knou,ledge of the 'uppercase-R' Reality (brahman)-he

also lived and worked very actively in what he understood as the'lowercase-r' reality of

Ihe sãmsãrifra world, eagerly absorbing through reading, discussion, travel, and cultural

exploration the forms of knowledge that the West had constructed about lndi4 about

itself, and about the rest of the world. It is, consequently, unrealistic to expect that he

would somehow m¿ìnage construct a'pure' body of knowledge and epistemology

urinfluenced by the pervasive norms of imperialism-¿ut absolute impossibility, in fact,

when considered from a postmodern or postcolonial perspective.a In the preceding

chapters, we have considered the ways in which specific elements of his perspective are

resistant to, and yet tethered by, this powerfuJ Westem thematic.

'For an example, see Philip A. Mellor, "Orientalism, Representation and Religion: The Reality Behind the
Mytb" Ãelrg?on 34 (2004): 99-112.
a Incidentally, it is worth noting that even the pre-colonial Advaitin philosophers demonstrated an
awareness ofthe folly ofseeking to articulate 'objective'knowledge unsullied by the contexts ofits
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Perhaps even more important is the recognition that such a complete

disentanglement would not necessarily have been desirable from the swami's perspective.

The very body of knowledge, epistemological views, and rhetorical skills that

Vivekananda utilised to constructively 'answer back' to the colonial mentality were in

large part alegacy of the same system that perpetuated it. His education in European

philosophy and religion, his awareness of Westem-style historiography and the 'scientific

method', and his remarkable dexterity with the English language were aspects of the

colonial bequest that he valued and put to use for his own ends. However, along rvith

ihese adopted discursive formations inevitably come entrenched assumptions, limits,

divisions, and prohibitions, originating out of particular cultural settings, unique

historical circumstances, and a distinctly modem episteme.It is this aspect of the

situation, lypical of the ambivalent nature of the colonial subject's predicament, rvhich

deeply problematises assertions of Vivekananda's postcoloniality. As we have seen, his

stated positions on subjects as diverse as religion, nationalism, race, caste, and gender

often incorporate essentialist assumptions that follow the same lines as those

characteristic of Westem discourses on the Orient, even where his expressed desire is to

oppose the particular set of power relations embedded within them. The results are

sometimes liberating, sometimes limiting, and, most often, an ambivalent admixture of

the two.

certainly, in some instances, spivak's notion of the strategic employment of

essentialist constructions by anti-colonial agents does offer a highly plausible explanation

for Vivekananda's discursive choices-for example, the swami's refashioning of

enr¡nciation and transmission, classing even scripturalty derived knowledge as øparavidyã-literally, 'non-
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'brahmin' from a hereditary status-marker into a signifier denoting personal spiritual

fitness, or his presentation of Krsna as a model of morality along the lines of

Christological ethics. Through doing so, Westem categories, though maintained in

structure, often acquired new content and meanings in Vivekananda's discourse. His

'Indocentric' essentialism provided him with a powerfirJ means to position the Hindu

subject advantageously, responding to, in Spivak's words, Britain's "specific policies of

exploitation."5 Indeed, the historical study of nationalism, including Vivekananda's

perspectives on the safite, seems to support the notion that, in seeking to generate a

politically expedient movement against colonial ideology and practice, one of the most

effective strategies is the appropriation and inversion of at least some of colonialism's

own essentialist binaries. (Perhaps understandably, it would seem a difficuìt proposition

to 'rally the masses' around a postmodem campaign of disunified subjectivities.)

Vivekananda was far from alone in this respect; Basu has demonstrated how, in the

Bengali context, both the conservativ e pandits and the modemist reformers propounded

essentialist visions of Hinduism. It is doubtful that, given the particular time and

circumstances, a thoroughly 'postcolonial' approach would have had an impact on

vivekananda's audiences, Indian or otherwise, equal to that of his potent style.

In others cases, however-such as the swami's expositions on masculinity and

femininity that, while seeking to refute ideas of Indian women's oppression and Indian

men's effeminacy, sometimes actually entrench existing gender-based colonial

denigrations-an explanatory appeal to strategic essentialism is rather less credible. In

such cases, the distinction that Chatterjee employs between the colonial thematic and

ultimate' and, thus, subject to error.
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problematic becomes a particularly useful one. The ability of this framework to

account for the apparent contradictions *'ithin a wide array of counter-discourses in the

colonial setting by appealing to, in Chatterjee's words, the "distinction of 'levels' within

the structure of a body of knowledge,"6 can help us to understand how Vivekananda's

carefully considered positions often remain at least partially embedded within the same

epistemological assumptions as do the views he aims to refute.

For example, in the case of his appropriation of the rhetoric of Victorian-era

'muscular Christianity' to cormter the colonial representation of the Bengali male as

effeminate, Vivekananda advocates that Hindus-at least, Hindu boys and men-ought

to challenge this perception by cultivating and performing 'manliness'-for multiple

audiences-through physical training and discipline. In this respect, he refutes a

particular colonial problematic, by asserting that what the dominant discourse claims to

be true and fixed (effeminacy) is, even if perhaps valid, nevertheless subject to alteration

through the active agency of the colonial subject. Yet, in adopting this approach to the

matter, Vivekananda does not deeply interrogate the underlying essentialist constructions

of masculinity/femrninity/effeminacy, nor does he fully question the moral import and

legitimacy of the meaning and power embedded within these concepts in Western

discursive traditions. By virtue of his implied acceptance of a Euro-American conception

of masculinity as a proper telos-at least in part-for Indian males, he also does not

engage the ways in which these gender-constructs have been culturally created and

5 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Outside in the Teaching Machine Q.trew York: Routledge, 1993), 13.
6 Partha Chatterjee, Nationalist Thought and the Colonial World (Tokyo: United Nations University, 1986;

reprinted in The Partha Chatte4jee Omnibus, Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1 999), 37.
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historically used to justifu restrictive behavioural norms for both women and men, in

colonised societies and in the metropolitan centre.

Further, Vivekananda's distinctive blend of a modem Westem thematic and a text-

based brãhrna?ical philosophy is set forth with such apparent aplomb and authority on his

part that it often seems to amount to The imposition of a new order in place of the old,

rather than a querying of the existing status quo. ln fact, given the explicit mooring of his

views in religion-an immensely powerful medium for the dissemination of ideas,

particularly in the Indian context-his assertions sometimes appear, if anything,

potentially more tenacious than those of 'secular' colonialism. If the discourses of

colonialism are rooted in the legacy of the European Enlightenment, which posited

universal principles of human nature and the promised discovery of the same for material

nature, Vivekananda's approach audaciously claims a fouldation in a universal nature

characterisingall reality, and already identified, encountered, and articulated by Vedãntic

thinkers. Yet, his hybrid Advaita-modemity positions do not consistently contest the

binary and hierarchical nature of colonial discourse, and may even entrench it further via

the force of his appeal to a transcendent authority.

To put the matter another way: if we hypothesise a situation in which

Vivekananda's Vedãntic vision were to be implemented in full as a guiding political

philosophy for the Indian nation (as the imperial mindset similarly served for nineteenth-

century Britarn), it is not clear that those under its sway would accordingly have a greater

degree of agency to question it, restructure it, or provide altemative interpretations of

reality, than was the case when that society was ruled by British colonial power and

hegemony. We have also seen, for example, in the case of Vivekananda's construct of
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'ideal (Indian) womanhood', how an idea which, from one perspective (such as thal

of the nascent Indian 'nation'), may seem liberatory, does not necessarily appear so when

viewed from another (that of the modernising Indian woman herself), and could even be

read as a re-colonisation of the subaltern. Likewise, Vivekananda's grounding of his

'universalistic' perspective in the framework of Advaita metaphysics means that access

to its intrinsic structure for purposes of contestation or revision of its various elements

(rather than its refutation in toto) is dependent upon a preliminary acceptance of its

guiding worldview. This fact makes it problematic for those adhering to substantially

differing l4/eltanschauungs (for example, 'orthodox' Muslims or Christians) to actively

participate within this form of 'universalism' in a meaningful way, and thus it fosters the

displacement and re-inscription of Hindu 'othemess' onto these altemative/marginal

positions and groups within the Indian sefting. This should perhaps be considered

illustrative of the reality that another set of ideological positions implanted where the

colonial problematic has been disrupted is not necessarily 'preferable' in every respect-

especially upon subaltem populations-to those norms which it replaces, merely by

virrue of its production by a 'native' thinker as opposed to a 'foreign' agent.

The intent of these observations is not, however, to portray Vivekananda as a failure

in his efforts to reformulate societal dynamics, but to demonstrate how obdurate is the

powerful covert thematic of which colonialism is a historical and discursive

manifestation, and how its very structure acts to fn¡strate, though perhaps not completely

thwart, the possibility of fundamental change. Indeed, the nature and extent of individual

agency within the constraints of colonial discourses remain much-contested topics among

scholars, and are questions presently lacking settled conclusions. Vivekananda's
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predicament, therefore, is by no means unique; even the leading figures in present-

day postcolonial theory often stand accused of merely trading one imperfect framework

for another, and of being urduly influenced by essentialism, cultural assumptions, class

biases, and the 'elitist' power structures of academia.

To say, then, that the various conceptual constructions to which Vivekananda

contributed have thereby been 'decolonised' would not be accurate. Yet, as Chatterjee

has pointed out, when a counter-colonial discourse incorporates elements of the colonial

thematic, "it is deliberately and necessarily selective. [and] the quarrel with colonialist

thought will be necessarily carried into the domain ofjustification."T Indeed, it is evident

from our discussions in the preceding chapters that, at times, Vivekananda was

consciously aware of-and even sometimes explicitly acknowledged and articulated-

parts of the strategies that allowed colonialism to persist and function, both through

hegemony and violence. (Consider, in this regard, his sardonic comments on the adverse

consequences of sartorial mimicry by Indians of the British, as quoted and discussed in

Chapter Four; or his criticism of the employment of Social Darwinian ideas by political

authorities to justify oppression and camage, examined in Chapter Five.) In the case of

the gender roles mentioned above, Vivekananda's negation of colonialism's emasculation

of the Bengali male involves the rebuttal of the racialised justification of the same, as he

asserts that the alleged lack of masculinity among his Indian contemporaries is an

acquired trait, and can and should be remedied by means that lie ftrlly in the hands of

Indians themselves, outside of the sphere of British management. As well, by designating

personal 'spiritual' practice as a site at least partially exempt from the norms of

t lui¿., +l
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aggressive masculinity, he opens up the possibility of subversion through the

circumvention of these gender-norms (a route that Gandhi was to take shortly thereafter,

albeit more forthnghtly and dramatically). To this extent, Vivekanandamay well be

considered a participant in the discursive deconstruction of empire.

Further, the necessary complexif,rcation of Vivekananda's relationship with Westem

discourses should not be misread as diminishing the very real advances he made through

his efforts to engage and modifu the dynamics and effects of colonialism. Indeed, the

very fact that modem Indian religious and nationalist movements situate Vivekananda

prominently in their resp ecti v e-and oft en intertwined-narrati ves, demonstrates the

perception on the part of these groups that his efforts made a tangible impact upon their

ability to assert a collective self-identity that challenged existing representations by

Westem discourses. Put another way, the willingness of many modem Hindus (and even

non-Hindu Indians) to describe themselves as indebted to Vivekananda for the latter's

'defence of Hinduism' and/or for his boldly proclaimed 'Indian pride' shows that the

colonial discourses which functioned-be it by design or not-to inculcate in the India¡t

imperial subject a'shame' in the effeminate degeneracy of his/her religious and national

life were rendered, at some point, less hegemonic and, consequently, less effective.

Though Vivekananda was only one arnong many figures who played a role in Indians'

discovery (recovery, Vivekanandahimself would no doubt say) of a strong communal

sense of dignity and self-respect throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries, the symbolic value of his contribution should not be underestimated, as his

subsequent pan-Indian canonisation as a'patriot saint' makes evident.
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The response ofthose outside ofthe borders oflndia and ofthe sphere of

Hinduism also lends support to the contention that Vivekananda made some true

headr,vay in destablising the foundations of these powerful mindsets. Naturally, few

scholars of religion (or, presumably, scholars of nationalism, sociology, or gender

studies) would argue that the consequences of long allowing the post-Enlightenment

thematic to go unquestioned have been expunged from present-day discourses. But, the

Hinduism with which North Americans and Europeans, as well as Hindu Indians

themselves, are today acquainted appea-rs in many ways unlike that which was

represented 'to the West by the West' in an earlier, pre-Vivekananda period.

This is not to wholly refute Said's assertions conceming the persistent hold that

Orientalist constructions continue to have upon perceptions of 'the East'. The nineteenth-

century Orientalists'hierarchical classifrcatory schemes and Eurocentric analltical

approaches lurk remarkably close to the surface, even in academic contexts; the mutually

contradictory tendencies torvards semitified 'saming' and exoticist 'Othering' are still

prevalent in Westem ideas of Hinduisrn, especially on the popular level. Indeed, the

essentialism that u¡rderlies these divergent-yet-interwoven discu¡sive aspects has proven

remarkably tenacious.

Yet, at the same time, Said's claims regarding the ufter inescapability of the

colonial paradigm appear somewhat problematic in light of the shifting representations of

Hinduism in the century following Vivekananda's passing. While bearing definite marks

of the Orientalist mindset, Hinduism has also been the subject of novel articulations that

challenge the persistent hierarchisation of earlier colonial perspectives. It seems fair to

state that those whom we might term members of the liberal-minded Westem public
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(including. today, many diasponc Hindus) are highly likely to view Indian religion

rvith lenses coloured by a Vivekananda-esque appraisal of the capacity of 'Hindu

rvisdom'-resembling most often Advaitic philosophy-to transcend cultural and even

religious boundaries, even to function as a liberating agent for the non-Hindu world, be it

on a personal or societal level, or both.8 An example of this is to be fourd in the

rvidespread interest in the affiliation between Hinduism and science, addressed in the

rvork of such popular rvriters as Fritjof Capra and Deepak Chopr4 employing

comparisons betu'een contemporary scientific thinking and decontextualised versions of

purportedly 'core' Hindu teachings to provide mutual justification and elucidation of

each vieu'point. This is not to claim that this perception of 'Hinduism' as an entity

separable from its religious, historical, and sociological moorings is an ctccurale one,

either historically or doctrinally, but only that it has been, and continues to be, an

influential theme lvithin modem 'multicultural' social milieur. Again, Vivekananda

himself certainly does not deserve the full credit for this-arguably, well-known lndian

thinkers like Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, as well as the American Transcendentalist writers

such as Emerson and Thoreau, have been equally, if not more, influential in the

dissemination of this perspective. So, too, have a variety of twentieth-century Hindu

teachers, many of whom have travelled and taught in Westem countries much as

Vivekananda did in years previous. However, a significant number of these persons

themselves have openly acknowledged an appreciation of Vivekananda and a degree of

t To be fair, however, Religionist Jane Naomi Iwamura has drawn attention to the "racial coding" couched

within this ostensibly positive representation of "oriental wisdom," r¡trich is implicitly set off against

"black magic" and "white science" in popular Vy'estem discourses. (See Iwamura, "The Oriental Monk in
A¡nerican Popular Culture," in Religion and Popular Culture in America, ed. B. D. Forbes and J. H. Mahan

[Berkley: University of Ca]ifomia Press, 20001, 34.)
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acquaintance with his ivork that suggest the probable influence of the latter upon the

former. As lvell. the Vedanta Societies founded by Vivekananda have multiplied over the

course of the preceding century, spreading throughout North America, Europe, and Asia

(and even finding footholds in some South American, African, and Oceanic countries),

a¡rd the influence of their grorving body of published literature-much of it,

Vivekananda-authored or not, in accordance with the broad outlines of his thought-has

increased as u,ell. If Orientalism still suwrves strongly into the present er4 as Said asserts

it does, it is also difficult to deny that its manifest expressions have rurdergone profound

shifts, to rvhich the srvami's perspectives have contributed and continue to do so.e

Even more than this, the very fact of Vivekananda's vigorous and vocal

participation on a global stage, ofhis insistence to be taken seriously as a thoughtful

analyst of human phenomena and ideas (be these religious, national, racial, or otherwise),

is itself significant from the perspective of destablising Eurocentric discourses. As Said

has rvritten, according to the norns of the Orientalist perspective, "Orientals were rarely

seen or looked at: they were seen through, analysed not as citizens, or even people, but as

problems to be solved or confined, or-as the colonial powers openly coveted their

territory-taken over."10 Vivekanand4 as one of the f,rrst Hindu spokespersons to directly

contact a significant audience in the United States and Britain over an extended period,

contributed towards real change in this respect. By putting himself into the role of an

authoritative interpreter, he offered resistance against the tendency of the West to portray

Hindus as passive objects to be scrutinised and explained (away) Instead, he both

n King's work, as described, has duly traced the bi-directional flow of some of these ideas about the India

and its religions through various channels, including Vivekananda, between the East and the West.
r0EdwardW. Said, Orientalism QrlewYork: VintageBooks[RandomHouse], 1978; reprinted, 1994),207.
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represented and interpellated them as active-and often privileged-agents in the

depiction and analysis of their orvn traditions, as well as those of others. This was

especially important in the colonial Indian context, for Vivekananda was up against

pervasive foreign discourses that functioned to represent back to Indians their own nature

and position only in rvays that the West deemed appropriate. His actions were,

effectively, a reclamation of Indians' right to establish for themselves a distinct

epistemological space, albeit one permanently altered by the impact of Westem thought.

His querying of disparaging racial discourses, his focus on the purportedly 'rational' and

'scientific' natue of Hinduism, and his assertions of Hindus' full and active participation

in a trans-cultural quest for 'universal religion', effectively claimed for Hindus a

legitimate subjecthood. Further, the nationalistic themes woven throughout his discourses

granted Hindu Indians 'citizenship' in a nation which, though it did not yet exist as a

political entity, strongly did so in spirit. ln Vivekananda's eyes, 'Orientals' rvere not

"problems to be solved" by the West, but, rather, were poised to become, at least in the

'spiritual' sphere, solvers of the V/est's problems.
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